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I. INTRODUCTION 

MasterCard International Incorporated ("Petitioner") filed a petition 

("Pet.") requesting a review under the transitional program for covered 

business method patents of U.S. Patent No. 8,036,988 B2 (Ex. 1001, "the 

'988 patent"). Paper 5. Jolm D' Agostino ("Patent Owner") filed a 

preliminary response ("Prelim. Resp."). Paper 8. The Board has jurisdiction 

under 35 U.S.C. § 324.1 

The standard for instituting a covered business method patent review 

is set forth in 35 U.S.C. § 324(a), which provides as follows: 

THRESHOLD-The Director may not authorize a post-grant 
review to be instituted unless the Director determines that the 
information presented in the petition filed under section 321, if 
such information is not rebutted, would demonstrate that it is 
more likely than not that at least 1 of the claims challenged in 
the petition is unpatentable. 

Petitioner challenges the patentability of claims 1-38 ofthe '988 

patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103, and 112, second paragraph. Taking into 

account Patent Owner's preliminary response, we determine that the 

information presented in the petition does not demonstrate that it is more 

likely than not that the challenged claims are unpatentable. Pursuant to 3 5 

U.S.C. § 324(a), we deny the institution of a covered business method patent 

review as to claims 1-38 ofthe '988 patent. 

1 See Section 18(a) of the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 
112-29, 125 Stat. 284, 329 (2011) ("AlA"). 
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A. The '988 Patent 

The '988 patent discloses a method and system of performing secure 

credit card purchases. Ex. 1001, Abstract. The method and system increase 

overall security by minimizing access to credit card numbers, without having 

to substantially deviate from existing credit card transaction practices. !d. at 

col. 1, ll. 19-29. 

Figure 3 of the '988 patent follows: 

54 56 

Customer Merchant 

62 

Authorizing Entity 

45' 64 45' 

FIG. 3 
Figure 3 schematically represents a secure credit card transaction 

system, where the customer-to-merchant contact is by phone or in person. 

As shown above in Figure 3, customer 54 receives promotional information 

from merchant 56, either by telephone 60 or in person 62. !d. at col. 7, 11. 

30-35. Customer 54 then contacts custodial authorizing entity 64, by either 

telephone 66' or computer 45', for authorization. Id. at col. 7, ll. 35-43. 
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After confinning authorization, authorizing entity 64 establishes details of 

the anticipated transaction to determine a payment category, and then issues 

a transaction code to the customer. I d. at col. 7, 11. 43-46. The customer can 

utilize the transaction code to consummate a transaction within the defined 

parameters of the payment category, and the merchant can obtain 

verification and subsequent payment utilizing the transaction code only. I d. 

at col 7, 11. 46-55. 

B. Related Matters 

Petitioner and Patent Owner identify the following related district 

court proceeding involving the '988 Patent and in which Petitioner is a 

party: JohnD'Agostino v. MasterCard, Inc. eta!., Case No. 1:13-cv-00738 

(D. Del., filed April26, 2013). Pet. 5; Prelim. Resp. 4; Ex. 1007 

("Complaint for Patent Infringement"). 

Petitioner and Patent Owner also identify the '988 patent as the 

subject of Ex Parte Reexamination proceeding No. 90/012,517. Pet 5-6; 

Prelim. Resp.18; Ex. 1003 ("Ex Parte Reexamination Office Action"). 

In related proceeding CBM2013-00058, Petitioner also seeks review 

of U.S. Patent No. 7,840,486 B2, to which the '988 patent claims priority. 

Pet. 6. 

C. Illustrative Claim 

Petitioner challenges claims 1-38 of the '988 patent. Claims 1, 17, 19, 

21, and 22 are independent claims. Claim 1 is illustrative of the claims at 

issue and follows: 

4 
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1. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 
said method comprising: 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having 
custodial responsibility of account parameters of a customer's 
account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at 
least account identification data of said customer's account; 

c) defining at least one payment category to include at 
least limiting a number of transactions to one or more 
merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being 
included in said payment category prior to any particular 
merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants; 

d) designating said payment category; 
e) generating a transaction code by a processing 

computer of said custodial authorizing entity, said transaction 
code reflecting at least the limits of said designated payment 
category to make a purchase within said designated payment 
category; 

f) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase with defined purchase parameters; 

g) verifying that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category; and 

h) providing authorization for said purchase so as to 
confirm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category and to authorize 
payment required to complete the purchase. 
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D. The Alleged Grounds of Unpatentability 

The information presented in the Petition sets forth Petitioner's 

contentions ofunpatentability of claims 1-38 of the '988 patent under 35 

U.S.C. §§ 102, 103, and 112, second paragraph, as follows (see Pet. 6-7, 14-

79): 

Reference(s) Basis Challenged Claims 

Cohen2 § 102(e) 
1-10, 15-25, 27-33, 
and 35-38 

Cohen and 
§ 103 11-14, 26, and 34 

Musmanno3 

Flitcroft4 § 102(e) 
1-10, 15-25, 27-33, 
and 35-38 

Flitcroft and 
§ 103 11-14, 26, and 34 

Musmanno 

None 
§ 112, second 

1-20,22, and 31-38 
paragraph 

II. ANALYSIS 

A. Covered Business Method Patent 

As indicated above, claim 1 recites "a method of performing secure 

credit card purchases." We determine that the '486 Patent is a 'covered 

business method patent' under§ 18(d)(l) of the AlA. See note 1; Pet. 3-5 

2 U.S. Patent No. 6,422,462 B1 (Ex. 1004) ("Cohen"). 
3 U.S. Patent No. 5,826,243 (Ex. 1006) ("Musmanno"). 
4 U.S. Patent No. 6,636,833 B1 (Ex. 1005) ("Flitcroft"). 
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(quoting and discussing§ 18(d)(1)). As Petitioner contends, we determine 

that "the subject matter as a whole solves no 'technical problem,' and 

instead is directed to a method of carrying out a financial transaction." See 

Pet. 4. Patent Owner does not challenge Petitioner's contention. 

Specifically, claim 1 is directed to securely transacting credit card 

purchases. The method includes a custodial authorizing entity that provides 

a transaction code in order to facilitate a transaction between a customer and 

a merchant. We determine that a claim for "transacting credit card 

purchases" that includes a custodial authorizing entity to facilitate a 

transaction between a customer and merchant is expressly financial in 

nature. Accordingly, we determine that the '988 patent is a 'covered 

business method patent' under § 18( d)(l) of the AlA. 

B. Claim Construction 

In a covered business method patent review, a claim in an unexpired 

patent shall be given its broadest reasonable construction in light of the 

specification of the patent in which it appears. 37 C.P.R.§ 42.300(b). 

Under the broadest reasonable construction standard, claim terms are given 

their ordinary and customary meaning, as would be understood by one of 

ordinary skill in the art in the context of the entire disclosure. In re 

Translogic Tech., Inc., 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Any special 

definition for a claim term must be set forth in the specification with 

reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and precision. In re Paulsen, 30 F .3d 

1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994). Reading a particular embodiment appearing in 

the written description into a claim is generally improper when the claim 
7 
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language is broader than the embodiment. In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 

1184 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 

1. "a number of transactions" 

Independent claim 1 recites "limiting a number of transactions," and 

independent claims 17, 19, 21, and 22 recite a similar limitation. Petitioner, 

based on the Grimes declaration, proposes that the limitation "a number of 

transactions" means "any number of transactions, including zero 

transactions, one transaction, or a plurality of transactions." Pet. 13-14 

(citing Ex. 1008, ~ 25). The Grimes declaration bases this construction on 

the '988 patent disclosure of designating a maximum amount that can be 

spent utilizing a particular transaction code within a predetermined period of 

time. Ex. 1008, ~ 25 (citing Ex. 1001, col.8, 11. 27-34). Patent Owner does 

not propose a construction for this limitation. 

Although we agree with Petitioner that "a number of transactions" 

means one or more transactions, we do not agree that this limitation includes 

zero transactions or even an infinite number of transactions, as Petitioner 

argues in support of the indefiniteness challenge below. Pet. 78-79. 

Construing this limitation to include zero transactions ignores the preceding 

word in the phrase "limiting a number of transactions," which implies the 

occurrence of at least one transaction, instead of the absence of a transaction. 

Similarly, construing this limitation to include an infinite number also 

ignores the preceding tenn "limiting" because infinite requires the absence 

of a limit. Accordingly, "a number of transactions" means one or more 

transactions, where the number of transactions is limited to a finite number. 

8 
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2. "one or more merchants" 

Independent claim 1 recites "limiting a number of transactions to one 

or more merchants," and independent claims 17, 19, 21, and 22 recite a 

similar limitation. Petitioner proposes, based on the Grimes declaration, that 

"one or more merchants" means "one merchant up to any plurality of 

merchants," including "all merchants in the world," and including "no limit" 

on the number of merchants. Pet. 13, 77-78 (citing Ex. 1008, ~ 24). Patent 

Owner proposes this limitation to mean "a certain quantity of merchants that 

is finite in number." Prelim. Resp. 7. 

We agree with Patent Owner that interpreting "one or more 

merchants" to include an infinite number of merchants is overly broad and 

unreasonable. Claim 1 recites "perfonning secure credit card purchases." It 

also recites "said one or more merchants limitation being included in said 

payment category," and "authoriz[ing] payment required to complete the 

purchase." These steps imply a reasonable, finite number of merchants to 

authorize payment and perform a purchase. It is unreasonable to understand 

this limitation to mean an infinite number of merchants can be included in 

said payment category. Accordingly, on this record, "one or more 

merchants" means "one merchant up to a plurality of merchants, where the 

number of merchants is a finite number." 

C. Unpatentability under 35 US. C. § 112, second paragraph 

Petitioner contends that claims 1-20, 22, and 31-38 ofthe '988 patent 

are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as being 

indefinite. Independent claims 1, 17, 19, and 22 recite "limiting the number 

9 
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of transactions to one or more merchants." Petitioner argues that this 

limitation does not appear in the written description, is not identified in any 

figure of the '988 patent, and is not clarified or limited further by the 

dependent claims. Therefore, according to Petitioner, "limiting ... to one or 

more merchants" encompasses an infinite number of merchants. Pet. 77-78 

(citing Ex. 1008, ~ 64). Petitioner argues that a person having ordinary skill 

in the art would have no way of determining whether they were practicing 

"limiting ... to one or more merchants," because this limitation 

encompasses situations where there is no limit on the number of merchants 

with which a transaction occurs. !d. 

Patent Owner argues that this limitation is "definite because one of 

ordinary skill in the art would understand the term to require some limit on 

the number of merchants that purchases could be made using the transaction 

code." Prelim. Resp. 31-32. 

We agree with Patent Owner. As discussed above in our claim 

construction, construing "one or more merchants" to encompass an infinite 

number of merchants is unreasonable. As also discussed above, claim 1 

requires various steps, including providing authorization to complete a 

purchase. A person with ordinary skill in the art would understand "limiting 

... to one or more merchants" broadly imposes some type of reasonable 

limitation as to the number of merchants in order to provide the necessary 

authorization to complete a purchase and perform other claim steps. Even 

assuming, in arguendo, that "limiting ... to one or more merchants" 

includes a relatively large number of merchants, such a construction is 

10 
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merely broad and not indefinite. In re Gardner, 427 F.2d 786, 788 (CCPA 

1970) ("Breadth is not indefiniteness."). Accordingly, we do not agree with 

Petitioner that this limitation is indefinite. 

Petitioner further notes that independent claim 1 recites "limiting a 

number of transactions" to one or more merchants, and independent claims 

17, 19, and 22 recite similar limitations. Petitioner asserts that this limitation 

is indefinite because it includes both zero transactions and an infinite 

number oftransactions. Pet. 78-79 (citing Ex. 1008, ~ 67). 

Patent Owner argues that Petitioner's construction of "limiting a 

number of transactions" to include zero and infinite transactions is 

unreasonable and overly broad. Prelim. Resp. 32-33. We agree with Patent 

Owner. Specifically, based on the discussion above in the claim 

construction section, we agree that a person with ordinary skill in the art 

would understand the limitation "limiting a number of transactions" to 

include at least one transaction, and, therefore, construing this limitation to 

encompass zero transactions is unreasonable. We further agree that a person 

with ordinary skill in the art would understand that, while this limitation is 

broad, this limitation requires some limitation on the number of transactions, 

and, therefore, construing this limitation to encompass an infinite or limitless 

number of transactions is also unreasonable. 

Accordingly, we are not persuaded that Petitioners will more likely 

than not prevail in demonstrating that claims 1-20, 22, and 31-38 are 

unpatentable as being indefmite under 35 U.S. C. § 112, second paragraph. 

11 
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D. Unpatentability under 35 US. C.§§ 102 and 103 

Petitioner contends that claims 1-10, 15-25, 27-33, and 35-38 of the 

'988 patent are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as anticipated by 

Cohen or Flitcroft, and claims 11-14, 26, and 34 are unpatentable under 35 

U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over Cohen or Flitcroft, and Musmanno. Pet. 14-

76. 

1. Section 18(a)(l)(C) of the AlA 

Under section 18(a)(1)(C) of the AlA, a petitioner in a transitional 

proceeding who challenges the validity of one or more claims in a covered 

business method patent on grounds ofunpatentability raised under§§ 102 

and 103 may only suppmi such grounds on the following basis: 

(i) prior art that is described by section 1 02( a) of such 
title (as in effect on the day before such effective date); or 

(ii) prior art that-
(I) discloses the invention more than 1 year before the 

date of the application for patent in the United States; and 
(II) would be described by section 1 02( a) of such title (as 

in effect on the day before the effective date set forth in section 
3(n)(1)) if the disclosure has been made by another before the 
invention thereof by the applicant for patent. 

AlA Section 18(a)(1)(C). 

2. Priority 

The '988 patent was filed on October 12, 2010 and issued on October 

11, 2011. Ex. 1001. The '988 patent is a continuation of application 

111252,009, filed on October 17, 2005, which is now U.S. Patent No. 

7,840,486. !d. That application is a continuation of application 10/037,007, 

12 
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filed on November 9, 2001, which is a continuation-in-part of application 

09/231,745, filed on January 15, 1999, which is now U.S. Patent No. 

6,324,526. !d. 

Cohen was filed on March 30, 1999 and issued on July 23, 2002. Ex. 

1004. Cohen claims priority to Provisional Application No. 60/079,884, 

filed on March 30, 1998. !d. 

Flitcroft was filed on January 22, 1999 and issued on October 21, 

2003. Ex. 1005. Flitcroft claims priority to Provisional Application No. 

60/099,014, filed on September 9, 1998; Provisional Application No. 

60/098,175, filed on August 26, 1998; and Provisional Application No. 

60/092,500, filed on July 13, 1998. Id. 

3. Analysis 

Petitioner submits that Cohen and Flitcroft qualify as § 1 02( e) prior 

art references, assuming that the '988 patent receives the benefit of the 

earliest filing date, January 15, 1999. Pet. 14, 45. Although Cohen and 
I 

Flitcroft were filed prior to the effective filing date of the '988 patent, 

neither Cohen nor Flitcroft was published prior to the effective filing date of 

the '988 patent. As such, we agree with Petitioner that both Cohen and 

Flitcroft only qualify as§ 102(e) references. Accordingly, neither Cohen 

nor Flitcroft qualifies as prior art, for a covered business method review, 

under Section 18(a)(l)(C) of the AlA. 

Petitioner does not direct us to any further evidence to demonstrate 

that Cohen and Flitcroft qualify as prior art under Section 18(a)(1)(C) of the 

AlA. Instead, Petitioner argues that the Board previously has instituted a 

13 
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covered business method patent review on the basis of a reference that 

qualifies under§ 102(e). Pet. 14, n. 4 (citing CBM2013-00008, paper 20, 

20-21, 35). Nonetheless, Section 18(a)(1)(C) of the AlA governs what 

qualifies as prior art in this proceeding, and in that earlier Board proceeding, 

the Board issued a clarifying order, effectively amending the decision to 

institute and withdrawing the previously instituted ground based on the 

§ 1 02( e) reference, reasoning that the reference does not qualify as prior art 

in CBM proceedings under Section 18(a)(1)(C) of the AlA. See CBM2013-

00008, paper 24, 2-3. 

Because Petitioner has not demonstrated that Cohen or Flitcroft 

qualifies as prior art under Section 18(a)(1)(C) of the AlA, we are not 

persuaded that Petitioner demonstrates that it is more likely than not that 

claims 1-10, 15-25, 27-33, and 35-38 are unpatentable as being anticipated 

by Cohen or Flitcroft. We similarly are not persuaded that Petitioner 

demonstrates that it is more likely than not that claims 11-14, 26, and 34 are 

unpatentable as being obvious over Cohen or Flitcroft, and Musmanno. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, we determine that the information 

presented in the petition does not establish that it is more likely than not that 

claims 1-38 of the '988 patent are unpatentable and, accordingly, decline to 

institute a covered business method patent review of the '988 patent. 

IV. ORDER 

For the foregoing reasons, it is 

14 
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ORDERED that the petition is denied as to all challenged claims of 

the '988 patent. 
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination 

8036988 Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary 90/012,517 
~Ex_a_m~i-ne-r------------~A~r~tU~n~i~t------------------~ 

JOHN HOTALING 3992 

All participants (USPTO personnel, patent owner, patent owner's representative): 

(1) JOHN HOTALING (3) Alex Kosowski 

(2) Cameron Saadat ( 4) Stephen Lewellvn 

Date of Interview: 08 November 2013 

Type: a)[gl Telephonic b)O Video Conference 
c)O Personal (copy given to: 1 )0 patent owner 2)0 patent owner's representative) 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)O Yes e)[gl No. 
If Yes, brief description: __ 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)O was reached. g)[gl was not reached. h)O N/A. 
Any other agreement(s) are set forth below under "Description of the general nature of what was agreed to ... " 

Claim(s) discussed: 21. 

Identification of prior art discussed: Cohen 6422462. 

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments: 
Patent Owner's representative emphasized that the custom use card of claim 21 is limited to a single merchant. The 
examiner stated that the arguments would be given further consideration upon receiving a formal response. 

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims 
patentable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims 
patentable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.) 

A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER'S 
STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281 ). IF A RESPONSE TO THE 
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN FILED, THEN PATENT OWNER IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS 
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW 
(37 CFR 1.560(b)). THE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER'S STATEMENT CAN NOT BE WAIVED. 
EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c). 

//John M Hotaling III/ /AJKI 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992 

cc: Requester (if third party requester) 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 
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Control No. 90/012,517 
Docket No. 253.005 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re: Reexam of U.S. Patent No. 

8,036,988 (D 'Agostino) 

Control Number: 90/012,517 

Filed: March 15, 2011 

Confirmation No.: 5785 

Group Art Unit: 3992 

Examiner: Hotaling, John M. 

Docket Number: 253.005 

For: System and Method for Performing Secure Credit Card Transactions 

*** 

Patent Owner's Response to Non-Final Rejection Mailed September 11, 2013 

Mail Stop: Ex Parte Reexamination 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

In reply to the Non-Final Rejection dated September 11, 2012, Patent Owner, John 

D 'Agostino submits this Response and requests confirmation of all claims. 

Table of Contents begins on page 2. 

Listing of Claims begins on page 4. 

Listing of Appendices begins on page 15. 

Remarks begin on page 16. 
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LISTING OF CLAIMS 

Control No. 90/012,517 
Docket No. 253.005 

1 (original). A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said method comprising: 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custodial responsibility of account 

parameters of a customer's account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least account identification data of 

said customer's account; 

c) defining at least one payment category to include at least limiting a number of 

transactions to one or more merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being included in 

said payment category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or 

more merchants; 

d) designating said payment category; 

e) generating a transaction code by a processing computer of said custodial authorizing 

entity, said transaction code reflecting at least the limits of said designated payment category to 

make a purchase within said designated payment category; 

f) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to consummate a purchase within 

defined purchase parameters; 

g) verifying that said defined purchase parameters are within said designated payment 

category; and 

h) providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at least that said defined 

purchase parameters are within said designated payment category and to authorize payment 

required to complete the purchase. 
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2 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of designating at least one of said 

one or more merchants subsequent to generating said transaction code. 

3 (original). The method of claim 1 wherein said step of communicating the transaction code to a 

merchant to consummate said purchase within defined purchase parameters further comprises 

designation of said merchant as one of said one or more merchants. 

4 (original). The method of claim 1 wherein said step of generating said transaction code further 

comprises said customer obtaining said transaction code. 

5 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising generating a transaction code which 

reflects at least one of a plurality of said payment categories. 

6 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category to 

include amount parameters for a cost of one or more purchases. 

7 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category to 

include time parameters during which the purchase can be completed. 

8 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category to 

include limiting said transaction code to a single transaction for a purchase within a 

predetermined period of time. 

- 5-
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9 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category to 

include limiting purchases to a single transaction at a maximum amount for purchase within a 

predetermined period of time. 

10 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category 

to include limiting purchases to at least two purchases at a maximum total amount for items 

purchased within a predetermined time period. 

11 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category 

to include using said transaction code for at least two purchases for a repeating transaction at a 

fixed amount payable at each of a fixed number of time intervals. 

12 (original). The method of claim 11 further comprising defining at least one payment category 

to include limiting purchases to said repeating transaction at said fixed amount payable at each of 

said fixed number of time intervals. 

13 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category 

to include using said transaction code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount payable at 

each of an unspecified number of time intervals. 

14 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category 

to include limiting a repeating transaction to a maximum dollar amount. 

- 6-
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15 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at least one payment category 

to include limiting purchases to a limited time interval during which a purchase is permitted. 

16 (original). The method of claim 1 further comprising communicating said transaction code to 

the customer at the location of the merchant for use in person. 

17 (original). A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said method comprising: 

a) identifying a pre-established account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) selecting a predetermined payment category which limits a nature, of a series of 

subsequent purchases to one or more merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being 

included in said payment category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said 

one or more merchants; 

c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer of a custodial authorizing 

entity of said pre-established account, said transaction code associated with at least said pre-

established account and the limits of said selected payment category and different from said pre-

established account; 

d) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to consummate a purchase within 

defined purchase parameters; 

e) verifying that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said selected payment 

category; 

f) providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at least that said defined 

purchase parameters are within said selected payment category and to authorize payment 

required to complete the purchase; and 
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g) associating the purchase with said pre-established account. 
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18 (original). The method of claim 17 wherein said step of verifying that said defined purchase 

parameters correspond to said selected payment category further identifies said merchant as one 

of said one or more merchants. 

19 (original). A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said method comprising the 

steps of: 

a) identifying a pre-established account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) selecting a pre-determined payment category which limits a nature of a subsequent 

purchase to one or more merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being included in said 

payment category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more 

merchants; 

c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer of a custodial authorizing 

entity of said pre-established account, said transaction code associated with at least said pre-

established account and the limits of said selected payment category, and different from said pre-

established account; 

d) designating a merchant as one of said one or more merchants; 

e) communicating said transaction code to said merchant to consummate a purchase 

within defined purchase parameters; 

f) verifying that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said selected payment 

category; 
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g) providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at least that said defined 

purchase parameters are within said selected payment category and to authorize payment 

required to complete the purchase; and 

h) associating the purchase with said pre-established account. 

20 (original). The method of claim 19 wherein said step of verifying that said defined purchase 

parameters correspond to said selected payment category further identifies said merchant as one 

of said one or more merchants. 

21 (original). A method for implementing a system for performing secure credit card purchases, 

the method comprising: 

a) receiving account information from an account holder identifying an account that is 

used to make credit card purchases; 

b) receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase 

within a payment category that at least limits transactions to a single merchant, said single 

merchant limitation being included in said payment category prior to any particular merchant 

being identified as said single merchant; 

c) generating a transaction code utilizing a processing computer of a custodial authorizing 

entity, said transaction code associated with said account and reflecting at least the limits of said 

payment category, to make a purchase within said payment category; 

d) communicating said transaction code to said account holder; 

e) receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase using said transaction code; 

f) authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is within said payment category. 

- 9-
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22 (original). A method for implementing a system for performing secure credit card purchases, 

the method comprising: 

a) receiving account information from an account holder identifying an account that is 

used to make credit card purchases; 

b) receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase 

within a payment category that at least limits transactions to one or more merchants, said one or 

more merchants limitation being included in said payment category prior to any particular 

merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants; 

c) generating a transaction code utilizing a processing computer of a custodial authorizing 

entity, said transaction code associated with said account and reflecting at least the limits of said 

payment category, to make a purchase within said payment category; 

d) communicating said transaction code to said account holder; 

e) receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase using said transaction code; 

f) authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is within said payment category. 

23 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving account information from an 

account holder identifying an account that is used to make credit card purchases further 

comprises receiving information identifying a credit card account. 

24 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of generating a transaction code utilizing 

a processing computer of a custodial authorizing entity further comprises generating a 

transaction code which reflects at least one of a plurality of predetermined payment categories. 
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25 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving a request from said account holder 

for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that is automatically chosen 

by a custodial authorizing entity. 

26 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving a request from said account holder 

for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that includes limiting a 

repeating transaction to a maximum dollar amount. 

27 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving a request from said account holder 

for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that includes limiting 

purchases to a minimum time interval after which a subsequent purchase is permitted. 

28 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of communicating said transaction code 

to said account holder further comprises communicating said transaction code to said account 

holder at the location of the merchant for use in person. 

- 11 -
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29 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein said step of receiving a request to authorize 

payment for a purchase using said transaction code further identifies said single merchant. 

30 (original). The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving a request from said account holder 

for a transaction code to make a purchase within a predetermined payment category that is 

further limited in accordance with transaction details provided by said account holder. 

31 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving account information from an 

account holder identifying an account that is used to make credit card purchases further 

comprises receiving information identifying a credit card account. 

32 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of generating a transaction code utilizing 

a processing computer of a custodial authorizing entity further comprises generating a 

transaction code which reflects at least one of a plurality of predetermined payment categories. 

33 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to one or more merchants further comprises receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that is automatically 

chosen by a custodial authorizing entity. 
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34 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to one or more merchants further comprises receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that includes 

limiting a repeating transaction to a maximum dollar amount. 

35 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to one or more merchants further comprises receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that includes 

limiting purchases to a minimum time interval after which a subsequent purchase is permitted. 

36 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of communicating said transaction code 

to said account holder further comprises communicating said transaction code to said account 

holder at the location of the merchant for use in person. 

37 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein said step of receiving a request to authorize 

payment for a purchase using said transaction code further identifies a merchant as one of said 

one or more merchants. 
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38 (original). The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to one or more merchants further comprises receiving a request from said account 

holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a predetermined payment category that is 

further limited in accordance with transaction details provided by said account holder. 
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LISTING OF APPENDICES 

Control No. 90/012,517 
Docket No. 253.005 

The following Appendices are submitted herewith: 

Appendix Description 

A Response, Remarks filed July 29, 2008; Application No. 
11/252,009, now Pat. No. 7,840,486. 

B Response, Remarks filed May 13, 2009; Application No. 
11/252,009, now Pat. No. 7,840,486. 

c U.S. Pat. No. 5,621,201. 
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Remarks 

I. INITIAL REMARKS 

A. Reexamination summary and claim status. 

Control No. 90/012,517 
Docket No. 253.005 

Reexamination of claims 1-38 ofU.S. Pat. No. 8,036,988 ('988 Patent) was requested on 

September 12, 2012 and was denied on December 6, 2012. On January 7, 2013 the Requester 

moved the Office to reconsider its denial of the reexamination request. On June 7, 2013 the 

Director of Central Reexamination overturned the denial and ordered reexamination of claims 1-

38 on limited grounds with respect to U.S. Pat. No. 6,422,462 to Cohen. On September 11, 2013, 

the Office issued a First Non-Final Office Action rejecting claims 1-10 and 13-38 as being 

anticipated by Cohen and claims 11 and 12 as being obvious in view of Cohen. This Response is 

filed in reply to the First Non-Final Office Action. Original claims 1-38 are pending in this 

reexamination. And no claims are amended or added by this Response. 

B. Summary of Patent Owner initiated interview. 

The examiner and conferees are thanked for their courtesy extended to the undersigned 

for their telephone interview ofNovember 8, 2013 wherein Cohen, the single merchant claim 

language of independent claim 21, the one or more merchants claim language of independent 

claims 1, 17, 19, and 22, and the Director's Decision on Petition were discussed. There was no 

determination made concerning any of these issues. 

- 16-
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C. D' Agostino explicitly referenced Cohen to the examiner for consideration. 

The Requester alleges that D 'Agostino attempted to burry Cohen in a last minute, 

"massive Information Disclosure Statement."1 The Requester cites to the reexamination of 

D' Agostino's U.S. Pat. No. 6,324,526 ('526 Patent) to highlight that D'Agostino knew of Cohen 

and its relevance. But the Requester appears to have conveniently ignored the examination of 

D' Agostino's U.S. Pat. No. 7,840,486 ('486 Patent) during which Cohen was explicitly 

referenced to the examiner for consideration. Specifically, D' Agostino turned the examiner's 

attention to Cohen while the reexamination of the '526 patent was proceeding. 2 

At>plie•ooM No. ! I !'25 t 009 
Amdt. D~wd Juty l9. 2000 
Reply H> Offke Action dated j~nuary 29, 2000 

As examiner requested, applicant points out the follow.i ng 

with regard to tlw previously filed information disc.losu.re 

statements. In 'Ji.ew of thf~ ongoing ree2(a.m.1.nat: ion regar:rJing 

u.s. patent 6,324,526 which is che grandparent of this 

U.S. Patent No. 6,422,462 to Cohen 

0 ~ Patent No. 5,826,243 to Musmanno 

U~S~ Paten~ No. 6,298~335 to Burr1stein 

And D 'Agostino again turned the examiner's attention to Cohen after reexamination of 

the '526 Patent concluded? 

1 Request p. 3, 10-11 Sept. 12, 2012 
2 App. A., Response, Remarks, p. 16 (July 29, 2008). 
3 App. B., Response, Remarks, p. 17 (May 13, 2009). 
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C. D’Agostino explicitly referenced Cohen t0 the examiner for consideration.

The Requester alleges that D’Agostino attempted to hurry Cohen in a last minute,

“massive Information Disclosure Statement.”1 The Requester cites to the reexamination of

D’Agostino’s US. Pat. No. 6,324,526 (“526 Patent) to highlight that D’Agostino knew of Cohen

and its relevance. But the Requester appears to have conveniently ignored the examination of

D’Agostino’s US. Pat. No. 7,840,486 (“486 Patent) during which Cohen was explicitly

referenced to the examiner for consideration. Specifically, D’Agostino turned the examiner’s

attention to Cohen While the reexamination of the “526 patent was proceeding. 2

Acpiicadon No. I 11252. 009
Amdr. Damdjuly 29. 2008
Reply (a Qifite Action dazed jammy 29. 20015

As examiner requested, applicant points out the following

with regard =:c: the previously filed infamatiofi disciosuze

statements, In View of the ongoing reexamination regazding

U.S. patent 6,32%,526 whack is the grandgarent of this

application, Applicant cites the following references.

3.3. Patent No. 6,422,462 to Cahen

0.5. Patent No. 5,825,243 to Masmanno

“.8. Patent 1‘50. 6.293.335 to Burnstr—Jin

And D’Agostino again turned the examiner’s attention to Cohen after reexamination of

the ‘526 Patent concluded.3

1 Request p. 3, 10-11 Sept. 12, 2012
2 App. A., Response, Remarks, p. 16 (July 29, 2008).
3 App. B., Response, Remarks, p. 17 (May 13, 2009).
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Applimioo No. llllSl. 009 
Am« o.~ May u, 2~ 
Reply to om.,., A«l<.m dated No"""'b"r !l, 20011 

Control No. 90/012,517 
Docket No. 253.005 

.reconsideration of th:Ls application i.n view of the 

foregoing amendments and the follo~ing remarks. 

As e~arninet· requested, applicant points out the following 

with regard to the previously filed information disclosu>:e 

statements. In view (lf "the now completed Ex pa.rte 

.c·eexamination <"}f lJ.S. pat:ent 6,.324,526 whic.:h is the 

grandparent ot this applicati<>n, applic<mt c.:ites the 

following references. 

u.s. ~atent No. 6,422,462 to Cohen 

U~S~ Pacent. No. 5.,.9.26,.243 t.o Ms;sruanno 

U.S. Pacent Mo. 6,298,335 to Burnstein 

Significantly, the '988 Patent is a continuation of the '486 Patent and the same examiner 

examined both applications that ultimately matured into the '486 Patent and the '988 Patent.4 

Consequently, Cohen was also considered by the examiner during examination of the '988 

Patent: "[t]he examiner will consider information which has been considered by the Office in a 

parent application when examining: (A) a continuation application filed under 37 CFR 

1.53(b) .... "5 

Moreover, there simply is no requirement for an applicant to submit an Information 

Disclosure Statement to cite references to the Office for consideration in a continuation 

application when those references were cited by the examiner in the parent application unless the 

applicant wants those references listed on the patent issuing from the continuation application.6 

Contrary to the Requester's insinuated evil plot to hide Cohen, the real reason this Information 

Disclosure Statement was filed was to have the listed references printed on the '988 Patent. 

4 Examiner Bijendra K. Shrestha was assigned application No. 11/252,009 that matured into the 
'486 Patent and application No. 12/902,339 that matured into the '988 patent. 
5 MPEP § 609.02(A)(2). 
6 MPEP § 609.02 
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D. Reexamination was ordered solely on the "one or more merchants" claim language 
and not on the "single merchant" claim language of claims 21 and 23-30. 

The Director ordered reexamination solely on the "one or more merchant" claim 

language of the '988 Patent? This claim language is recited only by independent claims 1, 17, 

19, and 22 of the '988 Patent. In contrast, independent claim 21 recites" .... [the] single merchant 

limitation being included in said payment category prior to any particular merchant being 

identified as said single merchant." And this "single merchant" limitation was the reason 

independent claim 21 was allowed. 8 

Further, the Requester never challenged the Office's original denial of the Request on the 

"single merchant" claim language. But, rather challenged the denial only on the "one or more 

merchant" claim language that is not part of claims 21 and 23-30.9 Indeed, Cohen does not 

anticipate the "single merchant" claim language. Thus, D 'Agostino respectfully requests the 

Office to withdraw the rejection of claims 21 and 23-30. 

II. ANALYSIS AND REBUTTAL OF CLAIM REJECTIONS 

A. The rejection of claims 1-10 and 13-38 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) over Cohen is 
improper because Cohen is only available under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). 

Claims 1-10 and 13-38 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 1 02(b) as allegedly being 

anticipated by U.S. 6,442,462 ("Cohen"). This rejection is improper because Cohen is not 

available under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). 

7 Decision on Petition, p. 5 (Jun. 7, 2013). 
8 Notice of Allowance, p. 2 (April29, 2011) (the single merchant claim language is the same 
claim language found in parent application and was the reason for allowing the parent 
application). 
9 Petition, pp. 2-8 (Jan. 7, 2012). 
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Cohen was granted on July 23, 2002 from application No. 09/280,483 filed March 30, 

1999, which is a non-provisional application of provisional application No. 60/079,884 filed 

March 30, 1998. Accordingly, Cohen's effective prior art date under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) is July 

23, 2002 and its effective prior art date under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) is March 30, 1998. 

The '988 Patent matured from application No. 12/902,399 filed October 12, 2010, which 

is a family member of and has priority to application No. 09/231,745 filed January 15, 1999. And 

support for these claims are found in this original filing. Thus the '988 Patent has an effective 

filing date of January 15, 1999, which pre-dates Cohen's 102(b) date of July 23,2002 by more 

than two years. Therefore, Cohen is only available under 102(e) as ofMarch 30, 1998. 

B. Claims 1-10 and 13-38 are not anticipated by Cohen because Cohen fails to 
identically teach every element of the claims. 

Claims 1-10 and 13-38 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as allegedly being 

anticipated by U.S. 6,442,462 ("Cohen"). This rejection is respectfully traversed. 

"[A] claim is anticipated [only] if each and every limitation is found either expressly or 

inherently in a single prior art reference."10 And each element must be found in the prior art 

reference as arranged by the claim. 11 

During examination claims must be "given their broadest reasonable interpretation 

consistent with the specification."12 The broadest reasonable interpretation of the claims must 

also be consistent with the interpretation that those skilled in the art would reach. 13 "Under a 

broadest reasonable interpretation, words of the claim must be given their plain meaning, unless 

1° Celeritas Techs. Ltd. v. Rockwell Intl. Corp., 150 F.3d 1354, 1360 (Fed.Cir.1998). 
11 In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831 (Fed. Cir. 1990). 
12 MPEP § 2111; Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303 (Fed. Cir. 2005). 
13 MPEP § 2111; In re Cortright, 165 F.3d 1353, 1359 (Fed. Cir. 1999). 
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such meaning is inconsistent with the specification. The plain meaning of a term means the 

ordinary and customary meaning given to the term by those of ordinary skill in the art at the time 

of the invention .... the best source for determining the meaning of a claim term is the 

specification .... "14 But it is improper to import claim limitations from the specification. 15 

The Office's has the initial burden to establish that the allegedly inherent subject matter 

necessarily flows from the cited reference. "The fact that a certain result or characteristic may 

occur or be present in the prior art is not sufficient to establish the inherency of that result or 

characteristic. In re Rijckaert, 9 F.3d 1531, 1534,28 USPQ2d 1955, 1957 (Fed. Cir. 1993) .... "16 

"To establish inherency, the extrinsic evidence 'must make clear that the missing descriptive 

matter is necessarily present in the thing described in the reference, and that it would be so 

recognized by persons of ordinary skill. Inherency, however, may not be established 

by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set of 

circumstances is not sufficient.' "In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745, 49 USPQ2d 1949, 1950-

51 (Fed. Cir. 1999)."17 

1. Claims 1-10, 13-20, 22, and 31-38 are not anticipated by Cohen because a 
particular type of charge limitation is not a merchant limitation, a merchant type 
limitation cannot be made before any particular merchant is identified, and one 
or more merchants is a finite number of merchants. 

Claim 1 recites: "defining at least one payment category to include at least limiting a 

number of transactions to one or more merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being 

included in said payment category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of 

14 MPEP § 2111.01(1). 
15 MPEP § 2111.01(II). 
16 MPEP § 2112(IV). 
17 MPEP § 2112(IV). 
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said one or more merchants" (emphasis added). Independent claims 17, 19, and 22 recite similar 

requirements. 

The Office contends that Cohen discloses a customized use card that can be limited to a 

particular type of charge. And that a customized use card limited to a "particular type of charge 

would result in a card with a merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior to 

any particular merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type) being identified." The Office 

asserts this teaching anticipates the "one or more merchant" claim language limitation. 18 

D 'Agostino respectfully submits this is incorrect for the following reasons. 

i. A type of charge limitation is not a number of merchants limitation because it does 
not limit use to any number of merchants at all. 

While it is true that Cohen discloses a customized use card can be limited to a type of 

charge, it hardly follows that a type of charge limitation is a merchant limitation. Rather, a type 

of charge limitation operates to restrict purchases to preapproved products or services without 

any limit on the number of merchants the products or services may be purchased. 

By comparing a type of charge limitation with a number of merchant's limitation it 

becomes apparent that a type of charge limitation is in fact not a limit on a number of merchants 

at all. That is when a custom use card is limited to a type of charge and that card is used to make 

a purchase, the authorizing entity (e.g., the credit card company) determines whether the 

purchase is for the authorized product regardless of whether the card has been used at one, two, 

three, or more merchants. Conversely, when a custom use card is limited to a number of 

merchants and that card is used to make a purchase, the authorizing entity determines whether 

18 Office Action, p. 4. 
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the purchase exceeds an authorized number of merchants regardless of the type of product 

purchased. 

Consequently, a type of charge limitation is not a limit on a number of merchants because 

it only limits the type of product purchased regardless of the number of merchants from which 

that product is purchased. 

ii. A type of charge limitation does not necessarily operate to create a merchant type 
limitation. 

Although the Office never quite says so directly, it seems to assume that a type of charge 

limitation inherently creates a merchant type limitation. But a type of charge limitation does not 

necessarily create a merchant type limitation. For example, a type of charge limitation that limits 

purchases to only food and beverages does not really operate to create a merchant type 

limitation. That is, a computer hardware and software store (e.g., Target, Best Buy, Walmart) is 

as likely to sell soft drinks as is a gas station. Of course a computer hardware and software store 

is not the same type of merchant as a gas station. And the food and beverage type of charge 

limitation would allow a soft drink purchase from either the computer hardware and software 

store or the gas station. 

Therefore, a type of charge limitation does not inherently create a type of merchant 

limitation and as such, Cohen does not inherently disclose that a type of charge limitation creates 

a merchant type limitation to the satisfaction of the MPEP .19 

19 MPEP § 2112(IV) (Inherency "may not be established by probabilities or possibilities. The 
mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficient."). 
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iii. Even if Cohen discloses a merchant type limitation this limitation cannot be 
created before any particular merchant is identified. 

Assuming arguendo that type of charge limitation operates to create a merchant limitation 

(e.g., only those merchants of that type), certainly it is not possible to create the merchant 

limitation before any particular merchant of that type is identified because purchases could never 

be authorized. 

That is a particular merchant must be identified as a merchant of a merchant type so that 

when the authorizing entity receives a request to approve a purchase to that merchant the 

authorizing entity can determine whether that merchant is in fact a merchant of the selected type. 

Without the ability of the authorizing entity to reference the merchant to a merchant type the 

authorizing entity would not be able to determine if the merchant is of the selected merchant type 

and authorize or decline the purchase. And of course assigning a merchant to a merchant type 

necessarily requires identification of that merchant before it can be associated to a particular 

merchant type. 

The Requester itself understands this requirement. Specifically, the Requester 

acknowledges that a merchant category code (MCC) that identifies a merchant of a particular 

type of merchant is "conveyed with an [sic] transaction authorization request in currently used 

transaction processing systems."20 Of course a merchant would need to be identified as a 

merchant of a particular type in order for that merchant to have the correct MCC that is 

associated with that merchant type in order to convey the MCC during an authorization request. 

And, in practice, a credit card company identifies and assigns an MCC to a merchant when that 

merchant first starts accepting credit cards as payment. 

20 Petition, p. 6 (Jan. 7, 2013). 
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Moreover, using merchant category codes to authorize or decline credit card purchases is 

old and well known as indicated by U.S. Pat. No. 5,621,201 ('201 Patent) assigned to Visa 

Intemational.21 As indicated by the '201 Patent, banking systems well before the '988 Patent 

have relied upon merchant category codes to authorize credit card purchases by identifying 

specific merchants of a merchant type so that a correct MCC is assigned to that specific 

merchant. Therefore, it is unreasonable to assert that a customized use card that is limited to a 

merchant type could possibly be created before any specific merchant of that merchant type is 

identified, because banking systems have long identified specific merchants belonging to 

particular merchant types. It simply is not possible to create a merchant type limitation before 

identification of a specific merchant of that merchant type. 

Thus, even if Cohen discloses a merchant type limitation that operates to limit purchases 

to one or more merchants, it does not disclose the one or more merchants limitation being 

included in said payment category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said 

one or more merchants. 

iv. It is unreasonable to interpret the one or more merchant claim language to include 
an entire specific industry of merchants. 

The Order denying reexamination of the '988 Patent correctly interpreted the "one or 

more merchant" claim language to mean "a certain quantity of merchants" that is "finite in 

number."22 The Office correctly found support for this meaning within the specification: 

The payment category may also include a multi-transaction authorization wherein 
more than one purchase may be made from one or a plurality of different 
merchants, each of which may or may not be identified by the customer and pre
coded in association with the transaction code ... and/or can designate that only 

21 App. C., U.S. Pat. No. 5,621,201, col. 1, 11. 38-49. 
22 Order Denying Reexamination, p. 5. 
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one merchant, whether designated or not, can use the transaction code (emphasis 
added). 23 

That statement that a purchase may be made from "one or a plurality of different 

merchants" immediately followed by "each of which may or may not be identified" 

supports the Office's finding that "one or more merchants" is properly construed to mean 

"a certain quantity of merchants" that is "finite in number." This finding is further 

supported by the fact the specification does not teach or even suggest that "one or more 

merchants" could be construed to mean an entire industry of merchants (e.g., a type of 

merchant). 

The Requester argues for a plain meaning interpretation of "one or more 

merchants" and that one of ordinary skill will understand there is no upper limit on the 

number of merchants. 24 The Requester complains that other than citing to the 

specification, the Office provided no support for its finite in number meaning. But, the 

Requester itself does not provide any support outside of the specification to refute the 

Office's finding. And the Office correctly turned to the specification to determine 

whether the plain meaning of "one or more merchants" is inconsistent with the 

specification: "Under a broadest reasonable interpretation, words of the claim must be 

given their plain meaning, unless such meaning is inconsistent with the specification . 

. . . [T]he best source for determining the meaning of the claim term is the 

"fi 0 ,25 spec1 1cat10n ... 

23 !d. 
24 Petition, p. 10 (Jan. 7, 2013). 
25 MPEP § 2111.01(1). 
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Thus in light of the specification, the Office correctly found the plain meaning of 

"one or more merchants" to be inconsistent with the specification when it correctly 

construed the meaning to be "a certain quantity of merchants" that is "finite in number." 

Therefore, "one or more merchants" is correctly construed to mean a certain quantity of 

merchants that is finite in number. And under this meaning; an entire industry (e.g., a 

merchant type) would be excluded. 

Consequently, Cohen does not anticipate defining at least one payment category 

to include at least limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants, said one or 

more merchants limitation being included in said payment category prior to any particular 

merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants. Cohen does not 

anticipate this claim language because: (1) Cohen's type of charge limitation is not a 

number of merchants limitation because it does not operate to limit use to any number of 

merchants at all; (2) a type of charge limitation does not necessarily operate to create a 

merchant type limitation; (3) even if Cohen discloses a merchant type limitation this 

limitation cannot be created before any particular merchant is identified; and ( 4) it is 

unreasonable to interpret the one or more merchant claim language to include an entire 

specific industry of merchants. 

Accordingly, claims 1-10, 13-20,22, and 31-38 are not anticipated by Cohen. 

Reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection are respectfully requested. 
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2. Claims 21 and 23-30 are not anticipated because Cohen does not disclose the 
single merchant limitation being included in the payment category prior to any 
particular merchant being identified as the single merchant. 

Independent claim 21 recites: "receiving a request from said account holder for a 

transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits transactions to 

a single merchant, said single merchant limitation being included in said payment category prior 

to any particular merchant being identified as said single merchant" (emphasis added). 

Contrary to the Requester's assertion,26 support for this claim language is explicitly found 

in the specification: 

The payment category may also include a multi-transaction authorization wherein 
more than one purchase may be made from one or a plurality of different 
merchants, each of which may or may not be identified by the customer and pre
coded in association with the transaction code ... and/or can designate that only one 
merchant, whether designated or not, can use the transaction code.27 

In view of the specification, the claim recitation is correctly construed to require limiting 

use of a transaction code to only one merchant, and that the one merchant limitation being 

included in a payment category before any particular merchant is identified as the one merchant. 

The Office asserts this disputed claim language is met by Cohen's type of charge 

limitation that allegedly operates to create a one or more merchants limitation prior to any 

particular merchant being identified: 

Cohen discloses that a card "could be issued to the user which is only valid for 
use for that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 8, 11. 25-28), A customized use 
card with a customized use for only that particular type of charge would result in 
a card with a merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior to 
any particular merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type being identified. 
Additionally, Cohen states that the card could even be customized for use in a 
particular store itself or a particular chain of stores (Cohen, col. 8, 11. 32-34). This 

26 4 Request, p. 5. 
27 The '988 Patent, col. 8, 11. 18-34 (emphasis added). 
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is including one or more merchants in a payment category, a particular chain of 
stores, prior to any particular merchant being identified. 28 

D 'Agostino respectfully submits this is incorrect for the following reasons. 

i. A one or more merchants limitation does not anticipate a single merchant 
limitation. 

Even if a type of charge limitation did result in a one or more merchants limitation, a one 

or more merchants limitation does not anticipate a single merchant limitation. That is, a limit to a 

single merchant is more restrictive than a limit to one or more merchants. And a custom use card 

limited to two merchants would not meet the single merchant claim language. But a custom use 

card limited to two merchants would meet a one or more merchants limitation. Accordingly, 

Cohen's one or more merchants limitation that is allegedly created when a type of charge 

limitation is selected does not anticipate the disputed claim language. 

It may be argued the "single merchant" limitation does not operate to limit the claim to 

only one merchant. But this argument fails because such an interpretation is inconsistent with the 

'988 Patent. The '988 Patent's specification distinguishes between a plurality of merchants and 

only one merchant: "The payment category may also include a multi-transaction authorization 

wherein more than one purchase may be made from one or a plurality of different merchants, 

each of which may or may not be identified by the customer and pre-coded in association with 

the transaction code .... "29 The claims of the '988 Patent also make the distinction where, for 

example, claim 1 recites "one or more merchants" and claim 21 recites "a single merchant." 

Therefore, "a single merchant" can only be interpreted to mean one merchant. And, 

28 Office Action, p. 19 (emphasis added). 
29 The '988 Patent, col. 8, 11. 18-22. 
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consequently, a one or more merchants limitation does not anticipate a single merchant 

limitation. 

ii. Cohen requires identification of a particular store in advance at the time of 
customization. 

Cohen discloses a "card could ... be customized for use in a particular store itself or a 

particular chain of stores (such as a particular restaurant, or a particular chain of restaurants). "30 

But this does not anticipate the disputed claim language because Cohen requires identification of 

that particular store in advanced at the time of customization: 

• " ... a user can indicate in advance ... with the credit card company ... what the single use or 

customized credit card number is to be used for."31 

• " ... the main cardholder ... can determine in advance what the card can and should be used 

Further, the Office correctly found Cohen's requirement to identify the particular store in 

advance at the time of customization.33 And the Requester did not refute this finding when it 

moved the Office to reconsider its denial of the reexamination. Specifically, the Requester only 

refuted the Office's finding that Cohen discloses the one or more merchants claim language of 

claim 1.34 

Moreover, the Requester itself spotlights Cohen requires a user to choose the identity of a 

single merchant in advance at the time of customization. 35 Indeed, the advance identification of a 

particular store to the credit card company results in a single merchant limitation on the custom 

3° Cohen, col. 8, 11. 32-35. 
31 Cohen, col. 3, 11. 51-53. 
32 Cohen, col. 7, 1. 66- col. 8, 1. 2. 
33 Order Denying Reexamination, p. 7. 
34 p 0 0 2 8 etltwn, pp. - . 
35 Request, App. A, claim 21(b). 
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use card. But, this single merchant limitation is made only after the single merchant has been 

identified by her and communicated to the credit card company. Thus, Cohen does not anticipate 

a single merchant limitation being included in the payment category prior to any particular 

merchant being identified as the single merchant. 

iii. The Requester constructively conceded Cohen does not anticipate the single 
merchant claim language. 

As discussed above, the Requester did not challenge the Office's Order Denying 

Reexamination on the "single merchant" claim language of claims 21 and 23-30, but rather it 

premised its challenge only on the "one or more merchants" claim language?6 Therefore, the 

Requester has constructively conceded that Cohen does not anticipate claims 21 and 23-30. 

Consequently, Cohen does not anticipate receiving a request from said account holder for 

a transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits transactions 

to a single merchant, said single merchant limitation being included in said payment category 

prior to any particular merchant being identified as said single merchant. Cohen does not 

anticipate this claim language because: (1) a one or more merchants limitation does not 

anticipate a single merchant limitation; (2) Cohen requires identification of a particular store in 

advance at the time of customization; and (3) the Requester constructively conceded Cohen does 

not anticipate the single merchant claim language. 

Accordingly, claims 21 and 23-30 are not anticipated by Cohen. Reconsideration and 

withdrawal of the rejection are respectfully requested. 

36 p 0 0 2 8 etltwn, pp. - . 
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Claims 11 and 12 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as allegedly being obvious in 

view of Cohen. This rejection is respectfully traversed. 

Claims 11 and 12 depend directly or indirectly from independent claim 1 and add 

additional features to independent claim 1 and any intervening claims. As discussed above, 

independent claim 1 is not anticipated by Cohen and likewise is not obvious in view of Cohen. 

Therefore, because claims 11 and 12 depend from claim 1, claims 11 and 12 are also nonobvious 

in view of Cohen?7 

III. CONCLUSION 

In view of the foregoing, Cohen does not anticipate or make obvious any of the '988 

Patent claims. Particularly, Cohen does not anticipate the "one or more merchants" claim 

language of claims 1-10, 13-20, 22, and 31-38 nor does it anticipate the "single merchant" claim 

language of claims 21 and 23-30. Accordingly, because Cohen does not anticipate or make 

obvious any ofthe '988 Patent claims, withdrawal ofthe rejections and issuance of a 

reexamination certificate confirming all of the claims are respectfully requested. 

37 MPEP § 2143.03. 
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The Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned at (727) 230-4949 with any questions, 

comments, or suggestions relating to the referenced patent application. 

November 11, 2013 
Date: 

-------------------
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A system for performing secure 

category is further structured to limit said at 

least one subsequent transaction to a predetermined time 

period. 

REMARKS / ARGUMENTS 

This Amendment is submitted in full response to the 

Office action dated January 2 9, 2008, wherein claims 1-4 4 

are rejected under U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Franklin et al., U.S. Patent No. 6,000,832 in view of 

Yanagihara et al. U.S. Pub No. 2001/0011249. 

An appropriate Request for an Extension of Time and 

the corresponding fee are being filed concurrently 

herewith, and accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests 

reconsideration of this application in view of the 

foregoing amendments and the following remarks. 
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Application No. I 1/252, 009 
Arndt. Dated July 29, 2008 
Reply to Office Action dated January 29, 2008 

As examiner requested, applicant points out the following 

with regard to the previously filed information disclosure 

statements. In view of the ongoing reexamination regarding 

U.S. patent 6,324,526 which is the grandparent of this 

application, applicant cites the following references. 

U.S. Patent No. 6,422,462 to Cohen 

U.S. Patent No. 5,826,243 to Musmanno 

U.S. Patent No. 6,298,335 to Burnstein 

A. The Franklin Patent 

Generally, the Franklin Patent describes an 

online commerce card whereby a transaction proxy 

number is generated by the customer and used in 

substitution of an actual credit card number for 

online transactions. 

It is respectfully pointed out by applicant that 

the Franklin Patent discloses an invention that is 

significantly different in several important ways from 

applicant's invention. 

Specifically, the Franklin Patent relates 

exclusively to a substitute number that is used 

for a single transaction only (see column 2, 

lines 31-35, column 3, lines 12-18, column 5, 

lines 14-17, lines 53-56, column 10, lines 52-

16 
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53) . Additionally, the Franklin patent describes 

a transaction code that is generated by the 

customer on the customer's computer using 

software previously provided by the issuing bank 

(see column 1, lines 12-16, column 2, lines 27-

34, column 5, lines 28-32, column 9, lines 30-

34) . It is only after the transaction code has 

been provided to the merchant by the customer and 

communicated by the merchant to the issuing bank 

that the issuing bank uses the same encryption 

key that was previously provided to the customer 

to generate a code which makes up a portion of 

the substitute number for the purpose of 

verifying that the code matches the one generated 

by the customer (see column 2, lines 55-64, 

column 6, lines 3-12, column 12, lines 17-26). 

Furthermore, the Franklin patent does not 

disclose a payment category whereby one or more transactions 

are limited to a single merchant which has not been 

identified. Indeed, the Franklin patent does not disclose a 

payment category which is limited to a single merchant, but 

rather a proxy number that is limited to a single 

transaction. In all cases in which the Franklin patent limits 

the transaction number with regard to the merchant, it is 

17 
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based on a particular merchant that has been identified prior 

to generating the substitute number. That is to say the 

merchant is identified along with other transactions specific 

data (see column 5, lines 28-32, column 9, lines 30-34, 40-

44, 52-55, column 10, lines 9-11). The merchant limitation is 

not based on the fact that the merchant is a single merchant, 

but rather that the merchant is a particular (identified) 

merchant. The distinction between a single merchant 

limitation (as described in applicant's claims) and a 

particular merchant limitation (as described in the Franklin 

invention) represents a fundamental difference. A credit card 

which can only be used with a particular merchant is well 

known in the art (for example, a Sear's card only works at 

Sears) . However, several of applicant's claims describe a 

merchant limitation that is based exclusively on the fact 

that the merchant is a single merchant and not necessarily 

any particular merchant. This means that the transaction code 

can be used with any merchant for one or more transactions. 

However, it can never be used with more than one merchant. 

For example, the single merchant limitation could be 

represented by having a card number which could be used 

anywhere, but once a purchase was made (at Sears, for 

example) it could only be used at Sears for future purchases. 

To put it another way, a payment category which limits 

18 
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transactions to a single merchant is predetermined to limit 

those transactions even though said single merchant was not 

identified when the payment category was created 

(predetermined). Examined application clearly supports this 

meaning at paragraph 36 which reads in part "The payment 

category may also include a multi-transaction authorization 

wherein more than one purchase may be made from one or a 

plurality of different merchants, each of which may or may 

not be identified by the customer and pre-coded in 

association with the transaction code ... ". "Accordingly, in 

some instances, wherein a customer, or an agent of the 

customer, such as a child, guardian, or caregiver, must make 

a number of transactions or purchases which are authorized by 

the customer, the customer may designate a maximum amount 

which can be spent utilizing a particular transaction code 

within a predetermined period of time, and/or can designate 

that only one merchant, whether designated or not, can use 

the transaction code." To the best of applicant's knowledge 

this single merchant limitation was unknown in the art as of 

the priority date (January 19, 1999) of this application. 

Applicant respectfully submits that Franklin does not 

disclose a pre-defined payment category that limits 

transactions to a single, unidentified merchant. 

19 
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Application No. 111252, 009 
Arndt. Dated July 29, 2008 
Reply to Office Action dated January 29, 2008 

B. The Meaning of "Payment Categories" 

Applicant's invention makes clear in multiple 

references that payment categories refer to sets of 

predetermined parameters that are offered by the 

custodial authorizing entity and selectable (can be 

designated) by the customer. References to the 

predetermined nature of payment categories are made at 

least eight times in the specifications. Payment 

categories offer the advantage of standardizing sets 

of parameters to accommodate various types of 

transactions. The customer simply designates a 

predetermined payment category that has parameters 

that will accommodate the desired transaction. As 

such, payment categories do not merely represent 

"limited use conditions" but rather a simple method 

whereby the customer can quickly and easily select 

from one or more predetermined, standardized sets of 

parameters. The customer may or may not fill in 

additional details specific to a particular 

transaction. Please see attached exhibit A in support 

of the meaning of the term "payment categories". Since 

payment categories are predetermined, selectable 

parameters whereby one payment category is designated 

by the customer to accommodate the desired 
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transaction. Applicant respectfully submits that 

Franklin does not discloses a "plurality" of payment 

categories as required in claim 10-26, and 27 (b) of 

applicant's invention. 

C. Conc1usion 

Based on the foregoing remarks and the above amendments 

to the claims it is respectfully requested that this 

application be given full and favorable reconsideration. It 

is believed that upon doing so, this application will be 

deemed to be in condition for immediate allowance, which 

action is now respectfully requested. 

In addition, a request for an appropriate extension of 

time is enclosed herewith along with the corresponding PTO 

fee. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

John D'Agostino 

5168 Northridge Road Unit 309 

Sarasota, FL 34238 

(941) 228-1511 

By: 

7-29-0gv 
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REMARKS / ARGtJMEN'ltS 

This Request for Continued Examination (RCE) along 

with the attached Amendment is submitted in full response 

to the Office action dated November 13, 2008, wherein 

claims 1-44 are rejected under U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Franklin et al., u.s. Patent No. 

6,000,832 in view of Yanagihara et al. U.S. Pub No. 

2001/0011249. The office action of November 13, 2008 was 

final. The corresponding fee for the RCE is included with 

this amendment. 

An appropriate Request for an Extension of Time and 

the corresponding fee is also being filed concurrently 

herewith, and accordingly, Applicant respectfully reque'sts 
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Reply to Office Action dated November 13, 2008 
reconsideration of this application in view of the 

foregoing amendments and the following remarks. 

As examiner requested, applicant points out the following 

with regard to the previously filed information disclosure 

statements. In view of the now completed Ex parte 

reexamination of U.S. patent 6,324,526 which is the 

grandparent of this application, applicant cites the 

following references. 

U.S. Patent No. 6,422,462 to Cohen 

U.S. Patent No. 5,826,243 to Musmanno 

U.S. Patent No. 6,298,335 to Burnstein 

A. In the currently amended claims, claims 1-43 are 

presented with all independent claims amended to clearly 

incorporate the "single merchantn limitation discussed 

below. Claim 28 has been canceled. Former claims 29-44 are 

presented as claims 28-43. 

Claims 1-43 in my application, now clearly incorporate the 

limitation that a payment category be defined to include 

the ability to limit transactions to "a singl.e merchant" 

and that said singl.e merchant limitation must be incl.uded 

in said payment category prior to any particul.ar merchant 

being identified as said sinql.e merchant. Please see 
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claims lc, ld, 27b, 28b, 32b, 34b. A "single merchant" 

limitation is also present in claims. Furthermore, the 

claims have been amended to make clear that a transaction 

code generated in association with the payment category 

will also include the limits of the category and therefore 

will be limited to a single merchant (see claims le, 27c, 

28c, 32c, 34c). All other claims are dependent on the 

claims above and, therefore, also include said "single 

merchant" limitation in both the payment category and the 

transaction code. 

My specifications clearly support the "single merchant 

limitation;'. Please see paragraph 36 which reads in part: 

"The payment category may also include a multi-transaction 

authorization wherein more than one purchase may be made 

£rom one or a p~ura~:i ty o£ d:i££erent merchants, each or 

which may or may not be :ident:i£:ied by the customer and pre-

coded :in association with the transaction code ... ". 

" ... Accordingly, in some instances, wherein a customer, or an 

agent of the customer, such as a child, guardian, or 

caregiver, must make a number of transactions or purchases 

which are authorized by the customer, the customer may 

designate a maximum amount which can be spent utilizing a 

particular transaction code within a predetermined period 
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of time, and/or can designate that on.ly one merchant, 

whether designated or not, can use the transaction code. " 

This "unidentified sing~e merchant" limitation is not 

present in either of the critical references used to reject 

applicants claims (U.S. Patent No. 6,000,832 to Franklin or 

U.S. Pub No. 2001/0011249 to Yanagihara). 

Specifically, the Franklin patent does not disclose a 

payment category whereby one or more transactions are 

limited to a single merchant which has not been identified. 

Indeed, the Franklin patent does not disclose a payment 

category which is limited to a single merchant, but rather 

a proxy number that is limited to a single transaction. In 

all cases in which the Franklin patent limits the 

transaction number with regard to the merchant, it is based 

on a particular merchant that has been identified prior to 

generating the substitute number. That is to say the 

merchant is identified along with other transactions 

specific data (see column 5, lines 28-32, column 9, lines 

30-34, 40-44, 52-55, column 10, lines 9-11). The merchant 

limitation is not based on the fact that the merchant is a 

single merchant, but rather that the merchant is a 

particular (identified) merchant. The distinction between a 

single merchant limitation (as described in applicant's 
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claims) and a particular merchant limitation (as described 

in the Franklin invention) represents a fundamental 

difference. A credit card which can only be used with a 

particular merchant is well known in the art (for example, 

a Sear's card only works at Sears). However, several of 

applicant's claims describe a merchant limitation that is 

based exclusively on the fact that the merchant is a single 

merchant and not necessarily any particular merchant. This 

means that the transaction code can be used with any 

merchant for one or more transactions. However, it can 

never be used with more than one merchant. For example, the 

single merchant limitation could be represented by having a 

card number which could be used anywhere, but once a 

purchase was made (at Sears, for example) it could only be 

used at Sears for future purchases. To put it another way, 

a payment category which limits transactions to a single 

merchant is predetermined to limit those transactions even 

though said single merchant was not identified when the 

payment category was created (predetermined). Since the 

transaction code in applicant's invention reflects the 

limitations of the payment category, the transaction code 

is also limited to a single merchant whether or not said 

sinqle merchant has been deter.mined and identified. 
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It is a significant advantage to have a payment category, 

which limits transactions to a single merchant and can be 

"designated" by the customer in a simple method step. This 

makes it unnecessary for the customer to communicate, in 

advance,.to the issuing entity, or even to know in advance, 

the identity of the merchant. Eliminating the need to 

identify the merchant to the issuing entity, in advance, 

significantly simplifies the process for both the customer 

and the issuer. Yet the customer can still benefit from the 

security advantage of a transaction code that is limited to 

a single merchant even if the identity of that single 

merchant has not yet been determined. It has been shown 

that customers are very reluctant to adopt security 

measures that impair the speed, efficiency, and ease-of-use 

of their credit cards. A payment category that is pre-

defined to limit transactions to a single merchant offers a 

very simple and efficient method to adopt a highly 

effective security measure. 

After very thorough reviews of the cited references, I can 

find no disclosure of the "single unidentified merchant" 

limitation in either the Franklin patent or the Yanagihara 

publication. Indeed, to the best of applicant's knowledge, 

this single merchant limitation, as described in 
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applicant's specifications and stated in applicant's 

claims, was unknown in the art as of the priority date 

(January 15, 1999) of this application. 

Applicant also points out the in the appeal of the Ex parte 

reexamination of U.S. Patent 6,324,526, The BPAI noted that 

the Board indicated that it appreciates the distinction 

between limiting transaction "single" merchant as opposed 

to a particular merchant. 

In view of the fact that applicant has disclosed an 

important and advantageous feature that has not been 

disclosed in any of the examiner's references, and that 

this feature is clearly included in the amended claims, it 

is believed that claims 1-43 are now clearly in a condition 

of allowance and favorable re-consideration of the amended 

claims is respectfully requested. 

B. Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing remarks and the above amendments 

to the claims it is respectfully requested that this 

application be given full and favorable reconsideration. It 

is believed that upon doing so, this application will be 
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deemed to be in condition for immediate allowance, which 

action is now respectfully requested. 

In addition, a request for an appropriate extension of 

time is enclosed herewith along with the corresponding PTO 

fees for the extension and the RCE. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

John D'Agostino 

5168 Northridge Road Unit 309 

Sarasota, FL 34238 

(941) 228-1511 

By: 

Date: 
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AUTOMATED PURCHASING CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

This is a Continuation, of application Ser. No. 08/241, 
106 filed May 11, 1994, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,500,513. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to computer systems for 
automatic control of purchasing, in particular using credit 
cards. 

The typical purchasing system at a large company (e.g., a 
corporation) can be very complex, with the involvement of 
a number of employees at different points in the process, and 
the generation of a large amount of paper. FIG. 1 is a process 
flow chart illustrating the steps required from start to finish 
for a typical corporate purchase order. The approval process 
in a typical company involves a number of corporate con
trols. A particular purchase for materials or services must be 
approved for that particular department and also meet bud
getary restraints for the particular department. These needs 
may vary from project to project. In addition, the company 
may have certain approved vendors which are required to be 
used for certain purchases. 

A purchasing card for government functions has been 
developed by Rocky Mountain BankCard. The card, which 
is used like a credit card, can be used to charge purchases. 
The card user is assigned a card number identifying where 
in the government hierarchy that employee falls. A budget 
limit for a department can be applied through the hierarchy 
to an individual purchase authorization request by the card
holder. The hierarchial system for the Rocky Mountain 
BankCard which allows different budgetary limits by depart
ment can also be used for the billing and reporting purposes. 
Thus, the government can limit spending by cardholders and 
receive reports and billings which match the agency's 
departmental structure. 

Another system similar to the Rocky Mountain BankCard 
system has also been used by Pro Card. Both these systems 
also incorporate a merchant blocking feature, which prohib
its purchases from certain types of merchants. When a card 
is used, the merchant uses a point-of-sale device to transmit 
the card number to a central bank for authorization. In 
addition to the card number, a merchant code (i.e., SIC code) 
identifying the merchant category is transmitted. The mer
chant code will identify the type of merchant involved. Thus, 
for example, it would be possible for the purchasing card 
holder to be allowed to purchase airline tickets, but not 
jewelry. 

Usage monitoring to detect fraud or fraud patterns is 
desirable from a bank's perspective. Banks incorporate 
features in administering a credit card system which allows 
them to monitor usage. For example, banks can obtain 
reports showing usage in a particular geographic area, or 
usage for particular types of merchants, and compare these 

5 

2 
the phone and data lines from a remote point-of-sale termi
nal and processes the request using unique software. The 
software has a database customized to a business user to 
establish that business's hierarchial structure. Elements of 
the hierarchial structure are independently reconfigurable, so 
that a company can specify different hierarchial relation
ships in the software for authorization, billing and reporting 
purposes. Different authorization tests can be established for 
each position in a hierarchy, with a particular position being 

10 required to pass not only its own test, but the test of elements 
higher in the hierarchial tree. 

An example of the benefits of the present invention is that 
a salesperson could be allowed a velocity checking limit for 
the category of hotels at a high frequency level, while an 

15 accounting clerk with no reason to travel could be allocated 
a lower velocity level, or allocated no authorization for 
hotels at alL The purchase reports for the salesperson could 
be put on a report which is organized in a different hierar
chial way than the authorization hierarchy. For instance, the 

20 purchase reports may go to a special project the salesperson 
is working on, while the authorization will be in accordance 
with that salesperson's normal department. The present 
invention thus allows a company's expense and purchasing 
controls to be automated and implemented without human 

25 intervention through the use of purchasing or credit cards. 
The system takes advantage of the existing credit card 
networks which are adapted to serve the functions of the 
invention. 

The present invention merges a company's purchasing 
30 control system with a credit card authorization system to 

produce a real-time purchasing authorization and control 
system. The software and databases are structured to provide 
an automated electronic implementation of company limits 
and business approval processes, with a dynamic, overlap-

35 ping hierarchial structure, while approving or disapproving 
purchases by employees in real-time at the time of purchase. 
The entire purchasing process is re-engineered, and made a 
paperless process requiring no human intervention. 

40 
The present invention also allows a company to group 

merchant category codes in order to limit purchases to those 
merchant types which would be needed by a particular 
department or individual. This automatically implements 
that company's purchase control system which would 

45 ~~q~!~:~ai~~;;o:~~d~~n~~;~~~~~'; ~::ncf~~; 
matches a company's normal process than the merchant 
blocking of all undesired vendors used in prior art systems. 

The present invention has an approved vendor list feature 
50 which provides companies with the capability to create an 

approved vendor list to restrict and consolidate spending to 
specific merchants. Based on a comparison of the vendor 
data stored in an electronic approved vendor list and the 
merchant information transmitted from the point-of-sale in 

55 the authorization request, a purchase will be approved if the 
merchant data in the authorization request matches vendor 
information on the approved vendor list, or it will be 
declined if there is no match. 

to the incidents of reported fraud. One useful test is that of 
"velocity checking." Velocity checking involves determin
ing how often a card is used within a particular time period. 
Such a check could, for example, uncover fraudulent activ-

60 ity, although this may be hard to distinguish from non
fraudulent cardholder activity. 

In operation, the system of the present invention uses 
credit cards which have encoded on them a unique card 
number. This card number would include the individual 
account number, plus a bank identification number (BIN) 
which identifies the card as one designated for a purchasing SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides an automated purchasing 65 
control system which can be customized for a business 
customer. The system receives an authorization request over 

control system. When the user makes a purchase, either in 
person or over the telephone, and the merchant passes the 
card through a point-of-sale (POS) device or terminal, the 
card number is transmitted over a credit card authorization 
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level 1, up to seven levels may be specified by the compa
ny's structure. 

Once the basic company structure has been set out, 
separate hierarchies may be indicated for different purposes. 
For instance, the structure of FIG. 2 could be used for 
designating billing accounts, as shown by the asterisk. Only 
the departments or divisions having an asterisk are to receive 
a billing report for the levels b~neath them. 

As shown in FIG. 3, a separate hierarchy could be 

system, such as the Visa system, to a remote central com
puter. The computer will detect that the BIN number is one 
indicating a purchasing control system, and direct the autho
rization request to the centralized purchasing control com
puter system. This system will then look up the account 5 
number and identify the hierarchial position of the account 
number. The appropriate test for that account number will be 
identified and applied, along with tests of other elements 
higher in the hierarchy under which that account number 
falls. After the tests are performed, the computer will, 
depending upon the company's customized programming, 
generate a signal indicating the authorization request is 
either allowed or denied. If a particular test is failed, the 
system may simply generate a report item rather than a 
failure to authorize, depending upon how the system has 
been customized for the company. 

10 designated for reporting purposes. In this example, division 
B is given a report indicating department 3, but not depart
ment 4. Department 3 will include, at level 9, accounts 5 and 
6, which is entered in the company's organizational structure 
of FIG. 2, plus account number 2, which may be assigned to 

15 department 3 for reporting purposes. Thus, the company can 
independently configure the reporting hierarchy from the 
billing hierarchy. This can be done by a pointer in the 
account database for cardholder account number 3, which 
points to department 3 for reporting purposes, while point-

For a further understanding of the nature and advantages 
of the invention, reference should be made to the ensuing 
description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a prior art paper based 
purchasing process; 

FIG. 2 is a chart of a hierarchial company account 
according to the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a chart of the hierarchy of FIG. 2 modified for 
reporting; 

FIG. 4 is a chart of the hierarchy of FIG. 2 modified for 
authorization; 

FIG. 5 is an illustration of the database parameters for an 
account number at the cardholder level; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram of the database entry for an interme
diate level in the hierarchy; 

FIG. 7 is an illustration of a card encoded according to the 
pre.sent invention; 

FIG. 8 is an illustration of a network according to the 
present invention; 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart of the authorization software of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 10 is a flowchart of the software authorization tests 
for a procurement card according to the present invention; 
and 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a software authorization test for 
a travel and entertainment card according to the present 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

A description of the database structure used by the present 
invention will facilitate an understanding of the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a chart showing a company's hierarchial depart
mental structure. The chart in FIG. 2 is also the format 
presented on a computer screen for a company employee to 
set up the desired hierarchial database for use in the auto
mated purchasing control system of the present invention. 
The different boxes can be labeled and provided with the 
appropriate tests and test parameters. 

The level 1 box identifies the company in the database 
structure. Below that, levels up to a level 9 are allowed to 
show divisions, departments, etc. The level 9 level is des
ignated as the individual cardholder account level, corre
sponding to the physical card held by an individual 
employee. Between the cardholder level 9 and the company 

20 ing to department 2 for billing purposes, for instance. 
FIG. 4 illustrates yet another hierarchy which might be 

used for authorization purposes. In this instance, the hier
archy grouping for authorization purposes is different from 
the reporting grouping. 

25 
FIG. 5 illustrates a database entry for a particular card-

holder account number. A first field 10 contains the indi
vidual cardholder account number. A second field 12 is a 
pointer to the next level up for authorization purposes. Field 
14 is a pointer to the next level up for billing purposes, and 
field 16 is a pointer to the next level up for reporting 

30 purposes. These fields are followed by a pointer or subrou
tine call to a first authorization test 18, along with the 
parameters for that test 20. An additional test pointer 22 is 
shown, along with its parameters 24. Further tests are used, 
but are not shown, in order to keep the illustration simple. 

35 In one embodiment, when authorization is performed, the 
pointer is pointed to another portion of the database where 
the tests for the next level up may be found. Thus, the test 
for the account number level can be found and used, while 
separately an additional read can be done to determine the 

40 test for that particular department, division, etc., by going to 
the stored test at the location pointed to by the pointer. 

In an alternate embodiment, in order to make the autho
rization process faster by requiring fewer reads, the pointer 

45 
may be used for configuring the database only, with the 
actual tests for each level up in the hierarchy being stored 
along with account number 10. Although this consumes 
additional storage space by duplicating the department tests, 
all relevant tests and parameters are stored at a single 

50 
location. 

In yet another embodiment, instead of storing multiple 
tests for each level hierarchy for the particular account 
number, the tests are combined. When the database is 
configured, there may be, for instance, a maximum limit set 

55 forth at multiple levels in the hierarchy. The particular 
account number will simply use the limiting one of these 
limits (presumably the lowest level for a maximum) as the 
parameter for the limit test. In this way, authorization is 
expedited by not only locating the relevant test and param-

60 eters in one location, but requiring a single test rather than 
multiple tests be run in real-time. Thus, additional efforts 
spent in configuring the database improves real-time per
formance of the authorization process. This real-time speed 
is important for a customer waiting at a merchant location 

65 for credit card authorization. 
As can be seen, such a system provides a real-time 

purchasing control system, as opposed to the prior art system 
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shown in FIG. 1, which requires either cash advances ahead 
of time or requisitions and purchase orders subsequent to the 
time of actual purchase. The present invention, by combin
ing the credit card network system with a uniquely config
ured database and operating software allows the merger of 5 
the company's purchasing control system, having multiple 
overlapping hierarchies, with a credit card authorization 
system to produce a real-time purchasing authorization and 
control system. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a database entry in one embodiment for 10 

a mid-level authorization group indicated in a field 26. This 
group may have its pointers to the next level up for autho
rization in a field 28, for billing in a field 30, and for 
reporting in a field 32. Similarly to an individual account 
number, it will have its own test number 34 with associated 15 
parameters 36. An additional test 38 with its parameters 40 
is also illustr-ated. 

As discussed above, in one embodiment, the database 
entry of FIG. 6 is configured by the company ahead of time 
for control purposes, but it not used in real-time in the 20 

authorization process. This is possible because after the 
parameters in the database fields of FIG. 6 have been set 
forth, the system will use the pointers and parameters to 
configure the fields of the individual account numbers 
shown in FIG. 5. This alignment of the system is self- 25 

correcting, such that if the position in the hierarchy is 
changed for any purpose, such as the billing level in field 30 
is modified, the pointers in both directions will cause the 
change to ripple through related hierarchial components. 

Because FIG. 6 illustrates a mid-level position, it not only 30 

has pointers to the next level, but additionally has pointers, 
in one embodiment, to all levels below it, as illustrated by 
fields 42, 44, 46 and 48. 

6 
processor 72 through an interface 84 over a communication 
line, such as Digital T-1 line 86. Terminal 82 might be 
connected, instead, over a dial-up modem 88 and a public 
packet-switched network communication link 90 to CPU 72. 
These terminals could be used by bank employees config
uring the account, or be used directly by a corporate cus
tomer to provide the configuration, which could then be 
verified by bank or other personnel before being entered into 
the system and activated. A separate service terminal 92 is 
also shown for maintenance of the CPU 72. 

Corporate card processor 70 is connected to a network, 
such as a VisaNet network 94. VisaNet network 94 can be 
connected to a merchant processing network 96, for 
instance, which would be connected to individual point-of
sale devices 98. Point-of-sale devices 98 would be located at 
individual merchant locations, and would receive a corpo
rate or purchasing card according to the present invention 
and transmit the encoded card information along with the 
merchant identifying information to VisaNet network 94. An 
ATM network 93 is connected to ATMs 95, which can be 
considered a merchant type. The ATMs have a merchant 
code, and are used for cash advances. 

The VisaNet network 94 can be configured to have a 
central computer with a communication processor 100. This 
could be, for instance, ari IBM 3745. The communication 
processor is connected to a mainframe 102. One such 
mainframe would be the IBM 3090. Local memory 104 
provides storage for mainframe 102. A control terminal106 
allows local access for servicing and control of the VisaNet 
network. 

In operation, a credit card authorization request for a 
corporate card received by VisaNet network 94 would be 
identified from the BIN number as a corpomte card, and the 
authorization request would be transmitted to corporate card 

FIG. 7 illustrates a physical card encoded according to the 
present invention. The card 50 includes a magnetic strip 52. 
Magnetic strip 52 includes a card number 54 composed of a 
BIN number 56 and account number 58. The BIN number is 

35 
processor 70 for authorization. 

In the event that processor 70 is unavailable for any 
reason, the VisaNet system includes stand-in processing 
(STIP) software 106, which can be used when the corporate 
card processor is not available. This STIP software includes 

40 
positive cardholder identification service (PCAS) software 
which can do card number verification, PIN verification and 
balance verification, if desired. This provides a real-time 
backup to insure that an authorization request is responded 

a Bank Identification Number which not only identifies the 
issuing bank, but also identifies the type of card issued. For 
the present invention, the BIN number would indicate the 
issuer and the fact that this is an automatic purchasing 
control card according to the present invention. This desig
nation will indicate, when the card is read, that the database 
and software in a particular computer used by the present 

45 
invention must be located and accessed for authorization. 
The individual account number 58 corresponds to account 
number 10 in FIG. 5 combined with a separate number 
indicating the company to which account number 10 
belongs. This is contrast with a typical credit card, in which 
the account number simply identifies the individual card
holder account. 

Another number on the strip is a service code 60 which 
can identify the particular type of card being used. For 
instance, it may identify that the card is a purchasing card, 

to in real-time, even though the tests are limited. 
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the 

corporate card processor software for responding to an 
authorization request. First, from the BIN number, it can be 
determined that it is a corporate card as indicated in step 110. 
The corporate account number can be determined from the 

50 card number transmitted along with the message. From this 
card number, the software identifies a particnlar company 
account (Account 74, 76 and 78 in FIG. 8). The database 
entry for the individual account number is then retrieved 
(step 112). This would be, in one embodiment, an account 

55 record such as is shown in FIG. 5. The account record would 
or a travel and entertainment card for a particular company. 
Alternately, the code could also indicate that the card is a 
cash only use card, or a card for debits for purchase at a 
merchant site in a point-of-sale (POS) device. Finally, a card 
verification value (CVV) 62 is used for error detection and 60 
fraud detection. 

be examined to determine if there are any test routines (step 
114). If a test is identified, the parameters from the database 
are loaded into the appropriate register of the processor, and 
the test routine pointed to (by address 18 in FIG. 5) is 
fetched and executed (step 118). The test results are stored 
(step 120) both for authorization purposes and for later 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a system for implementing 
the present invention. A corporate card processor system 70 
is shown, with its own CPU 72. The CPU has data storage 
which can be divided up into individual company accounts 
74, 76, and 78. A pair of remote accessing terminals 80 and 
82 are shown. First terminal 80 may be connected to 

report generation. The database is then examined to deter
mine if there is another test, such as test 22 in FIG. 5 (step 
122). If there is. such another step, the process is repeated for 

65 the second test. 
After all the tests for a particular account number are 

completed, in one embodiment, the routine will check for 
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pointers to a different authorization level (step 124). If there 
are such pointers for test purposes, the process is repeated 
for that level, starting with step 112 in locating the database 
entry for that level, such as the entry shown in FIG. 6. In an 
alternate embodiment, all the tests of the other level have 5 
been combined with the test routines for the particular 
account number. 

When the tests are completed, the test results are com
pared to the authorization response indicated by the com
pany (step 126). For instance, a company may indicate that 10 
a test failure requires the purchase to not be authorized. 
Alternately, the purchase could be authorized, but a report 
could be generated indicating that certain limits have been 
exceeded. The appropriate response is then transmitted (step 
128) from the corporate card processor 70 to VisaNet 94, and 
from there through the network 96 to the originating POS 15 

98. 

8 
approved grouping, separate test 134 may be used to deter
mine if there is a special dollar limit for the particular code 
grouping which must be passed. 

Test 136 is used to provide a single transaction limit for 
an authorization request. Test 138 allows a spending limit to 
be applied over a company-defined cycle, such as a monthly 
cycle or other billing cycle. Test 140 allows a company's 
open-to-buy limit to be applied (the available credit at the 
company level after deducting individual expenditures). 
This means that the authorization request, if approved to this 
point, must not cause the company credit line to be 
exceeded. 

As mentioned before, depending upon the embodiment 
used, the different limit tests, (such as the spending limit) 
may be imposed not only at the cardholder level, but at each 
level above it. In one embodiment, the tests can be consoli
dated so that a single limit is actually stored in the individual 
cardholder account data. This consolidated limit test can be 

FIG. 10 is a flowchart describing the software used for 
performing an exemplary series of tests for a credit card used 
for procurement purposes (a purchasing card). The tests are 
set up in order of priority. One advantage is that the most 
likely test to be failed would be performed first. In this way, 

20 updated as any level above it is updated, with the update 
rippling down through the hierarchy. 

an authorization response, if the authorization is to be 
denied, can be sent immediately back to the user waiting at 
the POS terminal. The software can then continue to process 
the rest of the tests and store them for reporting purposes. 25 
However, since the test has already been indicated as failing, 
there is no need to wait for the remaining tests to be 
performed before sending the authorization denial. 

Another function of the priority set forth in FIG. 10 is that 
certain tests may be required for authorizing a transaction, 30 

while additional tests will not affect authorization, but are 
used for reporting purposes. The tests which are needed for 
authorization can be placed as the first several tests to be 
performed, so that the authorization response can be gener
ated without waiting for the remaining tests which can be 35 
completed after the authorization response is sent. 

In a particular example of FIG. 10, an authorization 
request is first received at step 110. A first test 112 is 
performed to determine if the account is blocked. If the 
account is blocked, a negative authorization response 114 40 

can be generated. 
Next, a velocity check can be performed (step 114).ln the 

example shown, the response for a failed velocity check may 
be a referral of the authorization request to a live, human 

45 
operator to ask some questions of the merchant (step 118). 
A VIP account test 120 determines if a particular account has 
been designated as a VIP account. If so, the remaining tests 
are not needed for authorization, since the VIP account 
would be usable for all the purposes set forth in the follow-

50 
ing tests. Thus, an approval message 122 would be imme
diately generated. 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the software order of 
tests for a corporate card used as a travel and entertainment 
card (T &E). In the system of FIG. 11, an account blocking 
test 150 is also used, followed by a velocity test 152. VIP 
account 154 follows in the same manner as for the purchas-
ing card. 

At this point, the order of the testing varies, with the 
merchant category code grouping test 156 following next. 
This is followed by no-stop test 158, which allows the 
bypassing of the remaining tests if there is no limit for this 
particular merchant category. If there is no limit, the soft
ware proceeds to a test 160 which determines whether there 
is sufficient available credit in the company's open to buy 
(OTB) to approve the request. 

If there is not a no-stop provision on the merchant 
category code, the next test performed is test 162 for 
determining if there is a cash advance limit. If the cash 
advance limit is not exceeded, test 164 determines whether 
there is sufficient open-to-buy (OTB) at the cardholder level 
to approve the request. If there is not, it is determined 
whether there is a cardholder over-limit for the OTB. If there 
is an OTB overlimit and the overlimit amount or percentage 
of the credit line is sufficient to cover the amount of the 
authorization request, the test is passed. If not, over-limit 
tests can be provided for the merchant category grouping 
(tests 168 and 1 70). 

The present invention also provides a unique reporting 
capability, with a separate reporting hierarchy. Not only can 
reports be defined according to a different hierarchial struc
ture, but the reports can be configured according to the 
company's desired time cycle, not the bank's billing cycle. 
Thus, all the tests specified can be done over a period of time 

The next test could be a country test 124, which may limit 
the cardholder to particular countries. A test 126 determines 
whether the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code of 
the merchant is acceptable for the account. If it is not, the 
request will be declined. Test 126 can include or exclude 
specific SIC codes. A test 128 determines whether the 
merchant category code of the merchant is in a special 
grouping for that company. If it is not, subsequent test 130 
can be bypassed. Test 130 determines if the particular 
vendor is on an approved vendor list for that SIC code. 
Certainly, if the merchant category is not approved, the 
particular vendor will not be and there is no need to perform 
test 130 if test 128 has failed. 

55 
which conforms to the company standards. In addition, the 
hierarchies for authorizations, billing and reporting are all 
independent of each other. 

Test 132 compares the merchant category code to a subset 
of approved SIC codes from test 126. If the code is in the 

Similarly, the bi11ing hierarchy allows the company to 
control how it is bi11ed in a similar manner to the reporting 

60 procedure, but with different hierarchial arrangements pos
sible. 

In one embodiment, the present invention provides for 
four additional reporting hierarchies to be used, with each 
account number having four possible pointers to the differ-

65 ent hierarchies for reporting purposes. This allows special 
projects that cross organizational boundaries within a com
pany to receive their own reports (e.g. Matrix Management). 
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Customer Service Features 
The present invention allows a bank to use a single 

account record to represent an entire company. In the case 
where a company used both a Purchasing card product (used 

10 
An administrative contact can be recorded on any of the 

company's reporting accounts in reporting hierarchy #1. If 
no administrative contact is recorded on a reporting account 
record, then the contact recorded on the next reporting 
account record higher in the hierarchy will be used. This data 
will be used by the bank's staff to direct general questions 
regarding the company's program to the company. 
Account Maintenance Capabilities 

for purchasing only) and a Corporate card product (usable 5 
for travel and entertainment, optionally in combination with 
purchasing) from the same bank, the same company account 
can be used for both products or separate company accounts 
can be established for each product, at the option of the 
bank. 

The present invention provides the following unique 

10 
capabilities for maintaining account data in a credit card 
system: The present invention provides Customer Service Repre

sentatives (CSRs) with the ability to view corporate policy 
guidelines regarding authorization parameter override 
requests. This information is accessible on an ad hoc basis 
and can be requested and viewed through on-line screens. 

From time to time it may become necessary for CSRs to 
initiate changes to accounts within a credit card processing 
system. Because of the hierarchical nature of the account 
data, a change to an account may affect other related 
accounts lower down in the hierarchy. 

If a change will have an impact on accounts other than the 
one being directly changed, a warning message will be 
produced that will allow the CSR to understand the full 
implications of the change, e.g., "This change will restrict 
the merchant category code groups available to the follow
ing cardholders:". 

The present invention provides banks and companies with 
the ability to view a graphical depiction of the hierarchical 
relationships established between the company's accounts. 
This graphical model can be viewed either in a hard copy 
form or as an on-line display. 

A CSR has the ability to model mass changes and changes 
to defaults into the appropriate hierarchies to show the 
impact prior to committing the transaction for implementa
tion, 

The modeling facility allows the CSR to generate trans
actions by manipulating the graphical model (e.g., transport
ing a cardholder on the screen from one location in the 
model hierarchy to another will generate the necessary 
transaction to cause the cardholder account to be physically 
transferred within the account hierarchy). 

The present invention allows the bank to establish a 
pre-defined structure, or "template" of typical hierarchies for 
use as a tool in setting up or changing accounts within large 
companies. These templates take the form of "sample" 
structures that are pre-set and can be manipulated. 
Customer Contact Lists 

Effective Dates 
Companies and banks have the option to control the date 

on which a change becomes effective. To accomplish this, 
account maintenance transactions include an effective date. 

15 This feature allows the company or bank to enter future or 
post dated transactions. 

Although the transactions will be accepted and validated 
on the date they are entered, the changes will not become 
effective until the effective date. This gives the bank or 

20 company the option to input a group of changes (all intended 
to take effect on the same day) over a period of days in 
advance of their intended Effective Date (e.g. increases in 
the spending limits of selected employees targeted to coin
cide with the start of a new fiscal year). 

25 Post dated transactions are allowed for dates within 
twelve months of the current date. These transactions allow 
the company to control history reporting in the aftermath of 
company reorganizations or acquisitions. The fields modi
fied by these transactions are limited to those related to 

30 organizational structure. 
Mass Updates 

The company can initiate mass update transactions. They 
are used to modify the hierarchies to reflect changed con
ditions caused by reorganizations, acquisitions, sales, etc. 

35 Their chief characteristic is that a single transaction is 
capable of causing changes to a large number of account 
records at multiple levels within a hierarchy. 

CSRs will be informed on-line of the impact of a mass 
update, which gives them the opportunity to cancel a trans-

40 action before the transaction is accepted. 

45 

The following is a non-exhaustive list containing 
examples of what can be accomplished with a single mass 
update transaction: 

Reactivate all accounts in Department A which were 
deactivated on. Jan. 15, 1992. 

The bank will have the option to establish, view and 
maintain three kinds of corporate contact information: Bill
ing Contact, Administrative Contact, and Authorization 
Contact. Every cardholder account can be associated with a 50 

contact person of each type. 

Transfer all accounts in Department A to Department B. 
Change the calendar month spending limit on all 

accounts. 
Defaults 

Certain data fields are subject to default processing. If no 
data is entered into an account for one of these fields, then 
the contents of that field will "default" to the values estab
lished at the next level up in the appropriate hierarchy. For 
authorization parameters the authorizing account will be the 
source of the defaults. The billing account will be the source 
of the defaults for billing parameters. A reporting account 
higher up in reporting hierarchy #1 will be the source of 
defaults for all other data elements. 

The billing contact can be recorded either on the billing 
account or on the cardholder account (if the account is 
subject to individual billing). The Name, Work Phone, and 
Work Address will be recorded. This data will be used by the 55 

bank's staff whenever questions of billing and payment are 
to be directed to the company. 

The authorization contact can be recorded on any 
account(s) within the authorization hierarchy (including 
cardholder and company accounts). If no authorization con- 60 
tact is recorded on an account record, the contact recorded 
on the immediate authorizing account higher in the hierar
chy will be used. The Name, Work Phone and Work address 
will be recorded. 

This data will be used by the bank's CSR staff whenever 65 
questions regarding the permissibility of authorization over
rides are to be directed to the company. 

The bank has the option to designate whether or not each 
given field is subject to default processing for a given 
company. If a field is subject to default processing and a 
value is entered into it by the CSR (both in the case when an 
individual account is added to an existing company, and in 
the case when an account is added as one of a group of 
accounts during new company set-up) it is considered to be 
an override of the default. Such an override only applies to 
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that account, and to any accounts which are subordinate to 
it in the hierarchy. 

12 
assigned to an account record is edited in the context of all 
other MCCGs assigned to that account record. The purpose 
of this edit is to ensure that no mutually exclusive or 
contradictory MCCGs are assigned to the same account 
record for the same process. 

The present invention controls the application of certain 
authorization parameters based on merchant category codes. 
Merchant category code groups are used at the cardholder 
level to explicitly define the merchant category codes that 

In a field on an account which is above the cardholder 
level (i.e. above level 9 in the hierarchy) is subject to default 
processing, and a value is entered into it by the Customer 5 
Service Representative via a mass change or regular trans
action, the new value applies to that account and to any 
accounts which are subordinate to it in the hierarchy for 
which default overrides are not in place on the field to be 
changed. 

Whenever an account transfers to another portion of the 
hierarchy, the new default parameters for that portion of the 
hierarchy are assigned to the account. The only exception is 

10 
are applicable to those authorization parameters. 

The following authorization parameters include unique 
capabilities which are based on merchant category code 
groups: 

in the case of fields which already were established on the 
account as default overrides prior to the transfer. In this case, 
the account is transferred with those existing parameters 15 

intact, and the account and its parameters will be reported to 
the bank or company on an exception report. 
Double Custody 

The bank is permitted to designate certain fields as 
requiring double-custody for modification. This means that 20 

two authorized CSRs must approve the change before it is 
accepted and applied. 
Velocity Checking 

Velocity checking is a risk management feature which 
banks use to prevent unauthorized use of a credit card when 25 

high levels of cardholder activity are noted. When a Visa 
account exceeds a pre-defined limit of transaction activity 
within a fixed period of time (e.g., daily), a bank may decline 
or refer an authorization request rather than approving it. A 
referral usually requires the merchant to call the bank to 30 

confirm the identity of the cardholder. 
The present invention provides a set of unique responses 

to a request for authorization which has failed a velocity 
checking test. When a request for authorization causes a 
cardholder account to exceed one of its pre-established 35 

velocity limits (count or amount), the system will take one 
of three actions. The specific action taken by the system is 
based on options established for a company. The bank and 
company may define different options for Corporate card 
and Purchasing card programs. 40 

The three options are: 
Refer the Authorization Request 
Decline the Authorization Request 

Included/Excluded Merchant Type 
Single Transaction Amount Limit (Purchasing card only) 
NO-Stop Processing (Corporate card only) 
Over-Limit Amount (Corporate card only) 
Failed Velocity Checking Action Code 
Cash Advance Credit Limit (Corporate card only) 
Diversion Account Processing 

Included/Excluded Merchant Type 
The present invention uses included/excluded merchant 

type processing to validate an incoming request for autho
rization. A request for authorization is allowed if the mer
chant category code that appears in the authorization request 
for a cardholder is contained in a MCCG assigned to the 
cardholder account and flagged as included. 

A request for authorization is declined if the merchant 
category code that appears in the authorization request for a 
cardholder is contained in a MCCG assigned to the card
holder account and flagged as excluded. The company may 
establish up to 999 merchant category code groups of which 
99 may be assigned to any given cardholder account for 
purposes of included/excluded merchant type processing. 
Single Transaction Amount Limit & Single Transaction 
Amount Limit by MCCG 

The present invention enhances the use of a single trans
action amount limit to control the total currency value of any 
single request for authorization transaction. If the transac
tion amount of the request for authorization exceeds the 
single transaction amount limit on the cardholder account, 
the authorization request will be denied. 

The present invention enhances the single transaction 
Approve and Report the Authorization Request 
The company may also elect to specify up to 9 merchant 

category code group(s) (MCCG) (for a company) and up to 
9 country code groups (for a cardholder) with associated 
failed velocity actions. Each MCCG or country code group 
can be assigned a different option. 

45 amount limit described above by using merchant category 
code group(s). The purpose of this feature is to allow certain 
types of merchants to have different (larger or smaller) 
single transaction amount limits than is permitted for the 
cardholder account in general. The company may assign up 

50 to 9 MCCGs to any given cardholder account for this 
Merchant Category Code Groups. 

The present invention allows a company to establish and 
maintain groups of related merchant category codes called 
merchant category code groups (MCCGs). MCCGs are lists 
of merchant category codes associated with a group code. 55 
These group codes can represent a series, range, and/or 
individual merchant category codes. The company has the 
option to establish up to 999 such MCCGs and assign them 

purpose. 
No-Stop Processing by MCCG 

The present invention allows the company to specify 
certain cardholder accounts as "no-stop" for specific mer
chant category code groups. A cardholder account coded 
with the no-stop feature is free from limitations on available 
credit; but only for request for authorization transactions 
submitted by merchant types which are subject to this 
feature. The company may assign up to 9 MCCGs to any to account records within the company's authorization hier

archy. 60 given cardholder account for this purpose. 
MCCGs are recognized on account maintenance transac

tions as a shorthand method of referring to the entire set of 
associated codes. They are also displayed on screens and 
reports which are viewed by companies and/or the bank. 

The present invention uses the values entered into the 65 

corporate level MCCG definitions to edit and interpret 
MCCGs assigned to an account record. Every MCCG 

Over-Limit Amount by MCCG 
For certain corporate cardholder accounts, the bank may 

designate specific merchant category code groups as having 
a higher credit limit than the standard cardholder credit limit. 
For those designated merchant category code groups, the 
authorization amount may cause a cardholder to exceed 
his/her credit limit, but will not be allowed to exceed the sum 
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of the cardholder's credit limit plus the MCCG over limit The following authorization parameters include unique 
amount. capabilities which are based on country code groups: 
Failed Velocity Checking Action Code Included/Excluded country (Purchasing card only) 

When a request for authorization fails a velocity check Failed Velocity Checking Action Code 
(i.e., a pre-set parameter which limits the number or total 5 Failed Velocity Checking Action Code for 
amount of requests for authorization that can be approved 
within a specific time limit), the invention determines Included/Excluded Country 

Included/Excluded Country 
whether the MCC in the authorization request matches a The present invention uses included/excluded country 
merchant category code in the merchant category code processing to validate an incoming request for authorization 
groups defined for failed velocity situations. If a match is 10 on Purchasing cards. A request for authorization is allowed 
found, a failed velocity checking action code associated with if the country code that appears in the authorization request 
the merchant category code is used to determine the appro- for a cardholder is contained in a CCG assigned to the 
priate action to take. Each MCCG or country code group can cardholder account and flagged as included. 
have a separate response option. A request for authorization is declined if the country code 

The purpose of this feature is to allow a corporate traveler 15 that appears in the authorization request for a cardholder is 
to check into a hotel on an extended business trip when the contained in a CCG assigned to the cardholder account and 
request for authorization might otherwise fail the velocity flagged as excluded. The company may establish up to 99 
test because of high but approved business use of the Country code groups, of which 9 may be assigned to any 
Corporate card. given cardholder account for purposes of included/excluded 

The company may elect to specify up to 9 merchant 20 country processing. 
category code groups at the corporate level with associated Spending Limits 
failed velocity checking action codes. Spending limits are used in combination with the present 
Cash Advance Credit Limit invention to control spending activity for a Purchasing card 

In addition to controlling spending using the cardholder over a specified period of time. The company sets a spending 
credit limit, the company may elect to control Corporate 25 limit at the cardholder level (and any other levels in the 
card spending by defining subsets of the cardholder credit authorization hierarchy) for each period it wishes to track. 
limit. The most common reason to do this is to control cash There are four cycles available to the company to main-
advances. However, the feature (while called cash advance tain spending limit activity. The company must choose at 
credit limit) is more broadly defined to include other mer- least one and up to four cycles. Cycles available are: Daily, 
chant types beside ATMs and is based on a merchant- 30 Calendar Month, Billing Cycle and Company-Defined 
category code group defined for this purpose. Cycle. 
Diversion Account Processing Unlike the other cycle options, the daily spending limit 

Some authorization requests and transactions are option is defined at the cardholder level only and is not 
"diverted" from the cardholder account and posted to a available at other levels in the authorization hierarchy. A 
diversion account. The present invention uses merchant 35 daily spending limit counter is used to accumulate spending. 
category code groups to select which types of transaction This counter is refreshed a the end of each 24-hour period. 
should be directed to a diversion account. This occurs when Calendar Month spending limit, as it's name implies, is 
the merchant category code in the transaction matches a maintained based on a calendar month. A calendar month 
merchant category code in a merchant category code group spending limit counter is refreshed (set to zero) at the end of 
flagged for diversion account processing. 40 the last day of the calendar month. 

Each cardholder account may have up to 9 merchant The Billing Cycle option is selected by companies who 
category code groups assigned to diversion accounts. wish to tie their spending limit activity counter to their 
Country Code Groups billing cycle. If the billing cycle option is selected, the 

The present invention allows a company to establish and spending limit activity counter is refreshed at the end of each 
maintain groups of related country codes called country 45 billing cycle. The same rules used to determine the cut off 
code groups (CCGs). CCGs are lists of country codes date for billing purposes are used to refresh the spending 
associated with a group code. These group codes can rep- limit activity counter. 
resent a series, range, and/or individual country codes. The With the company-defined cycle, the company has the 
company has the option to establish up to 99 such CCGs and option to define its own cycle based on available options 
assign them to account records within the company's autho- 50 from the issuer. Examples include: a weekly cycle of 4 
rization hierarchy. weeks, 4 weeks, 5 weeks, Calendar Quarter, etc. 

CCGs are recognized on account maintenance transac- Spending limits always appear on the cardholder account, 
tions as a shorthand method of referring to the entire set of and (except for daily spending limits) may also be present on 
associated codes. They are also displayed on screens and accounts at other levels in the authorization hierarchy. 
reports which are viewed by companies and/or the bank. 55 The spending limit test is applied first to the cardholder 

The present invention uses the values entered into the account and then to any other accounts in the authorization 
company-level CCG definitions to edit and interpret CCGs hierarchy. All levels are checked even after it is determined 
assigned to an account record. Each CCG assigned to an that the authorization should be declined so that all decline 
account record is edited in the context of all other CCGs reason codes may be recorded. This includes recording any 
assigned to that account record. The purpose of this edit is 60 decline reason codes encountered at higher levels in the 
to ensure that no mutually exclusive or contradictory group hierarchy. 
codes are assigned to the same account record. Maintaining Cardholder Spending Limit Activity Counters. 

The present invention controls the application of certain Cardholder spending limit counters are maintained as 
authorization parameters based on country codes. Country follows: 
code groups are used at the cardholder level to explicitly 65 When an authorization request is approved, the amount of 
define the country codes that are applicable to those autho- the authorization request will be added to the spending limit 
rization parameters. activity counter for each period being tracked and for all 
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levels in the hierarchy. Spending limits are not updated as 
the result of matched authorization request and posting 
transactions. 

16 
the billed account if payment is not received by the end of 
the grace period. 
Reporting. 

When a transaction is not matched to an authorization 
request, the amount of the transaction wili be added to the 5 
spending limit activity counter (for each period being 
tracked and for all levels in the hierarchy). 

The present invention includes several unique reports: 
The cardholder threshold exception report lists all 

accounts whose current balances equal or exceed a user
specified percentage (i.e., threshold) of their credit line or 
spending limit. The purpose of this report is to focus on 
cardholder spending patterns and to determine any anoma
lies with regard to cardholder spending limits. This report 

When unmatched authorization requests are aged off the 
transaction log, if the authorization request date falls within 
the period being tracked, the amount of the unmatched 
authorization request wiii be subtracted from the spending 
limit activity counter for each period being tracked and for 
all levels in the hierarchy. 

Spending limit activity is not updated to include any 
disputed balances or credits. 
Maintaining Spending Limit Activity Counters in the Hier
archy (above the Cardholder Level). 

When an authorization hierarchy is present as it normally 
will be for Purchasing card authorization processing, spend
ing limits and spending limit activity counters are present at 
all levels of the hierarchy. These activity counters are also 
updated during maintenance activities as described above. 
Thresholds. 

The present invention provides the bank with the unique 
ability to identify companies and/or cardholders whose 
available credit or spending has been reduced beyond a 
pre-established limit. This feature will detect situations that 
should be called to the attention of appropriate bank account 
management personnel and can generate a warning message. 
Two levels of threshold tests are provided for the cardhold
ers of the company. 

10 sets forth the account number, account name and address, 
current balance, charges, credit line or spending limit, per
centage, and payments. 

The company credit limit warning report identifies com
panies that have approached their threshold for the estab-

15 lished credit line. The purpose of this report is to inform the 
company's account relationship manager that the company 
may be at risk of having authorizations declined. This report 
sets forth the company name and address, company contact, 
name, phone number and address, company billing account 

20 number, outstanding balance, company credit limit, avail
able company credit limit, last payment date, last payment 
received, payment due, payment due date, and delinquency 
balance. 

The velocity checking exception report lists all accounts 
25 which have exceeded the velocity checking limits. The 

purpose of this report is to focus on cardholder patterns and 
to determine any anomalies with regard to excessive card
holder velocity activity. This report includes the account 
number, account name and address, velocity checking rule 

30 violation code/description, number of authorization attempts 
for the period, (daily/monthly velocity limit counters), 
velocity limit for the period as defined for the account, and 
authorization response code (e.g., decline, referral, 

A warning message wi11 be generated and presented 
on-line to authorized bank personnel when a given autho
rization request or unauthorized transaction reduces the 
company's available funds to within the threshold of the 35 
company's credit limit. 

approval). 
The excessive authorization activity report lists excessive 

authorization activity by cardholder within the company. 
(The criteria for "excessive" will be based on the velocity 
limits defined in the account authorization parameters). The 
purpose of this report is to highlight cardholder misuse of the 

A warning message for Corporate cardholders will be 
generated when a given authorization request or unautho
rized transaction has the effect of reducing the cardholder's 
available funds to within the threshold of the cardholder's 
credit limit. 

40 system which may result from misunderstanding or abuse. 

For Purchasing Cardholders, a warning message wili be 
generated when a given authorization request or unautho
rized transaction reduces the unused portion of the spending 
limit to within the threshold of the spending limit. A thresh- 45 

old test will be performed for each spending limit cycle 
being measured on a cardholder account, and at all related 
higher levels in the authorization hierarchy. 

This report includes the account number, transaction date, 
transaction time, ~esponse code, card acceptor ID, acquirer 
BIN, merchant category code, decline reasons, and autho-
rization amount. 

As wiii be understood by those familiar with the art, the 
present invention may be embodied in other specific forms 
without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics 
thereof. For example, different combinations or orders of 
tests could be used, or different numbers of variable hierar-An entry will be placed on the "Cardholder Threshold 

Exception Report" for each cardholder account meeting 
their threshold. 
Flexible Bi11ing Cycles. 

50 chies could be provided. Accordingly, the disclosure of the 
preferred embodiments of the invention is intended to be 
illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the invention 
which is sen forth in the following claims. The present invention allows the bank to control the 

frequency and specific date of billing for a company's 
accounts. The bank can select a separate billing cycle for 55 
each billing account and its associated cardholder accounts 
(for consolidated biliing) or for each individual cardholder 
account which is individually billed. Each billing account 
wiii be tracked and aged and delinquencies reported for all 
of the above billing cycles except daily. 
Unique Fees and Charges. 

Each cardholder can be subject to up to 9 separate and 
unique fees and charges based on bank-defined fees and 
charges algorithms. 
Separate and Unique Account Grace Periods. 

The present invention allows the bank to define a separate 
grace period for an account. Late fees wiii be calculated for 

60 

65 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for authorizing transactions for distributing 

currency or purchasing goods and services, comprising the 
following steps: 

generating a plurality of card numbers, each card number 
including an account number; 

creating a database on a central computer having at least 
a first field for said account number; 

assigning an authorization hierarchial position to each of 
said account numbers in said database; and 

creating a plurality of distinct authorization tests, said 
authorization tests varying according to the hierarchial 
position of an individual account number. 
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2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
subsequently receiving, from a remote terminal, a trans

mitted card number and a debit amount; 
determining a location of said database; 

5 
determining, from the transmitted account number in said 

transmitted card number, the hierarchial authorization 
tests applicable to said transmitted account number; 

applying said hierarchial tests to said debit amount; and 
transmitting to said remote terminal an authorization 10 

message if said hierarchial tests are passed. 
3. The method of claim 2 further comprising the steps of: 
transmitting to said remote terminal a message in accor

dance with a predetermined failure response option if 
said hierarchial tests are failed. 15 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
creating groupings of merchant category codes; 
creating different authorization tests according to said 

groupings of merchant category codes and said hierar- 20 
chial authorization levels; 

transmitting a merchant category code from said remote 
terminal with said transmitted card number; and 

applying said hierarchial tests corresponding to said the 
hierarchial level of said transmitted account number 25 

and said transmitted merchant category. 
5. The method of claim 4 wherein one of said authoriza

tion tests is a velocity test which varies for different group
ings of merchant category codes comprising the steps of: 

recording the time of each transmission of a card number 30 

and a merchant category code; 

18 
means, in said central computer, for determining, from a 

received card number, a location of said database; 
means, in said central computer, for determining, from the 

account number in said received card number, the 
hierarchial authorization tests applicable to said 
received account number; and 

means, in said central computer, for applying said hier
archial tests to a received debit amount. 

9. The system of claim 8 further comprising: 
a remote terminal for transmitting a transmitted card 

number and a debit amount; 
a network coupling said remote terminal to said central 

computer; and 
a transmitter for transmitting to said remote terminal an 

authorization message if said hierarchial tests are 
passed and transmitting to said remote terminal a 
message in accordance with a predetermined failure 
response option if said hierarchial tests are failed. 

10. The system of claim 8 wherein said central computer 
further comprises: 

means for creating groupings of merchant category codes; 

means for creating different authorization tests according 
to said groupings of merchant category codes and said 
hierarchial authorization levels; 

means for transmitting a merchant category code from 
said remote terminal with said transmitted card num
ber; and 

means for applying said hierarchial tests corresponding to 
said the hierarchial level of said transmitted account 
number and said transmitted merchant category. 

determining a frequency of usage from previous recorded 
times of transmission for the card number and merchant 
category code grouping; and 

transmitting a message denying authorization if said fre
quency of usage is greater than a predetermined limit 
for said merchant category code grouping and said card 

11. The system of claim 10 wherein one of said authori
zation tests is a velocity test which varies for different 

35 
groupings of merchant category codes comprising: 

means for recording the time of each transmission of a 
card number and a merchant category code; 

number. -
6. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 

40 
assigning a default authorization test to an account number 
which does not have a separately assigned authorization test, 
said default authorization test being a corresponding test for 
a higher level in said authorization hierarchy from said 
account number. 45 

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising the step of 
performing a mass update of all default authorization tests in 
response to a revision of said corresponding test. 

means for determining a frequency of usage from previ
ous recorded times of transmission for the card number 
and merchant category code grouping; and 

means for transmitting a message denying authorization if 
said frequency of usage is greater than a predetermined 
limit for said merchant category code grouping and said 
card number. 

12. The system of claim 8 further comprising means for 
assigning a default authorization test to an account number 
which does not have a separately assigned authorization test, 
said default authorization test being a corresponding test for 
a higher level in said authorization hierarchy from said 8. A system for authorizing transactions for distributing 

currency or purchasing goods and services, comprising: 50 account number. 
a plurality of cards, each card having a card number, each 

card number including an account number; 
a central computer having a database with at least a first 

field for said account number, each account number 
being organized according to an authorization hierar
chial position, said central computer having a plurality 
of distinct authorization tests, said authorization tests 
varying according to the hierarchial position of an 
individual account number; 

13. The system of claim 12 further comprising means for 
performing a mass update of all default authorization tests in 
response to a revision of said corresponding test. 

14. The system of claim 8 wherein _said remote terminal 
55 transmits merchant information, and one of said hierarchial 

tests compares said merchant information to an approved 
vendor list. 

* * * * * 
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90/012,517 

Examiner 
JOHN HOTALING 

Patent Under Reexamination 
8036988 

Art Unit 

3992 

AlA (First Inventor to 
File) Status 
No 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

a.[8J Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 6/712013. 

D A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on __ . 

b. D This action is made FINAL. 

c. D A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner. 

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire?. month(s) from the mailing date of this letter. 
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination 
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c). 
If the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days 
will be considered timely. 

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION: 

1. 

2. 

D Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PT0-892. 

D Information Disclosure Statement, PTO/SB/08. 

3. 

4. 

D Interview Summary, PT0-474. 

D 
Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION 

1 a. [8J Claims 1-38 are subject to reexamination. 

1 b. D Claims __ are not subject to reexamination. 

2. D Claims __ have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding. 

3. D Claims __ are patentable and/or confirmed. 

4. [8J Claims 1-38 are rejected. 

5. D Claims __ are objected to. 

6. D The drawings, filed on __ are acceptable. 

7. D The proposed drawing correction, filed on __ has been (7a) D approved (7b)0 disapproved. 

8. D Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a) D All b) D Some* c) D None of the certified copies have 

1 D been received. 

2 D not been received. 

3 D been filed in Application No. __ . 

4 D been filed in reexamination Control No. __ 

5 D been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No. __ . 

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

9. D Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal 
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C. D. 
11, 453 O.G. 213. 

1 0. D Other: __ 

cc: Requester (if third party requester) 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

PTOL-466 (Rev. 08-13) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20130829 
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DETAILED ACTION 

Summary of the Proceeding to date 

Page 2 

Reexamination was requested on 9/12/2012 and was denied on 12/06/2012. 

The Third Party Requestor submitted a petition requesting a review of the order 

denying request for ex parte reexamination. In response to the petition the denial was 

reviewed and the petition was granted. The reexamination of claims 1-38 of the 

8,036,988 was ordered since Cohen raises a substantial new question of patentability 

as to claims 1-38 was set forth in the petition decision. For the same reasons, the third 

party requester's allegation that claims 11 and 12 are obvious over Cohen in view of 

Musmanno raises a substantial new question of patentability. 

Patents and Printed Publication Cited in the Request 

1. Cohen, U.S. Patent No. 6,422,462 

2. Musmanno et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,826,243 

3. Franklin et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 

4. Joao et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,903,830 

5. Yanagihara et al., U.S. Patent Application 2001/0011249 

Cohen and Musmanno et al are available as prior art against the '988 patent. 

Grounds of Rejection 

The following grounds of rejection are set forth: 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 
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The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in 
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in 
the United States. 

Claims 1-10 and 13-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 02(b) as being anticipated 

by Cohen U.S. Patent 6,442,462. 

i. Claim 1 

a) "A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said method 
comprising:" 

Cohen discloses that "[i]t is an object of the present invention to provide 

improved credit cards and methods for credit card transactions" and that "[i]t is a further 

object of the present invention to provide methods and apparatus for secure 

transmission of credit card information" (Cohen, col. 1, 11.48-62). Accordingly, Cohen 

anticipates secure credit card purchases. 

b) "contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custodial responsibility 
of account parameters of a customer's account that is used to make credit card 
purchases" 

Cohen discloses "a user dial[ing] into her credit card company" (Cohen, col. 3, 

11.42-44). It is inherent in the art that a credit card company has custodial responsibility 

of a customer's account used to make credit card purchases. Accordingly, a user dialing 

into her credit card company is anticipatory of contacting a custodial authorizing entity 

as claimed. 

c) "supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least account 
identification data of said customer's account" 
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Cohen discloses that the user "provid[es] the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data" to her credit card company (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). This supplies the 

credit card company, the custodial authorizing entity, with account identification data of 

the customer's account. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the supplying manipulative step 

of claim 1. 

d) "defining at least one payment category to include at least limiting a 
number of transactions to one or more merchants" 

Cohen discloses that the card can "be customized for only particular uses or 

groups of uses," which would constitute payment categories as claimed by the '988 

Patent (Cohen, col. 7, 11.66-67). In addition, some of the uses that the card can be 

customized for include the card only being valid "for use for that particular type of 

charge (computer or hardware stores ... [or] for use in a particular store itself or a 

particular chain of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, 11.25-34). Therefore, the customized use can 

include limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants. 

e) "said one or more merchants limitation being included in said payment 
category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or 
more merchants" 

Cohen discloses that a card "could be issued to the user which is only valid for 

use for that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-28). A customized use card 

with a customized use for only that particular type of charge would result in a card with a 

merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior to any particular 

merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type) being identified. Additionally, Cohen 

states that the card could even be customized for use in a particular store itself or a 
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merchants in a payment category, a particular chain of stores, prior to any particular 

merchant being identified. 

f) "designating said payment category" 

Cohen discloses that " ... a user can indicate in advance of purchase ... what the 

single use or the customized credit card number is to be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-

52). This is in effect a designation of a customized use, which is anticipatory of 

designating a payment category as is recited in claim 1 of the '988 Patent. 

g) "generating a transaction code by a processing computer of said 
custodial authorizing entity" 

Cohen discloses "credit cards or credit card numbers are generated" by the 

credit card company (Cohen, col. 2, 11.35-36). The disposable or customized credit card 

numbers can be indistinguishable from ordinary credit card numbers such that "both 

users and vendors are encouraged to use the credit card in the same manner as regular 

credit cards" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 6-9). 

h) "said transaction code reflecting at least the limits of said designated 
payment category to make a purchase within said designated payment category" 

The customized or disposable credit card numbers of Cohen, like the transaction 

code of the '988 Patent, may have a "single or a limited range use," where the single or 

customized use corresponds to the single or customized use previously indicated 

(Cohen, col. 3, II. 47-48). Accordingly, the customized credit card number reflects the 

limits of the payment category, in that the card number can only be used for the 

designated customized use. 
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i) "communicating said transaction code to a merchant to consummate a 
purchase with defined purchase parameters" 

Cohen discloses that " ... the user transmits his or her credit card information to 

the vendor. That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 36-37). It is 

inherent in the art that the process of a vendor verifying a transaction includes 

requesting authorization for the transaction from the issuer of the credit card used in the 

transaction, and that authorization requests include transaction details (e.g., defined 

purchase parameters). Accordingly, transmission of the credit card information to the 

vendor for verification anticipates the communicating step as recited in claim 1 of the 

'988 Patent. 

j) "verifying that said defined purchase parameters are within said 
designated payment category" 

Cohen discloses that the vendor "then verifies the transaction" such that the card 

"is only valid for use for that particular type of charge ... such that if the [user] tries to use 

it for anything else ... the charge will be declined" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32). This 

constitutes "verifying the defined purchase parameters being within the payment 

category," such that if the transaction details are not within the customized use 

associated with the card, the charge will be declined. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates 

the verifying step recited in claim 1. 

k) "providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at least that 
said defined purchase parameters are within said designated payment category 
and to authorize payment required to complete the purchase" 

Cohen discloses that, as part of the verification/authorization of the transaction 

" ... the credit card company notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the transaction (if 
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the credit card number is valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds available), and 

forwards the authorization code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-49). Accordingly, as 

stated above, the authorization of the transaction confirms that the purchase 

parameters are within the customized use, and the forward of the authorization code to 

the vendor authorizes the payment required to complete the transaction. Therefore, 

Cohen anticipates this recitation of claim 1. 

ii. Claim 2 

"The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of designating at least 
one of said one or more merchants subsequent to generating said transaction 
code" 

Cohen discloses " ... the user transmit[ting] his or her credit card information to the 

vendor," which would thereby designated the vendor as one of the one or more 

merchants subsequent to the generation of the credit card number. Col. 3, II. 49-52 .. 

iii. Claims 3 and 20 

"wherein said step of communicating the transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate said purchase within defined purchase parameters further 
comprises designation of said merchant as one of said one or more merchants" 

Claim 3 includes the above recitation and is dependent from claim 1. Claim 20 

includes the same recitation, but is instead dependent from claim 19. Cohen discloses 

generating a customized credit card number, which may then be submitted to the 

vendor (Cohen, col. 5, 11.36- 37). 

iv. Claim 4 

"wherein said step of generating said transaction code further comprises 
said customer obtaining said transaction code" 
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number ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 43-45). The user being provided with the customized credit 

card number is the same as the customer obtaining the transaction code. Accordingly, 

Cohen anticipates claim 4 of the '988 Patent. 

v. Claim 5 

"generating a transaction code which reflects at least one of a plurality of 
said payment categories" 

Cohen discloses that the disposable or customized card number "can also be 

customized for only particular uses or groups of uses" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 66-67). 

Accordingly, the customized number would reflect at least one of a group of customized 

uses. 

vi. Claim 6 

"defining at least one payment category to include amount parameters for a 
cost of one or more purchases" 

Cohen discloses that "[a] customized credit card could be issues to the user 

which is only valid ... to the credit limit decided by the issuer or [user] ... " (Cohen, col. 8, 

11.25-30). The provided credit limit signifies amount parameters for a cost that may be 

included as at least one of the customized uses that may be designated. 

vii. Claim 7 

"defining at least one payment category to include time parameters during 
which the purchase can be completed" 

Cohen discloses that " ... each of the disposable credit cards can be given an 

expiration date ... [t]hus, if the credit card is not used within the time limit, it expires" 
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(Cohen, col. 6, 11.4-7). Accordingly, Cohen discloses time parameters during which the 

purchase can be completed. 

viii. Claim 8 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting said transaction 
code to a single transaction for a purchase within a predetermined period of time" 

Similar to claim 7, above, claim 8 recites a purchase within a predetermined 

period of time, but additionally limits the transaction code to a single transaction. 

Likewise, Cohen discloses that a card may "be valid for a specific predetermined 

amount of time" (Cohen, col., 7, II. 61-62). In addition, Cohen also discloses that the 

card may be used for a single transaction, stating that "[w]ith respect to the disposable 

card, the user is instructed that, after use of the number once, the number may not be 

used again" (Cohen, col. 3, 11.60-62). Accordingly, Cohen's disposable card valid for a 

specific predetermined period of time anticipates claim 8 of the '988 Patent. 

ix. Claim 9 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting purchases to a 
single transaction at a maximum amount for purchase within a predetermined 
period of time" 

As discussed above, Cohen discloses that a disposable card number could be 

used for a single transaction, which may also only be valid up to a specific credit limit. 

Additionally, as also discussed above, Cohen discloses that the card may also only be 

valid for a specific predetermined amount of time. Furthermore, Cohen directly discloses 

this specific recitation, stating that "[t]he card could be valid only for purchase on that 

particular day, to a certain designated purchase limit, and even, if desired only in a 

certain store ... " (Cohen, col. 8, II. 43-45). 
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"defining at least one payment category to include limiting purchases to at 
least one payment category to at least two purchases at a maximum total amount 
for items purchased within a predetermined period of time" 

Claim 10 includes the same recitation of claim 9, but is directed towards "at least 

two purchases" at a maximum total amount, rather than the "single transaction" recited 

in claim 9. 

Cohen discloses throughout that a disposable card number may be used for a 

single use, while a customized card number may be used for customized use, which 

can include multiple transactions of multiple types, or from "groups of stores or types of 

stores, or types of purchases or items" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 43-47). Accordingly, Cohen 

anticipates the recitation of claim 10 of the '988 Patent. 

xii. Claim 13 

"defining at least one payment category to include using said transaction 
code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount payable to each of an 
unspecified number of time intervals" 

Claim 13 includes a recitation identical to that of claim 12, except that the number 

of time intervals recited in claim 13 is unspecified. As discussed above, Cohen 

discloses that "the card can have a user customized range of dates or series of dates" 

for fixed amounts. (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46). When the series of dates is customized to 

have no end but rather be a series of repeating dates (e.g., every Wednesday, the first 

of every month, etc.) as is disclosed in Cohen, then the credit card number would be 

used for a repeating transaction at an unspecified number of time intervals. Accordingly, 

Cohen anticipates claim 13 of the '988 Patent. 
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"defining at least one payment category to include limiting a repeating 
transaction to a maximum dollar amount" 

Claims 14, 26, and 34 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. As discussed previously with respect to claims 11-13, 

Cohen discloses a repeating transaction as well as a designated purchase limit. In 

addition, Cohen discloses that "combinations of dates of transactions, types of 

transactions, amounts for individual and/or total transactions, etc. on a single card, or on 

multiple cards, can be set as well" (Cohen, col. 10, II. 31-35). Accordingly, Cohen 

discloses the combination of groups of uses, which includes limiting a repeating 

transaction to a maximum dollar amount. 

xiv. Claims 15, 27, and 35 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting purchases to a 
limited time interval during which a purchase is permitted" 

Claims 15, 27, and 35 each include the above recitation, and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

As discussed above with respect to claim 7, Cohen discloses that " ... each of the 

disposable credit cards can be given an expiration date ... [t]hus, if the credit card is not 

used within the time limit, it expires" (Cohen, col. 6, II. 4-7). And specifically, Cohen also 

discloses that the card " ... could also be valid for a specific predetermined amount of 

time" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 61-62). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the claimed limited time 

interval during which a purchase is permitted. 

xv. Claims 16, 28, and 36 
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"communicating said transaction code to the customer at the location of 
the merchant for use in person" 

Claims 16, 28, and 36 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

Like the '988 Patent, Cohen discloses that the disposable or customized credit 

card number are ideally suited for Internet or other network-based financial transactions, 

but may also be used in person. Along these lines, Cohen discloses that there may be a 

physical manifestation of the card, that may be provided to the vendor such that "[t]he 

vendor could read the number of the disposable or customized card, could scan the 

number with a bar code scanner, could read a magnetic strip on the disposable card, or 

so forth" (Cohen, col. 4, II. 31-35). Accordingly, Cohen discloses that the transaction 

code may be communicated to the customer at the location of the merchant for use in 

person. 

xvi. Claims 17 and 19 

a) "A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said method 
comprising the steps of:" 

As pointed out above with respect to claim 1, Cohen discloses that "[i]t is an 

object of the present invention to provide improved credit cards and methods for credit 

card transactions" and that "[i]t is a further object of the present invention to provide 

methods and apparatus for secure transmission of credit card information" (Cohen, col. 

1, II. 48-62). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates secure credit card purchases. 

b) "identifying a pre-established account that is used to make credit card 
purchases" 
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Cohen discloses that the user "provid[es] the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data" to her credit card company (Cohen, col. 3, 11.42-45). It is inherent in the 

art and disclosed by Cohen that providing the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data to a credit card company is for the purpose of identifying a pre-

established account used to make purchase with provided same credit card. 

c) "selecting a pre-determined payment category which limits its a nature, 
of a series of subsequent purchases to one or more merchants" 

As stated with respect to claim 1, Cohen discloses that the card can "be 

customized for only particular uses or groups of uses," which would constitute payment 

categories as claimed by the '988 Patent (Cohen, col. 7, II. 66-67). In addition, some of 

the uses that the card can be customized for include the card only being valid "for use 

for that particular type of charge (computer or hardware stores ... [or] for use in a 

particular store itself or a particular chain of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34). Therefore, 

the customized use can include limiting a number of transactions to one or more 

merchants. As also discussed previously, Cohen also discloses that the customized 

uses may include limited use for both a series of subsequent purchase or a single 

subsequent purchase. 

d) "said one or more merchants limitation being included in said payment 
category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or 
more merchants" 

Cohen discloses that a card "could be issued to the user which is only valid for 

use for that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 8, 11.25-28) (emphasis added). A 

customized use card with a customized use for only that particular type of charge would 
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result in a card with a merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior 

to any particular merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type) being identified. 

e) "generating a transaction code by a processing computer of a custodial 
authorizing entity of said pre-established account" 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, Cohen discloses "credit cards or credit card 

numbers are generated" by the credit card company (Cohen, col. 2, 11.35-36). The 

disposable or customized credit card numbers can be indistinguishable from ordinary 

credit card numbers such that "both users and vendors are encouraged to use the credit 

card in the same manner as regular credit cards" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 6-9). 

f) "said transaction code associated with at least said pre- established 
account and the limits of said selected payment category" 

The '988 Patent states that "the transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative of 

a specific credit card account. .. and a designated payment category" (col. 6, 11.33-35). 

Similarly, The customized or disposable credit card numbers of Cohen, like the 

transaction code of the '988 Patent, may have a "single or a limited range use," where 

the single or customized use corresponds to the single or customized use previously 

indicated (Cohen, col. 3, II. 47-48). In addition, Cohen also discloses that " ... the credit 

card can be marked, if desired, to show both that it has been processed to charge 

money to the person's account. .. ," which illustrates the association of the customized 

credit card with the specific credit card account (Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). 

g) "different from said pre-established account" 

Cohen discloses that "[n]o vendor would ever .. , receive or have access to the 

user's permanent credit card number. Rather, the vendor would receive a disposable 
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credit card number from the user's supply" (Cohen, col. 4, II. 26- 31 ). Accordingly, 

Cohen discloses that the disposable or customized credit card number is different from 

the account number of the user's pre-established account. 

h) "communicating said transaction code to said merchant consummate a 
purchase within defined purchase parameters" 

Cohen discloses that " ... the user transmits his or her credit card information to 

the vendor. That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 36-37). The 

process of a vendor verifying a transaction includes requesting authorization for the 

transaction from the issuer of the credit card used in the transaction, and that 

authorization requests include transaction details (e.g., defined purchase parameters). 

i) "verifying that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said 
selected payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to claim 1 's identical recitation, Cohen 

discloses that the vendor "then verifies the transaction" such that the card "is only valid 

for use for that particular type of charge ... such that if the [user] tries to use it for 

anything else ... the charge will be declined" (Cohen, col. 8, 11.25-32). This constitutes 

"verifying the defined purchase parameters being within the payment category," such 

that if the transaction details are not within the customized use associated with the card, 

the charge will be declined. 

j) "providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at least that 
said defined purchase parameters are within said selected payment category and 
to authorize payment required to complete the purchase" 

As discussed with respect to this recitation included in claim 1, Cohen discloses 

that, as part of the verification/authorization of the transaction " ... the credit card 
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company notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the transaction (if the credit card 

number is valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds available), and forwards the 

authorization code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, 11.45-49). Accordingly, as stated above, 

the authorization of the transaction confirms that the purchase parameters are within the 

customized use, and the forward of the authorization code to the vendor authorizes the 

payment required to complete the transaction. Therefore, Cohen anticipates this 

recitation of claim 17. 

k) "associating the purchase with said pre-established account" 

Cohen discloses, as discussed above, that " ... the credit card can be marked, if 

desired, to show both that it has been processed to charge money to the person's 

account. .. " (Cohen, col. 4, 11.36-38). By showing that the transaction has been 

processed, and that money has been charged to the person's account, the transaction 

is therefore associated with the charge on the person's account and is therefore 

associated with the pre-established account. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this 

recitation. 

Claim 19 is almost identical to claim 17, except for two recitations. First, in claim 

19, the "selecting a predetermined payment category" step recites a single subsequent 

purchase instead of the series of subsequent purchases recited in claim 17. As 

discussed above, Cohen discloses disposable card numbers for a single transaction. 

Second, claim 19 also includes the recitation "designating a merchant as one of 

said one or more merchants." As discussed previously with respect to claims 2, 3, and 

20, Cohen discloses that a merchant may be designated by the customer "transmit[ting] 
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his or her credit card information to the vendor," which anticipates this recitation (Cohen, 

col. 5, 11.36-37). 

Based upon the foregoing, it is apparent that Cohen discloses the method for 

performing secure credit card purchases as recited in claims 17 and 19 of the '988 

Patent. 

xvii. Claim 18 

"said step of verifying that said defined purchase parameters correspond 
to said selected payment category further identifies said merchant as one of said 
one or more merchants" 

Cohen discloses that "[u]pon use of the card, the information regarding the 

transaction is transmitted to the credit card company, as is known in the art" (Cohen, 

col. 13, ln. 66 - col. 14, ln. 1 ). It is inherent in the art that merchant identification is 

included in the transaction details transmitted to the credit card company. Accordingly, 

during the verification of the transaction details, the merchant is identified as one of the 

one or more merchants based on the included merchant identification. Accordingly, 

Cohen anticipates claim 18 of the '988 Patent. 

xviii. Claims 21 and 22 

The recitations of claim 22 are identical to the recitations of claim 21, except that 

where claim 21 recites "a single merchant," claim 22 recites "one or more merchants." 

a) "A method for implementing a system for performing secure credit card 
purchases, the method comprising:" 

As pointed out above with respect to claims 1 and 17, Cohen discloses that "[i]t is 

an object of the present invention to provide improved credit cards and methods for 
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credit card transactions" and that "[i]t is a further object of the present invention to 

provide methods and apparatus for secure transmission of credit card information" 

(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates secure credit card purchases. 

b) "receiving account information from an account holder identifying an 
account that is used to make credit card purchases" 

As stated previously, Cohen discloses that the user "provid[es] the ordinary credit 

card number and verification data" to her credit card company (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). 

This constitutes account information that is received from the user (the account holder). 

It is inherent in the art that providing the ordinary credit card number and verification 

data to a credit card company is for the purpose of identifying a pre-established account 

used to make purchase with provided same credit card. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates 

this recitation. 

c) "receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits transactions to a 
single merchant" 

As stated above, this recitation as included in claim 22, is directed to limiting 

transactions to "one or more merchants" rather than the "a single merchant" recited in 

claim 21. Cohen discloses that "[a] user dials into her credit card company before 

making a transaction, and ... is provided with a disposable or customized number" where 

the user " ... can indicate in advance of purchase ... what the single use or the customized 

credit card number is to be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). As discussed above, the 

single or customized use may include types of charges, a particular merchant, multiple 

merchants, etc. Accordingly, Cohen discloses a request from an account holder for a 
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customized credit card number to make a purchase that limits transactions to either a 

single merchant or one or more merchants as the case may be. 

d) "said single merchant limitation being included in said payment category 
prior to any particular merchant being identified as said single merchant" 

Cohen discloses that a card "could be issued to the user which is only valid for 

use for that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-28). A customized use card 

with a customized use for only that particular type of charge would result in a card with a 

merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior to any particular 

merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type) being identified. Additionally, Cohen 

states that the card could even be customized for use in a particular store itself or a 

particular chain of stores (Cohen, col. 8, II. 32-34). This is including one or more 

merchants in a payment category, a particular chain of stores, prior to any particular 

merchant being identified. 

e) "generating a transaction code utilizing a processing computer of a 
custodial authorizing entity, said transaction code associated with said account" 

As discussed with respect to claims 1 and 17, Cohen discloses "credit cards or 

credit card numbers are generated" by the credit card company (Cohen, col. 2, 11.35-

36). The disposable or customized credit card numbers can be indistinguishable from 

ordinary credit card numbers such that "both users and vendors are encouraged to use 
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the credit card in the same manner as regular credit cards" (Cohen, col. 3, 11.6-9). In 

addition, as discussed previously regarding claim 17, Cohen also discloses that " ... the 

credit card can be marked, if desired, to show both that it has been processed to charge 

money to the person's account. .. ," which illustrates the association of the customized 

credit card with the specific credit card account (Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). 

f) "reflecting at least the limits of said payment category, to make a 
purchase within said payment category" 

As discussed above, the customized or disposable credit card numbers of 

Cohen, like the transaction code of the '988 Patent, may have a "single or a limited 

range use," where the single or customized use corresponds to the single or customized 

use previously indicated (Cohen, col. 3, 11.47-48). Accordingly, this means that the 

customized card number reflects at least the limits of the customized use for making a 

purchase within the customized use. 

g) "communicating said transaction code to said account holder" 

Cohen discloses that, upon dialing in to the credit card company, the account 

holder" ... is provided with a disposable or customized number ... " (Cohen, col. 3, 11.43-

45). Accordingly, this anticipates communicating the disposable or customized number 

to the account holder. 

h) "receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase using said 
transaction code" 

Cohen discloses "receiving the request for verification" from the vendor using the 

customized credit card (Cohen, col. 5, II. 35-49). This request for verification, which is 
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inherent in the art, is the same as the request to authorize payment. Accordingly, Cohen 

anticipates this recitation. 

i) "authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is within said 
payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to the "verifying" step of claims 1 and 17, 

Cohen discloses that, as part of the verification/authorization of the transaction " ... the 

credit card company notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the transaction (if the 

credit card number is valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds available), and 

forwards the authorization code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-49). Accordingly, as 

stated above, the authorization of the transaction confirms that the purchase 

parameters are within the customized use, and the forward of the authorization code to 

the vendor authorizes the payment required to complete the transaction. 

xix. Claims 23 and 31 

"wherein the step of receiving account information from the account holder 
identifying an account that is used to make credit card purchases further 
comprises receiving information identifying a credit card account" 

Claims 23 and 31 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

As stated above with respect to claims 21 and 22, Cohen discloses the user 

dialing into her credit card company and providing "the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data" that constitutes information identifying a credit card account (Cohen, 

col. 3, 11.42-45). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this recitation. 

xx. Claims 24 and 32 
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"wherein the step of generating a transaction code utilizing a processing 
computer of a custodial authorizing entity further comprises generating a 
transaction code which reflects at least one of a plurality of predetermined 
payment categories" 

Claims 24 and 32 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. Like discussed above, Cohen discloses generating a disposable or 

customized credit card number that "can also be customized only for particular uses or 

groups of uses" (Cohen, col. 7, 11.66-67). As the card number is customized for at least 

one of the plurality of uses, it therefore reflects at least one of the plurality of 

predetermined payment categories. 

xxi. Claims 25 and 33 

"wherein the step of receiving a request from said account holder for a 
transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least 
limits transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving a request 
from said account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a 
payment category that is automatically chosen by a custodial authorizing entity" 

Claims 25 and 33 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 21 and 22, respectively. As discussed previously, Cohen discloses receiving a 

request for a disposable or customized credit card number from a user to make a 

purchase within a payment category. It is inherent that, based on the user "indicat[ing] in 

advance of purchase ... what the single use or the customized credit card number is to be 

used for" the credit card company would automatically chose the corresponding 

payment category. Because the payment categories, and authorization of cards as 

being within those payment categories, are managed by the credit card company, it is 

well known in the art that the credit card company would automatically choose the 

corresponding payment category (e.g., based on the information indicated by the user). 
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"wherein said step of receiving a request to authorize payment for a 
purchase using said transaction code further identifies said single merchant" 

Claims 29 and 37 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. As stated above with respect to the "receiving a request" step of claims 

21, and 22, Cohen discloses that "[u]pon use of the card, the information regarding the 

transaction is transmitted to the credit card company, as is known in the art" where it is 

known in the art that transaction details included as part of the authorization request 

include merchant identification that identifies a merchant (Cohen, col. 13, ln. 66 -col. 

14, ln. 1 ). In further support, Cohen also discloses that, as part of the authorization 

process, " ... the credit card company notes the identity of the vendor ... " and thus 

identifies the merchant (Cohen, col. 5, 11.45-49). 

xxiii. Claims 30 and 38 

"wherein the step of receiving a request from said account holder for a 
transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category that at least 
limits transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving a request 
from said account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a 
predetermined payment category that is further limited in accordance with 
transaction details provided by said account holder" 

Claims 30 and 38 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

Cohen discloses that as part of the request for a customized number " ... a user 

can indicate in advance of purchase ... what the single use or the customized credit card 

number is to be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). The customized number can be 

further limited as the "user could even identify the general or specific type and amount 
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of transaction in advance," which constitutes transaction details provided by the user 

(Cohen, col. 5, II. 23-25). Therefore, Cohen discloses the methods for performing and 

for implementing a system for performing secure credit card purchases. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis 

for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described 
as set forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to 
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been 
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which 
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the 
invention was made. 

Claims 11 and 12 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being 

unpatentable over Cohen. 

Cohen discloses all of claim 1 as described above but lacks in disclosing a 

repeating transaction described in claims 11 and 12. Instead, Cohen discloses defining 

a payment category (e.g., customized uses) to include using the credit card number for 

at least two purchases with a designated purchase limit (e.g., fixed amount payable). In 

addition to this, Cohen also discloses that "the card can have a user customized range 

of dates or series of dates" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46). The customized range or series of 

dates could be used to effect a repeating transaction, by the customized series of dates 

being a repeatable series. Likewise, a limit placed on the series could result in a fixed 

number of time intervals. Cohen additionally states in Col.8 11.35-36 that any of the 

features in the present application can also be combined. This would include 
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customized time periods and customized amounts. It is notoriously well known that the 

art that making car or mortgage payments involves multiple equal payments at a 

number of time intervals. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to 

provide such a payment category in the method described in Cohen because periodic 

payments in car and mortgage payments are so prevalent and notorious in the art that 

one of ordinary skill in the art would have expected and therefore would have found 

obvious making equal payments at specified times for these types of payments. The 

desirability for making equal payments would have been readily apparent from the 

increased convenience of predictability that equal payments provide. Therefore 

including a payment category for a repeating transaction in the method described in 

Cohen would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. See KSR, 127 S.Ct. 

at 17 41. The inclusion of a payment category for a repeating transaction to the payment 

categories already provided in Cohen is merely a predictable variation that yields a 

predictable result. ld. at 1739-40. 

Reexamination 

In order to ensure full consideration of any amendments, affidavits or 

declarations, or other documents as evidence of patentability, such documents must be 

submitted in response to this Office action. Submissions after the next Office action, 

which is intended to be a final action, will be governed by the requirements of 37 

CFR 1.116, after final rejection and 37 CFR 41.33 after appeal, which will be strictly 

enforced. 
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proceedings because the provisions of 37 CFR 1 .136 apply only to "an applicant" and 

not to parties in a reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S. C. 305 requires that 

reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). 

Extension of time in ex parte reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 

1.550(c). 

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 

1.565(a), to apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent 

proceeding, involving Patent No. 8,036,988 throughout the course of this reexamination 

proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286. 

In any reexamination proceeding under this chapter, the patent owner will be 

permitted to propose any amendment to his patent and a new claim or claims thereto, in 

order to distinguish the invention as claimed from the prior art cited under the provisions 

of section 301 of this title, or in response to a decision adverse to the patentability of a 

claim of a patent. See 35 U.S. C. 305. For this reason, patent owner is notified that any 

amendment to a claim not involved in the reexamination proceeding may not be 

entered, and if entered, will bring that claim into the reexamination proceeding. See 37 

CFR 1 .1 04. Patent owner is also notified that any proposed amendment to the 

specification and/or claims in this reexamination proceeding must comply with 37 C.F.R. 

1.530(d)-(j), must be formally presented pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.52(a) and (b), and must 

contain any fees required by 37 C.F.R. 1.20(c). See MPEP § 2250(1V) for examples to 
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After the filing of a request for reexamination by a third party requester, any 

document filed by either the patent owner or the third party requested must be served 

on the other party (or parties where two or more third party requested proceedings are 

merged) in the reexamination proceeding in the manner provided in 37 C.F.R. 1.248. 

See 37 C. F. R. 1 .550(0. 

Regarding IDS submissions MPEP 2256 recites the following: "Where patents, 

publications, and other such items of information are submitted by a party (patent owner 

or requester) in compliance with the requirements of the rules, the requisite degree of 

consideration to be given to such information will be normally limited by the degree to 

which the party filing the information citation has explained the content and relevance of 

the information." Accordingly, the IDS submissions have been considered by the 

Examiner only with the scope required by MPEP 2256. In certain instances, the 

Examiner has lined through references because they do not meet the requirements of 

being a Patent or Printed Publication (e.g. court papers and other evidence that is not 

NPL). However, these references have been made of record in the proceeding and 

have been considered. 
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All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be 

directed: 

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent & Trademark Office 
P .0. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900 
Central Reexamination Unit 

By hand to: Customer Service Window 
Randolph Building 

401 Dulany Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit such correspondence via the electronic 
filing system EFS-Web, at https://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs-registered. EFS-Web offers 
the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the Office that needs to act on the 
correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissions are "soft scanned" (i.e., electronically uploaded) 
directly into the official file for the reexamination proceeding, which offers parties the 
opportunity to review the content of their submissions after the "soft scanning" process is 
complete. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to the Central 
Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272-7705. 

Signed: 

/John M Hotaling II/ 
Primary Examiner 
AU 3992 

Conferees: 

//Jalatee Worjloh/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992 
I Alexander J Kosowski/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art 
Unit 3992 
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Reexamination Control No. 90/012,517 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT FACTS 

• U.S. Patent No. 8,036,988 ["the '988 patent"] issued on October 11, 2011. 

• A request for ex parte reexamination of claims 1-38 of the '988 patent was filed 
September 12, 2012 ["the Request"] and assigned control no. 90/012,517. 

• An order denying the request for reexamination was issued on December 6, 2012. 

• On January 7, 2012, the third party requester timely filed the instant petition for 
reconsideration of the denial of the request. 

DECISION 

Standard of Review 

Page2 

3 7 CFR § 1.515( c) provides for the filing of a petition under 3 7 CFR § 1.181 to review an 
examiner's determination refusing to order ex parte reexamination. The CRU Director's review 
on petition is de novo. Therefore, the review will determine whether the examiner's refusal to 
order reexamination was correct, and will not necessarily indicate agreement or disagreement 
with every aspect of the examiner's rationale for denying the request. 

The Legal Standard for Ordering Reexamination 

A review of 35 U.S.C. §§ 302 and 303 reveals that, by statute, ex parte reexamination of a 
United States Patent is only authorized when a consideration of prior art consisting of patents or 
printed publications establishes that a substantial new question of patentability exists with 
respect to one or more claims of that patent. 35 U.S.C. § 302 requires that a request for ex parte 
reexamination be based upon prior art as set forth in 35 U.S.C. § 301, that is, prior art consisting 
of patents or printed publications, while 3 7 CFR § 1.51 O(b )( 1) requires that a request for ex parte 
reexamination include "a statement pointing out each substantial new question of patentability 
based on the cited patents and printed publications." A substantial question of patentability 
(SNQ) is raised by a cited patent or printed publication when there is a substantial likelihood that 
a reasonable examiner would consider the prior art patent or printed publication important in 
deciding whether or not the claim is patentable. If the prior art patents and printed publications 
relied upon in the request raise a substantial question of patentability, then a "substantial new 
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question of patentability" is present, unless the same question of patentability has already been 
decided by a final court holding of invalidity 'after all appeals, or by the Office in an earlier 
examination or in a reexamination of a patent. If a substantial new question of patentability is 
found to be raised, an order granting ex parte reexamination of the patent is issued. 

Summary of the Prior Prosecution with Respect to the '988 Patent 

The '988 patent is drawn to a system and method of performing secure credit card transaction. 
Generally, in the prior art, a consumer wishing to make a purchase by credit card would provide 
details such as their credit card number and expiration date to complete the transaction. This 
leads to potential security issues, particularly in the case of phone or internet based purchases, as 
it is impossible for the card holder to know how securely her account information has been 
protected from fraud. The '988 patent provides a solution by using a transaction code. The card 
holder first supplies her credit card information to an authorizing entity (i.e. the card issuer or 
bank), who verifies the status and identity of the holder and generates the transaction code. The 
transaction code can also reflect a payment category which limits the transaction. For example, 
the transaction code might limit a transaction to occurring during a particular time period, to a 
particular or maximum payment amount, or to a particular merchant. In any case, the card 
holder can provide the transaction code to the merchant rather than the card information, and the 
merchant communicates with the authorizing entity to verify the code and make payment 
arrangements. Thus, rather than giving account information to each merchant, the consumer 
only gives her information to the authorizing entity, an entity who has already been entrusted 
with such information. 

In the application which became the '988 patent, the claims were originally rejected for double 
patenting over two parent patents and as obvious over a combination references to Franklin [U.S. 
6,000,832, hereinafter "Franklin'832] and Yanagihara. 1 The applicant filed a response on March 
21, 2011, including terminal disclaimers to remove the double patenting rejections and arguing 
that the references do not read on all of the limitations of the claims. It argued that Franklin '832 
requires that a particular merchant for a transaction be known and identified to generate the 
transaction code as the code is merchant specific, but in the claimed invention the merchant is 
not identified prior to generation of the code. The examiner found the arguments persuasive and 
issued a Notice of Allowance, stating as reasons for allowance "the uniquely patentable feature 
of: "defining at least one payment category to include at least limiting a number of transaction to 
one or more merchants, said one or more merchants limitations being including in said payment 
category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants" 
in a method of performing secure credit card purchase." Notice of Allowance mailed Apr. 29, 
2011 at p. 2 (emphasis deleted). Accordingly, references having such features would have been 
important to a reasonable examiner considering the patentability of the claims. 

·I This is not the same Franklin mentioned below and cited in the Request; it is the same Yanagihara. 
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Analysis of the Request for Reexamination and the Denial of the Request 

The third party requester in the Request proposes that a substantial new question of patentability 
is raised as follows (See Request p. i): 

A. Claims 1-38 are anticipated by Cohen? 
B. Claims 11 and 12 are obvious over Cohen in view of Musmanno. 
C. Claims 1-8, 15, 19-24,27,29-32, 35, and 37-38.are anticipated by Franklin. 
D. Claims 16, 25, 28, 33, and 36 are obvious over Franklin. 
E. Claims 17 and 18 are obvious over Franklin in view of Joao. 
F. Claims 9-14, 26~ and 34 are obvious over Franklin in view of Y anagihara. 

In the Order the examiner determined that none of these combinations of references raised a 
substantial new question of patentability with respect to the claims of the '988 patent. The third 
party requester ["Petitioner"] in the petition seeks review of the examiner's determinations. Note 
that Petitioner only argues that the examiner erred in his determination as to Cohen, therefore 
only Proposals A and 8 are under consideration in this decision. While Proposal 8 was not 
specifically addressed in the petition, it was denied by the examiner for the same reasons as 
Proposal A therefore it can be considered that Petitioner believes the examiner erred as to that 
proposal as well. 

Cohen is drawn to an apparatus and method for improved credit card transactions, where the 
credit cards are provided with only a one time use, or some other limited use. Col. 2 II. 35-62. 
Similar to the '988 patent, the credit card account holder can obtain from the credit card 
company a customized number to be used for a limited range of transactions, and can indicate in 
advance what the number is to be used for. Col. 3 II. 41-55. The card holder can then 
communicate the number to the merchant to complete a transaction, and the card company will 
authorize it if applicable or deny it if used for something different than the customized use-for 
example if it is to be used for airline travel but the number is used for a different type of 
transaction. Col. 5 II. 35-39; Col. 7 II. 66 Col. 8 II. 5. Examples of customized limitations of 
the card are time limits, purchase amounts, particular merchants, locations, individuals, or 
industries. 

The third party requester alleges that Cohen anticipates all of the claims of the '988 patent. As to 
the key feature deemed missing during the previous examination, the requester gave two 
arguments. First, it argued that the term "limiting a number of transactions to one or more 
merchants" as well as doing so "prior to any particular merchant being identified" is not a 

2 See Request p. ii for citations of the references. 
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limitation at all, because it is limited to any number of merchants, so it is not really limiting. 
Request pp. 5-6; 25-27. It also argues that Cohen describes these features. !d. at 26-27. 

As to the argument that· the claim term is not a limitation, the Director disagrees because the 
claim requires there to be some limitation of the number. That is, the claim requires the positive 
step of making a limit, even if that limit were of any number of merchants. In other words, if a 
device were silent as to what merchants are able to accept transactions, it would not meet the 
claim language. If a device explicitly attempts to limit the merchants somehow it could meet the 
·claim language. In that case, even if the limit is very broad, the step of limiting exists. The 
claim does not care how the number of merchants is limited, so long as there is some limit. 
Requester simply asks us to ignore this claim language, but it is not reasonable to simply assume 
the claim language has no meaning. This is particularly so because this is the very reason why 
the claims were allowed previously. When considering whether there is a new question of 
patentability, one cannot assume that the very reason the claim was allowed has no patentable 
weight. 

The third party requester has also argued that Cohen does provide a limit on the number of 
merchants and providing such limit before a particular merchant is identified. For example, it is 
argued that in Cohen one can limit the transactions only to a particular type of merchant, such as 
computer stores. Request p. 26 (citing Cohen col. 8 II. 25-34); see also Cohen col. 8 11. 43-45 
(card can be limited to use at certain types of stores, such as clothing stores). If this were the 

. case, the payment category would limit the number of merchants-to, for example, only clothing 
stores. At the same time, limiting to "clothing stores" does not identify any one particular 
merchant. Accordingly, it would appear that Cohen does include "defining a payment category 
to include at least limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants, said one or more 
merchants limitation being include'd in said payment category prior to any particular merchant 
being identified" as claimed. This is the material which was deemed missing during the original 
prosecution. 

In light ofthese teachings, as well as the third party's application of Cohen to all of claims 1-38 
as set forth in the Request, a reasonable examiner would have considered Cohen important in 
considering the patentability of all claims 1-38. These teachings are not cumulative to any 
written discussion on the record of the teachings of the prior art, were not previously considered 
nor addressed during a prior examination, and the same question was not the subject of a final 
holding of invalidity in the Federal Courts. Cohen raises a substantial new question of 
patentability as to claims 1-38. 

For the same reasons, the third party requester's allegation that claims II and 12 are obvious 
over Cohen in view of Musmanno raises a substantial new question of patentability. Musmanno 
is provided only for teaching the features of these dependent claims. Request pp. 50-51. The 
third party applies the art to the claims and gives a reason to combine the referen'ces, and such 
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reasons appear reasonable. This combination would therefore have been important to a 
reasonable examiner in determining the patentability of these claims for the same reason that 
Cohen alone was important as to parent claim I. 

The examiner in the Order denied the request because he disagreed with the requester's argument 
that the key claim term is non-limiting, and also because he found Cohen's relevant teachings are 
cumulative to those of the old Franklin '832 reference. Order mailed Dec. 6, 2012 at pp. 6-8. As 
discussed above, the Director generally agrees with the examiner that the claim terms are 
limiting, but the Director does not agree that Cohen is cumulative to Franklin '832. 

The examiner found that Cohen's restrictions are drawn to specific merchants and particular 
stores. Thus, the examiner determined that Cohen must necessarily specify the identities of those 
merchants when defining the payment category. The examiner equates this teaching, as well as 
the type of charge teaching, to the merchant ID and goods ID of Franklin '832 col. 2 11. 29-32. 
The Director disagrees because, as discussed above, Cohen does not necessarily limit 
transactions to any specific merchant or particular store-if Cohen provides a limit of "clothing 
stores" then there is necessarily a limit on number of stores, as not all stores are clothing stores. 
At the same time there is no limit or specific identification of any specific store. Cohen therefore 
limits a number of transactions to one or more merchants, those of a specific industry, while not 
identifying and particular merchant. Limiting by industry does not necessarily identify a 
particular merchant, so there is not necessarily something like the merchant ID of Franklin '832. 

The examiner also appears to state this is cumulative to the "goods ID" of Franklin '832. The 
Director does not agree, because there is no indication that "goods ID" has anything to do with 
identification of a type of store. That is, even ifthe type of goods are identified (i.e. clothes) this 
is not the same thing as providing a limit to a subset of stores as is done in Cohen (i.e. clothing 
stores). Cohen provides both teachings while Franklin '832 does not. Cohen is therefore more 
relevant to the claims and provides a new technical teaching not present in Franklin '832. Cohen 
raises a substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 1-3 8 alone, and with 
respect to claims 11 and 12 when combined with Musmanno. 

Accordingly, the petition filed January 7, 2013 is granted. The request for reexamination filed 
September 12, 2012 is granted with respect to the substantial new questions of patentability 
based on Cohen. 
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CONCLUSION 

1. Based on a de novo review of the record as a whole, the petition is granted. The request for 
ex parte reexamination of claims 1-38 of the '988 patent is granted. All claims 1-38 will be 
reexamined. 

2. This decision addresses only the proposals based on the Cohen reference. The examiner's 
denials of the proposals based on the Franklin reference are not disturbed. 

3. Review of this decision is permitted only as explained in Clarification on the Procedure for 
Seeking Review of a Finding of a Substantial New Question ofPatentability in Ex Parte 
Reexamination Proceeding, 75 Fed. Reg. 36,357 (June 25, 2010). 

4. Patent owner has a time period of TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this decision to 
file an optional patent owner's statement in accordance with 37 CFR § 1.530(b). The third party 
requester has a time period of TWO MONTHS from the date of service of a timely filed patent 
owner statement to file a reply to the statement under 37 CFR § 1.535. If patent owner does not 
file a statement, no reply by the requester is permitted. See the Order for correspondence 
information. 

5. Telephone inquiries related to this decision should be directed to Alexander Kosowski, 
Supervisory Patent Reexamination Specialist, at (571) 272-3744, or in his absence to the 
undersigned at (571) 272-0700. 

Ir~ 
Director, Central Reexamination Unit 
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C US PAT 8036988 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD TRANS-
ACTIONS, (Oct 11, 2011) ' 

History 

Direct History 

=> 1 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD TRANSAC-
TIONS, US PAT 8036988 (U.S. PTO Utility Oct 11, 2011) 

Patent Family 

2 METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES OF GOODS ORSER
VICES THROUGH REMOTE COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS E.G. INTERNET, IN
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(35 USC 271 PATENT INFRINGEMENT) 

Prior Art. (Coverage Begins 1976) 
C 6 ACCESS SECURITY CONTROL, US PAT 4599509 (U.S. PTO Utility 1986) 
C 7 ACCESS SECURITY CONTROL, US PAT 4395628 (U.S. PTO Utility 1983) 
C 8 ANONYMOUS CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 5420926Assignee: AT&T Corp., 

(U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 
C 9 ANTI-FRAUD VERIFICATION SYSTEM USING A DATA CARD, US PAT 5457747Assignee: 

Drexler Technology Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 
C 10' APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ROUTING ENCRYPTED TRANSACTION CARD 

IDENTIFYING DATA THROUGH A PUBLIC TELEPHONE NETWORK, US PAT 
6598031Assignee: EDI Secure LLLP, (U.S. PTO Utility 2003) 

C 11 APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR IMPROVED CREDIT CARDS AND CREDIT CARD 
TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 6422462 (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 
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12 APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING A CARD NUMBER, US PAT 5893907 (U.S. 
PTO Utility 1999) 

13 APPARATUS FOR CHECKING THE USER OF A CARD IN CARD-ACTUATED MA
CHINES, US PAT 4048475Assignee: Omron Tateisi Electronics Company, (U.S. PTO Utility 
1977) 

14 APPARATUS FOR GENERATING ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION LOOK-UP TABLES US
ING A SESSION KEY, US PAT 5832087Assignee: Chantilley Corporation Limited, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1998) 

15 APPARATUS FOR KEY DISTRIBUTION IN AN ENCRYPTION SYSTEM, US PAT 
5768381Assignee: Chantilley Corporation Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

16 APPARATUS, SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING CREDIT VOUCHERS USABLE 
AT POINT OF PURCHASE STATIONS, US PAT 5010485Assignee: JBH Ventures, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1991) 

17 AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM USING ONE-TIME PASSWORDS, US PAT 5592553Assignee: 
International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

18 AUTOMATED BANKING SYSTEM FOR DISPENSING MONEY ORDERS, WIRE TRANS
FER AND BILL PAYMENT, US PAT 6012048Assignee: Capital Security Systems, Inc., (U.S. 
PTO Utility 2000) 

19 AUTOMATED, CLASSIFIED EXPENDITURE DATA CARD RECORDING SYSTEM, US 
PAT 5748908 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

20 AUTOMATED INTERACTIVE CLASSIFIED AD SYSTEM FOR THE INTERNET, US PAT 
6253188Assignee: Thomson Newspapers, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

21 AUTOMATED PURCHASING CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 5621201Assignee: Visa Interna
·tional, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

22 AUTOMATED PURCHASING CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 5500513Assignee: Visa Interna
tional, (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

23 AUTOMATIC BANKING SYSTEM, US PAT 4423316Assignee: Omron Tateisi Electronics Co., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1983) 

24 BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS COMMERCE USING FINANCIAL TRANSACTION NUMBERS, 
US PAT APP 20030018567Assignee: Orbis Patents Ltd., (U.S. PTO Application 2003) 

25 CARD CHARGING SYSTEMS, US PAT 6375084Assignee: Transmo Limited, (U.S. PTO Util
ity 2002) 

26 CARD VALIDATION, METHOD AN,D SYSTEM, US PAT 4016405Assignee: Diebold, Incor
porated, (U.S. PTO Utility 1977) 

27 CARDLESS P.AYMENT SYSTEM, US PAT 6341724Assignee: First USA Bank, NA, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2002) 

28 CARDLESS PAYMENT SYSTEM, US PAT 6227447Assignee: First USA Bank, NA, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2001) 

29 CATEGORIZATION OF PURCHASED ITEMS FOR EACH TRANSACTION BY A SMART 
CARD, US PAT 5559313Assignee: Lucent Technologies Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

30 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 
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MERCHANTS, US PAT RE36116 (U.S. PTO Reissue 1999) 
C 31 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 

MERCHANTS, US PAT 5287268 (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 
C 32 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 

MERCHANTS, US PAT 5202826 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 
C 33 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 

MERCHANTS, US PAT 4941090 (U.S. PTO Utility 1990) 
C 34 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALVE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 

MERCHANTS, US PAT 5117355 (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 
C 35 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION CENTRALIZATION SYSTEM AND APPARATUS, US 

. PAT 5555497 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
C 36 CHILDREN'S CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 5953710 (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
C 37 CODING FORMULA FOR VERIFYING CHECKS AND CREDIT CARDS, US PAT 5754653 

(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
C 38 COMPUTERIZED PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES ON 

THE INTERNET, US PAT 5757917Assignee: First Virtual Holdings Incorporated, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1998) 

C 39 COMPUTERIZED PURCHASING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEDIATING PURCHASE 
TRANSACTIONS OVER AN INTERACTIVE NETWORK, US PAT 5878141Assignee: Mi
crosoft Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

C 40 COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM FOR MAKING PAYMENTS AND AUTHENTICATING TRANS-
ACTIONS OVER THE INTERNET, US PAT 5826241Assignee: First Virtual Holdings Incorpor
ated, (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

C 41 COMPUTING AND INDICATING DEVICE, US PAT 4856062 (U.S. PTO Utility 1989) 
C 42 CONSUMER ORIENTED SMART CARD SYSTEM AND AUTHENTICATION TECH-

NIQUES, US PAT 5193114 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 
C 43 CONTEXTUAL DATA REPRESENTATION AND RETRIEVAL METHOD, US PAT 6470490 

(U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 
C 44 COUNTERFEIT-PROOF IDENTIFICATION CARD, US PAT 5694471Assignee: V-ONE Cor-

poration, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 
C 45 CREDIT CARD-BASED ACCOUNTING SERVICE SYSTEM FOR A NETWORK, US PAT 

5583918Assignee: Fujitsu Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
C 46 CREDIT CARD PAGER APPARATUS, US PAT 5192947 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 
C 47 CREDIT CARD SPENDING AUTHORIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 

5914472Assignee: AT&T Corp, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
C 48 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 6636833Assignee: Obis Patents Ltd., (U.S. 

PTO Utility 2003) . 
C 49 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT APP 20030028481Assignee: Orbis Patents, 

Ltd., (U.S. PTO Application 2003) 
C 50 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD OF ISSUING CREDIT CARD USING SUCH A 

SYSTEM, US PAT 5883452Assignee: Nippon Shinpan Co., Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
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51 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD OF USING CREDIT CARD WITH SUCH CREDIT 
CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 5777306Assignee: Nippon Shinpan Co., Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 
1998) 

52 CREDIT/CHARGE CARD SYSTEM ENABLING PURCHASERS TO CONTRIBUTE TO SE
LECTED CHARITIES, US PAT 5466919 (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

53 CRYPTOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR UPDATING FINANCIAL RECORDS, US PAT 
5231666Assignee: International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 

54 CURRENCY TRANSFER SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 5326960 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1994) 

55 CURRENCY TRANSFER SYSTEM AND METHOD USING FIXED LIMIT CARDS, US PAT 
5350906 (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

56 DATA PROCESSING METHOD OF CONFIGURING AND MONITORING A SATELLITE 
SPENDING CARD LINKED TO A HOST CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5864830 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1999) 

57 DIGITAL ACTIVE ADVERTISING, US PAT 6195649Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2001) 

58 DIGITAL ACTIVE ADVERTISING, US PAT 5724424Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1998) . 

59 DIGITAL MONEY WITH USAGE-CONTROL, US PAT APP 20020152158Assignee: INTER
NATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, (U.S. PTO Application 2002) 

60 DIRECT TELEPHONE DIAL ORDERING SERVICE, US PAT 5023904Assignee: Science Dy
namics Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1991) 

61 ELECTRONIC CASHLESS TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT 5428684Assignee: Fujitsu 
Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

62 ELECTRONIC COMMERCE USING A SECURE COURIER SYSTEM, US PAT 
5671279Assignee: Netscape Communications Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

63 ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER INSTRUMENTS, US PAT 5677955Assignee: Financial 
Services Technology Consortium; The First National Bank of_ Boston; Bell Communications Re
search, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

64 ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEM WITH MEANS FOR VERIFYING A PERSON
AL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER WITHOUT PRE- ESTABLISHED SECRET KEYS, US PAT 
4797920Assignee: MasterCard International, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1989) 

65 ELECTRONIC MONEY CARD, ELECTRONIC MONEY RECEIVING/PAYING MACHINE, 
AND ELECTRONIC MONEY CARD EDITING DEVICE., US PAT APP 20010011249 (U.S. 
PTO Application 2001) 

66 ELECTRONIC ONLINE COMMERCE CARD WITH CUSTOMER GENERATED TRANSAC
TION PROXY NUMBER FOR ONLINE TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 6000832Assignee: Mi
crosoft Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

67 ELECTRONIC ONLINE COMMERCE CARD WITH TRANSACTIONPROXY NUMBER FOR 
ONLINE TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 5883810Assignee: Microsoft Corporation, (U.S. PTO Util
ity 1999) 
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68 ELECfRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEM EMPLOYING LIMITED-USE ACCOUNT NUMBER, 
US PAT 6339766Assignee: TransactionSecure, (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

69 ENHANCED SECURITY FOR A SECURE TOKEN CODE, US PAT 5485519Assignee: Secur-
ity Dynamics Technologies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

70 FINANCIAL CARDS, US PAT APP 20030216997 (U.S. PTO Application 2003) 
71 FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT 5822737 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
72 FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT 4988849Assignee: Hitachi, Ltd., (U.S. PTO 

Utility 1991) 

73 FRAUD PROTECfiON FOR CARD TRANSACfiONS, US PAT 5311594Assignee: 
AT&amp;T Bell Laboratories, (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

74 IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION METHOD AND SYSTEM, US PAT 4679236 (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1987) 

75 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, RETRIEVAL AND DISPLAY SYSTEM AND ASSOCI
ATED METHOD, US PAT 6484166Assignee: Evresearch, Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

76 INSTANT CREDIT CARD MARKETING SYSTEM FOR RESERVATIONS FOR FUTURE 
SERVICES, US PAT 6144948Assignee: Walker Digital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

77 INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING MASTER ACCOUNT AND NESTED SUB
ACCOUNT($), US PAT 5826243Assignee: Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

78 INTERNET BILLING METHOD, US PAT 5794221 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
79 MAGNETIC SMARTCARD, US PAT 5434398Assignee: Labenski, Haim, (U.S. PTO Utility 

1995) 
80 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ELECfRONIC COMMERCE, US PAT 5903878 (U.S .. 

PTO Utility 1999) 
81 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FUNDS AND CREDIT LINE TRANSFERS, US PAT 

6267292Assignee: Walker Digital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 
82 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED SECURITY USING ACCESS CODES, US 

PAT 5239583 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 
83 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MARKING PARTS, US PAT 4269874Assignee: Diffracto 

Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1981) 
84 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERSONAL VERIFICATION UTILIZING NONPRE

DICfABLE CODES AND BIOCHARACfERISTICS, US PAT 4998279 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1991) 

85 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POSITIVELY IDENTIFYING AN INDIVIDUAL, US PAT 
4720860Assignee: Security Dynamics Technologies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1988) 

86 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING SECURE ACCESS TO A LIMITED AC
CESS SYSTEM, US PAT 5163097Assignee: DynamicServe, Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

87 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RESTRICTING CREDIT CARD COMMUNICATION 
CALLS, US PAT 4893330Assignee: American Telephone and Telegraph Company, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1990) . 

88 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SECURE IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION, US 
PAT 5097505Assignee: Securities Dynamics Technologies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 
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89 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SECURING CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 
5317636Assignee: Arris, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

90 METHOD AND DEVICE FOR GENERATING A SINGLE-USE FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 
NUMBER, US PAT 6163771Assignee: Walker Digital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

91 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONDUCTING SECURE PAYMENTS OVER A COMPUTER 
NETWORK, US PAT APP 20020116341 (U.S. PTO Application 2002) 

92 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR GIFT CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5984180 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1999) 

93 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING A DATA OBJECT SO AS TO COMPLY WITH 
PREDETERMINED CONDITIONS FOR USAGE, US PAT 5845281Assignee: MediaDNA, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

94 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY CREDIT AUTHORIZATIONS, 
US PAT 6456984Assignee: Qwest Communications International Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

95 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR RETRIEVING RELEVANT DOCUMENTS FROM A DATA
BASE, US PAT 6370525Assignee: KCSL, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

96 METHOD FOR THE BILLING OF TRANSACTIONS OVER THE INTERNET, US PAT 
5905736Assignee: AT&T Corp, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

97 METHOD FOR ENCOURAGING PURCHASE OF EXECUTABLE AND NON-EXECUTABLE 
SOFTWARE, US PAT 5509070Assignee: SoftLock Services Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

98 METHOD FOR TRANSFERRING, RECEIVING AND UTILIZING ELECTRONIC GIFT CER
TIFICATES, US PAT 6240397 (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

99 METHOD OF CONTROLLING PAYMENT OF DEBTS, US PAT 6298335 (U.S. PTO Utility 
2001) 

100 MOBILE COMMUNICATION METHOD, AND MOBILE TELEPHONE SWITCHING STA
TION CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, AND MOBILE UNIT FOR IMPLEMENTING 
THE SAME, US PAT 6064879Assignee: Fujitsu Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

101 MULTI-LANGUAGE DOCUMENT SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, US PAT 
6466901Assignee: Apple Computer, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

102 MULTIMEDIA ELECTRONIC WALLET WITH GENERIC CARD, US PAT 5748737 (U.S. 
PTO Utility 1998) 

103 MULTIPLE COMPANY CREDIT CARD, US PAT 3376661 (U.S. PTO Utility 1968) 
104 NETWORK SALES SYSTEM, US PAT 5715314Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 

1998) 
105 ON-LINE SECURED FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SYSTEM THROUGH ELECTRONIC 

MEDIA, US PAT 5729594 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
106 ON-LINE SHOPPING SYSTEM AND THE METHOD OF PAYMENT SETTLEMENT, US 

PAT 5890137Assignee: Kabushiki Kaisha N.K. Kikaku, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
107 OPEN NETWORK PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING FOR AUTHENTICATION OF 

PAYMENT ORDERS BASED ON A CONFIRMATION ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE, US 
PAT 6049785Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

108 PACKAGE ASSEMBLY AND METHOD FOR ACTIVATING PREPAID DEBIT CARDS, US 
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PAT 5777305Assignee: Incomm, (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
109 PAYMENT AND TRANSACTIONS IN ELECfRONIC COMMERCE SYSTEM, US PAT 

6029150~signee: Certco, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 
110 PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION ENCRYPTOR AND METHOD, US PAT 5363449Assignee: 

Tandem Computers Incorporated, (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 
111 PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS, US PAT 5606614Assignee: British Telecommunic

ations public limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 
112 PERSONAL SECURITY SYSTEM, US PAT 5361062Assignee: Secunty Dynamics Technolo

gies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 
113 PERSONAL UNIVERSAL IDENTITY CARD SYSTEM FOR FAILSAFE INTERACTIVE FIN

ANCIAl. TRANSACfiONS, US PAT 4707592 (U.S. PTO Utility 1987) 
114 PERSONAL VERIFICATION SYSTEM, US PAT 3938091Assignee: Atalla Technovations 

Company, (U.S. PTO Utility 1976) 
115 PIN VENDING DISPENSER, US PAT 5868236Assignee: Rademacher, Darrell G., (U.S. PTO 

Utility 1999) 
116 PORTABLE PIN CARD, US PAT 5130519Assignee: Bush, George; Ross, Estelle, (U.S. PTO 

U@ty1~~ . 
117 POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION DISPLAY DEVICE AND SCANNER FOR LOW COST COL

. LECfiON AND DISPLAY OF GRAPHIC AND TEXT DATA IN A SECURE MANNER, US 
PAT 6202055Assignee: Image Data, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

118 PRE-PAID CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 5721768Assignee: Call Processing, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

119 PRE-PAID CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 5577109Assignee: Call Processing, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

120 PREPAYMENT METERING SYSTEM, US PAT 4629874Assignee: The De La Rue Company 
PLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 1986) 

121 PREPAYMENT WRISTBAND AND COMPUTER DEBIT SYSTEM, US PAT 
6352205Assignee: Busch Entertainment Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

122 PROGRAMMABLE CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5585787 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
123 PROGRAMMABLE TRANSACfiON CARD, US PAT 5955961 (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
124 PROVIDING VERIFICATION INFORMATION FOR A TRANSACfiON, US PAT 5826245 

(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
125 PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCE GENERATORS, US PAT 5323338Assignee: Enfranchise 

Sixty Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 
126 PUBLIC NETWORK MERCHANDISING SYSTEM, US PAT 5825881Assignee: Allsoft Dis

tributing Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
127 PURCHASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 6014650 (U.S. PTO Utility 

2000) 
128 RECEPTION MODE CONTROL IN RADIO RECEIVERS FOR RECEIVING BOTH VSB AND 

QAM DIGITAL TELEVISION SIGNALS, US PAT 5959699Assignee: SamSung Electronics 
Co., Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
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129 RECOGNITION APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SECURITY SYSTEMS, US PAT 
5093861Assignee: Cardkey Systems, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

130 RESTRICTED PURPOSE, COMMERCIAL, MONETARY REGULATION METHOD, US PAT 
4725719Assignee: First City National Bank of Austin, (U.S. PTO Utility 1988) 

131 RETAIL METHOD OVER A WIDE AREA NETWORK, US PAT 5899980Assignee: Trivnet 
Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

132 SECURE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR REMOTELY LOCATED COMPUTERS, US 
PAT 5196840Assignee: International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 

133 SECURE CREDIT CARD, US PAT 4667087Assignee: Quintana, Max A.; King, Robert E.; Mor
gan, Bernard L.; Lennon, Alton Y., (U.S. PTO Utility 1987) 

134 SECURE CREDIT CARD WHICH PREVENTS UNAUTHORIZED TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 
5478994 (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

135 SECURE CREDIT/DEBIT CARD AUTHORIZATION, US PAT 5485510Assignee: AT&T 
Corp., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

136 SECURE METHOD FOR COMMUNICATING CREDIT CARD DATA WHEN PLACING AN 
ORDER ON A NON- SECURE NETWORK, US PAT 5727163Assignee: Amazon.Com, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

137 SECURE NETWORKED TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT APP 20020077837 (U.S. PTO 
Application 2002) 

138 SECURE SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC SELLING, US PAT 5799285 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
139 SECURED DISPOSABLE DEBIT CARD CALLING SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 

5504808 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
140 SIGNATURE CAPTURING PRINTER AND DATA CARD TERMINAL, US PAT 

5479530Assignee: Microbilt Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 
141 SMART CARD WITH MULTIPLE CHARGE ACCOUNTS AND PRODUCT ITEM TABLES 

DESIGNATING THE ACCOUNT TO DEBIT, US PAT 5649118Assignee: Lucent Technologies 
Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

142 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR BILLING FOR TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED OVER THE 
INTERNET FROM WITHIN AN INTRANET, US PAT 5845267Assignee: AT&T Corp, (U.S. 
PTO Utility 1998) 

143 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES, US 
PAT 7840486 (U.S. PTO Utility 2010) 

144 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES, US 
PAT APP 20060031161 (U.S. PTO Application 2006) 

145 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES, US 
PAT 6324526 (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

146 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE USER ACCOUNT PURCHASES, US 
PAT APP 20020120587 (U.S. PTO Application 2002) 

147 SYSTEM AND METHOD F0R PRE-AUTHORIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT RE
MOTE TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 6226624 (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

148 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PRE-AUTHORIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT 
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TRANSACfiONS, US PAT 5991750Assignee: GE Capital, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
149 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING OPERATOR AND CUSTOMER SERVICES, US 

PAT 6188761Assignee: MCI Communications Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 
150 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PSEUDO CASH TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 

5913203Assignee: Jaesent Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
151 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REAL-TIME BUNDLED TELECOMMUNICATIONS AC

COUNT PROCESSING AND BILLING, US PAT 6885857Assignee: Verisign, Inc., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2005) 

152 SYSTEM AND METHODS TO SELECT AUTHORIZED VENDORS FOR PREPAID DEBIT 
CARD/CREDIT CARD, US PAT APP 20100012720 (U.S. PTO Application 2010) 

153 SYSTEM AND PROCESS FOR ISSUING AND MANAGING FORCED REDEMPTION 
VOUCHERS HAVING ALIAS ACCOUNT NUMBERS, US PAT 6330544Assignee: Walker Di-
gital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) • 

154 SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING FRAUDULENT USE OF CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5163098 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

155 SYSTEM FOR SECURED CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS ON THE INTERNET, US PAT 
5956699Assignee: Jaesent Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

156 SYSTEM FOR VERIFYING THE USER OF A CARD, US PAT 4023012Assignee: Omron 
Tateisi Electronics Co., (U.S. PTO Utility 1977) 

157 SYSTEM INTEGRATING CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS INTO A FINANCIAL MAN
AGEMENT SYSTEM, US PAT 6343279Assignee: American Management Systems, Inc., (U.S. 
PTO Utility 2002) 

158 SYSTEM, METHOD AND ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE FOR NETWORK ELECTRONIC 
AUTHORIZATION UTILIZING AN AUTHORIZATION INSTRUMENT, US PAT 
5815657Assignee: VeriFone, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

159 SYSTEMS FOR FINANCIAL AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, US PAT APP 20030097331 
(U.S. PTO Application 2003) 

160 TAMPER RESISTANT SMART CARD AND METHOD OF PROTECTING DATA IN A 
SMART CARD, US PAT 6068192Assignee: Micron Technology, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

161 TELEPHONE DEBIT CARD DISPENSER AND METHOD, US PAT 5696908Assignee: South
east Phonecard, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

162 TOKENLESS BIOMETRIC ATM ACCESS SYSTEM, US PAT 6154879Assignee: SmartTouch, 
Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

163 TRANSACfiON AUTHENTICATION USING A CENTRALLY GENERATED TRANSAC
TION IDENTIFIER, US PAT 5343529 (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

164 TRANSACfiON DEVICE, EQUIPMENT AND METHOD FOR PROTECTING ACCOUNT 
NUMBERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS, US 
PAT 5627355 (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

165 TRANSACfiON SECURITY APPARATUS AND METHOD, US PAT 5903830 (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1999) 

166 TRANSACfiON SECURITY SYSTEM USING TIME VARIANT PARAMETER, US PAT 
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4747050Assignee: International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1988) 
167 UNIVERSAL ELECfRONIC TRANSACTION CARD INCLUDING RECEIPT STORAGE 

AND SYSTEM AND METHODS OF CONDUCTING ELECfRONIC TRANSACTIONS, US 
PAT 5590038 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

168 USER-SPECIFIED CREDIT CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 6029890 (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 
169 VIRTUAL CALLING CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 5479494Assignee: AT&T Corp., (U.S. PTO 

Utility 1995) 
170 WIRELESS TELEPHONY FOR COLLECfiNG TOLLS, CONDUCfiNG FINANCIAL 

TRANSACfiONS, AND AUTHORIZING OTHER ACfiVITIES, US PAT 5991749 (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1999) 
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John D' Agostino 
Plaintiff 

Mastercard Inc. 
Defendant 

US District Court Civil Docket 

U.S. District - Delaware 
(Wilmington) 

1:13cv738 

D' Agostino v. Mastercard Inc. et al 

This case was retrieved from the court on Monday, April 29, 2013 

Date Filed: 

Assigned To: 

Referred To: 

Nature of suit: 

Cause: 

Lead Docket: 

Other Docket: 

Jurisdiction: 

Liti ants 

04/26/2013 Class Code: OPEN 

Unassigned Judge Closed: No 

Statute: 35:271 

Patent (830) Jury Demand: Plaintiff 

Patent Infringement Demand Amount: $0 

None 

None 

Federal Question 

NOS Description: Patent 

Attorne s 
George Pazuniak 
LEAD ATTORNEY;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 
Pazuniak Law Office 
1201 North Orange Street 7th Floor, Suite 7114 
Wilmington, DE 19801-1186 
USA 
(302) 478-4230 
Emaii:Gp@dei-Iplaw.com 

Mastercard International Incorporated 
Defendant 

Orbiscom Ltd. 
Defendant 

Orbiscom Inc. 
Defendant 

Citigroup Inc. 
Defendant 

Discover Financial Services 
Defendant 

Xerxes Engineering Lie 
Defendant 

M.tMWM!M Proceedin Text 
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04/26/2013 1 

04/26/2013 2 

04/26/2013 3 

04/29/2013 

05/01/2013 

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT filed with Jury Demand against Citigroup Inc., Discover 
Financial Services, MasterCard International Incorporated, Mastercard Inc., Orbiscom Inc., 
Orbiscom Ltd., Xerxes Engineering LLC - Magistrate Consent Notice to Pltf. ( Filing fee$ 350, 
receipt number 0311-1278561.)- filed by John D' Agostino. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A,# 2 
Exhibit B, # 3 Civil Cover Sheet)(jeb, ) (Entered: 04/29/2013) 

Notice, Consent and Referral forms re: U.S. Magistrate Judge jurisdiction (jeb, ) (Entered: 
04/29/2013) 

Report to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks for Patent/Trademark Number(s) 
8,036,988; 7,840,486;. (jeb,) (Entered: 04/29/2013) 

Summons Issued with Magistrate Consent Notice attached as to Citigroup Inc. on 4/29/2013; 
Discover Financial Services on 4/29/2013; MasterCard International Incorporated on 4/29/2013; 
Mastercard Inc. on 4/29/2013; Orbiscom Inc. on 4/29/2013; Orbiscom Ltd. on 4/29/2013; Xerxes 
Engineering LLC on 4/29/2013. Requesting party or attorney should pick up issued summons at the 
Help Desk, Room 4209, or call 302-573-6170 and ask the Clerk to mail the summons to them. 
(jeb, ) (Entered: 04/29/2013) 

Case Assigned to Judge Gregory M. Sleet. Please include the initials of the Judge (GMS) after the 
case number on all documents filed. (rjb) (Entered: 05/01/2013) 
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Reexam 
Attorney Docket No. 0076412-000029 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Reexamination of 

John D'AGOSTINO 

Patent No.: 8,036,988 

Issued: 

For: 

October 11, 2011 

SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR PERFORMING 
SECURE CREDIT CARD 
PURCHASES 

MAIL STOP EX PARTE REEXAM 

Examiner: SHRESTHA, Bijendra K. 

Control No.: 90/012,517 

Group Art Unit: 3992 

Confirmation No.: 5785 

PETITION FOR REVIEW UNDER 37 CFR § 1.181 

ATTN: Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

The undersigned ("Requester") requests review of the Order Denying Request 

for Ex Parte Reexamination in the above-identified application of December 6, 2012. 

The undersigned respectfully submits that the denial of the Request for Ex Parte 

Reexamination of claims 1 through 38 of the above-captioned patent (the "'988 Patent"), 

is based on an overlooked aspect of the applied art and the Order presents an improper 

interpretation of the claims. A substantial new question of patentability is raised both in 

the Request of September 12, 2012 and the Order for at least the following reasons. 

Buchanan Ingersoll'~' Rooney PC 
Attorneys & Government Relations Professionals 
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Ex Parte Reexam- Petition for Review Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.181 
Attorney Docket No. 0076412-000029 

Page 2 

Reasons for Review 

Establishing a Substantial New Question of Patentability 

As stated at page 3 of the Order, during the prosecution history of the '988 

Patent, Mr. D'Agostino argued that the prior art, under which the present claims at issue 

were then rejected, required "that a particular merchant for a specific transaction to be 

known and identified to generate the transaction code," but that the "claimed method 

does not identify a merchant prior to the generation of the transaction code." In light of 

these remarks, the claims were allowed for the recitation of "defining at least one 

payment category to include at least limiting a number of transactions to one or more 

merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being included in said payment 

category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more 

merchants." (As mentioned in the Order, the prior art in the underlying patent 

application, Franklin, was characterized as "designating" a single merchant by attaching 

transaction details including the merchant identity when generating a transaction code, 

whereas the transaction code of the '988 Patent does not - though it is not clear to the 

undersigned how this recitation added to the '988 Patent claims supports this distinction 

because the payment category of Franklin that requires the transaction details be 

submitted is defined before a merchant is identified.) 

The above recitation specifies, in light of the statement by Mr. D'Agostino, that a 

payment category be defined to limit a number of transactions to "one or more 

merchants," with the limitation being included in the category without any particular 

merchant being identified. As demonstrated below, this aspect relied upon for 

allowance is found in Cohen, discussed below. 
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Ex Parte Reexam- Petition for Review Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.181 
Attorney Docket No. 0076412-000029 

Page 3 

Cohen Raises a Substantial New Question of Patentability 

Cohen raises a substantial new question of patentability as to the claims under 

both the Requester's broadest reasonable interpretation, and the improper, narrow 

interpretation offered in the Order (as explained below). 

The Request is incorporated by reference herein, but fo rht econvenience of the 

Office, an abbreviated version of Appendix A, claim chart for Claim 1, is anticipated by 

Cohen is reproduced below: 

'988 Patent Claims 
1 . A method of performing secure 
credit card purchases, said method 
comprising: 

Disclosure in Cohen (6,422,462) 
"It is an object of the present invention to 
provide improved credit cards and methods 
for credit card transactions ... [i]t is a further 
object of the present invention to provide 
methods and apparatus for secure 
transmission of credit card information" 
(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing " ... a user dials into her credit card 
entity having custodial responsibility of company ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-44). 
account parameters of a customer's 
account that is used to make credit card 
purchases; 

b) supplying said custodial 
authorizing entity with at least account 
identification data of said customer's 
account; 

c) defining at least one payment 
category to include at least limiting a 
number of transactions to one or more 
merchants, 

" ... a user dials into her credit card 
company ... and after providing the ordinary 
credit card number and verification data ... " 
(Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). 

"The card can also be customized for only 
particular uses or groups of uses" (Cohen, 
col. 7, II. 66-67). 
"A customized credit card could be issued 
to the user which is only valid for use for 
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said one or more merchants limitation 
being included in said payment category 
prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as one of said one or more 
merchants; 

d) designating said payment 
category; 

e) generating a transaction code by 
a processing computer of said custodial 
authorizing entity, 

said transaction code reflecting at least the 
limits of said designated payment category 
to make a purchase within said designated 
payment category; 

f) communicating said transaction 
code to a merchant to consummate a 
purchase with defined purchase 
parameters; 

g) verifying that said defined 
purchase parameters are within said 

that particular type of charge (computer 
hardware or software stores) ... [or] for use in 
a particular store itself or a particular chain 
of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34 ). 

"A customized credit card could be issued 
to the user which is only valid for use for 
that particular type of charge (computer 
hardware or software stores) ... " (Cohen, 
col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). 

" ... a user can indicate in advance of 
purchase ... what the single use or the 
customized credit card number is to be 
used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). 

"A user dials into her credit card company 
before making a transaction, and ... is 
provided with a disposable or customized 
number" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 41-45). 
"These credit cards or credit card numbers 
are generated ... " (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). 

"A customized credit card could be issued 
to the user which is only valid for use for 
that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 
8, II. 25-27). 
"A customized credit card ... is only valid for 
use for that particular type of charge ... such 
that if the employee tries to use it for 
anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
(Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32) 

" ... the user transmits his or her credit card 
information to the vendor. That vendor then 
verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
36-37). 

"That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " 
(Cohen, col. 5, ln. 37). 
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designated payment category; and 

h) providing authorization for said 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said 
defined purchase parameters are within 
said designated payment category and to 
authorize payment required to complete 
the purchase. 

"A customized credit card ... is only valid for 
use for that particular type of charge ... such 
that if the employee tries to use it for 
anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
(Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32) 

" ... the credit card company notes the 
identity of the vendor, authorizes the 
transaction (if the credit card number is 
valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds 
available), and forwards the authorization 
code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-
49). 

The Order suggests Step c) is not met by Cohen, but in this discussion actually 

points to the language that meets this claim recitation. Specifically, at page 7 the Order 

cites to the Request where it is stated that Cohen discloses that transactions may be 

limited to, among other criteria, a specific merchant or industry. In fact, the Order even 

emphasizes the limitation along with other criteria disclosed by Cohen by underlining 

each of the criteria cited in the Request to the relevant portions of Cohen, but seems to 

overlook that that these "use" limitations meet the claim recitations. Specifically, the 

Order states: 
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Requester points to Cohen's transaction restrictions as a basis for raising a substantial 

new question of patentability. However the restrictions noted not only are the same types of 

restrictions found by the Examiner in Franklin '832, they fail to address the claim language 

identified for patentability. 

Requester notes that Cohen's pre-arranged restrictions may include: 

"Examples of the customized uses for which a disposable or customized number can be 
indicated may include a time limit (col. 6, ln. 7), a specified sequence (col. 4, ln. 13), specific 
merchant or industry (col. 8, II. 2-14), specific individuals or groups of individuals (col. 8, II. 15-
16}, a specific merchant or merchants (col. 8, II. 33-34), purchase amount (col. 8, ln. 44}, 
geographic area (col. 8, II. 58-59), security level (col. 10, ln. 5), etc. These various customized 
uses can also be used in combination, such as a customized number to be used on specific 
dates, for specific amounts, etc. (col. 10, II. 24-35)" [request, page 13]. 

"for use in a particular store itself or a particular chain of stores" [request, page 26]. 

"only valid for that particular tvpe of charae" [request, page 26]. 

Yes, some similar restrictions are found in Franklin (the prior art applied in the 

prosecution of the '988 Patent that was found by the ex parte examiner to disclose only 

pre-identification of the merchant), but Cohen does address the claim language. 

The Order first acknowledges that "Cohen's restriction to 'specific merchant'(s) 

and "particular store"(s) would cover the claim language of restriction to "one or more 

merchants" as part of the category restriction" but then erroneously concludes: 

However, such a category restriction clearly cannot be defined "prior to any 

particular merchant being identified" as claim 1 requires. Cohen's "specific merchant"(s) or 

"particular store"(s) necessarily requires prior specifying of those merchant identities. 

This is clearly not true when referring to restricting the transactions to a "specific 

industry". Though not specifically identified in Cohen or the '988 Patent, transactions 

can be limited to an industry by the use of merchant category codes (MCCs) that are 

conveyed with an transaction authorization request in currently used transaction 

processing systems. Cohen makes reference to this type of code by reference to "types 
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of charges" in passages such as: "For example, the card could be customized so that it 

is only good for airline reservations, such that if the employee tries to use it for any other 

type of charge, the charge will be declined, regardless of the amount of the transaction 

involved." Col. 8, lines 2-6. 

As such, Cohen clearly discloses that transactions may be limited to a "specific 

industry" without identifying any specific or particular merchants. Cohen clearly meets 

the recitation of "defining at least one payment category to include at least limiting a 

number of transactions to one or more merchants, said one or more merchants 

limitation being included in said payment category prior to any particular merchant being 

identified as one of said one or more merchants." 

As stated above and as overlooked in the Order, Cohen discloses that 

transactions may be limited to an industry "prior to any particular merchant being 

identified as one of said one or more merchants." Limiting to an industry would result in 

transactions being limited to "one or more merchants," those merchants in the specified 

industry, without any particular merchants being identified. As such, Cohen discloses 

the above recitation of the '988 Patent, where a payment category may be defined 

including limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants (merchants in a 

specific industry) without identifying a particular merchant. 

At page 3 of the Order, the Examiner stated that the claims of the '988 Patent 

were allowed due to the recitation of "defining at least one payment category to include 

at least limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants, said one or more 

merchants limitation being included in said payment category prior to any particular 

merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants. This is exactly what 
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Cohen discloses and establishes and is exactly what the ex parte examiner thought was 

absent from the prior art when allowing the claims under review. Accordingly, Cohen 

raises a substantial new question of patentability for this reason and the reasons 

provided in the initial Request. 

Furthermore, Cohen raises the substantial new question of patentability under 

either interpretation of the above recitation of the claims at issue in the '988 Patent. 

Under the Examiner's interpretation that improperly narrows the scope of the claims, the 

recitation includes an extra limitation that the "one or more merchants" is restricted to a 

"finite number of merchants" where no particular merchant is identified at the time of the 

defining the category restriction. However, as stated above, Cohen discloses that 

transactions may be limited to an industry. One skilled in the art would understand that 

a specific industry would include a finite number of merchants. As such, the limiting of a 

number of transactions to an industry would result in limiting the number of transactions 

to those one or more merchants included in that industry, without identifying a particular 

merchant. Therefore, even under the interpretation set forth in the Order, Cohen still 

discloses the recitation of the claims at issue in the '988 Patent. 
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The Order Improperly Narrows the Scope of the Claims 

The Order improperly interpreted the claims of the '988 Patent by reading in an 

extra limitation into the claims' scope. The Order interpreted the recitation of "defining 

at least one payment category to include at least limiting a number of transactions to 

one or more merchants" to further limit the recitation "one or more merchants" to "a finite 

number of merchants," which is, of course, improper. This is further explained below. 

On one hand, a substantial new question of patentability is present even under this 

interpretation, but on the other hand, the undersigned did not want this interpretation go 

unchallenged on the record. 

As discussed in more detail in the Request, the limiting of the number of 

transactions to "one or more merchants" is, in practical effect, a non-limitation because 

a negative number of merchants or zero merchants would not make sense in the 

context of the claims. The term "one or more merchants" encompasses either a single 

merchant, two merchants, three merchants, one thousand merchants (such as might be 

present in a large industry), or even up to an infinite number of merchants, and the 

entire phrase encompasses limiting a number of transactions to any and all merchants, 

provided that no particular merchant is identified before defining the category. 

In short, defining a payment category to limit a number of transactions to "one or 

more merchants" does not require that the number of merchants be finite. 

At page 5 in the Order, it is alleged that such an interpretation is "unreasonable" 

and "over-broad" and that "one of ordinary skill in the art would find this to teach 

transactions to be restricted to a certain quantity of merchants." However, the 

Requester respectfully submits that the claims do not contain such a limitation. 
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Specifically, "one or more merchants" does not present an upper limit on the number of 

merchants. This is the phrase's plain meaning and how it would be understood by 

those skilled in the art. See MPEP § 2111.01. 

Accordingly, the Order improperly narrows the scope of the claims by reading in 

an extra limitation to the claims, stating that the limiting of the number of transactions to 

"one or more merchants" must be of a "certain quantity of merchants." In fact, the Order 

goes so far as to assert, at page 5, that "the words in the claim require a restriction 

defined as a finite number of merchants" (emphasis added). This is clearly in error. 

Further, the Order fails to provide any support for such an assertion, but instead cites to 

the specification, col. 8, lines 18-34, which also does not identify any particular upper 

range. This cited passage states, inter alia: 

The payment category may also include a multi-transaction authorization 
wherein more than one purchase may be made from one or a plurality of 
different merchants, each of which may or may not be identified by the 
customer and pre-coded in association with the transaction code, and wherein a 
total cost of the plurality of purchases may not exceed a maximum limit amount. 
(Emphasis added) 

Furthermore, as discussed above, one of skilled in the art would not understand 

the claim to require any such restriction, but instead, require only general limitation as to 

the merchants and not necessarily that a finite number of merchant is required. Thus, 

the Order did not provide the claims with their broadest reasonable interpretation. 

Conclusion 

In light of the foregoing, the Requester respectfully submits that Cohen's 

disclosure of the above recitation of the '988 patent raises a substantial new question of 
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patentability, and therefore respectfully submits that the ex parte request for 

reexamination of the '988 patent be granted for the reasons set forth herein and in the 

Request of September 12, 2012. 

The undersigned does not believe any fee is required with the filing of this 

Petition. However, if a fee is required, then such fee is authorized to be charged to 

Deposit Account 02-4800. 

Should any questions or residual issues arise, the Commissioner is invited to 

contact the undersigned at the number provided below. Prompt and favorable 

consideration of this Petition for Review is respectfully requested. 

Date: Monday, January 7. 2013 

Customer No. 21839 
703 836 6620 

Respectfully submitted, 

BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC 

.. /'.~$.·;;.,,/......... < / ·.·' 
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Application/Control Number: 90/012,517 

Art Unit: 3992 

DECISION DENYING EX PARTE REEXAMINATION 

No substantial new question of patentability affecting claims 1-38 of US Patent 

Page 2 

8,036,988 is raised by the present request for ex parte reexamination and the prior art cited 

therein for the reasons set forth below. 

Issue Not Within Scope of Inter Partes Reexamination 

It is noted that an issue not within the scope of reexamination proceedings has been 

raised. On pages 3, 6, 7 of the request, requester discusses 35 USC 112. These issues will 

not be considered in a reexamination proceeding. 37 CFR 1.906(c). While this issue is not 

within the scope of reexamination, the patentee is advised that it may be desirable to consider 

filing a reissue application provided that the patentee believes one or more claims to be partially 

or wholly inoperative or invalid. 

Prior art cited in the Request 

The instant request filed 9/12/2012 indicates that the requester considers that a 

substantial new question of patentability is raised as to claims 1-38 of US Patent 8,036,988 by 

the following prior art references: 

• "Cohen" [US 6,422,462] 

• "Musmanno" [US 5,826,243] 

• "Franklin '810" [US 5,883,810] 

• "Joao" [US 5,903,830] 

• "Yanagihara" [US 2001/0011249] 

Prosecution History 

10/12/2010: 12/902,399 was filed with claims 1-20. 
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12/7/2010: 

1/14/2011: 

3/21/2011: 

4/29/2011: 

7/26/2011: 

8/18/2011: 

Claims 21-22 were added via a preliminary amendment. 

Claims 1-22 were rejected as obvious over Franklin '832 [US 6,000,832] in view 

of Yanagihara [US 2001 /0011249]. Examiner made the following remarks about 

Franklin '832: 

"(see column 9, lines 52-55; where code specific to a merchant is generated 
by the software supplied by the issuing bank installed on customer computer 
as described in column 2, lines 18-37; Examiner notes merchant ID code 
generated by the computer hides the identity of the merchant)" 

Claims 1-22 were also given a Double Patenting rejection over US Patent 

7,840,486 and US Patent 6,324,526. 

Applicant argued that: 

"Contrary to the Office's contention, Franklin '832 requires that a particular 
merchant for a specific transaction to be known and identified to generate the 
transaction code by entering transaction-specific data into a MAC coding unit 
for generating a transaction account number that is specific to the identified 
merchant (column 9, lines 48-64). Whereas, the Applicant's claimed method 
does not identify a merchant prior to the generation of the transaction code." 

Applicant also filed a terminal disclaimer. 

Claims 1-22 were allowed with the following reasons for allowance: 

"With regards to claim 1, the prior art of records, alone or combined, does 
neither anticipate nor render obvious, inter alia, as a whole, the uniquely 
patentable feature of :" defining at least one payment category to include at 
least limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants, said one or 
more merchants limitation being included in said payment category prior to 
any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more 
merchants" in a method of performing secure credit card purchase." 

Dependent claims 23-38 were proposed after allowance. 

Dependent claims 23-38 were approved for entry after allowance. 

Discussion Regarding Substantial New Questions of Patentability 

The presence or absence of "a substantial new question of patentability" determines 

whether or not reexamination is ordered. If the prior art patents and printed publications raise a 
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substantial question of patentability of at least one claim of the patent, then a substantial new 

question of patentability is present, unless the same question of patentability has already been 

decided by (A) a final holding of invalidity, after all appeals, or (B) by the Office in a previous 

examination or pending reexamination of the patent. A "previous examination" of the patent is: 

(A) the original examination of the application which matured into the patent; (B) the 

examination of the patent in a reissue application that has resulted in a reissue of the patent; or 

(C) the examination of the patent in an earlier pending or concluded reexamination. 

The requested patent, US Patent 8,036,988 

US Patent 8,036,988 describes the security problem of a consumer having to transmit his 

credit card account information to a third-party merchant: 

"Unfortunately, however, even with such encryption techniques, the account information 
must usually still ultimately be transmitted to a third party who did not previously have 
access to that information previously" [US Patent 8,036,988, col 2: lines 30-34] 

Claim 1 is representative: 

1. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said method comprising: 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custodial responsibility of account 
parameters of a customer's account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least account identification data of said 
customer's account; 

c) defining at least one payment category to include at least limiting a number of transactions to 
one or more merchants. said one or more merchants limitation being included in said payment 
category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants: 

d) designating said payment category; 

e) generating a transaction code by a processing computer of said custodial authorizing entity, 
said transaction code reflecting at least the limits of said designated payment category to make 
a purchase within said designated payment category; 

f) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to consummate a purchase with defined 
purchase parameters; 
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h) providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at least that said defined purchase 
parameters are within said designated payment category and to authorize payment required to 
complete the purchase. 

Requester interprets the above-highlighted claim language: 

"does not present a meaningful limitations in the claims" [request, page 4]. 

"[the claimed] transactions are 'limited' to any possible number of merchants [due to the 
'one or more merchants' phrase], which is not a limitation at all. Thus, the recited claim 
limitation becomes non-limiting." [request, page 5]. 

Requester takes an unreasonable, overly-broad position regarding this claim scope, 

ignoring the plain meaning of the words. The claim requires a payment category to be defined, 

such category being used in the latter parts of the claim as a way to authorize the subsequent 

transaction(s) and confirm the transaction as within the category restriction(s). The particular 

category restriction set forth is one "limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants" 

and this is done "prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more 

merchants". This appears to be consistent with the teachings in the specification: 

"The payment category may also include a multi-transaction authorization wherein more than 
one purchase may be made from one or a plurality of different merchants. each of which may or 
may not be identified by the customer and pre-coded in association with the transaction 
code ... and/or ... can designate that only one merchant, whether designated or not, can use 
the transaction code." [US Patent 8,036,988, 8:18-34] 

One of ordinary skill would find this to teach transactions to be restricted to a certain 

quantity of merchants, whereby the identity of merchant(s) could either be pre-identified or the 

identity of merchant(s) could be unspecified. Looking to the claim language, the words in the 

claim require a restriction defined as a finite number of merchants with the further requirement 

that the merchant(s) NOT be identified at the time of defining the category restriction. 
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Examiner allowed the claim language over Franklin '832 even though it was pointed out 

by Examiner [by citing to column 2 lines 18-37] that Franklin '832's temporary transaction code 

was restricted according to "transaction-specific data (e.g., transaction amount, merchant ID, 

goods ID, time, transaction date, etc.)" [Franklin '832 at 2:29-32]. 

Cohen was not relied upon or described by the Examiner in 12/902,399 which matured 

into the instant Patent requested for reexamination, US Patent 8,036,988. Cohen was applied 

as prior art in 90/007,481 (all claims being canceled via reexamination) which was a 

reexamination of US Patent 6,324,526 which is a related case in the chain of continuity for the 

instant Patent. However, the claim language at issue in this instant Request was not present in 

reexamination 90/007,481. 

Cohen also seeks to solve the problem of credit card fraud and teaches that restrictions 

can be associated with one-time use card numbers: 

"These credit cards or credit card numbers are generated for a one time. single 
transaction basis. after which they are disposed of, or thrown away. The numbers can be 
used by a user over the Internet or any other communications system, whether open or 
secure, to effect a single transaction. After a one time use of the credit card number, the 
number is deactivated by the issuing credit card company such that it is no longer 
available for use" [Cohen 2:35-43]. 

"allowed to activate a disposable or customized card for a single or a limited range use" 
[Cohen 3:47-48]. 

Requester provides claim construction: 

" 'limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants' is, in effect, non-limiting 
due to its recitation of 'one or more merchants.' Taking the broadest reasonable 
interpretation, the recitation is simply directed towards the defining of at least one 
payment category." [request, page 25]. 

"As stated above, the 'one or more merchants' limitation' is in effect a non-limitation. 
Therefore, this recitation, which includes the 'one or more merchants limitation' in said 
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payment category prior to identifying any particular merchant, also becomes a non
limitation" [request, page 26]. 

As described by the examiner previously, Broadest Reasonable Interpretation of the 

claim language doesn't allow application of prior art that merely restricts a transaction code to 

any type of transaction category; the restriction must be a limiting to one or more merchants, but 

prior to the merchant(s) being identified. 

Requester points to Cohen's transaction restrictions as a basis for raising a substantial 

new question of patentability. However the restrictions noted not only are the same types of 

restrictions found by the Examiner in Franklin '832, they fail to address the claim language 

identified for patentability. 

Requester notes that Cohen's pre-arranged restrictions may include: 

"Examples of the customized uses for which a disposable or customized number can be 
indicated may include a time limit (col. 6, ln. 7), a specified sequence (col. 4, ln. 13), specific 
merchant or industry (col. 8, II. 2-14), specific individuals or groups of individuals (col. 8, II. 15-
16), a specific merchant or merchants (col. 8, II. 33-34), purchase amount (col. 8, ln. 44), 
geographic area (col. 8, II. 58-59), security level (col. 10, ln. 5), etc. These various customized 
uses can also be used in combination, such as a customized number to be used on specific 
dates, for specific amounts, etc. (col. 10, II. 24-35)" [request, page 13]. 

"for use in a particular store itself or a particular chain of stores" [request, page 26]. 

"only valid for that particular type of charge" [request, page 26]. 

Cohen's restriction to "specific merchant"(s) and "particular store"(s) would cover the 

claim language of restricting the transaction to "one or more merchants" as part of the category 

restriction. However, such a category restriction clearly cannot be defined "prior to any 

particular merchant being identified" as claim 1 requires. Cohen's "specific merchant"(s) or 

"particular store"(s) necessarily requires prior specifying of those merchant identities. 

Cohen's "type of charge" as argued by requester provides a restriction of the type of 

purchased item, but does not define a limit on the number of merchants as required by the 

claims. 
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Lastly, the "specific merchant"/"particular store" and "type of charge" restrictions of 

Cohen argued by requester are merely cumulative to Franklin '832's merchant ID and goods ID 

as addressed in the patent prosecution [by citing to Franklin '832, see 2:29-32]. 

The other independent claims 17, 19, 21, 22 have similar language to claim 1 and 

therefore, Cohen fails to raise a substantial new question of patentability for any of claims 1-38. 

Musmanno 

Requester relies upon Musmanno to address dependent claim features in claims 11, 12 

and does not assert where Musmanno would teach the critical features relied upon for 

patentability and deemed herein as missing from Cohen. Therefore, Musmanno alone or in 

combination with Cohen fails to raise a substantial new question of patentability for any of 

claims 1-38. 

Franklin '810 

Franklin [US 5,883,81 0] was not relied upon or described by the Examiner in 12/902,399 

which matured into the instant Patent requested for reexamination, US Patent 8,036,988. A 

different Franklin reference [US 6,000,832] was used in art rejections in the prosecution history 

of US Patent 8,036,988. This "old" Franklin '832 reference shares inventors, assignee and filing 

date with "new" Franklin '81 0 reference. 

Franklin '81 0 also seeks to solve the problem of credit card fraud and teaches that 

restrictions can be associated with temporary use card/transaction numbers: 

"The issuing institution generates a temporary transaction number and associates it with 
the permanent account number in a data record. The customer receives the transaction 
number and submits that number to the merchant as a proxy for the customer account 
number." [Franklin '81 0, abstract]. 
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"limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants" is, in effect, non-limiting 
due to its recitation of "one or more merchants." Taking the broadest reasonable 
interpretation, the recitation is simply directed towards the defining of at least one 
payment category" [request, page 53]. 

"the "one or more merchants limitation" is in effect a non-limitation. Therefore, this 
recitation, which includes the "one or more merchants limitation" in said payment 
category prior to identifying any particular merchant, also becomes a non-limitation" 
[request, page 54]. 

As described by the examiner previously, Broadest Reasonable Interpretation of the 

claim language doesn't allow application of prior art that merely restricts a transaction code to 

any type of transaction category; the restriction must be a limiting to one or more merchants, but 

prior to the merchant(s) being identified. 

Requester points to Franklin '81 0 transaction restrictions as a basis for raising a 

substantial new question of patentability. However the restrictions noted not only are the same 

types of restrictions found by the Examiner in Franklin '832, they fail to address the claim 

language identified for patentability. 

Requester points to features of Franklin '81 0: 

"Franklin's temporary transaction number can also be linked to extra transaction 
information to further increase the security. For example, the transaction number might 
be tied to a specific purchase amount, to a particular merchant 1 0, or be given an 
expiration term such that the number becomes invalid after the term expires (col. 2, II. 
48-55)." [request, pages 16-17]. 

"Franklin discloses the temporary transaction number capable of being "linked to extra 
transaction information to ensure that the number is used only for one specific 
transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, 11.48-50). The extra transaction information may include, 
for instance, a "specific purchase amount," a merchant 10, or a short expiration term on 
the transaction number (Franklin, col. 2, II. 50-55). Accordingly, the extra transaction 
information of Franklin, which may specify a type of transaction (e.g., based on a specific 
purchase amount), anticipates the payment category" [request, pages 53-54]. 

"a payment category may be defined (e.g., for a specific purchase amount) without a 
particular merchant being identified. Accordingly, Franklin anticipates this recitation of 
claim 1" [request, page 54]. 
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Franklin 81 O's restriction to "particular merchant" would cover the claim language of 

restricting the transaction to "one or more merchants" as part of the category restriction. 

However, such a category restriction clearly cannot be defined "prior to any particular merchant 

being identified" as claim 1 requires. Franklin 81 O's "particular merchant" necessarily requires 

prior specifying of the merchant identity. 

Franklin 81 O's "specific purchase amount" (with no merchant restriction) as a restriction 

category as argued by requester provides a restriction of the purchase amount, but does not 

define a limit on the number of merchants as required by the claims. 

Lastly, the "particular merchant" and "specific purchase amount" restrictions of Franklin 

'81 0 argued by requester are merely cumulative to Franklin '832's "merchant ID" and 

"transaction amount" as addressed in the patent prosecution [by citing to Franklin '832, see 

2:29-32]. 

The other independent claims 17, 19, 21, 22 have similar language to claim 1 and 

therefore, Franklin '81 0 fails to raise a substantial new question of patentability for any of claims 

1-38. 

Requester relies upon Joao to address claim features in claims 17, 18 and does not 

assert where Joao would teach the critical features relied upon for patentability and deemed 

herein as missing from Franklin '81 0. Therefore, Joao alone or in combination with Franklin 

'81 0 fails to raise a substantial new question of patentability for any of claims 1-38. 

Yanagihara 

Requester relies upon Yanagihara to address dependent claim features in claims 9-14, 

26, 34 and does not assert where Yanagihara would teach the critical features relied upon for 
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patentability and deemed herein as missing from Franklin '810. Therefore, Yanagihara alone or 

in combination with Franklin '81 0 fails to raise a substantial new question of patentability for any 

of claims 1-38. 

Scope of Reexamination 

Claims 1-38 will not be reexamined. 

Conclusion 

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings 

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1 .136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a 

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings 

"will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte 

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(c). 

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a), to 

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the 

patent requested for reexamination throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. 

Likewise, if present, the third party requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise 

the Office of any such activity or proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination 

proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286. 

All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be 

directed: 

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent & Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 
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By FAX to: 

By hand: 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

(571) 273-9900 
Central Reexamination Unit 

Customer Service Window 
Randolph Building 
401 Dulany Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
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Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit such correspondence via the 
electronic filing system EFS-Web, at: 

https://efs.uspto.qov/efile/myportal/efs-registered 

EFS-Web offers the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the 
Office that needs to act on the correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissions are "soft 
scanned" (i.e., electronically uploaded) directly into the official file for the reexamination 
proceeding, which offers parties the opportunity to review the content of their submissions after 
the "soft scanning" process is complete. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to the Central 

Reexamination Unit at telephone number 517-272-7705. 

/Jeffrey D. Carlson/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992 

Conferees: 

/C. Michelle Tarae/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992 

/Fred Ferris/ 
Acting SPE, Art Unit 3992 
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passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be acknowledged or

considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).
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· Ex Parte Reexamination Interview 
Summary- Pilot Program for Waiver of 

Patent Owner's Statement 

Control No. 

90/012,517 
Examiner 

Patent For Which Reexamination 
is Requested 
8,036,988 
Art Unit 

ANDRES KASHNIKOW 3993 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address. --

All participants (USPTO official and patent owner): 

(1) MANUEL SALDANA, CRU (3) 

(2) STEPHEN LEWELLYN, REG. NO. 51,942 (4) 

Date of Telephonic Interview: 09/26/12. 

The USPTO official requested waiver of the patent owner's statement pursuant to the pilot program for waiver of 
patent owner's statement in ex parte reexamination proceedings. • 

0 The patent owner agreed to waive its right to file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S.C. 304 in the event 
reexamination is ordered for the above-identified patent. 

[8] The patent owner did not agree to waive its right to file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S. C. 304 at this 
time. 

The patent owner is not required to file a written statement of this telephone communication under 37 CFR 1.560(b) or 
otherwise. However, any disagreement as to this interview summary must be brought to the immediate attention of 
the USPTO, and no later than one month from the mailing date of this interview summary. Extensions of time are 
governed by 37 CFR 1.550(c). 

*For more information regarding this pilot program, see Pilot Program for Waiver of Patent Owner's Statement in Ex 
Parte Reexamination Proceedings, 75 Fed. Reg. 47269 (August 5, 2010), available on the USPTO Web site at 
http://www. uspto. gov/patents/law/notices/20 1 0 .jsp. 

0 USPTO personnel were unable to reach the patent owner. 

The patent owner may contact the USPTO personnel at the telephone number provided below if the patent owner 
decides to waive the right to file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S. C. 304. 

/MANUEL SALDANA! 571-272-7740 
Signature and telephone number of the USPTO official who contacted or attempted to contact the patent owner. 

cc: Requester (if third party requester) 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Paper No. 
PTOL-2292 (08-1 0) Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary- Pilot Program for Waiver of Patent Owner's Statement 
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REEXAM CONTROL NUMBER 

90/012,517 

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC 
POST OFFICE BOX 1404 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404 

FILING OR 371 (c) DATE 

09/12/2012 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill''' ~Sl1:fMI;",~~CJ'JER FOR PATENTS 

PATENT NUMBER 

8036988 
CONFIRMATION NO. 5785 

REEXAMINATION REQUEST 
NOTICE 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I!IJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~ 
Date Mailed: 09/26/2012 

NOTICE OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST FILING DATE 

(Third Party Requester) 

Requester is hereby notified that the filing date of the request for reexamination is 09/12/2012, the date that the 
filing requirements of 37 CFR § 1.510 were received. 

A decision on the request for reexamination will be mailed within three months from the filing date of the request 
for reexamination. (See 37 CFR 1.515(a)). 

A copy of the Notice is being sent to the person identified by the requester as the patent owner. Further patent 
owner correspondence will be the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file. (See 37 CFR 1.33). Any 
paper filed should include a reference to the present request for reexamination (by Reexamination Control 
Number). 

cc: Patent Owner 
34111 
Maxey Law Offices, PLLC 
15500 Roosevelt Blvd. 
SUITE 305 
CLEARWATER, FL 33760 

/rbell/ 

Legal Instruments Examiner 
Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. 571-273-9900 

page 1 of 1 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNTTT‘ID STATES DEPARTIWTCVT OF COVIIVIFIRCF
United States Patent: and Trademark Office
Address. COM'MTSSICNFR FOR PATENTSP O Box 1450

Alenamdna, Vuguua 22313-1450wxm uspm gov
 
 

  
 

REEXAM CONTROL NUMBER I FILING OR 371 (6) DATE I PATENT NUMBER
90/012,517 09/12/2012 8036988

CONFIRMATION NO. 5785

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC REEXAMINATION REQUEST
POST OFFICE BOX 1404 NOTICE

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404

HulllilmlIllIllmmIlllumIillllimummglllgljfulylilmu
Date Mailed: 09/26/2012

NOTICE OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST FILING DATE

(Third Party Requester)

Requester is hereby notified that the filing date of the request for reexamination is 09/12/2012, the date that the
filing requirements of 37 CFR § 1.510 were received.

A decision on the request for reexamination will be mailed within three months from the filing date of the request
for reexamination. (See 37 CFR 1.515(a)).

A copy of the Notice is being sent to the person identified by the requester as the patent owner. Further patent
owner correspondence will be the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file. (See 37 CFR 1.33). Any
paper filed should include a reference to the present request for reexamination (by Reexamination Control
Number).

cc: Patent Owner
34111

Maxey Law Offices, PLLC
15500 Roosevelt Blvd.
SUITE 305

CLEARWATER, FL 33760

/rbe11/
 

Legal Instmments Examiner
Central Reexamination Unit 571—272—7705; FAX N0. 571—273—9900

page 1 of 1
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REEXAM CONTROL NUMBER 

90/012,517 

34111 
Maxey Law Offices, PLLC 
15500 Roosevelt Blvd. 
SUITE 305 
CLEARWATER, FL 33760 

FILING OR 371 (c) DATE 

09/12/2012 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill''' ~Sl1:fMI;",~~CJ'JER FOR PATENTS 

PATENT NUMBER 

8036988 
CONFIRMATION NO. 5785 

REEXAM ASSIGNMENT NOTICE 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I!IJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~I ~~ 

Date Mailed: 09/26/2012 

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST 

The above-identified request for reexamination has been assigned to Art Unit 3993. All future correspondence to 
the proceeding should be identified by the control number listed above and directed to the assigned Art Unit. 

A copy of this Notice is being sent to the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file or to all owners of 
record. (See 37 CFR 1.33(c)). If the addressee is not, or does not represent, the current owner, he or she is 
required to forward all communications regarding this proceeding to the current owner(s). An attorney or agent 
receiving this communication who does not represent the current owner(s) may wish to seek to withdraw pursuant 
to 37 CFR 1.36 in order to avoid receiving future communications. If the address of the current owner(s) is 
unknown, this communication should be returned within the request to withdraw pursuant to Section 1.36. 

cc: Third Party Requester(if any) 
BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC 
POST OFFICE BOX 1404 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404 

/rbell/ 

Legal Instruments Examiner 
Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. 571-273-9900 

page 1 of 1 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNTTTCD STATES DEPARTNITCVT OF COVIlVITCRCF
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addiess. COM'MTSSICNFR FOR PATENTSP O Box 1450

Aleaajidna, Vuguua 22313-1450va uspto gov
 
 

  
 

REEXAM CONTROL NUMBER FILING OR 371 (c) DATE I PATENT NUMBER
90/012,517 09/12/2012 8036988

CONFIRMATION NO. 5785

34111 REEXAM ASSIGNMENT NOTICE

Maxey Law Offices, PLLC

15500 Roosevelt Blvd. llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
SUITE 305 00000005677 1 5
CLEARWATER, FL 33760

Date Mailed: 09/26/2012

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST

The above-identified request for reexamination has been assigned to Art Unit 3993. All future correspondence to
the proceeding should be identified by the control number listed above and directed to the assigned Art Unit.

A copy of this Notice is being sent to the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file or to all owners of
record. (See 37 CFR 1.33(c)). If the addressee is not, or does not represent, the current owner, he or she is
required to forward all communications regarding this proceeding to the current owner(s). An attorney or agent
receiving this communication who does not represent the current owner(s) may wish to seek to withdraw pursuant
to 37 CFR 1.36 in order to avoid receiving future communications. If the address of the current owner(s) is
unknown, this communication should be returned within the request to withdraw pursuant to Section 1.36.

cc: Third Party Requester(if any)
BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC
POST OFFICE BOX 1404

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404

/1‘bell/
 

Legal Instruments Examiner
Central Reexamination Unit 571—272—7705; FAX N0. 571—273—9900

page 1 of 1
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REEXAMINATION TITLE REPORT (AKA PATENT ASSIGNMENT ABSTRACT 
OF TITLE) 

TYPE OF REEXAMINATION: XX EX PARTE INTER PARTES 

REEXAM CONTROL NO.: 90/012,517 

SERIAL NUMBER : 12/902,399 FILING DATE 09/12/12 

PATENT NUMBER: 8,036,988 ISSUE DATE 10/11/2011 

FIRST THREE INVENTORS' NAMES: John D'Agostino 

ET. AL: y XXN 

CONTINUITY DATA (IF ANY): 

XX_ THIS IS (OR) A _XX_ CON _DIV _ Cl P _A _ PROVISIONAL APPLICATION: _OF 
SERIAL NUMBER: 09436280 FILED ON: 11/08/99 STATUS: XX PATENTED WITH 
PATENT NUMBER: 6342290 OR _PENDING, OR_ ABANDONED (EXPIRED FOR 
PROVISIONALS). . 

_WHICH IS A_ CON, _DIV, CIP, _PROVISIONAL, OR _OTHER, OF SERIAL 
NUMBER: FILED ON: STATUS: _PATENTED, WITH PATENT NUMBER: AND SERIAL 
NUMBER, FILED: PENDING, OR ABANDONED. 

WHICH IS A CON, DIV, CIP A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OTHER OF SERIAL 
NUMBER: FILED ON: .STATUS:_ PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR_PENDING, 
OR ABANDONED. 

_WHICH IS A_ CON, DIV, CIP, _PROVISIONAL, OR _OTHER, OF SERIAL NUMBER: 
FILED ON: STATUS:_ PATENTED, WITH PATENT NUMBER: AND SERIAL NUMBER 
FILED PENDING, OR ABANDONED. 

WHICH IS A CON, DIV, CIP, A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OTHER OF SERIAL 
NUMBER: FILED ON; STATUS:_ PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR_PENDING, 
OR ABANDONED. 

WHICH IS A CON, DIV, CIP A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OTHER OF SERIAL 
NUMBER: FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR PENDING, 
OR ABANDONED -

WHICH IS A CON, DIV, CIP A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OTHER OF SERIAL 
NUMBER: FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR PENDING, OR 
ABANDONED -

WHICH IS A CON, DIV, CIP A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OTHER OF SERIAL 
NUMBER: FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR PENDING, OR 
ABANDONED (EXPIRED FOR PROVISIONALS). -

_WHICH IS A CIP OF SERIAL NUMBER FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED, WITH PATENT 
NUMBER ABANDONED. 
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ET. AL. 

ASSIGNMENT RECORD DATA 

THE ASSIGNMENT RECORDS REVEAL THAT THE TITLE REPORT APPEARS TO BE 
VESTED IN: 

XX INVENTOR(S): Sarasota, FL (US) 

_AS ENDORSED: 

_AS THE RECORD STANDS, THE PATENT WHEN GRANTED WILL ISSUE IN THE NAME 
OF }"HE INVENTOR(S) 

_LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE: 

_SECURITY ASSIGNMENT/LICENSEE(PLEASE NOTE THAT THE OWNERSHIP OF THE 
PATENT IS STILL REFLECTED IN THE ASSIGNOR. THE ASSIGNEE IN THIS CASE CANNOT 
OWN THE PATENT. (SEE ACCOMPANYING PAGES, IF ANY.) 

_WHEN THE ASSIGNMENT IS RECORDED, THE PATENT SHOULD BELONG TO: 

_OTHER: REEL NO: FRAME NO.: DATE RECORDED: II COMPANY NAME: 
CITY AND STATE OR COUNTRY: . 

_NOTES/COMMENTS: Please see section 306 of the Manual of Patent Exa·mining Procedure 
regarding the Assignment of a Division, Continuation, Substitute, and 
Continuation-in-Part in Relation to Parent Application. 

EXAMINED UP TO AND INCLUDING THIS CERTIFICATE DATED AND SIGNED: 09/25/12 

LEGAL INSTRUMENTS EXMR., OFFICE OF PATENT LEGAL ADMIN., CENTRAL 
REEXAMINATION UNIT 

TO ANY PRINTERS: THE REEXAMINATION TITLE REPORT DOES NOT HAVE TO HAVE 
THE STREET ADDRESS OF THE OWNER($). IF THERE IS ANY INQUIRY, PLEASE NOTIFY 
THE PERSON ABOVE 
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Litigation Search Report CRU 3999 

Reexam Control No. 90/012,517 :·:~~ 

TO: ANDRES KASHNIKOW 
Location: CRU 
Art Unit: 3993 
Date: 09/23/2012 

v S"':-17"' 

From: MANUEL SALDANA 
Location: CRU 3999 
MOE 5014 
Phone: (571) 272-7740 

MANUEL.SALDANA@uspto.gov 

Search Notes ~ ,~;.: 

Litigation was NOT found for US Patent Number: 8,036,988 

1) I performed a KeyCite Search in Westlaw, which retrieves all history on the patent including any 
litigation. 

2) I performed a search on the patent in Lexis CourtLink for any open dockets or closed cases. 

3) I performed a search in Lexis in the Federal Courts and Administrative Materials databases for any cases 
found. 

4) I performed a search in Lexis in the IP Journal and Periodicals database for any articles on the patent. 

5) I performed a search in Lexis in the news databases for any articles about the patent or any articles about 
litigation on this patent. 
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Page 2 of 10 

westl~w. 

Date of Printing: Sep 23, 2012 

KEY CITE 

C US PAT 8036988 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD TRANS
ACTIONS, (Oct 11, 2011) 

History 

Direct History 

=> 1 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD TRANSAC-
TIONS, US PAT 8036988 (U.S. PTO Utility Oct 11, 2011) 

Prior Art (Coverage Begins 1976) 

C 2 ACCESS SECURITY CONTROL, US PAT 4599509 (U.S. PTO Utility 1986) 
C 3 ACCESS SECURITY CONTROL, US PAT 4395628 (U.S. PTO Utility 1983) 

· C 4 ANONYMOUS CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 5420926Assignee: AT&amp;T 
Corp., (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

C 5 ANTI-FRAUD VERIFICATION SYSTEM USING A DATA CARD, US PAT 5457747Assignee: 
Drexler Technology Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

C 6 APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ROUTING ENCRYPTED TRANSACTION CARD 
IDENTIFYING DATA THROUGH A PUBLIC TELEPHONE NETWORK, US PAT 
6598031Assignee: EDI Secure LLLP, (U.S. PTO Utility 2003) 

C 7 APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR IMPROVED CREDIT CARDS AND CREDIT CARD 
TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 6422462 (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

C 8 APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING A CARD NUMBER, US PAT 5893907 (U.S. 
PTO Utility 1999) . 

C 9 APPARATUS FOR CHECKING THE USER OF A CARD IN CARD-ACTUATED MA-
CHINES, US PAT 4048475Assignee: Omron Tateisi Electronics Company, (U.S. PTO Utility 
1977) 

C 10 APPARATUS FOR GENERATING ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION LOOK-UP TABLES US-
ING A SESSION KEY, US PAT 5832087Assignee: Chantilley Corporation Limited, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1998) 

C 11 APPARATUS FOR KEY DISTRIBUTION IN AN ENCRYPTION SYSTEM, US PAT 
5768381Assignee: Chantilley Corporation Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

C 12 APPARATUS, SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING CREDIT VOUCHERS USABLE 
AT POINT OF PURCHASE STATIONS, US PAT 5010485Assignee: JBH Ventures, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1991) 

C 13 AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM USING ONE-TIME PASSWORDS, US PAT 5592553Assignee: 
International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved. 
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14 AUTOMATED BANKING SYSTEM FOR DISPENSING MONEY ORDERS, WIRE TRANS
FER AND BILL PAYMENT, US PAT 6012048Assignee: Capital Security Systems, Inc., (U.S. 
PTO Utility 2000) 

15 AUTOMATED, CLASSIFIED EXPENDITURE DATA CARD RECORDING SYSTEM, US 
PAT 5748908 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

16 AUTOMATED INTERACfiVE CLASSIFIED AD SYSTEM FOR THE INTERNET, US PAT 
6253188Assignee: Thomson Newspapers, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

17 AUTOMATED PURCHASING CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 5621201Assignee: Visa Interna
tional, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

18 AUTOMATED PURCHASING CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 5500513Assignee: Visa Interna
tional, (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

19 AUTOMATIC BANKING SYSTEM, US PAT 4423316Assignee: Omron Tateisi Electronics Co., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1983) 

20 BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS COMMERCE USING FINANCIAL TRANSACfiON NUMBERS, 
US PAT APP 20030018567Assignee: Orbis Patents Ltd., (U.S. PTO Application 2003) 

21 CARD CHARGING SYSTEMS, US PAT 6375084Assignee: Transmo Limited, (U.S. PTO Util
ity 2002) 

22 CARD VALIDATION, METHOD AND SYSTEM, US PAT 4016405Assignee: Diebold, Incor
porated, (U.S. PTO Utility 1977) 

23 CARDLESS PAYMENT SYSTEM, US PAT 6341724Assignee: First USA Bank, NA, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2002) 

24 CARDLESS PAYMENT SYSTEM, US PAT 6227447Assignee: First USA Bank, NA, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2001) 

25 CATEGORIZATION OF PURCHASED ITEMS FOR EACH TRANSACTION BY A SMART 
CARD, US PAT 5559313Assignee: Lucent Technologies Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

26 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 
MERCHANTS, US PAT RE36116 (U.S. PTO Reissue 1999) 

27 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 
MERCHANTS, US PAT 5287268 (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

28 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 
MERCHANTS, US PAT 5202826 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 

29 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALUE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 
MERCHANTS, US PAT 4941090 (U.S. PTO Utility 1990) 

30 CENTRALIZED CONSUMER CASH VALVE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE 
MERCHANTS, US PAT 5117355 (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

31 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION CENTRALIZATION SYSTEM AND APPARATUS, US 
PAT 5555497 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

32 CHILDREN&apos;S CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 5953710 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1999) 

33 CODING FORMULA FOR VERIFYING CHECKS AND CREDIT CARDS, US PAT 5754653 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved. 
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34 COMPUTERIZED PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES ON 
THE INTERNET, US PAT 5757917 Assignee: First Virtual Holdings Incorporated, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1998) 

35 COMPUTERIZED PURCHASING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEDIATING PURCHASE 
TRANSACTIONS OVER AN INTERACTIVE NETWORK, US PAT 5878141Assignee: Mi
crosoft Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

36 COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM FOR MAKING PAYMENTS AND AUTHENTICATING TRANS
ACTIONS OVER THE INTERNET, US PAT 5826241Assignee: First Virtual Holdings Incorpor
ated, (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

37 COMPUTING AND INDICATING DEVICE, US PAT 4856062 (U.S. PTO Utility 1989) 
38 CONSUMER ORIENTED SMART CARD SYSTEM AND AUTHENTICATION TECH

NIQUES, US PAT 5193114 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 
39 CONTEXTIJAL DATA REPRESENTATION AND RETRIEVAL METHOD, US PAT 6470490 

(U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 
40 COUNTERFEIT-PROOF IDENTIFICATION CARD, US PAT 5694471Assignee: V-ONE Cor

poration, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 
41 CREDIT CARD-BASED ACCOUNTING SERVICE SYSTEM FOR A NETWORK, US PAT 

5583918Assignee: Fujitsu Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
42 CREDIT CARD PAGER APPARATUS, US PAT 5192947 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 
43 CREDIT CARD SPENDING AUTHORIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 

5914472Assignee: AT&amp;T Corp, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
44 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 6636833Assignee: Obis Patents Ltd., (U.S. 

PTO Utility 2003) 
45 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT APP 20030028481Assignee: Orbis Patents, 

Ltd., (U.S. PTO Application 2003) 
46 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD OF ISSUING CREDIT CARD USING SUCH A 

SYSTEM, US PAT 5883452Assignee: Nippon Shinpan Co., Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
47 CREDIT CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD OF USING CREDIT CARD WITH SUCH CREDIT 

CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 5777306Assignee: Nippon Shinpan Co., Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 
1998) 

48 CREDIT/CHARGE CARD SYSTEM ENABLING PURCHASERS TO CONTRIBUTE TO SE
LECTED CHARITIES, US PAT 5466919 (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

49 CRYPTOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR UPDATING FINANCIAL RECORDS, US PAT 
5231666Assignee: International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 

50 CURRENCY TRANSFER SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 5326960 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1994) 

51 CURRENCY TRANSFER SYSTEM AND METHOD USING FIXED LIMIT CARDS, US PAT 
5350906 (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

52 DATA PROCESSING METHOD OF CONFIGURING AND MONITORING A SATELLITE 
SPENDING CARD LINKED TO A HOST CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5864830 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1999) 

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved. 
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53 DIGITAL ACfiVE ADVERTISING, US PAT 6195649Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2001) 

54 DIGITAL ACTIVE ADVERTISING, US PAT 5724424Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1998) 

55 DIGITAL MONEY WITH USAGE-CONTROL, US PAT APP 20020152158Assignee: INTER
NATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, (U.S. PTO Application 2002) 

. 56 DIRECT TELEPHONE DIAL ORDERING SERVICE, US PAT 5023904Assignee: Science Dy
namics Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1991) 

57 ELECTRONIC CASHLESS TRANSACfiON SYSTEM, US PAT 5428684Assignee: Fujitsu 
Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

58 ELECTRONIC COMMERCE USING A SECURE COURIER SYSTEM, US PAT 
5671279Assignee: Netscape Communications Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

59 ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER INSTRUMENTS, US PAT 5677955Assignee: Financial 
Services Technology Consortium; The First National Bank of Boston; Bell Communications Re
search, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

60 ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEM WITH MEANS FOR VERIFYING A PERSON
AL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER WITHOUT PRE- ESTABLISHED SECRET KEYS, US PAT 
4797920Assignee: MasterCard International, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1989) 

61 ELECTRONIC MONEY CARD, ELECTRONIC MONEY RECEIVING/PAYING MACHINE, 
AND ELECTRONIC MONEY CARD EDITING DEVICE., US PAT APP 20010011249 (U.S. 
PTO Application 2001) 

62 ELECTRONIC ONLINE COMMERCE CARD WITH CUSTOMER GENERATED TRANSAC
TION PROXY NUMBER FOR ONLINE TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 6000832Assignee: Mi
crosoft Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

63 ELECTRONIC ONLINE COMMERCE CARD WITH TRANSACTIONPROXY NUMBER FOR 
ONLINE TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 5883810Assignee: Microsoft Corporation, (U.S. PTO Util
ity 1999) 

64 ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEM EMPLOYING LIMITED-USE ACCOUNT NUMBER, 
US PAT 6339766Assignee: TransactionSecure, (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

65 ENHANCED SECURITY FOR A SECURE TOKEN CODE, US PAT 5485519Assignee: Secur-
ity Dynamics Technologies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

66 FINANCIAL CARDS, US PAT APP 20030216997 (U.S. PTO Application 2003) 
67 FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT 5822737 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
68 FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT 4988849Assignee: Hitachi, Ltd., (U.S. PTO 

Utility 1991) 
69 FRAUD PROTECTION FOR CARD TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 5311594Assignee: 

AT&amp;T Bell Laboratories, (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 
70 IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION METHOD AND SYSTEM, US PAT 4679236 (U.S. PTO 

Utility 1987) 
71 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, RETRIEVAL AND DISPLAY SYSTEM AND ASSOCI

ATED METHOD, US PAT 6484166Assignee: Evresearch, Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved. 
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72 INSTANT CREDIT CARD MARKETING SYSTEM FOR RESERVATIONS FOR FUTURE 
SERVICES, US PAT 6144948Assignee: Walker Digital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

73 INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING MASTER ACCOUNT AND NESTED SUB
ACCOUNT(S), US PAT 5826243Assignee: Merrill Lynch &amp; Co., Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 
1998) 

74 INTERNET BILLING METHOD, US PAT 5794221 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
75 MAGNETIC SMARTCARD, US PAT 5434398Assignee: Labenski, Haim, (U.S. PTO Utility 

1995) 

76 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, US PAT 5903878 (U.S. 
PTO Utility 1999) 

77 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FUNDS AND CREDIT LINE TRANSFERS, US PAT 
6267292Assignee: Walker Digital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

78 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED SECURITY USING ACCESS CODES, US 
PAT 5239583 (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 

79 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MARKING PARTS, US PAT 4269874Assignee: Diffracto 
Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1981) 

80 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERSONAL VERIFICATION UTILIZING NONPRE
DICfABLE CODES AND BIOCHARACTERISTICS, US PAT 4998279 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1991) 

81 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POSITIVELY IDENTIFYING AN INDIVIDUAL, US PAT 
4720860Assignee: Security Dynamics Technologies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1988) 

82 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING SECURE ACCESS TO A LIMITED AC
CESS SYSTEM, US PAT 5163097Assignee: DynamicServe, Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

83 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RESTRICTING CREDIT CARD COMMUNICATION 
CALLS, US PAT 4893330Assignee: American Telephone and Telegraph Company, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1990) 

84 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SECURE IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION, US 
PAT 5097505Assignee: Securities Dynamics Technologies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

85 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SECURING CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 
5317636Assignee: Arris, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

86 METHOD AND DEVICE FOR GENERATING A SINGLE-USE FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 
NUMBER, US PAT 6163771Assignee: Walker Digital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

87 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONDUCTING SECURE PAYMENTS OVER A COMPUTER 
NETWORK, US PAT APP 20020116341 (U.S. PTO Application 2002) 

88 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR GIFT CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5984180 (U.S. PTO Utility 
1999) 

89 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING A DATA OBJECT SO AS TO COMPLY WITH 
PREDETERMINED CONDITIONS FOR USAGE, US PAT 5845281Assignee: MediaDNA, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

90 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY CREDIT AUTHORIZATIONS, 
US PAT 6456984Assignee: Qwest Communications International Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 
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91 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR RETRIEVING RELEVANT DOCUMENTS FROM A DATA
BASE, US PAT 6370525Assignee: KCSL, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

92 METHOD FOR THE BILLING OF TRANSACTIONS OVER THE INTERNET, US PAT 
5905736Assignee: AT&amp;T Corp, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

93 METHOD FOR ENCOURAGING PURCHASE OF EXECUTABLE AND NON-EXECUTABLE 
SOFTWARE, US PAT 5509070Assignee: SoftLock Services Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

94 METHOD FOR TRANSFERRING, RECEIVING AND UTILIZING ELECTRONIC GIFT CER
TIFICATES, US PAT 6240397 (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

95 METHOD OF CONTROLLING PAYMENT OF DEBTS, US PAT 6298335 (U.S. PTO Utility 
2001) . 

96 MOBILE COMMUNICATION METHOD, AND MOBILE TELEPHONE SWITCHING STA
TION CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, AND MOBILE UNIT FOR IMPLEMENTING 
THE SAME, US PAT 6064879Assignee: Fujitsu Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

97 MULTI-LANGUAGE DOCUMENT SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, US PAT 
· 6466901Assignee: Apple Computer, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

98 MULTIMEDIA ELECTRONIC WALLET WITH GENERIC CARD, US PAT 5748737 (U.S. 
PTO Utility 1998) 

99 MULTIPLE COMPANY CREDIT CARD, US PAT 3376661 (U.S. PTO Utility 1968) 
100 NETWORK SALES SYSTEM, US PAT 5715314Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 

1998) 
101 ON-LINE SECURED FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SYSTEM THROUGH ELECTRONIC 

MEDIA, US PAT 5729594 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
102 ON-LINE SHOPPING SYSTEM AND THE METHOD OF PAYMENT SETTLEMENT, US 

PAT 5890137Assignee: Kabushiki Kaisha N.K. Kikaku, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
103 OPEN NETWORK PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING FOR AUTHENTICATION OF 

PAYMENT ORDERS BASED ON A CONFIRMATION ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE, US 
PAT 6049785Assignee: Open Market, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

104 PACKAGE ASSEMBLY AND METHOD FOR ACTIVATING PREPAID DEBIT CARDS, US 
PAT 5777305Assignee: Incomm, (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

105 PAYMENT AND TRANSACTIONS IN ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SYSTEM, US PAT 
6029150Assignee: Certco, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

106 PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION ENCRYPTOR AND METHOD, US PAT 5363449Assignee: 
Tandem Computers Incorporated, (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

107 PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS, US PAT 5606614Assignee: British Telecommunic
ations public limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

108 PERSONAL SECURITY SYSTEM, US PAT 5361062Assignee: Security Dynamics Technolo
gies, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

109 PERSONAL UNIVERSAL IDENTITY CARD SYSTEM FOR FAILSAFE INTERACTIVE FIN
ANCIAL TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 4707592 (U.S. PTO Utility 1987) 

110 PERSONAL VERIFICATION SYSTEM, US PAT 3938091Assignee: Atalla Technovations 
Company, (U.S. PTO Utility 1976) 
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111 PIN VENDING DISPENSER, US PAT 5868236Assignee: Rademacher, Darrell G., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1999) 

112 PORTABLE PIN CARD, US PAT 5130519Assignee: Bush, George; Ross, Estelle, (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1992) 

113 POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION DISPLAY DEVICE AND SCANNER FOR LOW COST COL
LECTION AND DISPLAY OF GRAPHIC AND TEXT DATA IN A SECURE MANNER, US 
PAT 6202055Assignee: Image Data, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

114 PRE-PAID CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 5721768Assignee: Call Processing, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

115 PRE-PAID CARD SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 5577109Assignee: Call Processing, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

116 PREPAYMENT METERING SYSTEM, US PAT 4629874Assignee: The De La Rue Company 
PLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 1986) 

117 PREPAYMENT WRISTBAND AND COMPUTER DEBIT SYSTEM, US PAT 
6352205Assignee: Busch Entertainment Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 2002) 

118 PROGRAMMABLE CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5585787 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
119 PROGRAMMABLE TRANSACTION CARD, US PAT 5955961 (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 
120 PROVIDING VERIFICATION INFORMATION FOR A TRANSACTION, US PAT 5826245 

(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
121 PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCE GENERATORS, US PAT 5323338Assignee: Enfranchise 

Sixty Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 
122 PUBLIC NETWORK MERCHANDISING SYSTEM, US PAT 5825881Assignee: Allsoft Dis

tributing Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
123 PURCHASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 6014650 (U.S. PTO Utility 

2000) 
124 RECEPTION MODE CONTROL IN RADIO RECEIVERS FOR RECEIVING BOTH VSB AND 

QAM DIGITAL TELEVISION SIGNALS, US PAT 5959699Assignee: SamSung Electronics 
Co., Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

125 RECOGNITION APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SECURITY SYSTEMS, US PAT 
5093861Assignee: Cardkey Systems, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

126 RESTRICTED PURPOSE, COMMERCIAL, MONETARY REGULATION METHOD, US PAT 
4725719Assignee: First City National Bank of Austin, (U.S. PTO Utility 1988) 

127 RETAIL METHOD OVER A WIDE AREA NETWORK, US PAT 5899980Assignee: Trivnet 
Ltd., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

128 SECURE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR REMOTELY LOCATED COMPUTERS, US 
PAT 5196840Assignee: International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1993) 

129 SECURE CREDIT CARD, US PAT 4667087Assignee: Quintana, Max A.; King, Robert E.; Mor
gan, Bernard L.; Lennon, Alton Y., (U.S. PTO Utility 1987) 

130 SECURE CREDIT CARD WHICH PREVENTS UNAUTHORIZED TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 
5478994 (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 

131 SECURE CREDIT/DEBIT CARD AUTHORIZATION, US PAT 5485510Assignee: AT&amp;T 
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Corp., (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
C 132 SECURE METHOD FOR COMMUNICATING CREDIT CARD DATA WHEN PLACING AN 

ORDER ON A NON- SECURE NETWORK, US PAT 5727163Assignee: Amazon.Com, Inc., 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

C 133 SECURE NETWORKED TRANSACTION SYSTEM, US PAT APP 20020077837 (U.S. PTO 
Application 2002) 

C 134 SECURE SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC SELLING, US PAT 5799285 (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 
C 135 SECURED DISPOSABLE DEBIT CARD CALLING SYSTEM AND METHOD, US PAT 

5504808 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 
C 136 SIGNATURE CAPTURING PRINTER AND DATA CARD TERMINAL, US PAT 

5479530Assignee: Microbilt Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 1995) 
C 137 SMART CARD WITH MULTIPLE CHARGE ACCOUNTS AND PRODUCT ITEM TABLES 

DESIGNATING THE ACCOUNT TO DEBIT, US PAT 5649118Assignee: Lucent Technologies 
Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

C 138 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR BILLING FOR TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED OVER THE 
INTERNET FROM WITHIN AN INTRANET, US PAT 5845267Assignee: AT&amp;T Corp, 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

C 139 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES, US 
PAT 7840486 (U.S. PTO Utility 2010) 

C 140 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES, US 
PAT APP 20060031161 (U.S. PTO Application 2006) 

C 141 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES, US 
PAT 6324526 (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

C 142 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING SECURE USER ACCOUNT PURCHASES, US 
PAT APP 20020120587 (U.S. PTO Application 2002) 

C 143 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PRE-AUTHORIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT RE-
MOTE TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 6226624 (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

C 144 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PRE-AUTHORIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT 
TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 5991750Assignee: GE Capital, (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

C 145 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING OPERATOR AND CUSTOMER SERVICES, US 
PAT 6188761Assignee: MCI Communications Corporation, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 

C 146 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PSEUDO CASH TRANSACTIONS, US PAT 
5913203Assignee: Jaesent Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

C. 147 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REAL-TIME BUNDLED TELECOMMUNICATIONS AC-
COUNT PROCESSING AND BILLING, US PAT 6885857Assignee: Verisign, Inc., (U.S. PTO 
Utility 2005) 

C 148 SYSTEM AND METHODS TO SELECT AUTHORIZED VENDORS FOR PREPAID DEBIT 
CARD/CREDIT CARD, US PAT APP 20100012720 (U.S. PTO Application 2010) 

C 149 SYSTEM AND PROCESS FOR ISSUING AND MANAGING FORCED REDEMPTION 
VOUCHERS HAVING ALIAS ACCOUNT NUMBERS, US PAT 6330544Assignee: Walker Di
gital, LLC, (U.S. PTO Utility 2001) 
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150 SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING FRAUDULENT USE OF CREDIT CARD, US PAT 5163098 
(U.S. PTO Utility 1992) 

151 SYSTEM FOR SECURED CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS ON THE INTERNET, US PAT 
5956699Assignee: Jaesent Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1999) 

152 SYSTEM FOR VERIFYING THE USER OF A CARD, US PAT 4023012Assignee: Omron 
Tateisi Electronics Co., (U.S. PTO Utility 1977) 

153 SYSTEM INTEGRATING CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS INTO A FINANCIAL MAN
AGEMENT SYSTEM, US PAT 6343279Assignee: American Management Systems, Inc., (U.S. 
PTO Utility 2002) 

154 SYSTEM, METHOD AND ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE FOR NETWORK ELECTRONIC 
AUTHORIZATION UTILIZING AN AUTHORIZATION INSTRUMENT, US PAT 
5815657Assignee: VeriFone, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1998) 

155 SYSTEMS FOR FINANCIAL AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, US PAT APP 20030097331 
(U.S. PTO Application 2003) 

156 TAMPER RESISTANT SMART CARD AND METHOD OF PROTECTING DATA IN A 
SMART CARD, US PAT 6068192Assignee: Micron Technology, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

157 TELEPHONE DEBIT CARD DISPENSER AND METHOD, US PAT 5696908Assignee: South
east Phonecard, Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

158 TOKENLESS BIOMETRIC ATM ACCESS SYSTEM, US PAT 6154879Assignee: SmartTouch, 
Inc., (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 

159 TRANSACTION AUTHENTICATION USING A CENTRALLY GENERATED TRANSAC
TION IDENTIFIER, US PAT 5343529 (U.S. PTO Utility 1994) 

160 TRANSACTION DEVICE, EQUIPMENT AND METHOD FOR PROTECTING ACCOUNT 
NUMBERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS, US 
PAT 5627355 (U.S. PTO Utility 1997) 

161 TRANSACTION SECURITY APPARATUS AND METHOD, US PAT 5903830 (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1999) 

162 TRANSACTION SECURITY SYSTEM USING TIME VARIANT PARAMETER, US PAT 
4747050Assignee: International Business Machines, (U.S. PTO Utility 1988) 

163 UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION CARD INCLUDING RECEIPT STORAGE 
AND SYSTEM AND METHODS OF CONDUCTING ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS, US 
PAT 5590038 (U.S. PTO Utility 1996) 

164 USER-SPECIFIED CREDIT CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 6029890 (U.S. PTO Utility 2000) 
165 VIRTUAL CALLING CARD SYSTEM, US PAT 5479494Assignee: AT&amp;T Corp., (U.S. 

PTO Utility 1995) 
166 WIRELESS TELEPHONY FOR COLLECTING TOLLS, CONDUCTING FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTIONS, AND AUTHORIZING OTHER ACTIVITIES, US PAT 5991749 (U.S. PTO 
Utility 1999) 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING 
SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

2 
credit card receipts or even from the unauthorized notation 
and use of the information by merchants or their employees 
after a legitimate transaction is made. Naturally, the latter is 
the most difficult to prevent utilizing known methods and 
systems unless a consumer is willing to completely forego 
the use of a credit card fur purchases. 

In the case of computerized remote transactions, as 
messages, including account data or other confidential 
information, move across the internet, they can easily pass 

This invention relates to a system and method of per
forming secure credit card purchases in connection with 
remote commercial transactions, wherein a credit card 
holder does not have to reveal their credit card number to a 
merchant or a mechanism controlled by the merchant in 
order to accomplish a purchase, and wherein the merchant is 
still assured of the necessary credit verifications and approv
als prior to authorizing and/or completing a credit card 
transaction, thneby increasing overall security by minimiz
ing any access to credit card numbers without having to 
substantially modify or deviate from existing, accepted 
credit card transaction practices. 

10 through numerous computers, any one of which can he 
utilized to copy such confidential information or data, 
thereby leading to a further risk of potential fraud when 
conducting such transactions. Presently, some companies 
currently seek to address such security and privacy concerns 

15 by the employment of encryption programs and techniques. 

2. Description of the Related Art 

To this end there is an extensive facility associated with both 
public and private encryption schemes being deployed in 
order to guard the private or secured information being 
transmitted across the internet or like world wide networks. 

TI1e utilization of credit and debit cards to conduct 
transactions is ever increasing. This is especially the case 
with remote or "mail-order" transactions wherein merchants 
desire to be assured of a payment prior to shipping a product. 
For example, recent years have seen a substantial increase in 
the popularity of televised shopping networks to further 
supplement the popularity of catalogue type sales. 
Moreover, the increasing use and popularity of distributed 
computer networks such as the internet has also contributed 

20 Unfortunately, however, even with such encryption 
techniques, the account information must usually still ulti
mately be transmitted to a third party who did not previously 
have access to that information previously. Even some more 
sophisticated systems which seek to interpose a separate 

25 computer or encryption entity between the consumer and the 
merchant so as to obtain authorization and forward it to the 
merchant, that information must still be made available to 
and/or transmitted to that third party, thereby leaving open 
an avenue for fraud or theft. Further, such encryption 

to the dramatic increase in the number of remote commercial 
transactions conducted every day. 

One primary reason associated with the rapid growth of 
remote commercial transactions is the ability of a merchant 
to reach an almost limitless number of potential customers 

30 techniques, even if minimally effective for computerized 
remote transactions, are nul truly useable fur other conven
tional types of remote transactions, or even normal in person 
transactions. 

at a substantially insignificant cost and with little or no 
operating overhead since an actual store is not required. 35 

Additionally, such sales techniques permit customers to 
view the products and services in a greatly expanded 
marketplace, representing a great number of vendors, with
out extensive travel and without foregoing the privacy and 
convenience of their home or other predetermined computer 40 
site in some cases. Simply put, a telephone or like commu
nication avenue is all that is needed to place the consumer 
in contact with the merchant and complete the transaction. 

Based on the above, there is an obvious need in the field 
of art associated with remote commercial transactions for a 
system and method of performing secure credit card pur
chases of goods and services which truly reduces the risk of 
potential fraud and theft by eliminating outside access to a 

The vast increase in popularity of remote commercial 
transactions conducted over the telephone or internet is 
further facilitated by the relatively simple protocols and 
procedures necessary to conduct such transactions. In 
particular, in order to complete a valid transaction, a mer
chant need not physically see the customer or the credit card, 
but must merely accept and enter a customer's credit card 50 

account number and an expiration date thereof to obtain 
authorization. This same convenience, however, is the pri
mary disadvantage and/or problem associated with conduct
ing commerce in the manners set forth above. Specifically, 
there is a great reluctance on the part of the customer to 55 
transmit the credit card account information, including the 
credit card number, because of the proliferation of fraud, and 

consumer's private credit card information without requir
ing complex encryption equipment or significantly altering 
the ease and convenience of current transaction techniques. 
Further, such a system and method should also be effective 
fur use in conventional "in person" transactions as well 
thereby providing an added measure of security and mini~ 

45 mizing the hazards associated with the passing on of account 
information by unscrupulous merchants. Also, such a system 
should provide limits to potential loss or liability in a manner 
which does not impede the transaction. 

a well recognized lack of security directed to the protection 
of such account information. Indeed, it has been established 
that security and privacy concerns are realistic due to the fact 60 

that credit card account data is easily readable or intercept
able by unauthorized parties, and can be readily used for all 
types of remote transactions with minimal risk of being 
physically caught. In fact, unscrupulous individuals have 
many ways of gaining access to a consumer's legitimate 65 

remote transactions and thereby obtaining the credit card 
information. This information can be obtained from old 

SUMMARY OF TilE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed towards a system and 
method of performing secure credit card purchases, wherein 
payment for goods or services purchased is efficiently 
accomplished while eliminating the necessity of disclosure 
or dissemination of a consumers specific credit card number 
or other account data which the customer or other individual 
may wish to maintain in confidence. The system and method 
of the present invention incorporates the advantage of con
summating the purchase by the customer through the selec
tion of any one of a plurality of predetermined payment 
categories. Collectively, the payment categories represent a 
variety of methods for accomplishing payment for a fixed 
transaction, a multiple transaction and/or a repeating trans
action. 

One embodiment of the system and method of the present 
invention comprises a customer receiving information, 
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transaction code, once received by the customer is transmit
ted to the merchant by the customer or a person specifically 
authorized by the customer. Only minimal contact by the 
merchant and the custodial authorizing entity is provided for 
purposes of the merchant verifying the validity of the 
transaction code utilizing a conventional process electroni
cally or otherwise similar to the verification of a credit card 
number normally offered to a merchant for the purchase of 
goods or services. There is, therefore, no disclosure, publi-

including specific data necessary for the purchase of any 
given product or service. This promotional information 
generated by the merchant can be received by any of a 
plurality of conventional means including advertisements, 
catalogues, computer network connections, direct person to 
person customer and merchant contact, telephone 
solicitation, mail orders, television sales, etc. Once the 
customer has identified the product or services which he/she 
wishes to purchase, the customer contacts and supplies a 
custodial authorizing entity with the requisite information 
concerning both the identification of a specific credit card or 
debit card account and a requested payment category. 
Additionally, security against unauthorized use of confiden
tial account data may also preferably include information 
relating to the merchant's identification and/or location. 

10 
cation or other dissemination of the specific credit card 
number of a given customer account beyond those entities 
who already know the information, and the transaction code 
is transmitted exclusively to the customer by the custodial 
authorizing entity who has the ability to better identify 

The custodial authorizing entity is preferably defined as 
the entity which has or has been assigned the custodial 
responsibility for the financial account data of a customer's 
credit card account, including a previous knowledge of the 
credit card number and other information such as credit 
limits, payment history, available credit amounts and other 
information which will determine the status of a given credit 
card account in terms of authorizing a requested payment for 

15 
whether the customer is properly authorized to use the 
account. Moreover, the transaction code, once given out by 
the customer, only has a limited usefulness, thereby limiting 
the risk of misuse and minimizing the potential losses to be 
experienced by the credit card company and/or the account 
holder. 

20 

a current purchase. 
As part of the security system for accomplishing a com

mercial transaction utilizing credit card or debit card 25 

payment, the custodial authorizing entity includes sufficient 
facilities, preferably including a processing computer or like 
applicable hardware for the generation of an exclusive 
transaction code. The transaction code is to be used in 
substitution for the credit card number and when utilized as 30 
authorized, will issue the merchant a credit approval, and 
will accomplish payment for the goods or services desired in 
the normal fashion normally associated with a credit or debit 
card transaction, without the publication or dissemination of 
an identifying credit card number for a specific customer's 35 
account to any entity that is not already aware of that 
information. 

Further, a feature of the transaction code is its ability to 
indicate any one of preferably a plurality of predetermined 
payment categories which may be either requested by the 40 

customer or automatically chosen by the custodial authoriz
ing entity based on the type of account or the type of 
purchase or other commercial transaction involved. Each of 
the payment categories are reflective of a different type of 
payment desired or required to consummate the intended 45 

purchase. More specifically, the plurality of payment cat
egories may include a single transaction involving a specific 
dollar amount for a purchase within a specific time period, 
such as twenty four hours, during which authorization of the 
purchase remains valid.Alternately, a single transaction may 50 

be involved wherein a maximum limit or a dollar amount is 
determined above which the purchase will become invali
dated and further wherein a fixed period of time is preferably 
established for maintaining authorization of such purchase. 
Other alternatives would involve one or more of the catego- 55 
ries coded to define multiple transactions involving a maxi
mum dollar amount for purchases, as well as a fixed period 
of time for authorization of such purchases, and/or a repeat
ing transaction wherein payments may be automatically 
accessed by a merchant over a predetermined or unspecified 60 

time interval (such as every thirty days) for a specific dollar 
amount or a maximum dollar amount limit. Also, limits 
solely as to a specific merchant or a given time period can 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a system and attendant method for performing 
remote commercial transactions utilizing credit cards, which 
maximizes the security of the transaction and limits the 
potential liability to be experienced from a fraudulent trans
action. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a 
secure system and method for establishing credit card pur
chases which eliminate the disclosure or dissemination of 
the actual credit card number to anyone other than a custo
dial authorizing entity which normally has custodial respon
sibilities for account information including the previously 
established credit card number. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
system and method of establishing secure credit card pur
chases through the generation of a transaction code which 
renders it extremely difficult or impossible to access or 
infiltrate a customer's credit card account by unauthorized 
means. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide 
a secure method of completing a remote commercial trans
action which eliminates the need to convey actual account 
information to a merchant, but which allows the merchant to 
conduct a normal verification of information needed to 
consummate a given purchase. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide a 
system and attendant method of accomplishing secure credit 
card purchases which eliminates the need to disclose or 
disseminate a given credit card number while providing the 
customer with the versatility of choosing any one of a 
plurality of predetermined payment categories. 

It is yet another feature of the present invention to provide 
a system and method of accomplishing secure credit card 
payments having the versatility of allowing the customer to 
select any one of a plurality of payment categories which are 
indicative of a variance in the amount of a purchase as well 
as the time in which authorization for such payment is valid. 

These and other objects, features and advantages of the 
present invention will become more clear when the drawings 
as well as the detailed description are taken into consider
ation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
be effectively established for which the transaction code is 
valid. 

A further feature of the present invention to be described 
in greater details hereinafter, is the requirement that the 

For a fuller understanding of the nature of the present 
65 invention, reference should be had to the following detailed 

description taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings in which: 
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FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a flow chart 
showing various steps involved in the performance of the 
system and method of the present invention for the secure 
credit card purchasing; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation similar to that of FIG. 
1 wherein customer to merchant contact is accomplished by 
conventional facilities such as television; and 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation similar that of FIG. 
2 wherein customer to merchant contact is established either 
by phone or in person. 

Like reference numerals refer to like parts throughout the 
several views of the drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TilE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

As shown in the accompanying Figures, the present 
invention is directed towards a system and method for 
accomplishing secure credit card purchases. Moreover, these 
purchases can be "in person", but preferably include remote 
commercial transactions such as mail order, purchases over 
the internet, television solicitations, telephone solicitations, 
etc. Security is establish by virtue of the elimination of the 
need to disclose an active credit card number and expiration 
date to the merchant or any other party other than the 
original cn:dil card company, issuing bank or like financial 
institution which already has custodial responsibilities for 
the financial or account data associated with a given cus
tomer's credit card account. 

More specifically and with reference to FIG. 1 the system 
as well as an attendant method is preferably instigated by the 
customer viewing a product, identifying a desired amount 
for a transaction and/or receiving promotional information 
as at 10, either in person or by any of the electronic or more 
conventional techniques which will be described in greater 
detail with reference to FIGS. 2 through 3. Once the cus
tomer reviews the product or promotional information and 
has sufficient information, such as including price, product 
or service identification, payment requirement, etc., regard
ing the remote commercial transaction to be conducted, the 
customer contacts, either by computer, telephone or in 
person, a custodial authorizing entity as at 12. The custodial 
authorizing entity may herein be defined as comprising that 
entity or institution which has or has been designated by the 
entity which has custodial responsibility for the financial 
data and security of a given credit card account of a 
customer. As set forth above such custodial authorizing 
entity can be represented by the credit card company issuing 
a credit card to a given customer or alternately can be 
represented by a bank or other financial institution serving to 
sponsor a credit card or debit card to the extent of processing 
the debits and credit associated therewith. The authorizing 
entity's custodial responsibilities of course includes the 
previous knowledge and/or storage of the credit card number 
serving to identify a specific customer's credit card account. 
Once contacted, the customer then supplies appropriate 
identification data to inform the custodial authorizing entity 

6 
desired. Such predetermined plurality of payment categories 
will be discussed in greater detail hereinafter. 

Once the appropriate information has been received from 
the customer as indicated at 16, the custodial authorizing 
entity verifies the credit card status and account identifica
tion of the customer to determine the viability of the account 
in terms of dollar amount limits, payment history, available 
credit balance, etc. If the accessed credit card account is not 
in good standing, the custodial authorizing entity will per-

10 manently or temporarily terminate the transaction as at 18 
and/or communicate to the customer directly as at 18' by any 
applicable means for purposes of informing the customer of 
the unacceptable status of the accessed credit card account. 
If the credit card account is in good standing, based at least 

15 in part on the requested payment category, (amount of 
payment), the custodial authorizing entity generates a trans
action code as at 20. The transaction code is used in 
substitution for the specific credit card number which would 
normally identify a customer's credit card account and 

20 would allow access thereto by any entity having possession 
of the credit card number whether or not such possession 
was authorized or unauthorized. More specifically, the trans
action code is pre-coded lo be indicative of a specific credit 
card account, preferably a merchant or merchants identifi-

25 cation and a designated payment category, selected from the 
plurality of predetermined payment categories as set forth 
above. Once generated, the transaction code is communi
cated exclusively to the authorized and verified customer by 
the custodial authorizing entity as at 22, wherein the system 

30 and method of the present invention preferably restricts 
communication between the custodial authorizing entity and 
the merchant except to conduct a normal verification as will 
be explained. 

The verified customer thereafter and preferably within a 
35 time limit to be determined by the customer and pre-coded 

in association with the transaction code, will directly or 
through an authorized representative communicate the trans
action code to the merchant as at 24. The system and method 
of the preferred embodiment of the present invention con-

40 templates that only the verified customer will transmit the 
generated transaction code to the merchant in the case of a 
remote commercial transaction, thereby limiting knowledge 
of the transaction code to those parties having a need to 
know. Of course, however, as the transaction code will 

45 generally have a limited value as defined by the verified 
customer when obtained, the verified customer may desig
nate an agent or other entity to act as the customer on his/her 
behalf, with the amount of potential liability to be experi
enced by such a transaction to be limited to the amount 

50 defined by the verified customer when obtaining the trans
action code. 

At this point the purchase is consummated at least from 
the customer standpoint in that the customer has previously 
established the acceptable status of the account. Therefore 

55 the customer feels free to disclose the transaction code to the 

of a specific customer's credit card account as at 14. In 
addition, the customer will supply the custodial authorizing 
entity with additional required information needed to con- 60 

summate the purchase as well as ensure the security of the 
account in order to prevent its unauthorized use. Such 
additional information may preferably include the identifi
cation of the merchant or merchants involved, when such 
information is deemed necessary, and a requested one of a 65 

plurality of predetermined payment categories to facilitate 
consummation of the purchase of the products or services 

merchant or merchants instead of the actual credit card 
number as at 22, 24 and is relatively unconcerned if the 
transaction code is published or otherwise disseminated to 
unauthorized entities. In a preferred embodiment wherein a 
merchant identifier is pre-coded in association with the 
transaction code, the pre-coding of the transaction code will 
prohibit an unauthorized use due at least in part to the fact 
that the merchant is specifically identified and any attempt to 
use the transaction code other than by the identified mer
chant will be prohibited. In addition, the merchant is pre
vented from "overcharging" or "extending" the purchase by 
fixing the dollar amount to satisfy the specific cost or limit 
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of the purchase as well as a specific time limit or time 
parameters in which the authorization for payment is valid. 
Such information, as set forth above, is communicated by 
the requested and subsequently designated payment cat
egory as set forth above. Restricted communication between 

8 
tions are preferably, but not necessarily, authorized to be 
conducted only over a fixed life period of time, such as 
within twenty four hours, thereby ensuring that an outstand
ing transaction code does not remain valid if not used as 
generally intended. This limited time period can, of course 
be varied or omitted depending upon the wishes of the 
customer and/or the policies of the custodial authorizing 
entity. Also, these or any other payment category transac
tions may include a specific merchant identification to 

the merchant and the custodial authorizing entity as at 26 is 
permitted exclusively for purposes of verification of the 
transaction code in a manner, which may utilize, at least to 
some extent, conventional facilities for the verification of a 
credit card number by most merchants or like commercial 
establishments. As a result, the merchant also has a desired 
verification as to the validity of a transaction and can 
effectively make arrangements to be paid by the credit card 
company. 

10 further restrict use of the transaction code. 
The payment category may also include a multi

transaction authorization wherein more than one purchase 
may be made from one or a plurality of different merchants, 
each of which may or may not be identified by the customer 

If for some reason the transaction code is refused 
verification, the customer may be informed directly by the 
merchant as at 28 and or the transaction may be terminated 
as at 30. Assuming verification of the transaction code by the 
custodial authorizing entity, the merchant proceeds to con
summate the purchase and send the order, as at 32, in the 
case of a remote commercial transaction. 

15 and pre-coded in association with the transaction code, and 
wherein a total cost of the plurality of purchases may not 
exceed a maximum limit amount. This transaction can also 
be limited to having to take place within a predetermined, 
designated fixed life span, such as but not limited to twenty 

FIGS. 3 and 4 arc representative of the versatility of the 
system and method of the present invention wherein the 
customer 54 mav receive the aforementioned promotional 
information fro~ the merchant 56 by any appropriate means 
such as television solicitation as at 58, phone solicitation as 
at 60 and/or personal solicitation as at 62. Once the customer 
receives the promotional information, which may include 

20 four hours. Accordingly, in some instances wherein a 
customer, or an agent of the customer, such as a child, 
guardian, or care giver, must make a number of transactions 
or purchases which are authorized by the customer, the 
customer may designate a maximum amount which can be 

25 spent utilizing a particular transaction code within a prede
termined period of time, and/or can designate that only one 
merchant, whether designated or not, can use the transaction 
code. 

the vitwing of the product itself, or in advance if a general 
estimate as to the ultimate cost of an anticipate purchase(s) 30 

can be made prior to viewing promotional information, the 
customer contacts the custodial authorizing entity 64 by any 
appropriate electronic or conventional facilities such as 
direct phone to phone contact as at 66 and 66' or direct 
computer contact as at 42', 45'. Once the customer's autho- 35 

rization is confirmed, details of the anticipated transaction 
are established so as to determine a payment category, and 
the a transaction code is issued to the customer. The 
customer, either directly or through a representative, can 
then utilize the transaction code to consummate a transaction 40 

within the defined parameters of the payment category. 
Moreover, the merchant 56, through a conventional, yet 
restricted communication with the custodial authorizing 
entity 64 by any of a plurality of conventional or electronic 
methods using computer to computer linking as at 44', 45' or 45 

by telephone transmission as at 56', 66', can obtain a 
verification and subsequent payment utilizing the transac
tion code only. 

As emphasized above, an important feature of the present 
invention is the ability of the customer to request a desired 50 

or a required payment category and the ability of the 
custodial authorizing entity 64 and/or a processing computer 
45 of the custodial authorizing entity to issue a transaction 
code in accordance with the payment category. The payment 
categories, may be collectively defined as a variety of 55 
different types of transactions. Such transactions may 
include a single transaction for a specific amount of a 
purchase to be consummated. Alternatively, the payment 
category may include a single transaction defined by a single 
purchase having a maximum limit amount, wherein the 60 

specific or precise cost of the purchase has not been deter
mined for a variety of reasons, and as such, the customer 
desires to set a maximum amount for which the single 
transaction may be made. Accordingly, with such a payment 
category, the exact amount may not be known in advance, 65 

but the customer is assured of not paying over the specifi
cally designated maximum limit. In addition, the transac-

As yet another alternative, the payment category may 
include a repeating transaction for a specific amount to be 
paid in each of a fixed number of intervals. For example, the 
customer may which to join a gym or receive services or 
products over a fixed number of payment intervals, such as 
every thirty days. Accordingly, the merchant will be autho
rized to charge the credit card account designated by the 
corresponding transaction code a fixed monthly payment. 
Similarly, a repealing transaction fur a slated minimum 
interval such as every thirty days may be authorized for a 
specific amount for an unspecified number of intervals 
wherein the merchant will be authorized to continuously 
obtain payment on a "monthly" basis until the customer 
decides to cancel such authorization. Also, a more open 
ended transaction wherein charges may be performed until 
cancelled and with or without other limiting criteria may 
also he provided. 

Since many modifications, variations and changes in 
detail can be made to the described preferred embodiment of 
the invention, it is intended that all matters in the foregoing 
description and shown in the accompanying drawings be 
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. Thus, 
the scope of the invention should be determined by the 
appended claims and their legal equivalents. 

Now that the invention has been described, 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 

said method comprising the steps of: 
a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custo

dial responsibility of account parameters of customer's 
credit card account; 

b) supplying the custodial authorizing entity with at least 
account identification data; 

c) defining a plurality of payment categories, at least one 
of said payment categories including at least two of 
said purchase authorization for a repeating transaction 
at a fixed amount payable at each of a fixed number of 
time intervals; 
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d) designating at least one of said payment categories: 
e) generating a transaction code reflecting at least said 

designated payment category and a purchase autho
rization within said designated payment category; 

f) communicating the transaction code to a merchant to 
consummalt: a purchast: within ddlnt:d purchast: 
parameters; 

g) verifying that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category; and 

h) obtaining said purchase authorization so as to con- 10 

firm that said defined purchase parameters are within 
said designated payment category and complete the 
purchase. 

2. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 
step of obtaining said purchase authorization from the 15 

custodial authorizing entity. 
3. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising a step 

of communicating promotional information of offered sub
ject matter to the customer by the merchant, pre-determining 
the purchase parameters of the purchase, and corresponding 20 

said designated payment category to said purchase param
eters. 

10 
c) authorization for multiple transactions at a maximum 

total amount for purchases within a predetermined time 
period, 

d) authorization for a repeating transaction at a fixed 
amount for purchases payable at each of a fixed number 
of time intervals, and 

e) authorization for a repeating transaction at a fixed 
amounts for purchases payable at each of an unspeci
fied number of time intervals. 

13. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 
defining the plurality of categories to include: 

a) authorization for a single transaction at a fixed amount 
for a purchase, 

b) authorization for a single transaction at a maximum 
amount for a purchase, 

c) authorization for multiple transactions at a maximum 
total amount for purchases, 

d) authorization for a repeating transaction at a fixed 
amount for purchases payable at each of a fixed number 
of time intervals, and 

e) authorization for a repeating transaction at a fixed 
amounts for purchases payable at each of an unspeci
fied number of time intervals. 4. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 

merchant communicating the transaction code to the custo
dial authorizing entity for verification. 

5. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 
custodial authorizing entity generating a transaction code 
which reflects at least said designated one of a plurality of 
said payment categories. 

14. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 
25 generating a transaction code which further reflects an 

identification of the merchant. 

6. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 30 

defining said plurality of payment categories to include 
amount parameters for a cost of purchase. 

7. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 
defining said plurality of payment categories to include time 
parameters during which the purchase can be completed. 

8. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 
defining the plurality of payment categories to include 
authorization for a single transaction at a fixed amount for 
purchase within a predetermined period of time. 

35 

9. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 40 

defining the plurality of payment categories to include 
authorization for a single transaction at a maximum amount 
for purchase within a predetermined period of time. 

10. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 
defining the plurality of payment categories to include at 45 

least two of the purchase authorizations for multiple trans
actions at a maximum total amount for items purchased 
within a predetermined time period. 

11. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 
defining the plurality of payment categories to include 50 

authorization for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount 
payable at each of an unspecified number of time intervals. 

12. A method as recited in claim 5 further comprising 
defining the plurality of payment categories to include: 

a) authorization for a single transaction at a fixed amount 55 

for a purchase within a predetermined period of time, 

b) authorization for a single transaction at a maximum 
amount for a purchase within a predetermined period of 
time, 

15. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 
step of defining the plurality of categories to include a 
limited time interval during which said purchase authoriza
tion is valid. 

16. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custo
dial responsibility of account parameters of a custom
er's credit card account; 

b) supplying the custodial authorizing entity with at least 
account identification data; 

c) defining a plurality of payment categories, said pay
ment categories including at least (i) authorization for 
a single transaction at a fixed amount for a purchase; (i) 
authorization for a single transaction at a maximum 
amount for a purchase; and iii) authorization for mul
tiple transactions at a maximum total amount for pur
chases; 

d) designating at least one of said payment categories: 
e) generating a transaction code reflecting at least said 

designated payment category and a purchase autho
rization within said designated payment category; 

f) communicating the transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase 
parameters; 

g) verifying that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category; and 

h) obtaining said purchase authorization so as to con
firm that said defined purchase parameters are within 
said designated payment category and complete the 
purchase. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING 
SECURE CREDIT CARD PURCHASES 

The present application is a Continuation of U.S. patent 
applicationSer. No. 10/037,007, filed Nov. 4, 2001 now aban
doned, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/231,745, filed on Jan. 15, 1999, now U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,324,526, issued on Nov. 27, 2001. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

I. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a system and method of perform

ing secure credit card purchases in connection with remote 
commercial transactions, wherein a credit card holder does 
not have to reveal their credit card number to a merchant or a 
mechanism controlled by the merchant in order to accomplish 
a purchase, and wherein the merchant is still assured of the 
necessary credit verifications and approvals prior to authoriz
ing and/or completing a credit card transaction, thereby 
increasing overall security by minimizing any access to credit 
card numbers without having to substantially modifY or devi
ate from existing, accepted credit card transaction practices. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
The utilization of credit and debit cards to conduct trans

actions is ever increasing. This is especially the case with 
remote or "mail-order" transactions wherein merchants 
desire to be assured of a payment prior to shipping a product. 
For example, recent years have seen a substantial increase in 
the popularity of televised shopping networks to further 
supplement the popularity of catalogue type sales. Moreover, 
the increasing use and popularity of distributed computer 
networks such as the internet has also contributed to the 
dramatic increase in the number of remote commercial trans
actions conducted every day. 

One primary reason associated with the rapid growth of 
remote commercial transactions is the ability of a merchant to 
reach an almost limitless number of potential customers at a 
substantially insignificant cost and with little or no operating 
overhead since an actual store is not required. Additionally, 
such sales techniques permit customers to view the products 
and services in a greatly expanded marketplace, representing 
a great number of vendors, without extensive travel and with
out foregoing the privacy and convenience of their home or 
other predetermined computer site in some cases. Simply put, 
a telephone or like communication avenue is all that is needed 
to place the consumer in contact with the merchant and com
plete the transaction. 

2 
transactions with minimal risk of being physically caught. In 
fact, unscrupulous individuals have many ways of gaining 
access to a consumer's legitimate remote transactions and 
thereby obtaining the credit card information. This informa
tion can be obtained from old credit card receipts or even from 
the unauthorized notation and use of the information by mer
chants or their employees after a legitimate transaction is 
made. Naturally, the latter is the most difficult to prevent 
utilizing known methods and systems unless a consumer is 

10 willing to completely forego the use of a credit card for 
purchases. 

In the case of computerized remote transactions, as mes
sages, including account data or other confidential informa-

15 tion, move across the internet, they can easily pass through 
numerous computers, any one of which can be utilized to 
copy such confidential information or data, thereby leading to 
a further risk of potential fraud when conducting such trans
actions. Presently, some companies currently seek to address 

20 
such security and privacy concerns by the employment of 
encryption programs and techniques. To this end there is an 
extensive facility associated with both public and private 
encryption schemes being deployed in order to guard the 
private or secured information being transmitted across the 

25 
internet or like world wide networks. Unfortunately, however, 
even with such encryption techniques, the account informa
tion must usually still ultimately be transmitted to a third 
party who did not previously have access to that information 
previously. Even some more sophisticated systems which 

30 ~~~~~~ni~=~o':s:~:;~~~at~e ::~~!%~~a:~~:~~~~: a:~~d-
rization and forward it to the merchant, that information must 
still be made available to and/or transmitted to that third party, 
thereby leaving open an avenue for fraud or theft. Further, 

35 
such encryption techniques, even if minimally effective for 
computerized remote transactions, are not truly useable ±or 
other conventional types of remote transactions, or even nor
mal in person transactions. 

Based on the above, there is an obvious need in the field of 

40 art associated with remote commercial transactions for a sys
tem and method of performing secure credit card purchases of 
goods and services which truly reduces the risk of potential 
fraud and theft by eliminating outside access to a consumer's 
private credit card information without requiring complex 

45 encryption equipment or significantly altering the ease and 
convenience of current transaction techniques. Further, such 
a system and method should also be effective for use in 
conventional, "in person" transactions as well, thereby pro
viding an added measure of security and minimizing the The vast increase in popularity of remote commercial 

transactions conducted over the telephone or internet is fur
ther facilitated by the relatively simple protocols and proce
dures necessary to conduct such transactions. In particular, in 
order to complete a valid transaction, a merchant need not 
physically see the customer or the credit card, but must 
merely accept and enter a customer's credit card accmmt 55 

number and an expiration date thereof to obtain authorization. 
This same convenience, however, is the primary disadvantage 
and/or problem associated with conducting commerce in the 
manners set forth above. Specifically, there is a great reluc
tance on the part of the customer to transmit the credit card 60 

account information, including the credit card number, 
because of the proliferation of fraud, and a well recognized 
lack of security directed to the protection of such account 
information. Indeed, it has been established that security and 
privacy concerns are realistic due to the fact that credit card 65 

account data is easily readable or interceptable by unautho
rized parties, and can be readily used for all types of remote 

50 hazards associated with the passing on of account informa
tion by unscrupulous merchants. Also, such a system should 
provide limits to potential loss or liability in a manner which 
does not impede the transaction. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed towards a system and 
method of performing secure credit card purchases, wherein 
payment for goods or services purchased is efficiently accom
plished while eliminating the necessity of disclosure or dis
semination of a consumers specific credit card number or 
other account data which the customer or other individual 
may wish to maintain in confidence. The system and method 
of the present invention incorporates the advantage of con
snnnnating the purchase by the customer through the selec
tion of any one of a plurality of predetermined payment 
categories. Collectively, the payment categories represent a 

MasterCard, Exh. 1003, p. 231
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variety of methods for accomplishing payment for a fixed 
transaction, a multiple transaction and/or a repeating transac
tion. 

4 
specific merchant or a given time period can be effectively 
established for which the transaction code is valid. 

A further feature of the present invention to be described in 
greater detail hereinafter, is the requirement that the transac
tion code, once received by the customer is transmitted to the 
merchant by the customer or a person specifically authorized 
by the customer. Only minimal contact by the merchant and 
the custodial authorizing entity is provided for purposes of the 
merchant verifYing the validity of the transaction code utiliz
ing a conventional process electronically or otherwise similar 
to the verification of a credit card number normally offered to 
a merchant for the purchase of goods or services. There is, 
therefore, no disclosure, publication or other dissemination of 
the specific credit card number of a given customer account 
beyond those entities who already know the information, and 
the transaction code is transmitted exclusively to the cus
tomer by the custodial authorizing entity who has the ability 
to better identify whether the customer is properly authorized 

One embodiment of the system and method of the present 
invention comprises a customer receiving information, 
including specific data necessary for the purchase of any 
given product or service. This promotional information gen
erated by the merchant can be received by any of a plurality of 
conventional means including advertisements, catalogues, 
computer network connections, direct person to person cus- 10 

tamer and merchant contact, telephone solicitation, mail 
orders, etc. Once the customer has identified the product or 
services which he/she wishes to purchase, the customer con
tacts and supplies a custodial authorizing entity with the 
requisite information concerning both the identification of a 15 

specific credit card or debit card account and a requested 
payment category. Additionally, security against unautho
rized use of confidential account data may also preferably 
include information relating to the merchant's identification 
and/or location. 

The custodial authorizing entity is preferably defined as the 
entity which has or has been assigned the custodial responsi
bility for the financial account data of a customer's credit card 
account, including a previous knowledge of the credit card 
number and other information such as credit limits, payment 25 

history, available credit amounts and other information which 
will determine the status of a given credit card account in 
terms of authorizing a requested payment for a current pur
chase. 

20 to use the account. Moreover, the transaction code, once given 
out by the customer, only has a limited usefulness, thereby 
limiting the risk of misuse and minimizing the potential 
losses to be experienced by the credit card company and/or 
the account holder. 

As part of the security system for accomplishing a com- 30 

mercia! transaction utilizing credit card or debit card pay
ment, the custodial authorizing entity includes sufficient 
facilities, preferably including a processing computer or like 
applicable hardware for the generation of an exclusive trans
action code. The transaction code is to be used in substitution 35 

for the credit card number and when utilized as authorized, 
will issue the merchant a credit approval, and will accomplish 
payment for the goods or services desired in the normal 
fashion normally associated with a credit or debit card trans
action, without the publication or dissemination of an identi- 40 

fying credit card number for a specific customer's account to 
any entity that is not already aware of that information. 

Further, a feature of the transaction code is its ability to 
indicate any one of preferably a plurality of predetermined 
payment categories which may be either requested by the 45 

customer or automatically chosen by the custodial authoriz
ing entity based on the type of account or the type of purchase 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a system and attendant method for performing 
remote commercial transactions utilizing credit cards, which 
maximizes the security of the transaction and limits the 
potential liability to be experienced from a fraudulent trans
action. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a 
secure system and method for establishing credit card pur
chases which eliminate the disclosure or dissemination of the 
actual credit card number to anyone other than a custodial 
authorizing entity which normally has custodial responsibili
ties for account information including the previously estab
lished credit card number. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
system and method of establishing secure credit card pur
chases through the generation of a transaction code which 
renders it extremely difficult or impossible to access or infil
trate a customer's credit card account by unauthorized means. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a 
secure method of completing a remote commercial transac
tion which eliminates the need to convey actual account infor
mation to a merchant, but which allows the merchant to 
conduct a normal verification of information needed to con
SUlllllate a given purchase. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide a 
system and attendant method of accomplishing secure credit 
card purchases which eliminate the need to disclose or dis
seminate a given credit card number while providing the 
customer with the versatility of choosing any one of a plural
ity of predetermined payment categories. 

It is yet another feature of the present invention to provide 
a system and method of accomplishing secure credit card 
payments having the versatility of allowing the customer to 
select any one of a plurality of payment categories which are 
indicative of a variance in the amount of a purchase as well as 
the time in which authorization for such payment is valid. 

or other commercial transaction involved. Each of the pay
ment categories are reflective of a different type of payment 
desired or required to consummate the intended purchase. 50 

More specifically, the plurality of payment categories may 
include a single transaction involving a specific dollar amount 
for a purchase within a specific time period, such as twenty 
four hours, during which authorization of the purchase 
remains valid. Alternately, a single transaction may be 55 

involved wherein a maximum limit or a dollar amount is 
determined above which the purchase will become invali
dated and further wherein a fixed period of time is preferably 
established for maintaining authorization of such purchase. 
Other alternatives would involve one or more of the catego- 60 

ries coded to define multiple transactions involving a maxi
mum dollar amount for purchases, as well as a fixed period of 
time for authorization of such purchases, and/or a repeating 
transaction wherein payments may be automatically accessed These and other objects, features and advantages of the 

65 present invention will become more clear when the drawings 
as well as the detailed description are taken into consider-

by a merchant over a predetermined or unspecified time inter
val (such as every thirty days) for a specific dollar amount or 
a maximum dollar amount limit. Also, limits solely as to a ation. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a fuller understanding of the nature of the present 
invention, reference should be had to the following detailed 
description taken in connection with the accompanying draw
ings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a flow chart show
ing various steps involved in the performance of the system 
and method of the present invention for the secure credit card 
purchasing; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation similar to that of FIG. 
1 wherein customer to merchant contact is accomplished by 
conventional facilities such as television; and 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation similar that of FIG. 2 
wherein customer to merchant contact is established either by 
phone or in person. 

Like reference numerals refer to like parts throughout the 
several views of the drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

As shown in the accompanying Figures, the present inven
tion is directed towards a system and method for accomplish
ing secure credit card purchases. Moreover, these purchases 
can be "in person", but preferably include remote commercial 
transactions such as mail order, purchases over the internet, 
television solicitations, telephone solicitations, etc. Security 
is established by virtue of the elimination of the need to 
disclose an active credit card number and expiration date to 
the merchant or any other party other than the original credit 
card company, issuing bank or like financial institution which 
already has custodial responsibilities for the financial or 
account data associated with a given customer's credit card 
account. 

More specifically and with reference to FIG. 1 the system 
as well as an attendant method is preferably instigated by the 
customer viewing a product, identifYing a desired amount for 

6 
its unauthorized use. Such additional information may pref
erably include the identification of the merchant or merchants 
involved, when such information is deemed necessary, and a 
requested one of a plurality of predetermined payment cat
egories to facilitate consummation of the purchase of the 
products or services desired. Such predetermined plurality of 
payment categories will be discussed in greater detail here
inafter. 

Once the appropriate information has been received from 
10 the customer as indicated at 16, the custodial authorizing 

entity verifies the credit card status and account identification 
of the customer to determine the viability of the account in 
terms of dollar amount limits, payment history, available 
credit balance, etc. If the accessed credit card account is not in 

15 good standing, the custodial authorizing entity will perma
nently or temporarily terminate the transaction as at 18 and/or 
communicate to the customer directly as at 18' by any appli
cable means for purposes of informing the customer of the 
unacceptable status of the accessed credit card account. If the 

20 credit card account is in good standing, based at least in part 
on the requested payment category, (amount of payment), the 
custodial authorizing entity generates a transaction code as at 
20. The transaction code is used in substitution for the specific 
credit card number which would normally identifY a custom-

25 er' s credit card account and would allow access thereto by any 
entity having possession of the credit card number whether or 
not such possession was authorized or unauthorized. More 
specifically, the transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative 
of a specific credit card account, preferably a merchant or 

30 merchants identification and a designated payment category, 
selected from the plurality of predetermined payment catego
ries as set forth above. Once generated, the transaction code is 
communicated exclusively to the authorized and verified cus
tomer by the custodial authorizing entity as at 22, wherein the 

35 system and method of the present invention preferably 
restricts communication between the custodial authorizing 
entity and the merchant except to conduct a normal verifica
tion as will be explained. 

The verified customer thereafter and preferably within a 
40 time limit to be determined by the customer and pre-coded in 

association with the transaction code, will directly or through 
an authorized representative communicate the transaction 
code to the merchant as at 24. The system and method of the 
preferred embodiment ofthe present invention contemplates 

a transaction and/or receiving promotional information as at 
10, either in person or by any of the electronic or more 
conventional techniques which will be described in greater 
detail with reference to FIGS. 2 through 3. Once the customer 
reviews the product or promotional information and has suf
ficient information, such as including price, product or ser
vice identification, payment requirement, etc., regarding the 
remote commercial transaction to be conducted, the customer 
contacts, either by computer, telephone or in person, a custo
dial authorizing entity as at 12. The custodial authorizing 
entity may herein be defined as comprising that entity or 
institution which has or has been designated by the entity 
which has custodial responsibility for the financial data and 
security of a given credit card account of a customer. As set 
forth above such custodial authorizing entity can be repre
sented by the credit card company issuing a credit card to a 
given customer or alternately can be represented by a bank or 
other financial institution serving to sponsor a credit card or 
debit card to the extent of processing the debits and credit 
associated therewith. The authorizing entity's custodial 
responsibilities of course includes the previous knowledge 
and/or storage of the credit card number serving to identify a 
specific customer's credit card account. Once contacted, the 
customer then supplies appropriate identification data to 
inform the custodial authorizing entity of a specific custom
er's credit card account as at 14. In addition, the customer will 
supply the custodial authorizing entity with additional 65 

required information needed to consummate the purchase as 
well as ensure the security of the account in order to prevent 

45 that only the verified customer will transmit the generated 
transaction code to the merchant in the case of a remote 
commercial transaction, thereby limiting knowledge of the 
transaction code to those parties having a need to know. Of 
course, however, as the transaction code will generally have a 

50 limited value as defied by the verified customer when 
obtained, the verified customer may designate an agent or 
other entity to act as the customer on his/her behalf, with the 
amount of potential liability to be experienced by such a 
transaction to be limited to the amount defined by the verified 

55 customer when obtaining the transaction code. 
At this point the purchase is consummated at least from the 

customer standpoint in that the customer has previously 
established the acceptable status of the account. Therefore the 
customer feels free to disclose the transaction code to the 

60 merchant or merchants instead of the actual credit card num-
ber as at 22, 24 and is relatively unconcerned if the transaction 
code is published or otherwise disseminated to unauthorized 
entities. In a preferred embodiment wherein a merchant iden
tifier is pre-coded in association with the transaction code, the 
pre-coding of the transaction code will prohibit an unautho
rized use due at least in part to the fact that the merchant is 
specifically identified and any attempt to use the transaction 
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code other than by the identified merchant will be prohibited. 
8 

specifically designated maximum limit. In addition, the trans
actions are preferably, but not necessarily, authorized to be 
conducted only over a fixed life period of time, such as within 
twenty four hours, thereby ensuring that an outstanding trans
action code does not remain valid if not used as generally 
intended. This limited time period can, of course be varied or 
omitted depending upon the wishes of the customer and/or 
the policies of the custodial authorizing entity. Also, these or 
any other payment category transactions may include a spe-

In addition, the merchant is prevented from "overcharging" or 
"extending" the purchase by fixing the dollar amount to sat
isfy the specific cost or limit of the purchase as well as a 
specific time limit or time parameters in which the authori
zation for payment is valid. Such information, as set forth 
above, is communicated by the requested and subsequently 
designated payment category as set forth above. Restricted 
communication between the merchant and the custodial 
authorizing entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for pur
poses of verification of the transaction code in a manner, 
which may utilize, at least to some extent, conventional facili
ties for the verification of a credit card number by most 
merchants or like commercial establishments. As a result, the 
merchant also has a desired verification as to the validity of a 15 

transaction and can effectively make arrangements to be paid 

10 cific merchant identification to further restrict use of the 

by the credit card company. 
If for some reason the transaction code is refused verifica

tion, the customer may be informed directly by the merchant 
as at 28 and or the transaction may be terminated as at 30. 20 

Assuming verification of the transaction code by the custodial 
authorizing entity, the merchant proceeds to consummate the 
purchase and send the order, as at 32, in the case of a remote 
commercial transaction. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 are representative of the versatility of the 25 

system and method of the present invention wherein the cus
tomer 54 may receive the aforementioned promotional infor
mation from the merchant 56 by any appropriate means such 
as television solicitation as at 58, phone solicitation as at 60 
and/or personal solicitation as at 62. Once the customer 30 

receives the promotional information, which may include the 
viewing of the product itself, or in advance if a general esti
mate as to the ultimate cost of an anticipated purchase(s) can 
be made prior to viewing promotional information, the cus
tomer contacts the custodial authorizing entity 64 by any 35 

appropriate electronic or conventional facilities such as direct 
phone to phone contact as at 66 and 66' or direct computer 
contact as at 42', 45'. Once the customer's authorization is 
confirmed, details of the anticipated transaction are estab
lished so as to determine a payment category, and a transac- 40 

tion code is issued to the customer. The customer, either 
directly or through a representative, can then utilize the trans
action code to consummate a transaction within the defined 
parameters of the payment category. Moreover, the merchant 
56, through a conventional, yet restricted communication 45 

with the custodial authorizing entity 64 by any of a plurality 
of conventional or electronic methods using computer to 
computer linking as at 44', 45' or by telephone transmission as 
at 56', 66', can obtain a verification and subsequent payment 
utilizing the transaction code only. 

As emphasized above, an important feature of the present 
invention is the ability of the customer to request a desired or 

50 

a required payment category and the ability of the custodial 
authorizing entity 64 and/or a processing computer 45 of the 
custodial authorizing entity to issue a transaction code in 55 

accordance with the payment category. The payment catego
ries, may be collectively defined as a variety of different types 
of transactions. Such transactions may include a single trans
action for a specific amount of a purchase to be consunm1ated. 
Alternatively, the payment category may include a single 60 

transaction defined by a single purchase having a maximum 
limit amount, wherein the specific or precise cost of the 
purchase has not been determined for a variety of reasons, and 
as such, the customer desires to set a maximum amount for 
which the single transaction may be made. Accordingly, with 65 

such a payment category, the exact amount may not be known 
in advance, but the customer is assured of not paying over the 

transaction code. 
The payment category may also include a multi-transac

tion authorization wherein more than one purchase may be 
made from one or a plurality of different merchants, each of 
which may or may not be identified by the customer and 
pre-coded in association with the transaction code, and 
wherein a total cost of the plurality of purchases may not 
exceed a maximum limit amount. This transaction can also be 
limited to having to take place within a predetermined, des
ignated fixed life span, such as but not limited to twenty four 
hours. Accordingly, in some instances wherein a customer, or 
an agent of the customer, such as a child, guardian, or care 
giver, must make a number of transactions or purchases which 
are authorized by the customer, the customer may designate a 
maximum amount which can be spent utilizing a particular 
transaction code within a predetermined period of time, and/ 
or can designate that only one merchant, whether designated 
or not, can use the transaction code. 

As yet another alternative, the payment category may 
include a repeating transaction for a specific amount to be 
paid in each of a fixed number of intervals. For example, the 
customer may which to join a gym or receive services or 
products over a fixed number of payment intervals, such as 
every thirty days. Accordingly, the merchant will be autho
rized to charge the credit card account designated by the 
corresponding transaction code a fixed monthly payment. 
Similarly, a repeating transaction for a stated minimum inter
val such as every thirty days may be authorized for a specific 
amount for an unspecified number of intervals wherein the 
merchant will be authorized to continuously obtain payment 
on a "monthly" basis until the customer decides to cancel 
such authorization. 

Since many modifications, variations and changes in detail 
can be made to the described preferred embodiment of the 
invention, it is intended that all matters in the foregoing 
description and shown in the accompanying drawings be 
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. Thus, the 
scope of the invention should be determined by the appended 
claims and their legal equivalents. 

Now that the invention has been described, 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 

said method comprising: 
a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custo

dial responsibility of account parameters of a customer's 
account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least 
account identification data of said customer's account; 

c) defining a payment category including at least limiting 
purchases to a single merchant for at least one transac
tion, said single merchant limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant 
being identified as said single merchant; 

d) designating said payment category thereby designating 
at least that a transaction code generated in accordance 
with said payment category can be used by only one 
merchant; 
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e) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 
of said custodial authorizing entity, said transaction 
code reflecting at least the limits of said designated 
payment category to make a purchase within said des
ignated payment category; 

f) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase with defined purchase param
eters; 

g) verifYing that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category; and 

h) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category and to autho
rize payment required to complete the purchase. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
designating said single merchant subsequent to generating 
said transaction code. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of communi
cating the transaction code to said merchant to consummate 
said purchase within defined purchase parameters further 
comprises designation of said single merchant. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of generating 
said transaction code further comprises said customer obtain
ing said transaction code. 

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising obtaining said 
authorization for said purchase from the custodial authorizing 
entity. 

10 
limiting purchases to said at least two purchases at said maxi
mum total amount for items purchased within said predeter
mined time period. 

16. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
using said transaction code for at least two purchases for a 
repeating transaction at a fixed amount payable at each of a 
fixed number of time intervals. 

17. The method of claim 16 further comprising defining at 
10 least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 

limiting purchases to said repeating transaction at said fixed 
amount payable at each of said fixed number of time intervals. 

18. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 

15 using said transaction code for a repeating transaction at a 
fixed amount payable at each of an unspecified number of 
time intervals. 

19. The method of claim 18 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 

20 limiting purchases to said repeating transaction at said fixed 
amount payable at each of said unspecified number of time 
intervals. 

20. The method of claim 8 wherein said plurality of pay
ment categories further include at least one of the group 

25 consisting of: 
a) using said transaction code for a single transaction at a 

fixed amount for a purchase within a predetermined 
period of time, 

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising a step of 
communicating promotional information of offered subject 30 
matter to the customer by the merchant, pre-determining the 
purchase parameters of the purchase, and corresponding said 
designated payment category to said purchase parameters. 

b) using said transaction code for a single transaction at a 
maximum amount for a purchase within a predeter
mined period of time, 

c) using said transaction code for multiple transactions at a 
maximum total amount for purchases within a predeter
mined time period, 7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the merchant 

communicating the transaction code to the custodial autho- 35 

rizing entity for verification. 
8. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating a 

transaction code which reflects at least one of a plurality of 
said payment categories. 

9. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 40 

least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
amount parameters for a cost of one or more purchases. 

10. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
time parameters during which the purchase can be completed. 45 

11. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
using said transaction code for a single transaction at a fixed 
amount for purchase within a predetermined period of time. 

50 
12. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 

least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
using said transaction code for a single transaction at a maxi
mum amount for purchase within a predetermined period of 
time. 

55 

d) using said transaction code for a repeating transaction at 
a fixed amount for purchases payable at each of a fixed 
number of time intervals, and 

e) using said transaction code for a repeating transaction at 
a fixed amount for purchases payable at each of an 
unspecified number of time intervals. 

21. The method of claim 8 wherein said plurality of pay
ment categories further include at least one of the group 
consisting of: 

a) using said transaction code for a single transaction at a 
fixed amount for a purchase, 

b) using said transaction code for a single transaction at a 
maximum amount for a purchase, 

c) using said transaction code for multiple transactions at a 
maximum total amount for purchases, 

d) using said transaction code for a repeating transaction at 
a fixed amount for purchases payable at each of a fixed 
number of time intervals, and 

e) using said transaction code for a repeating transaction at 
a fixed amount for purchases payable at each of an 
tmspecified number of time intervals. 

22. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating 
said transaction code to further reflect an identification of said 
single merchant. 

13. The method of claim 12 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
limiting purchases to said single transaction at said maximum 
amount for purchase within said predetermined period of 
time. 

14. The method of claim 8 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 
using said transaction code for at least two purchases at a 
maximum total amount for items purchased within a prede
termined time period. 

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising defining 
60 said payment category to include limiting purchases to a 

limited time interval during which said purchase is permitted. 
24. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 

said method comprising: 

15. The method of claim 14 further comprising defining at 
least one of said plurality of payment categories to include 

65 

a) identifYing a pre-established account that is used to 
make credit card purchases; 

b) designating at least one of a plurality of pre-defined 
payment categories which limit a nature of a subsequent 
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purchases, at least one of said payment categories 
including limiting purchases to a single merchant, said 
single merchant limitation being included in said pay
ment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as said single merchant; 

c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 

12 
26. The method of claim 25 wherein said step of selecting 

said payment category which limits said nature of said series 
of subsequent purchases to said single merchant further com
prises limiting said nature of said series of subsequent pur
chases to a fixed amount for each of said subsequent pur
chases. 

of a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established 
account, said transaction code associated with at least 
said pre-established account and the limits of said 
selected payment category, and different from said pre
established account; 

d) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase param
eters; 

27. The method of claim 25 wherein said step of selecting 
said payment category which limits said nature of said series 
of subsequent purchases to said single merchant further com-

10 prises limiting said nature of said series of subsequent pur
chases to a maximum total amount for said subsequent pur
chases. 

e) verifYing that said defined purchase parameters corre
spond to said designated payment category; and 

28. The method of claim 25 wherein said step of verifying 
that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said 

15 selected payment category further identifies said merchant as 
said single merchant. 

f) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category and to autho
rize payment required to complete the purchase; and 

g) associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account. 

25. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 
said method comprising: 

20 

a) identifYing a pre-established account that is used to 25 

make credit card purchases; 
b) selecting a predetermined payment category which lim-

its a nature, of a series of subsequent purchases to a 
single merchant, said single merchant limitation being 
included in said payment category prior to any particular 30 

merchant being identified as said single merchant: 
c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 

of a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established 
account, said transaction code associated with at least 
said pre-established account and the limits of said 35 

selected payment category and different from said pre
established account; 

d) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase param-
eters; 

e) verifYing that said defined purchase parameters corre
spond to said selected payment category; 

40 

f) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 

45 within said selected payment category and to authorize 
payment required to complete the purchase; and 

g) associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account. 

29. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

a) identifYing a pre-established account that is used to 
make credit card purchases; 

b) selecting a pre-determined payment category which lim
its a nature of a subsequent purchase to a single mer
chant, said single merchant limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant 
being identified as said single merchant; 

c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 
of a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established 
account, said transaction code associated with at least 
said pre-established account and the limits of said 
selected payment category, and different from said pre
established account; 

d) designating a merchant as said single merchant; 
e) communicating said transaction code to said merchant to 

consummate a purchase within defined purchase param
eters; 

f) verifying that said defined purchase parameters corre-
spond to said selected payment category; 

g) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said selected payment category and to authorize 
payment required to complete the purchase; and 

h) associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account. 

30. The method of claim 29 wherein said step of verifying 
that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said 
selected payment category further identifies said merchant as 
said single merchant. 
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Information: 
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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PTO/SB/57 (02-09) 
Approved for use through 02/28/2013. OMB 0651-0064 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

(Also referred to as FORM PT0-1465) 

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION TRANSMITTAL FORM 

Address to: 
Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Attorney Docket No.: 0076412-000029 

Date: September 12, 2012 

8,036,988 1. [.8] This is a request for ex parte reexamination pursuant to 37 CFR 1.510 of patent number 

issued October 11 • 2011 The request is made by: --------

0 patent owner. [.8] third party requester. 

2. [.8] The name and address of the person requesting reexamination is: 

3. D 
[.8] 

Charles F. Wieland Ill, Esq. 

Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC 

1737 King Street, Suite 500, Alexandria, VA 22314 

a. A check in the amount of$ ______ is enclosed to cover the reexamination fee, 37 CFR 1.20(c)(1 ); 

b. The Director is hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(c)(1) 
to Deposit Account No. 02-4800 ; or 

c. Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

4. [.8] Any refund should be made by D check or [.8] credit to Deposit Account No. _0_2_-_4_8_0_0 ___ _ 
37 CFR 1.26( c). If payment is made by credit card, refund must be to credit card account. 

5. [.8] A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a double column format on one side of a separate paper is 
enclosed. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(4) 

6. D 
7. D 

CD-ROM or CD-R in duplicate, Computer Program (Appendix) or large table 
D Landscape Table on CD 

Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission 
If applicable, items a. - c. are required. 

a. D Computer Readable Form (CRF) 

b. Specification Sequence Listing on: 

i. D CD-ROM (2 copies) or CD-R (2 copies); or 

ii. D paper 

c. D Statements verifying identity of above copies 

8. D A copy of any disclaimer, certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the patent is included. 

9. [.8] Reexamination of claim(s) _1_-_3_8----'-(a_l_l _is_s_u_e_d_c_la_i_m_s....:.) ___________ is requested. 

10. [.8] A copy of every patent or printed publication relied upon is submitted herewith including a listing thereof on 
Form PTO/SB/08, PT0-1449, or equivalent. 

11. D An English language translation of all necessary and pertinent non-English language patents and/or printed 
publications is included. 

[Page 1 of 2] 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.510. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 18 minutes to complete, 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on 
the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form. call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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PTO/SB/57 (02-09) 
Approved for use through 02/28/2013. OMB 0651-0064 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number 

12. ~ The attached detailed request includes at least the following items: 

a. A statement identifying each substantial new question of patentability based on prior patents and printed 
publications. 37 CFR 1.51 O(b)(1) 
b. An identification of every claim for which reexamination is requested, and a detailed explanation of the pertinency 
and manner of applying the cited art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. 37 CFR 1.51 O(b )(2). 

13. D A proposed amendment is included (only where the patent owner is the requester). 37 CFR 1.51 O(e) 

14. ~a. It is certified that a copy of this request (if filed by other than the patent owner) has been served in its entirety on 
the patent owner as provided in 37 CFR 1.33(c). 
The name and address of the party served and the date of service are: 

Maxey Law Offices, PLLC, Attention: Stephen Lewellyn, Esq. 

15500 Roosevelt Boulevard, Suite 305 

Clearwater, Florida 33760 

Date of Service: Via Courier on September 12, 2012 ; or 

Db. A duplicate copy is enclosed because service on patent owner was not possible. An explanation of the efforts 
made to serve patent owner is attached. See MPEP 2220. 

15. Correspondence Address: Direct all communications about the reexamination to: 

~ The address associated with Customer Number: 
I 

21839 
I 

OR 

D 
Firm or 
Individual Name 

Address 

Charles F. Wieland Ill, Esq. 
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC, 1737 King Street, Suite 500 

City Alexandria I State VA I Zip 22314 

Country USA 

Telephone 703-836-6620 I Email charles.wieland@bipc.com 

16. D The patent is currently the subject of the following concurrent proceeding(s): 

D a. Copending reissue Application No. 

D b. Copending reexamination Control No. 

D c. Copending Interference No. 

D d. Copending litigation styled: 

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be 
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PT0-2038. 

/Charles F. Wieland Ill/ September 12, 2012 
Authorized Signature Date 

Charles F. Wieland Ill 33,096 D For Patent Owner Requester 

Typed/Printed Name Registration No. ~ For Third Party Requester 

[Page 2 of 2] 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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Reexam 
Attorney Docket No. 0076412-000029 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Reexamination of 

John D'AGOSTINO 

Patent No.: 8,036,988 

Issued: October 11 , 2011 

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
PERFORMING SECURE CREDIT 
CARD PURCHASES 

MAIL STOP EX PARTE REEXAM 

Group Art Unit: Unassigned 

Examiner: Unassigned 

Confirmation No.: Unassigned 

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION 

ATTN: Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

The undersigned ("Requester") requests ex parte reexamination of claims 1 

through 38 of U.S. Patent No. 8,036,988 for "System and Method for Performing Secure 

Credit Card Transactions" to John D'Agostino ("D'Agostino") issued on October 11, 

2011, filed on October 12, 2010 (the 111988 Patent"), in view of the substantial new 

questions of patentability raised by the prior art submitted with this request. The 

submitted prior art renders those claims anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 

obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a), thus warranting reexamination of those claims. 

In support of its request, Requester provides the following: 

• Copies of the prior art references that raise "substantial new questions of 

patentability" with respect to claims 1 through 38 of the '988 Patent (35. 

U.S.C. § 303); 

Buchanan Ingersoll'~' Rooney PC 
Attorneys & Government Relations Professionals 
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• A statement pointing out each substantial new question of patentability for 

each of claims 1 through 38 of the '988 patent for which reexamination is 

requested (37 C.F.R. § 1.51 O(b)(1)); 

• A detailed explanation of the pertinence and manner of applying the cited 

prior art references to each of claims 1 through 38 of the '988 Patent (37 

C.F.R. § 1.510(b)(2)); 

• A copy of the entire '988 Patent, including the front face, drawings, and 

specification/claims (37 C.F.R. § 1.510(b)(3) and (b)(4)); and 

• Fees for requesting reexamination (37 C.F.R. § 1.20(c)(1)). 
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I. STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.510(B)(1) POINTING OUT SUBSTANTIAL 
NEW QUESTIONS OF PATENTABILITY 

A. The Disclosure of the '988 Patent 

The business method claims of the '988 Patent issued after one non-final 

rejection and subsequent amendment, without comment regarding Reexamination 

Control No. 90/007,481 in which all related claims of parent U.S. Patent No. 6,324,526 

were held unpatentable, and without comment regarding other prior examinations. 

The '988 Patent was issued following remarks by Mr. D'Agostino in the Response 

to Non-Final Office Action, filed on March 18, 2011, that the claimed methods "[do] not 

identify a merchant prior to the generation of the transaction code" (p. 13).1 However, 

as Mr. D'Agostino was aware from the prosecution of the reexamination of his earlier 

patent, this teaching is squarely found in the prior art, as explained in detail below. 

Further, the Examiner stated as a reason for allowance "With regard to claim 1, 

the prior art of records, alone or combined, does neither anticipate nor render obvious, 

inter alia, as a whole, the uniquely patentable feature of 'defining at least one pavment 

category to include at least limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants. 

said one or more merchants limitation being included in said pavment category prior to 

anv particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more merchants' in a 

method of performing secure credit card purchase." (Emphasis in original.) 

1 Support for this argument and the claim language was not provided by the written description, and if 
support exists at all, it would have to be only marginally supported by the multi-transaction maximum limit 
amount feature found at col. 8, II. 18-34 of the '988 Patent. In recognition that requesting reexamination 
for issues arising under 35 U.S.C. § 112 is not proper (see, 37 C.F.R. § 1.552(a)), the subject claims are 
given the broadest reasonable interpretation and in accordance with the patent holder's asserted 
interpretation in Mr. D'Agostino's letters in which he asserts his patents. 
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As explained below, the highlighted language does not present a meaningful 

limitation in the claims when parsed, and to the degree it can be interpreted to be 

limiting, is found in the art asserted herein. 

In light of this prosecution history, a substantial new question of patentability 

would be apparent in light of prior art that discloses, teaches or suggest features such 

as "identifying a merchant prior to the generation of a transaction code." This teaching 

is also evident from the art cited herein, as explained below. 

The prosecution included rejections over a different Franklin patent (U.S. Patent 

No. 6,000,832) than applied herein, in view of Yanagihara. The Franklin patents not 

have the same disclosure and the '832 Franklin is not relied upon herein. 

The '988 Patent discloses a business method wherein a custodial authorizing 

entity receives account information from an account holder, identifying an account that 

is used to make credit card purchases. The custodial authorizing entity receives a 

request from the account holder for a transaction code, which can be used to make a 

purchase within a payment category that limits transactions to a single merchant, the 

single merchant being included in the payment category prior to any particular merchant 

being identified as the single merchant. The custodial authorizing entity generates the 

transaction code utilizing a processing computer, the transaction code being associated 

with the account and reflecting at least the limits of the payment category. The 

custodial authorizing entity then communicates the transaction code to the account 

holder, and afterward will receive a request to authorize payment for a purchase using 

the transaction code. The custodial authorizing entity authorizes payment for the 

purchase if the purchase is within the payment category. 
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B. Overview and Scope of Independent Claims 1, 17, 18, 21, and 22 of the 
'988 Patent 

i. Claim Scope 

(a) "Comprising" 

The term "comprising" opens the methods recited in each of the claims 1 through 

38 to additional manipulative steps. Exergen Corporation v. Wai-Mart Stores, Inc., 575 

F.3d 1312, 1319 (Fed. Cir. 2009); CIAS, Inc. v. Alliance Gaming Corp., 504 F.3d 1356, 

1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); Invitrogen Corp. v. Biocrest Mfg., L.P., 327 F.3d 1364, 1368 

(Fed. Cir. 2003). 

(b) The Claim Recitation "limiting a number of transactions to 
one or more merchants, said one or more merchants 
limitation being including in said payment category prior to 
any particular merchant being identified as one of said one 
or more merchants" is not limiting 

Each of independent claims 1, 17, 19, and 22 recite "limiting a number of 

transactions to one or more merchants." The use of "one or more" means that the 

number of merchants can be a single merchant having a number of transactions or any 

number of merchants, which encompasses the total universe of possibilities. As a 

result, the transactions are "limited" to any possible number of merchants, which is not a 

limitation at all. Thus, the recited claim recitation becomes non-limiting. It seems 

apparent from the Examiner's remarks that rely on this recitation that he did not 

understand this phraseology (Non-Final Office Action, p.5). 

In addition, independent claims 1, 17, 19, and 22 further recite defining or 

selecting a payment category including "limiting a number of transactions to one or 

more merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being included in said payment 

category prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more 
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merchants." Because the "said one or more merchants limitation" is not a limitation at 

all, this leads to an ambiguity in the recitation of including the limitation in said payment 

category "prior to any particular merchant being identified as one of said one or more 

merchants." Giving the claim its broadest reasonable interpretation, this recitation 

becomes simply defining or selecting any payment category before a customer selects 

a merchant, which seems to encompass the universe of practical possibilities, because 

the only remaining possibility is to "define" a payment category after selecting a 

merchant, but before designating the category- which is backwards, at best. It is with 

this interpretation that Requester understands claims 1, 17, 19, and 22 as discussed 

herein. 

If the Office holds that the "prior to any particular merchant being identified as 

one of said one or more merchants" was in fact limiting, then the aforementioned claims 

could be interpreted as reciting defining or selecting any form of payment category prior 

to identifying any particular merchant. For the convenience of the Office, Requester will 

also provide arguments for anticipation or obviousness for this alternative interpretation 

of independent claims 1, 17, 19, and 22. 

(c) Indefiniteness 

It is recognized that indefiniteness under the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 

§ 112 is not a basis for rejection during reexamination. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.552(a). 

However, under the present circumstances, a considering of indefiniteness issues is 

appropriate because the manifest indefiniteness of the claims impacts the scope of the 

claims and, hence, also impacts the obviousness issue. 
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(i) "Purchase Parameters" 

Each of the independent claims of 1, 17, and 19 recite .. communicating said 

transaction code to a merchant to consummate a purchase with defined purchase 

parameters; verifying that said defined purchase parameters are within said designated 

payment category; and providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm at 

least that said defined purchase parameters are within said designated payment 

category ... However, the '988 Patent does not provide any definition for "purchase 

parameters", and in fact, does not contain a single instance of the term in the entire 

specification outside of the claims newly presented in the continuation application that 

resulted in the '988 Patent. As a result, Requester is not provided with any context for 

which to define .. purchase parameters, .. which is used in three separate manipulative 

steps in the methods of claims 1, 17 and 19. 

Accordingly, Requester presents a "best guess" interpretation of this ambiguous 

and undefined term and for sake of argument construes .. purchase parameters .. to 

include transaction details for the purchase, such as payment card number, payment 

card expiration date, cardholder name for the payment card, transaction amount, etc. 

Requester respectfully submits that the interpretation of the recitation .. purchase 

parameters .. including transaction details as discussed herein is not inconsistent with 

the written description or the language of the claims of the '988 Patent, though support 

for the claim recitation is not particularly clear either. 
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(ii) The Claim Limitation "verifying that said defined 
purchase parameters are within said designated 
payment category" 

Independent claims 1, 17, and 19 recite "verifying that said defined purchase 

parameters are within said designated payment category." The specification for the 

'988 Patent fails to disclose what the recited "verifying" step entails. The specification 

provides that: 

Restricted communication between the merchant and the custodial 
authorizing entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for purposes of 
verification of the transaction code in a manner, which may utilize, at 
least to some extent, conventional facilities for the verification of a 
credit card number by most merchants or like commercial 
establishments. As a result, the merchant also has a desired 
verification as to the validity of a transaction and can effectively make 
arrangements to be paid by the credit card company. 

Col. 7, II. 13-22. The '988 Patent mentions verification of transaction codes and of a 

transaction generally, but does not disclose verifying that purchase parameters are 

within said designated payment category. 

"Payment categories" appear to be defined as a variety of different types of 

transactions (col. 7, II. 61-63). As an example, a payment category may include a single 

transaction for a specific purchase amount. Assuming purchase parameters to include 

transaction details for a transaction, as stated above, for sake of argument and to 

comply with the requirements of a reexamination request, Requester construes 

"verifying that said defined purchase parameters are within said designated payment 

category" to include verifying that the transaction details for a transaction are in 

compliance with (e.g., match with) the corresponding transaction details of the 

designated payment category. For example, if a payment category includes a single 

transaction for a specific purchase amount, such as $50, then the "verifying" 
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manipulative step will include verifying that the transaction details of the transaction 

include a purchase amount of $50. Requester respectfully submits that the 

interpretation of this recitation as discussed herein is not inconsistent with the written 

description or the language of the claims of the '988 Patent, though support for the claim 

recitation is not particularly clear either. 

ii. Claim 1 

Claim 1 recites a method for performing secure credit card purchases, 

comprising the steps of: contacting a custodial authorizing entity, supplying the custodial 

authorizing entity with account identification data of a customer's account, defining at 

least one payment category, designating the payment category, generating a 

transaction code reflecting the limits of the payment category, communicating the 

transaction code to a merchant to consummate a purchase, verifying that the purchase 

is within the designated payment category, and providing authorization for the purchase 

to confirm that the purchase is within the designated payment category and to authorize 

payment required to complete the purchase. 

iii. Claim 17 

Claim 17, which also recites a method of performing secure credit card 

purchases, is nearly the same as claim 1, except it is written in the point-of-view of a 

payment card processor. To this end, claim 17, when differing from claim 1, recites 

identifying a pre-established account that is used to make credit card purchases, 

selecting a payment category that limits the nature of a series of subsequent purchases, 

and associating a verified and authorized purchase with the pre-established account. 
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Claim 19, which recites a method of performing secure credit card purchases, is 

identical to claim 17, except that the predetermined payment category is limited to only 

a single subsequent purchase, and it also includes a step of designating a merchant. 

v. Claim 21 

Claim 21, which recites a method for implementing a system for performing 

secure credit card purchases, is similar to claim 19 in that it is primarily from the point-

of-view of a payment card processor and is directed to making a purchase within a 

payment category, but further comprises receiving a request to authorize payment in the 

transaction and authorizing the payment, in addition to limiting the payment category to 

a single merchant. 

vi. Claim 22 

Claim 22, which also recites a method for implementing a system for performing 

secure credit card purchases, is identical to claim 21, except that it recites a payment 

category that limits transactions to "one or more merchants" rather than a single 

merchant. 

C. Overview of the Cited Art and Grounds for Reexamination 

The references asserted herein were cited in a massive Information Disclosure 

Statement (IDS) during the prosecution of the '988 Patent. The IDS cited 162 U.S. 

patents and US published applications, 26 non-U.S. patent publications, and 20 non-

patent literature publications, along with citation to Reexamination Control No. 

90/007,481 that resulted in cancellation of all of the claims of Mr. D'Agostino's first 
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patent (U.S. 6,324,526) directed to the same basic claimed system. The IDS was filed 

March 21, 2011, the day a non-final rejection issued and shortly before a Notice of 

Allowance issued on April29, 2011. Mr. D'Agostino did not explain the relevance of any 

of the documents cited therein, point to any as particularly relevant, did not identify 

those previously relied upon, nor did he point out that the claims of the '526 patent were 

cancelled in light of prior art during reexamination over, among other patents, the Cohen 

patent relied upon herein. It should be also noted that obviousness-type double 

patenting rejections issued in the '988 patent prosecution on March 21, 2011, and Mr. 

D'Agostino filed a Terminal Disclaimer over his first patent, all the claims of which had 

been cancelled as unpatentable during the Reexamination over the prior art applied 

herein. 

It would seem apparent to question the patentability of one claim set (e.g., a 

claim set in the '988 Patent) after it has been held to be obvious over another claim set 

(e.g., in the '526 patent) that has been held to be unpatenable. 

Under the Patent and Trademark Office Authorization Act of 2002 ("the 2002 

Act"), a substantial new question of patentability can be raised by patents and printed 

publications "previously cited by or to the Office or considered by the Office" ("old 

art"). As stated in MPEP 2216, "[t]he revision permits raising a substantial new question 

of patentability based solely on old art, but only if the old art is 'presented/viewed in a 

new light, or in a different way, as compared with its use in the earlier concluded 

examination(s), in view of a material new argument or interpretation presented in the 

request."' It is evident that the ex parte examiner was not sufficiently informed and did 

not appreciate the significance of this prior art. In essence the prior art relied upon 
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herein is presented in a new or effectively first light given that it was based in a massive 

IDS that the ex parte examiner manifestly did not fully appreciate. 

i. U.S. Patent No. 6,422,462 to Cohen ("Cohen")(Exhibit 1) 

Cohen, issued on July 23, 2002, is prior art to the '988 Patent2 before the earliest 

claimed filing date of the '988 Patent, in that it has an effective filing date of March 30, 

1998 via U.S. Provisional Application Serial Number 60/079,884. In Reexamination 

Control No. 90/007,481, the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences expressly 

rejected Mr. D'Agostino's contentions that Cohen was not entitled to the provisional 

filing date in finding it was prior art. Decision of January 30, 2009. In fact, Mr. 

D'Agostino did not contest sufficiency of the disclosure, but rather only alleged technical 

errors in the claiming of priority. 

The disclosure of Cohen relates to improved credit cards and methods for credit 

card transactions, specifically for customized use credit cards and more secure 

transmission of credit card information (col. 1, II. 48-62). 

Cohen discloses an account holder contacting their credit card company, 

verifying their identity, and then being provided with a disposable or customized number 

to be used for a single or limited range of transactions (col. 3, II. 41-48). The account 

holder can indicate in advance what the single or customized use of the number is to be 

used for (col. 3, II. 49-52). 

2 The '988 Patent claims priority back to Application Serial Number 09/231,7 45 filed on January 15, 1999, 
but the next link in the priority chain of the '988 Patent (Application No. 10/037,007 filed Nov. 9, 2001) 
acknowledged CIP status and, as pointed out above, various claim terms do not have clear support, 
meaning that the effective filing date could October 12, 2010, depending on how one interprets the 
claims. This analysis has not been done as being unnecessary given the effective prior art date of Cohen 
under §1 02(e). 
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Once the account holder has received the number, they can communicate the 

number to a merchant like it was a regular credit card number, which the merchant can 

authorize with the credit card company (col. 5, II. 35-39). The credit card company can 

authorize the use of the customized number, or deny it if it is used for anything other 

than the single or customized use indicated by the account holder. For example, if the 

number is only to be used for airline reservations, and other use is attempted, the 

transaction will be declined (col. 7, ln. 66-col. 8, ln. 5). 

Examples of the customized uses for which a disposable or customized number 

can be indicated may include a time limit (col. 6, ln. 7), a specified sequence (col. 4, ln. 

13), specific merchant or industry (col. 8, II. 2-14), specific individuals or groups of 

individuals (col. 8, II. 15-16), a specific merchant or merchants (col. 8, II. 33-34), 

purchase amount (col. 8, ln. 44), geographic area (col. 8, II. 58-59), security level (col. 

10, ln. 5), etc. These various customized uses can also be used in combination, such 

as a customized number to be used on specific dates, for specific amounts, etc. (col. 

10, II. 24-35). 

The Board of Patent Appeal and Interferences, in Reexamination Control No. 

90/007,481, stated the following findings of fact. 
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22 FINDINGS OF FACT 

23 The record supports the following findings of fact (FF) by a 

24 preponderance of the evidence. 

1 1. Cohen was filed on March 30, 1999 and claims the benefit 

2 under§ 119(e) of Provisional Application No. 60/079,884 flled March 30, 

3 1998. 

4 2. The '526 patent issued on November 27, 2001 to the Appellant 

5 from patent application No. 09/231,745 filed January 15, 1999. 

6 3. The Appellant does not challenge Cohen's claim to priority 

7 based on whether the granted patent is sufficiently supported by the 

8 provisional application. 

9 4. Cohen describes a method of performing secure credit card 

10 purchases to reduce fraud in credit card transactions (col. 1, 1. 60-col. 2, 1. 8; 

11 col. 2, 11. 32-35) by issuing a credit card with a credit card number that is 

12 customized by the user so as to limit, or restrict, its use (col. 2, 11. 56-59; Fig. 

13 1). The method includes contacting a credit card company (i.e., custodial 

14 authorizing entity) that has custodial responsibility of account parameters of 

15 a customer's credit card account by calling the credit card company or via 

16 the Internet (col. 3, 11. 42-48; col. 12, 11. 34·60), and supplying the custodial 

17 authorizing entity with account identification data which may include the 

18 credit card number and verification data (col. 3, 11. 42-48; col. 12, 11. 36-45). 

19 5. Cohen also describes a plurality of payment categories that 

20 includes (i) authorization for a single transaction at a fixed amount for a 

21 purchase (col. 5, 11. 17·25), (ii) authorization for a single transaction at a 

22 maximum amount for a purchase (col. 5, 11. 5-16; col. 8, 11. 37-39), and iii) 

23 authorization for multiple transactions at a maximum total amount for 

24 purchases (col. 8, ll. 41-49). 
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Cohen teaches designation of a payment category via 

2 customization of the particular credit card for limited use (col. 2, ll. 56-59), 

3 for example, by using a form which is "filled out by the cardholder (or by 

4 the authorized person on the card or an authorized card user) to set the 

5 desired customization parameters" (col. 12, 11. 51-57). 

6 7. Cohen further describes generating a credit card with a credit 

7 card number (i.e., transaction code) that is restricted in use so as to reflect 

8 the designated payment category and a purchase authorization within the 

9 designated payment category (col. 2, 11. 35-39; col. 3, 11. 4-40). 

10 8. In Cohen, the credit card number is communicated to a 

11 merchant to consummate a purchase within the defined purchase parameters 

12 upon verifying that the defined purchase parameters are within the 

13 designated payment category (col. 5, 11. 35-49). The purchase is completed 

14 upon obtaining the purchase authorization which confirms that the defined 

15 purchase parameters are within the designated payment category (col. 5, 11. 

16 44-49; Fig. 1). 

17 9. Cohen further describes that the credit cart could be customized 

18 "for use in a particular store itself or a particular chain of stores (such as a 

19 particular restaurant, or a particular chain of restaurants)" (col. 8, 11. 32-35 

20 and 40- 47). 

21 1 0. Cohen does not describe a category having at least two 

22 purchase authorizations for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount which 

23 are payable at a fixed number of time intervals. 

I 11. Musmanno describes a system for controlling a master account 

2 and nested sub-accounts where the sub-accounts separate out specific re-

3 occurring expenses, such as car payments and mortgage payments (col. 2, 11. 

4 40-4 7; col. 3, ll. 5-18; col. 5, ll. 26-59; Fig. 3, numerals 370, 380 and 390). 

5 
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These findings were not contested in the Patent Office, nor the related litigation, 

D'Agostino v. Citibank, N.A., No. 8:04-cv-1506-T-23 MSS (M.D. Fla.), which was 

dismissed in light of the cancellation of all the '526 claims. 

ii. U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 to Franklin et al. (Franklin) (Exhibit 2) 

Franklin, was filed on September 24, 1997 and is prior art to the '988 Patent 

under 35 U.S.C. §1 02(e). It was filed more than a year before the earliest possible 

effective filing date of the '988 Patent. See, footnote 2. The disclosure of Franklin 

relates to systems and methods for facilitating commerce using credit cards, debit 

cards, and other types of payment cards using an electronically recognizable card that 

has a private, permanent account number by issuing temporary transaction numbers on 

a transactional basis without exposure of the permanent account number (Franklin, col. 

1, II. 6-16). 

In Franklin, an issuing institution (i.e., the '988 Patent's "custodial authorizing 

entity") receives a request from a customer for a transaction number. The issuing 

institution generates a temporary transaction number for a single transaction, and 

associate it with the customer's account. The issuing institution provides the transaction 

number to the customer, who can then provide it to the merchant as the payment card 

number for a transaction (col. 2, II. 5-11). 

Franklin's temporary transaction number is treated the same as any regular credit 

card number. The merchant handles the transaction number in a similar fashion, 

including seeking authorization from the issuing institution (col. 2, II. 23-27). Franklin's 

temporary transaction number can also be linked to extra transaction information to 

further increase the security. For example, the transaction number might be tied to a 
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specific purchase amount, to a particular merchant ID, or be given an expiration term 

such that the number becomes invalid after the term expires (col. 2, II. 48-55). 

The issuing institution in Franklin receives an authorization request from the 

merchant using the merchant's existing computer system (col. 10, II. 39-41 ). The 

issuing institution will examine the transaction number to determine whether it is a valid 

number (col. 10, II. 61-63). If transaction details are included in the authorization 

request, and if there are records on the transaction number used in the request, the 

issuing institution may examine extra transaction information, such as the purchase 

amount or merchant ID disclosed above, to double check the accuracy of the request 

and ensure that the transaction in the authorization request complies with the 

requirements of the generated transaction code (col. 11, II. 11-21 ). 

iii. U.S. Patent No. 5,903,830 to Joao et al. (Joao) (Exhibit 3) 

Joao was filed on June 12, 1997, before the earliest possible effective filing date 

of the '988 Patent, and is prior art to the '988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. §102(e). See, 

footnote 2. 

The disclosure of Joao relates to financial transaction authorization, notification, 

and/or security apparatus and method for use in providing authorization, notification, 

and/or security in conjunction with credit card use (col. 1, II. 8-16). 

Joao discloses a transaction security apparatus including a receiver for receiving 

a limitation and restriction on account usage for a payment card account. Limitations or 

restrictions that may be placed on an account, which may be pre-selected by the 

cardholder, may include limits or restrictions on the types of transactions authorized, the 

merchants which may be authorized to accept the card, limits on the purchase amount 
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for transactions, the geographical area or location where the card may be used, 

authorized times for card usage (e.g., specific days, dates, times, etc.), or a combination 

thereof (col. 16, II. 13-34). 

In Joao, an authorization request for a transaction is processed. The transaction 

is processed such that if a restriction or limitation that has been placed on the account 

has been violated, then the transaction is not approved and/or not authorized (col. 17, 

ln. 66 to col. 18, ln. 6). The security apparatus of Joao maintains a count of the number 

of unauthorized transactions, and, once the number of unauthorized transactions 

reaches a predetermined limit, the associated card may be de-activated in order to 

prevent fraud or misuse (col. 17, II. 37-49). 

iv. U.S. Patent Publication No. 2001/0011249 to Yanagihara et al. 
(Yanagihara) 

Yanagihara was filed on May 5, 1998, before the earliest possible effective filing 

date of the '988 Patent, and is prior art to the '988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. §1 02(e). 

See, footnote 2. 

The disclosure of Yanagihara relates to an electronic money card for dealing with 

money electronically (paragraph [0001]). The electronic money card on Yanagihara is 

capable of storing usable limits of electronic money and passwords on a per-user or 

per-usage basis (paragraph [0004]). The usable limit of electronic money indicates the 

maximum limit of electronic money that the user can withdraw, and an aggregate 

amount indicates the total sum of electronic money that has been read from the 

electronic money card. This allows for the electronic money card to be programmed by 

the cardholder in such a way as to protect the electronic money card from being used 

fraudulently (paragraph [0019]). 
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The cardholder in Yanagihara can set per-usage limits of transaction amounts 

based on passwords that may vary from usage limit to usage limit (paragraph [0028]). 

For example, a first password may allow a withdrawal or charge on the card for a first 

amount, whereas a second password may allow a withdrawal or charge on the card for 

a second amount (paragraphs [0026-0029]). Aggregate usage limits may also be used, 

where the first password may allow withdrawals or charges for the first amount multiple 

times, until the aggregate usage limit has been reached (paragraph [0029]). This may 

allow a plurality of people to share a single card in common, such as a family, where 

each is provided with their own password that represents usage limits unique to the 

individual person, which may include usage limits on the purchase type, such as for 

books, food, clothes, etc. (paragraph [0038]). 

Yanagihara also discloses a transaction record for recording data on transactions 

that the electronic money card has been used for. Data that may be recorded in the 

transaction record may include a user ID, transaction date, transaction category, 

amount transacted, and usage category (paragraph [0020]). This may allow for 

additional usage limits to be placed on the electronic money card or on individual users, 

such as authorizing or limiting transactions to a specific date, time, category, merchant, 

etc. Combined with the above usage limits for individual users, a cardholder may 

provide the electronic money card number and a unique password for multiple 

merchants that the cardholder owes a monthly, recurring fee, which may include a limit 

on transaction amount and date. This would allow each merchant to withdraw or charge 

the monthly fee for the specific transaction amount once a month, and not allow the 

merchant to exceed these limits. 
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v. U.S. Patent No. 5,826,243 to Musmanno 

Musmanno was filed on January 3, 1994, before the earliest possible effective 

filing date of the '988 Patent, and is prior art to the '988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. §1 02(e). 

As found by the BPAI, "Musmanno describes a system for controlling a master 

account and vested sub-accounts separate out specific recurring expenses, such as car 

payments and mortgage payments (col. 2, II. 40-47; col. 3, II. 5-18; col. 5, II. 26-59; Fig. 

3 numerals 370,380 and 390)." Decision, p. 8. Further at p. 38, the BPAI found the 

following to be true of Musmanno: 

3 However, we agree with the Examiner's alternative basis for the 

4 obviousness rejection of independent claims 1 and 17 based on the 

5 contention that "it is notoriously well known that the prevalent scheme for 

6 making car or mortgage payments involves multiple equal payments at a 

7 number of time intervals" (Ans. 8). This contention is not in dispute (Ans. 

8 24; Reply Br. 4). The Examiner articulates that it would have been obvious 

9 to one of ordinary skill in the art to provide such a payment category in the 

10 method described in Cohen because periodic payments in car and mortgage 

11 payments is "so prevalent and notorious in the art that one of ordinary skill 

l2 in the art would have expected[,] and therefore[,] would have found 

13 obvious[,] making equal payments for these types of payments ... " and 

14 "[t]he desirability for making equal payments would have been readily 

15 apparent from the increased convenience of predictability that equal 

16 payments provide" (Ans. 8 and 17). 

17 We agree. The Examiner's articulated reason is rational and sufficient 

18 to conclude that including a payment category for a repeating transaction in 

19 the method described in Cohen would have been obvious to one of ordinary 

20 skill in the art. See KSR, 127 S.Ct. at 1741. In our view, the inclusion of a 

21 payment category for a repeating transaction to the payment categories 

22 already provided in Cohen (FF 5) is merely a predictable variation that 

23 yields a predicable result. ld. at 1739-40. 
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As set forth in detail infra, each of claims 1-38 of the '988 Patent are anticipated 

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) by Cohen. Further, claims 11 and 12 are obvious over Cohen 

in view of Musmanno. 

Additionally, each of claims 1-8, 15, 19-24, 27, 29-32, 35, and 27-38 of the '988 

Patent are anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) by Franklin. Claims 16, 25, 28, 33, and 

36 would have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Franklin. Claims 17 and 18 

would have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Franklin in view of Joao. 

Claims 9-14, 26, and 34 would have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over 

Franklin in view of Yanagihara. 

D. Aspects of the Law Governing Reexamination 

i. Claim Interpretation 

In determining whether a "substantial new question of patentability" exists to 

make reexamination appropriate, "the PTO must apply the broadest, reasonable 

meaning to the claim language, taking into account any definitions presented in the 

specification." In re Bass, 314 F.3d 575, 577 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (citing In re Yamamoto, 

740 F.2d 1569, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1984)); accord In reAm. Acad. of Sci. Tech. Ctr., 367 

F.3d 1359, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2004) ("PTO is obligated to give claims their broadest 

reasonable interpretation during examination.") Thus, in this Request, the identified 

claims are given their broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with the '988 Patent 

specification. In re Suitco Surface, Inc., supra. 
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An inventor is not entitled to a patent if "the invention was patented ... in this or a 

foreign country ... more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the 

United States" or if "the invention was described in- (1) an application for patent, 

published under section 122(b), by another filed in the United States before the 

invention by the applicant for patent[.]" 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b),(e). "A claim is anticipated 

only if each and every element set forth in the claims is found, either expressly or 

inherently described, in a single prior art reference." Verdegaa/ Bros. v. Union Oil Co. of 

California, 814 F.2d 628, 631. The express, implicit, or inherent disclosures of a prior 

art reference may be relied upon in the rejection of claims under 35 U.S. C. § 102. "The 

inherent teaching of a prior art reference, a question of fact, arises both in the context of 

anticipation and obviousness." In re Napier, 55 F.3d 610,613 (Fed. Cir. 1995). 

iii. Obviousness 

An inventor may not obtain a patent "if the differences between the subject 

matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a 

whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 

ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains." 35 U.S. C. § 1 03(a). The 

Supreme Court has held that "[t]he combination of familiar elements according to known 

methods is likely to be obvious when it does no more than yield predictable results." 

KSR International Co. v. Te/eflex, Inc. eta/., 127 S.Ct. 1727, 1739 (2007). The Court 

noted that "[w]hen work is available in one field of endeavor, design incentives and 

other market forces can prompt variations of it, either in the same field or a different 
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one. In a person of ordinary skill can implement a "predictable variation" of an existing 

system, then"§ 103 likely bars its patentability." /d. at 1740. 

iv. Evidentiary Standards 

A substantial new question of patentability may be found based on references 

that a reasonable examiner would consider, by a preponderance of the evidence, 

important in deciding whether the claims of the '988 Patent are patentable. See Xerox 

Corp. v. 3Com Corp., 69 F.Supp.2d 404, 407 (W.D.N.Y. 1999) ("[l]n a reexamination 

proceeding before the PTO, there is no presumption of validity and there must only be a 

preponderance of the evidence to show unpatentability before the PTO may reject the 

patent claim(s)."); Bruning v. Hirose, 161 F.3d 681, 685 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (patents do not 

"retain the presumption of validity during reexamination proceedings"); see also In re 

Etter, 756 F.2d 852, 858 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (statutory presumption of patent validity does 

not apply in patent reexamination proceedings, such that the examiner need not satisfy 

the "clear and convincing evidence" burden to reject a claim). 

Moreover, see MPEP § 2242 ("It is not necessary that a 'prima facie' case of 

unpatentability exist as to the claim in order for 'a substantial new question of 

patentability' to be present as to the claim .... ") (citing In re Etter, 756. F.2d 825, 857 n.5 

(Fed. Cir. 1985)). 

v. Originally Cited References Filed But Not Applied 

Under 35 U.S.C. § 303(a), "[t]he existence of a substantial new question of 

patentability is not precluded by the fact that a patent or printed publication was 

previously cited by or to the Office or considered by the Office." It simply needs to be 

presented in a new light in a material new argument. MPEP 2216. 
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II. DETAILED EXPLANATION UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.510(8)(2) OF THE 
PERTINENCY AND MANNER OF APPLYING THE CITED PRIOR ART TO 
EVERY CLAIM FOR WHICH REEXAMINATION IS REQUESTED 

A. Claims 1-38 are anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) by Cohen 

Set forth below is a detailed explanation of the anticipation of each of claims 1-38 

of the '988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) by Cohen as shown in the claim chart of 

Attachment A. Independent claims 1, 17, 19, 21, and 22 are set forth in the form of an 

element-by-element claim analysis. 

i. Claim 1 

a) "A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said 
method comprising:" 

The claimed business method is directed to "accomplishing secure credit card 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). 

Similarly, Cohen discloses that "[i]t is an object of the present invention to provide 

improved credit cards and methods for credit card transactions" and that "[i]t is a further 

object of the present invention to provide methods and apparatus for secure 

transmission of credit card information" (Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). Accordingly, Cohen 

anticipates secure credit card purchases. 

b) "contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custodial 
responsibility of account parameters of a customer's account 
that is used to make credit card purchases" 

The custodial authorizing entity "may herein be defined as comprising that entity 

or institution which has been designated by the entity which has custodial responsibility 

for the financial data and security of a given credit card account of a customer. As set 

forth above, such custodial authorizing entity can be represented by the credit card 

company issuing a credit card to a given customer .... " (col. 5, II. 53-60). 
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This is the same as Cohen, which discloses .. a user dial[ing] into her credit card 

company .. (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-44). It is well known in the art that a credit card 

company has custodial responsibility of a customer's account used to make credit card 

purchases. Accordingly, a user dialing into her credit card company is anticipatory of 

contacting a custodial authorizing entity as claimed. 

c) "supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least 
account identification data of said customer's account" 

The '988 Patent discloses that 11the customer then supplies appropriate 

identification data to inform the custodial authorizing entity of a specific customer's 

credit card account .. (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). 

Similarly, in Cohen, the user 11provid[es] the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data .. to her credit card company (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). This supplies the 

credit card company, the custodial authorizing entity, with account identification data of 

the customer's account. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the supplying manipulative 

step of claim 1. 

d) "defining at least one payment category to include at least 
limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants" 

As discussed previously, .. limiting a number of transactions to one or more 

merchants .. is, in effect, non-limiting due to its recitation of "one or more merchants ... 

Taking the broadest reasonable interpretation, the recitation is simply directed towards 

the defining of at least one payment category. As also stated previously, a payment 

category is a type of transactions, with different payment categories being a variety of 

types of transactions (col. 7, II. 61-63). The '988 Patent provides, as an example, that a 
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payment category may include a multi-transaction authorization where more than one 

purchase may be made from one or a plurality of different merchants (col. 8, II. 18-20). 

Cohen discloses that the card can "be customized for only particular uses or 

groups of uses," which would constitute payment categories as claimed by the '988 

Patent (Cohen, col. 7, II. 66-67). In addition, some of the uses that the card can be 

customized for include the card only being valid "for use for that particular type of 

charge (computer or hardware stores ... [or] for use in a particular store itself or a 

particular chain of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34). Therefore, the customized use can 

include limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants. 

e) "said one or more merchants limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as one of said one or more merchants" 

As stated above, the "one or more merchants' limitation" is in effect a non-

limitation. Therefore, this recitation, which includes the "one or more merchants 

limitation" in said payment category prior to identifying any particular merchant, also 

becomes a non-limitation. Accordingly, Cohen's disclosure of customized uses for a 

card anticipates defining a payment category as recited in claim 1 of the '988 Patent. 

However, as also discussed previously, this recitation, when read with the 

"defining" manipulative step as a whole, might be viewed to be limiting such that a 

payment category must be defined prior to the identification of any particular merchant 

being included in said payment category. With respect to this interpretation, Cohen 

discloses that a card "could be issued to the user which is only valid for use for that 

particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). A customized use 

card with a customized use for only that particular type of charge would result in a card 
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with a merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior to any particular 

merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type) being identified. Accordingly, Cohen 

anticipates this recitation of the '988 Patent. 

f) "designating said payment category" 

Cohen discloses that" ... a user can indicate in advance of purchase ... what the 

single use or the customized credit card number is to be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-

52). This is in effect a designation of a customized use, which is anticipatory of 

designating a payment category as is recited in claim 1 of the '988 Patent. 

g) "generating a transaction code by a processing computer of 
said custodial authorizing entity" 

The '988 Patent defines the transaction code "to be used in substitution for the 

credit card number and when utilized as authorized, will issue the merchant a credit 

approval, and will accomplish payment for the goods or services desired in the normal 

fashion ... " (col. 6, II. 33-34). 

Just like the transaction code, Cohen discloses "credit cards or credit card 

numbers are generated" by the credit card company (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). The 

disposable or customized credit card numbers can be indistinguishable from ordinary 

credit card numbers such that "both users and vendors are encouraged to use the credit 

card in the same manner as regular credit cards" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 6-9). 

h) "said transaction code reflecting at least the limits of said 
designated payment category to make a purchase within said 
designated payment category" 

The customized or disposable credit card numbers of Cohen, like the transaction 

code of the '988 Patent, may have a "single or a limited range use," where the single or 

customized use corresponds to the single or customized use previously indicated 
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(Cohen, col. 3, II. 47 -48). Accordingly, the customized credit card number reflects the 

limits of the payment category, in that the card number can only be used for the 

designated customized use. 

i) "communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase with defined purchase parameters" 

The '988 Patent discloses that "the verified customer ... will directly or through an 

authorized representative communicate the code to the merchant. .. " and that " ... the 

merchant proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " (col. 7, II. 27-28). As stated above, 

the specification of the '988 Patent does not disclose the term "purchase parameters," 

and Requester construes the term to include traditional transaction details, such as 

merchant identification, purchase amount, purchase date and time, etc. 

Cohen discloses that " ... the user transmits his or her credit card information to 

the vendor. That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 36-37). It is 

well known in the art that the process of a vendor verifying a transaction includes 

requesting authorization for the transaction from the issuer of the credit card used in the 

transaction, and that authorization requests include transaction details (e.g., defined 

purchase parameters). Accordingly, transmission of the credit card information to the 

vendor for verification anticipates the communicating step as recited in claim 1 of the 

'988 Patent. 

j) "verifying that said defined purchase parameters are within 
said designated payment category" 

As discussed previously, Requester construes the "verifying" step to include 

verifying that the transaction details of the purchase are in compliance with (e.g., match 

with) transaction details of the designated payment category. To this end, the '988 
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Patent merely discloses communication between the custodial authorizing entity and the 

merchant for purposes of verification of the transaction code (col. 7, II. 13-16). 

Likewise, as stated above, Cohen discloses that the vendor "then verifies the 

transaction" such that the card "is only valid for use for that particular type of 

charge ... such that if the [user] tries to use it for anything else ... the charge will be 

declined" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32). This constitutes "verifying the defined purchase 

parameters being within the payment category," such that if the transaction details are 

not within the customized use associated with the card, the charge will be declined. 

Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the verifying step recited in claim 1. 

k) "providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm 
at least that said defined purchase parameters are within said 
designated payment category and to authorize payment 
required to complete the purchase" 

Cohen discloses that, as part of the verification/authorization of the transaction 

" ... the credit card company notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the transaction 

(if the credit card number is valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds available), and 

forwards the authorization code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-49). Accordingly, as 

stated above, the authorization of the transaction confirms that the purchase 

parameters are within the customized use, and the forward of the authorization code to 

the vendor authorizes the payment required to complete the transaction. Therefore, 

Cohen anticipates this recitation of claim 1. 

Based upon the foregoing, it is apparent that Cohen discloses the method for 

performing secure credit card purchases as recited in claim 1 of the '988 patent, thereby 

anticipating the claimed business method within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. § 1 02(e). 
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"The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
designating at least one of said one or more merchants 
subsequent to generating said transaction code" 

The '988 Patent does not expressly state what "designating at least one of said 

one or more merchants subsequent to generating said transaction code" may include. 

The use of the word "designate" is not defined nor is any definition provided for by 

context of its use. Furthermore, relevant disclosure in the '988 Patent is unclear as to 

the possible meaning, as it discloses that " ... the customer may designate ... that only 

one merchant, whether designated or not, can use the transaction code" (col. 8, II. 30-

34). In addition to the obvious ambiguity in stating that the customer may designated 

that a merchant, designated or not, can use the transaction code, there is no indication 

of how a merchant is designated. Accordingly, based on the accompanying disclosure 

of the '988 Patent, Requester for purpose of this Request, arguendo, construes 

designating at least one of said one or more merchants to include communicating the 

transaction code to the one or more merchants, which thereby designates the merchant 

receiving the transaction code as one of the one or more merchants. 

Likewise, Cohen discloses" ... the user transmit[ting] his or her credit card 

information to the vendor," which would thereby designated the vendor as one of the 

one or more merchants subsequent to the generation of the credit card number. Col. 3, 

II. 49-52 .. 

iii. Claims 3 and 20 

"wherein said step of communicating the transaction code to a 
merchant to consummate said purchase within defined 
purchase parameters further comprises designation of said 
merchant as one of said one or more merchants" 
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Claim 3 includes the above recitation and is dependent from claim 1. Claim 20 

includes the same recitation, but is instead dependent from claim 19. 

As stated above with respect to claim 2, the '988 Patent does not provide a 

definition as to what "designation of said merchant" may include. Accordingly, 

Requester construes for purpose of this request, arguendo, the step of communicating 

the transaction code to a merchant to include the designation of said merchant. As also 

stated previously with respect to claim 2, Cohen discloses generating a customized 

credit card number, which may then be submitted to the vendor (Cohen, col. 5, II. 36-

37). 

iv. Claim 4 

"wherein said step of generating said transaction code further 
comprises said customer obtaining said transaction code" 

Cohen discloses " ... a user ... is provided with a disposable or customized 

number ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 43-45). The user being provided with the customized 

credit card number is the same as the customer obtaining the transaction code. 

Accordingly, Cohen anticipates claim 4 of the '988 Patent. 

v. Claim 5 

"generating a transaction code which reflects at least one of a 
plurality of said payment categories" 

The '988 Patent discloses that the transaction code may be "pre-coded to be 

indicative of ... a designated payment category, selected from the plurality of 

predetermined payment categories ... " (col. 6, II. 33-36). 

Cohen discloses that the disposable or customized card number "can also be 

customized for only particular uses or groups of uses" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 66-67). 
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Accordingly, the customized number would reflect at least one of a group of customized 

uses. 

vi. Claim 6 

"defining at least one payment category to include amount 
parameters for a cost of one or more purchases" 

Cohen discloses that "[a] customized credit card could be issues to the user 

which is only valid ... to the credit limit decided by the issuer or [user] ... " (Cohen, col. 8, 

II. 25-30). The provided credit limit signifies amount parameters for a cost that may be 

included as at least one of the customized uses that may be designated. 

vii. Claim 7 

"defining at least one payment category to include time 
parameters during which the purchase can be completed" 

The '988 patent discloses "time parameters during which the purchase can be 

completed" to be "more specifically ... a specific time period, such as twenty four hours, 

during which authorization of the purchase remains valid" (col. 3, II. 56-60). 

Cohen discloses that" ... each of the disposable credit cards can be given an 

expiration date ... [t]hus, if the credit card is not used within the time limit, it expires" 

(Cohen, col. 6, II. 4-7). Accordingly, Cohen discloses time parameters during which the 

purchase can be completed. 

viii. Claim 8 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
said transaction code to a single transaction for a purchase 
within a predetermined period of time" 

Similar to claim 7, above, claim 8 recites a purchase within a predetermined 

period of time, but additionally limits the transaction code to a single transaction. 
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Likewise, Cohen discloses that a card may "be valid for a specific predetermined 

amount of time" (Cohen, col., 7, II. 61-62). In addition, Cohen also discloses that the 

card may be used for a single transaction, stating that "[w]ith respect to the disposable 

card, the user is instructed that, after use of the number once, the number may not be 

used again" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 60-62). Accordingly, Cohen's disposable card valid for a 

specific predetermined period of time anticipates claim 8 of the '988 Patent. 

ix. Claim 9 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
purchases to a single transaction at a maximum amount for 
purchase within a predetermined period of time" 

As discussed above, Cohen discloses that a disposable card number could be 

used for a single transaction, which may also only be valid up to a specific credit limit. 

Additionally, as also discussed above, Cohen discloses that the card may also only be 

valid for a specific predetermined amount of time. Furthermore, Cohen directly 

discloses this specific recitation, stating that "[t]he card could be valid only for purchase 

on that particular day, to a certain designated purchase limit, and even, if desired only in 

a certain store ... " (Cohen, col. 8, II. 43-45). 

x. Claim 10 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
purchases to at least one payment category to at least two 
purchases at a maximum total amount for items purchased 
within a predetermined period of time" 

Claim 1 0 includes the same recitation of claim 9, but is directed towards "at least 

two purchases" at a maximum total amount, rather than the "single transaction" recited 

in claim 9. 
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As discussed previously, Cohen discloses throughout that a disposable card 

number may be used for a single use, while a customized card number may be used for 

customized use, which can include multiple transactions of multiple types, or from 

"groups of stores or types of stores, or types of purchases or items" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 

43-47). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the recitation of claim 10 of the '988 Patent. 

xi. Claims 11 and 12 

"defining at least one payment category to include using said 
transaction code for at least two purchases for a repeating 
transaction at a fixed amount payable at each of a fixed 
number of time intervals" 

As discussed previously, Cohen discloses defining a payment category (e.g., 

customized uses) to include using the credit card number for at least two purchases 

with a designated purchase limit (e.g., fixed amount payable). In addition to this, Cohen 

also discloses that "the card can have a user customized range of dates or series of 

dates" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46). The customized range or series of dates could be used 

to effect a repeating transaction, by the customized series of dates being a repeatable 

series. Likewise, a limit placed on the series could result in a fixed number of time 

intervals. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the recitations of claim 11 of the '988 Patent. 

Claim 12 is dependent from claim 11, and recites a payment category limiting 

purchases to the repeating transaction recited in claim 11. Accordingly, for the same 

reasons as discussed with respect to claim 11, claim 12 is anticipated by Cohen. 
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"defining at least one payment category to include using said 
transaction code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount 
payable to each of an unspecified number of time intervals" 

Claim 13 includes a recitation identical to that of claim 12, except that the number 

of time intervals recited in claim 13 is unspecified. 

As discussed above, Cohen discloses that "the card can have a user customized 

range of dates or series of dates" for fixed amounts. (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46). When the 

series of dates is customized to have no end but rather be a series of repeating dates 

(e.g., every Wednesday, the first of every month, etc.) as is disclosed in Cohen, then 

the credit card number would be used for a repeating transaction at an unspecified 

number of time intervals. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates claim 13 of the '988 Patent. 

xiii. Claims 14, 26, and 34 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting a 
repeating transaction to a maximum dollar amount" 

Claims 14, 26, and 34 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

As discussed previously with respect to claims 11-13, Cohen discloses a 

repeating transaction as well as a designated purchase limit. In addition, Cohen 

discloses that "combinations of dates of transactions, types of transactions, amounts for 

individual and/or total transactions, etc. on a single card, or on multiple cards, can be 

set as well" (Cohen, col. 10, II. 31-35). Accordingly, Cohen discloses the combination of 

groups of uses, which includes limiting a repeating transaction to a maximum dollar 

amount. 
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"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
purchases to a limited time interval during which a purchase is 
permitted" 

Claims 15, 27, and 35 each include the above recitation, and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

As discussed above with respect to claim 7, Cohen discloses that ..... each of the 

disposable credit cards can be given an expiration date ... [t]hus, if the credit card is not 

used within the time limit, it expires .. (Cohen, col. 6, II. 4-7). And specifically, Cohen also 

discloses that the card ..... could also be valid for a specific predetermined amount of 

time .. (Cohen, col. 7, II. 61-62). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates the claimed limited time 

interval during which a purchase is permitted. 

xv. Claims 16, 28, and 36 

"communicating said transaction code to the customer at the 
location of the merchant for use in person" 

Claims 16, 28, and 36 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

Like the '988 Patent, Cohen discloses that the disposable or customized credit 

card number are ideally suited for Internet or other network-based financial transactions, 

but may also be used in person. Along these lines, Cohen discloses that there may be 

a physical manifestation of the card, that may be provided to the vendor such that 11[t]he 

vendor could read the number of the disposable or customized card, could scan the 

number with a bar code scanner, could read a magnetic strip on the disposable card, or 

so forth .. (Cohen, col. 4, II. 31-35). Accordingly, Cohen discloses that the transaction 
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code may be communicated to the customer at the location of the merchant for use in 

person. 

xvi. Claims 17 and 19 

a) "A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said 
method comprising the steps of:" 

As pointed out above with respect to claim 1, Cohen discloses that "[i]t is an 

object of the present invention to provide improved credit cards and methods for credit 

card transactions" and that "[i]t is a further object of the present invention to provide 

methods and apparatus for secure transmission of credit card information" (Cohen, col. 

1, II. 48-62). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates secure credit card purchases. 

b) "identifying a pre-established account that is used to make 
credit card purchases" 

Cohen discloses that the user "provid[es] the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data" to her credit card company (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). It is well known 

in the art that providing the ordinary credit card number and verification data to a credit 

card company is for the purpose of identifying a pre-established account used to make 

purchase with provided same credit card. 

c) "selecting a pre-determined payment category which limits 
its a nature, of a series of subsequent purchases to one or 
more merchants" 

As discussed previously, limiting the nature of a subsequent purchase to one or 

more merchants is, in effect, non-limiting due to its recitation of "one or more 

merchants." Taking the broadest reasonable interpretation, the recitation is simply 

directed towards the defining of at least one payment category. 
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As stated with respect to claim 1, Cohen discloses that the card can "be 

customized for only particular uses or groups of uses," which would constitute payment 

categories as claimed by the '988 Patent (Cohen, col. 7, II. 66-67). In addition, some of 

the uses that the card can be customized for include the card only being valid "for use 

for that particular type of charge (computer or hardware stores ... [or] for use in a 

particular store itself or a particular chain of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34). Therefore, 

the customized use can include limiting a number of transactions to one or more 

merchants. As also discussed previously, Cohen also discloses that the customized 

uses may include limited use for both a series of subsequent purchase or a single 

subsequent purchase. 

d) "said one or more merchants limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as one of said one or more merchants" 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, this recitation is a non-limitation. If this 

recitation is held as following a different interpretation than Requester submits as being 

the broadest reasonable interpretation, then Cohen discloses that a card "could be 

issued to the user which is only valid for use for that particular type of charge" (Cohen, 

col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). A customized use card with a customized use for 

only that particular type of charge would result in a card with a merchant limitation (e.g., 

only those merchants of that type) prior to any particular merchant (e.g., a specific 

merchant of that type) being identified. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this recitation of 

the '988 Patent. 
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e) "generating a transaction code by a processing computer of 
a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established account" 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, Cohen discloses "credit cards or credit card 

numbers are generated" by the credit card company (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). The 

disposable or customized credit card numbers can be indistinguishable from ordinary 

credit card numbers such that "both users and vendors are encouraged to use the credit 

card in the same manner as regular credit cards" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 6-9). 

f) "said transaction code associated with at least said pre
established account and the limits of said selected payment 
category" 

The '988 Patent states that "the transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative of 

a specific credit card account ... and a designated payment category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). 

Similarly, The customized or disposable credit card numbers of Cohen, like the 

transaction code of the '988 Patent, may have a "single or a limited range use," where 

the single or customized use corresponds to the single or customized use previously 

indicated (Cohen, col. 3, II. 47-48). In addition, Cohen also discloses that " ... the credit 

card can be marked, if desired, to show both that it has been processed to charge 

money to the person's account. .. ," which illustrates the association of the customized 

credit card with the specific credit card account (Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). 

g) "different from said pre-established account" 

The '988 Patent discloses that "[t]he transaction code is used in substitution for 

the specific credit card number which would normally identify a customer's credit card 

account. .. " and thus be different from the pre-established account (col. 6, II. 28-30). 

Along these same lines, Cohen discloses that "[n]o vendor would ever ... receive 

or have access to the user's permanent credit card number. Rather, the vendor would 
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receive a disposable credit card number from the user's supply" (Cohen, col. 4, II. 26-

31). Accordingly, Cohen discloses that the disposable or customized credit card 

number is different from the account number of the user's pre-established account. 

h) "communicating said transaction code to said merchant 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase parameters" 

As discussed with respect to the identical recitation in claim 1, although the '988 

Patent specification does not use the term "purchase parameters," Cohen discloses that 

" ... the user transmits his or her credit card information to the vendor. That vendor then 

verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 36-37). It is well known in the art that the 

process of a vendor verifying a transaction includes requesting authorization for the 

transaction from the issuer of the credit card used in the transaction, and that 

authorization requests include transaction details (e.g., defined purchase parameters). 

i) "verifying that said defined purchase parameters correspond 
to said selected payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to claim 1's identical recitation, Cohen 

discloses that the vendor "then verifies the transaction" such that the card "is only valid 

for use for that particular type of charge ... such that if the [user] tries to use it for 

anything else ... the charge will be declined" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32). This constitutes 

"verifying the defined purchase parameters being within the payment category," such 

that if the transaction details are not within the customized use associated with the card, 

the charge will be declined. 
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j) "providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm 
at least that said defined purchase parameters are within said 
selected payment category and to authorize payment required 
to complete the purchase" 

As discussed with respect to this recitation included in claim 1, Cohen discloses 

that, as part of the verification/authorization of the transaction " ... the credit card 

company notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the transaction (if the credit card 

number is valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds available), and forwards the 

authorization code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-49). Accordingly, as stated 

above, the authorization of the transaction confirms that the purchase parameters are 

within the customized use, and the forward of the authorization code to the vendor 

authorizes the payment required to complete the transaction. Therefore, Cohen 

anticipates this recitation of claim 17. 

k) "associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account" 

The '988 Patent does not expressly disclose that the purchase is associated with 

the pre-established account. However, the '988 Patent does disclose that "the 

transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative of a specific credit card account," which, if 

the transaction code is used in the purchase, would enable the purchase to be 

associated with the specific credit card account (col. 6, II. 33-34). 

Likewise, Cohen discloses, as discussed above, that " ... the credit card can be 

marked, if desired, to show both that it has been processed to charge money to the 

person's account. .. " (Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). By showing that the transaction has been 

processed, and that money has been charged to the person's account, the transaction 

is therefore associated with the charge on the person's account and is therefore 
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associated with the pre-established account. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this 

recitation. 

Claim 19 is almost identical to claim 17, except for two recitations. First, in claim 

19, the "selecting a predetermined payment category" step recites a single subsequent 

purchase instead of the series of subsequent purchases recited in claim 17. As 

discussed above, Cohen discloses disposable card numbers for a single transaction. 

Second, claim 19 also includes the recitation "designating a merchant as one of said 

one or more merchants." As discussed previously with respect to claims 2, 3, and 20, 

Cohen discloses that a merchant may be designated by the customer "transmit[ting] his 

or her credit card information to the vendor," which anticipates this recitation (Cohen, 

col. 5, II. 36-37). 

Based upon the foregoing, it is apparent that Cohen discloses the method for 

performing secure credit card purchases as recited in claims 17 and 19 of the '988 

Patent, thereby anticipating the claimed business methods within the meaning of 35 

U.S.C. § 1 02(e). 

xvii. Claim 18 

"said step of verifying that said defined purchase parameters 
correspond to said selected payment category further 
identifies said merchant as one of said one or more 
merchants" 

Cohen discloses that "[u]pon use of the card, the information regarding the 

transaction is transmitted to the credit card company, as is known in the art" (Cohen, 

col. 13, ln. 66- col. 14, ln. 1). It is well known in the art that merchant identification is 

included in the transaction details transmitted to the credit card company. Accordingly, 

during the verification of the transaction details, the merchant is identified as one of the 
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one or more merchants based on the included merchant identification. Accordingly, 

Cohen anticipates claim 18 of the '988 Patent. 

xviii. Claims 21 and 22 

The recitations of claim 22 are identical to the recitations of claim 21, except that 

where claim 21 recites "a single merchant," claim 22 recites "one or more merchants." 

However, as noted above, the "one or more merchants" limitation as recited in claim 22, 

is, in effect, a non-limiter, and thus claim 22 is directed to the same method of claim 21, 

but without the limitation of "a single merchant" in accordance with the broadest 

reasonable interpretation. 

a) "A method for implementing a system for performing secure 
credit card purchases, the method comprising:" 

As pointed out above with respect to claims 1 and 17, Cohen discloses that "[i]t is 

an object of the present invention to provide improved credit cards and methods for 

credit card transactions" and that "[i]t is a further object of the present invention to 

provide methods and apparatus for secure transmission of credit card information" 

(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates secure credit card purchases. 

b) "receiving account information from an account holder 
identifying an account that is used to make credit card 
purchases" 

As stated previously, Cohen discloses that the user "provid[es] the ordinary credit 

card number and verification data" to her credit card company (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). 

This constitutes account information that is received from the user (the account holder). 

It is well known in the art that providing the ordinary credit card number and verification 

data to a credit card company is for the purpose of identifying a pre-established account 
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used to make purchase with provided same credit card. Accordingly, Cohen anticipates 

this recitation. 

c) "receiving a request from said account holder for a 
transaction code to make a purchase within a payment 
category that at least limits transactions to a single merchant" 

As stated above, this recitation as included in claim 22, is directed to limiting 

transactions to "one or more merchants" rather than the "a single merchant" recited in 

claim 21. 

Cohen discloses that "[a] user dials into her credit card company before making a 

transaction, and ... is provided with a disposable or customized number" where the user 

" ... can indicate in advance of purchase ... what the single use or the customized credit 

card number is to be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). As discussed above, the single 

or customized use may include types of charges, a particular merchant, multiple 

merchants, etc. Accordingly, Cohen discloses a request from an account holder for a 

customized credit card number to make a purchase that limits transactions to either a 

single merchant or one or more merchants as the case may be. 

d) "said single merchant limitation being included in said 
payment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as said single merchant" 

As stated above, claim 22 includes this recitation, but directed toward the 

limitation being included prior to any particular "one or more merchant" being identified. 

As discussed with respect to claims 1 and 17, this recitation is non-limiting and thus, 

under the broadest reasonable interpretation, the transaction code would be for making 

a purchase within a designated payment category, without regard to merchant 

limitations. Under an alternative interpretation, as also discussed previously, the 
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transaction code would be within a designated payment category prior to the 

designation of any merchant. 

As to the recitation as it appears in claim 21, the '988 Patent specification does 

not include any language directed towards "limit[ing] a transaction to a single 

merchant. .. prior to any particular merchant being identified as said single merchant" to 

provide for context and understanding of the recitation. Requester for sake of this 

Request, arguendo construes the recitation to include requiring that a transaction code 

only being used at one merchant as opposed to multiple merchants, and that the 

limitation is imposed prior to any particular merchant being identified as the one 

merchant. 

Cohen discloses that a card "could be issued to the user which is only valid for 

use for that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). A 

customized use card with a customized use for only that particular type of charge would 

result in a card with a merchant limitation (e.g., only those merchants of that type) prior 

to any particular merchant (e.g., a specific merchant of that type) being identified. 

Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this recitation of claims 21 and 22. 

e) "generating a transaction code utilizing a processing 
computer of a custodial authorizing entity, said transaction 
code associated with said account" 

As discussed with respect to claims 1 and 17, Cohen discloses "credit cards or 

credit card numbers are generated" by the credit card company (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-

36). The disposable or customized credit card numbers can be indistinguishable from 

ordinary credit card numbers such that "both users and vendors are encouraged to use 

the credit card in the same manner as regular credit cards" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 6-9). In 
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addition, as discussed previously regarding claim 17, Cohen also discloses that " ... the 

credit card can be marked, if desired, to show both that it has been processed to charge 

money to the person's account ... ," which illustrates the association of the customized 

credit card with the specific credit card account (Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). 

f) "reflecting at least the limits of said payment category, to 
make a purchase within said payment category" 

As discussed above, the customized or disposable credit card numbers of 

Cohen, like the transaction code of the '988 Patent, may have a "single or a limited 

range use," where the single or customized use corresponds to the single or customized 

use previously indicated (Cohen, col. 3, II. 47-48). Accordingly, this means that the 

customized card number reflects at least the limits of the customized use for making a 

purchase within the customized use. 

g) "communicating said transaction code to said account 
holder" 

Cohen discloses that, upon dialing in to the credit card company, the account 

holder 11 
... is provided with a disposable or customized number ... 11 (Cohen, col. 3, II. 43-

45). Accordingly, this anticipates communicating the disposable or customized number 

to the account holder. 

h) "receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase 
using said transaction code" 

Although the '988 Patent does not disclose the receipt of an authorization request 

for authorizing payment for a purchase using said transaction code, it does disclose 

communication between the merchant and the custodial authorizing entity for obtaining 

verification and subsequent payment using the transaction code (col. 7, II. 49-55). 

Based on the foregoing, Requester construes this recitation to include receiving an 
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authorization request for a transaction, such as between the merchant and the custodial 

authorizing entity, as is consistent with the specification of the '988 Patent. 

Although the '988 Patent does not explicitly disclose this recitation, Cohen 

provide explicit disclosure of "receiving the request for verification" from the vendor 

using the customized credit card (Cohen, col. 5, II. 35-49). This request for verification, 

as is well known in the art, is the same as the request to authorize payment. 

Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this recitation. 

i) "authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is 
within said payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to the "verifying" step of claims 1 and 17, 

Cohen discloses that, as part of the verification/authorization of the transaction " ... the 

credit card company notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the transaction (if the 

credit card number is valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds available), and 

forwards the authorization code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-49). Accordingly, as 

stated above, the authorization of the transaction confirms that the purchase 

parameters are within the customized use, and the forward of the authorization code to 

the vendor authorizes the payment required to complete the transaction. 

xix. Claims 23 and 31 

"wherein the step of receiving account information from the 
account holder identifying an account that is used to make 
credit card purchases further comprises receiving information 
identifying a credit card account" 

Claims 23 and 31 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 
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As stated above with respect to claims 21 and 22, Cohen discloses the user 

dialing into her credit card company and providing "the ordinary credit card number and 

verification data" that constitutes information identifying a credit card account (Cohen, 

col. 3, II. 42-45). Accordingly, Cohen anticipates this recitation. 

xx. Claims 24 and 32 

"wherein the step of generating a transaction code utilizing a 
processing computer of a custodial authorizing entity further 
comprises generating a transaction code which reflects at 
least one of a plurality of predetermined payment categories" 

Claims 24 and 32 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

Like discussed above, Cohen discloses generating a disposable or customized 

credit card number that "can also be customized only for particular uses or groups of 

uses" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 66-67). As the card number is customized for at least one of the 

plurality of uses, it therefore reflects at least one of the plurality of predetermined 

payment categories. 

xxi. Claims 25 and 33 

"wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 
holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a 
payment category that at least limits transactions to a single 
merchant further comprises receiving a request from said 
account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase 
within a payment category that is automatically chosen by a 
custodial authorizing entity" 

Claims 25 and 33 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 21 and 22, respectively. 

As discussed previously, Cohen discloses receiving a request for a disposable or 

customized credit card number from a user to make a purchase within a payment 
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category. It is inherent that, based on the user "indicat[ing] in advance of 

purchase ... what the single use or the customized credit card number is to be used for" 

the credit card company would automatically chose the corresponding payment 

category. Because the payment categories, and authorization of cards as being within 

those payment categories, are managed by the credit card company, it is well known in 

the art that the credit card company would automatically choose the corresponding 

payment category (e.g., based on the information indicated by the user). 

xxii. Claims 29 and 37 

"wherein said step of receiving a request to authorize payment 
for a purchase using said transaction code further identifies 
said single merchant" 

Claims 29 and 37 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

As stated above with respect to the "receiving a request" step of claims 21, and 

22, Cohen discloses that "[u]pon use of the card, the information regarding the 

transaction is transmitted to the credit card company, as is known in the art" where it is 

known in the art that transaction details included as part of the authorization request 

include merchant identification that identifies a merchant (Cohen, col. 13, ln. 66 - col. 

14, ln. 1 ). In further support, Cohen also discloses that, as part of the authorization 

process, " ... the credit card company notes the identity of the vendor ... " and thus 

identifies the merchant (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-49). 

xxiii. Claims 30 and 38 

"wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 
holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a 
payment category that at least limits transactions to a single 
merchant further comprises receiving a request from said 
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account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase 
within a predetermined payment category that is further 
limited in accordance with transaction details provided by said 
account holder" 

Claims 30 and 38 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

The '988 Patent specification does not disclose that transaction details are to be 

provided by the account holder, but are rather established by the custodial authorizing 

entity (see col. 7, II. 43-45). Regardless of the ambiguity of the disclosure of the '988 

Patent, Cohen discloses that as part of the request for a customized number" ... a user 

can indicate in advance of purchase ... what the single use or the customized credit card 

number is to be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). The customized number can be 

further limited as the "user could even identify the general or specific type and amount 

of transaction in advance," which constitutes transaction details provided by the user 

(Cohen, col. 5, II. 23-25). 

Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, Cohen discloses the methods for performing and for 

implementing a system for performing secure credit card purchases as claimed in the 

'988 Patent, and anticipates the subject matter claimed in each of claims 1-38 of the 

'988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 1 02(e). 

B. Claims 11 and 12 are obvious over Cohen in view of Musmanno 

It is noted that in Reexamination Control No. 90/007,481, the BPAI stated that 

"Cohen does not describe a category having at least two purchase authorizations for a 
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repeating transaction at a fixed amount which are payable at a fixed number of time 

intervals." Decision at p. 7. 

It seems that BPAI did not envision the interpretation of Cohen as offered in the 

preceding section A (xi). However, it did find this feature in Musmanno, per the quoted 

text above. Hence, the BPAI has already found this feature does not lend patentable 

subject matter in the context of Mr. D'Agostino's disclosed system and nothing in the 

slightly different permutation of features of the '988 Patent would not lead to an 

unobvious or unexpected result. Rather, it is using a known feature or element for its 

known purpose to yield a predictable result and is therefore an unpatentable obvious 

variation. KSR lnt'l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398 (2007). 

C. Claims 1-8, 15, 19-24, 27, 29-32, 35, and 37-38 are anticipated under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(b) by Franklin. 

Set forth below is a detailed explanation of the anticipation of each of claims 1-8, 

15, 19-24, 27, 29-32, 35, and 37-38 of the '988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) by 

Franklin. 

Independent claims 1, 21, and 22 are set forth in the form of an element-by-

element claim analysis. 

i. Claim 1 

a) "A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said 
method comprising:" 

The claimed method is directed to "accomplishing secure credit card purchases" 

(col. 5, II. 28-30). As previously discussed, however, in the context of the claimed 

invention, the preamble "purchases" amounts to a mere recitation of intended use, and 
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not a limitation on the claimed method which, under the broadest reasonable 

interpretation, may include wire transfers, cash advances, balance transfers, etc. in 

addition to traditional payment card purchases. 

Franklin discloses "systems and methods for conducting online transactions 

using an electronically realizable card that has a private, permanent account number" 

(Franklin, col. 1, II. 1 0-16). An issuing institution generates a temporary transaction 

number, associated with the permanent account number, for use in a single transaction. 

"To the merchant, the transaction number is treated the same as any regular credit card 

number" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 23-25). The temporary transaction number disclosed in 

Franklin accomplishes secure credit card purchases. 

b) "contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custodial 
responsibility of account parameters of a customer's account 
that is used to make credit card purchases" 

The custodial authorizing entity "may herein be defined as comprising that entity 

or institution which has been designated by the entity which has custodial responsibility 

for the financial data and security of a given credit card account of a customer." As set 

forth above, such custodial authorizing entity can be represented by the credit card 

company issuing a credit card to a given customer .... " (col. 5, II. 53-60). 

Franklin discloses "send[ing] a request to the issuing institution" (Franklin, col. 2, 

II. 13-14). The issuing institution may be an institution that issues a commerce card to a 

customer. The issued card may be assigned a permanent customer account number, 

which is maintained on behalf of the customer by the issuing institution (Franklin, col. 2, 

II. 5-6). Accordingly, Franklin's sending a request to the issuing institution anticipates 

the contact a custodial authorizing entity recited in claim 1 of the '988 Patent. 
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c) "supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least 
account identification data of said customer's account" 

The '988 Patent discloses that "the customer then supplies appropriate 

identification data to inform the custodial authorizing entity of a specific customer's 

credit card account" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). "Appropriate identification data may 

preferably include the identification of the merchant or merchants involved .... " (col. 6, II. 

6-8). 

Franklin discloses that, as part of a customer's request for a temporary 

transaction number, "[t]he customer is prompted by the dialog box to input a password 

for identification purposes. This password might be the private key ... or it may be a 

separate name or number created by the customer" (Franklin, col. 8, II. 45-49). The 

issuing institution then "immediately verifies the identity and authenticity of the 

customer" (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). 

d) "defining at least one payment category to include at least 
limiting a number of transactions to one or more merchants" 

As discussed previously, "limiting a number of transactions to one or more 

merchants" is, in effect, non-limiting due to its recitation of "one or more merchants." 

Taking the broadest reasonable interpretation, the recitation is simply directed towards 

the defining of at least one payment category. As also stated previously, a payment 

category is a type of transactions, with different payment categories being a variety of 

types of transactions (col. 7, II. 61-63). The '988 Patent provides, as an example, that a 

payment category may include a single transaction for a specific purchase amount. 

Franklin discloses the temporary transaction number capable of being "linked to 

extra transaction information to ensure that the number is used only for one specific 
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transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). The extra transaction information may include, 

for instance, a "specific purchase amount," a merchant ID, or a short expiration term on 

the transaction number (Franklin, col. 2, II. 50-55). Accordingly, the extra transaction 

information of Franklin, which may specify a type of transaction (e.g., based on a 

specific purchase amount), anticipates the payment category of the '988 Patent. 

e) "said one or more merchants limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as one of said one or more merchants" 

As stated above, the "one or more merchants limitation" is in effect a non-

limitation. Therefore, this recitation, which includes the "one or more merchants 

limitation" in said payment category prior to identifying any particular merchant, also 

becomes a non-limitation. Accordingly, Franklin's disclosure of extra transaction 

information that may include a merchant ID anticipates defining a payment category as 

recited in claim 1 of the '988 Patent. 

However, as also discussed previously, this recitation, when read with the 

"defining" manipulative step as a whole, for sake of argument may be read to be limiting 

such that a payment category must be defined prior to the identification of any particular 

merchant being included in said payment category. With respect to this interpretation, 

Franklin discloses that "the transaction number can be linked to transaction information" 

and that "the issuing institution might tie the transaction number ... to a particular 

merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). Therefore, in some embodiments, a payment 

category may be defined (e.g., for a specific purchase amount) without a particular 

merchant being identified. Accordingly, Franklin anticipates this recitation of claim 1 of 

the '988 Patent under either possible interpretation. 
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f) "designating said payment category" 

Franklin discloses that "the issuing institution might tie the transaction number to" 

extra transaction information (Franklin, col. 2, II. 50-52). Extra transaction information, 

as stated above, anticipates the recited payment category. Accordingly, the disclosure 

of tying the transaction number to extra transaction information anticipates designating 

a payment category. In addition, Franklin further discloses that in some instances, 

rather than the issuing institution, the customer may "enter information pertaining to the 

purchase" which may be used for the issuing bank to then "tie the transaction number to 

the specific transaction data" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 1-5). Accor.dingly, Franklin discloses 

that a payment category may be designated by either the issuing institution, or 

alternatively, by the customer. 

g) "generating a transaction code by a processing computer of 
said custodial authorizing entity" 

The '988 Patent defines the transaction code as being "pre-coded to be indicative 

of a specific credit card account" and "to be used in substitution for the credit card 

number and when utilized as authorized, will issue the merchant a credit approval, and 

will accomplish payment for the goods or services desired in the normal fashion .. :• (col. 

3, II. 40-45; col. 6, II. 33-34). 

Franklin discloses that "the issuing bank generates a random temporary 

transaction number ... " (Franklin, col. 4, II. 50-51). The random temporary transaction 

number is "associate[d] with the permanent account number" and "looks like a real card 

number ... [t]o the merchant, the transaction number is treated the same as any regular 

credit card number" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-24). 
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h) "said transaction code reflecting at least the limits of said 
designated payment category to make a purchase within said 
designated payment category" 

As stated previously, Franklin discloses that "the transaction number can be 

linked to extra transaction information," which may include a specific purchase amount, 

particular merchant ID, or a short expiration term, which are some of the various types 

of payment categories (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-55). Accordingly, the transaction number 

reflects at least the limits of the designated payment category, as it is linked to the extra 

transaction information that comprises the payment category. Franklin further discloses 

that the extra transaction information, which is tied to the transaction number, will be 

examined "to double check the accuracy of the request," which will allow the transaction 

number to reflect the limits of the payment category to make a purchase that is within 

the payment category (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21). 

i) "communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase with defined purchase parameters" 

The '988 Patent discloses that "the verified customer ... will directly or through an 

authorized representative communicate the code to the merchant. .. " and that " ... the 

merchant proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " (col. 7, II. 27-28). As stated above, 

the specification of the '988 Patent does not disclose the term "purchase parameters," 

and Requester construes the term to include traditional transaction details, such as 

merchant identification, purchase amount, purchase date and time, etc. 

Franklin discloses that "[t]he customer ... submits the number to the merchant" 

(Franklin, col. 2, II. 17-18). "[T]he merchant computer 30 treats the transaction number 

of the online commerce card no differently than it treats a standard credit card 

number ... " and" ... submits a request for authorization over a payment network 36 to the 
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bank computing center 32" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 43-50). The submitting of an 

authorization request of a standard credit card number is the consummation of a 

purchase, with defined purchase parameters (e.g., purchase amount) included in the 

authorization request. 

j) "verifying that said defined purchase parameters are within 
said designated payment category" 

As discussed previously, Requester construes the "verifying" step to include 

verifying that the transaction details of the purchase are in compliance with (e.g., match 

with) transaction details of the designated payment category. To this end, the '988 

Patent discloses communication between the custodial authorizing entity and the 

merchant for purposes of verification of the transaction code (col. 7, II. 13-16). 

Franklin discloses that "[i]f a record is found, the account manager 60 examines 

any extra transaction information, such as purchase amount and merchant ID, which is 

typically included in the authorization request to double check the accuracy of the 

request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21). Accordingly, the account manager verifies that the 

defined purchase parameters (which are typically included in the authorization request) 

are within the designated payment category "to double check the accuracy of the 

request." 

k) "providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm 
at least that said defined purchase parameters are within said 
designated payment category and to authorize payment 
required to complete the purchase" 

Franklin discloses that "when the bank computer 32 receives the authorization 

request, it first examines the transaction number to determine whether it is a valid 

number" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 61-63). As stated above, examining the transaction 
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number may include examining extra transaction information to confirm that the defined 

purchase parameters are within the designated payment category. Franklin further 

discloses that "[t]he bank computing center 32 then returns the authorization reply to the 

merchant computer 30" such that "the credit limit of the customer's account is drawn 

down in the amount of the authorization ... " (Franklin, col. 11, II. 38-45). 

Based upon the foregoing, it is apparent that Franklin discloses the method for 

performing secure credit card purchases as recited in claim 1 of the '988 patent, thereby 

anticipating the claimed method within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). 

ii. Claim2 

"designating at least one of said one or more merchants 
subsequent to generating said transaction code" 

The '988 Patent does not expressly disclose what "designating at least one of 

said one or more merchants subsequent to generating said transaction code" may 

include. The use of the word "designate" is not defined nor is any definition provided for 

by context of its use. Furthermore, relevant disclosure in the '988 Patent is unclear as 

to the possible meaning, as it discloses that" ... the customer may designate ... that only 

one merchant, whether designated or not, can use the transaction code" (col. 8, II. 30-

34). In addition to the obvious ambiguity in stating that the customer may designated 

that a merchant, designated or not, can use the transaction code, there is no indication 

of how a merchant is designated. Accordingly, based on the accompanying disclosure 

of the '988 Patent, Requester for sake of the Request, arguendo, construes designating 

at least one of said one or more merchants to include communicating the transaction 

code to the one or more merchants, which thereby designates the merchant receiving 

the transaction code as one of the one or more merchants. 
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Franklin discloses generating a temporary transaction number, which may then 

be submitted to the merchant (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-18). As stated previously, the 

temporary transaction number in Franklin may be generated without being tied to a 

particular merchant ID (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21). Accordingly, when the transaction 

number, which is not tied to a particular merchant, is submitted to a merchant, the 

merchant is designated with respect to the transaction number. Therefore, Franklin 

anticipates the recitation of claim 2. 

iii. Claims 3 and 20 

"wherein said step of communicating the transaction code to a 
merchant to consummate said purchase within defined 
purchase parameters further comprises designation of said 
merchant as one of said one or more merchants" 

Claim 3 includes the above recitation and is dependent from claim 1. Claim 20 

includes the same recitation, but is instead dependent from claim 19. 

As stated above with respect to claim 2, the '988 Patent does not provide a 

definition as to what "designation of said merchant" may include. Accordingly, 

Requester construes the step of communicating the transaction code to a merchant to 

include the designation of said merchant. As also stated previously with respect to 

claim 2, Franklin discloses generating a temporary transaction number, which may then 

be submitted to the merchant (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-18). 

iv. Claim 4 

"wherein said step of generating said transaction code further 
comprises said customer obtaining said transaction code" 

Franklin discloses that, after the issuing institution has generated the transaction 

number, "[t]he customer receives the transaction number. .. " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 17-18). 
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In an additional embodiment, Franklin discloses that "the issuing bank computer 32 

sends the transaction number to the customer computer 28 ... " (Franklin, col. 10, II. 7-8). 

In both instances, the customer has obtained the transaction number following 

generation of said transaction number. 

v. Claim 5 

"generating a transaction code which reflects at least one of a 
plurality of said payment categories" 

The '988 Patent discloses that the transaction code may be "pre-coded to be 

indicative of ... a designated payment category, selected from the plurality of 

predetermined payment categories ... " (col. 6, II. 33-36). 

Franklin discloses that "the transaction number can be linked to extra transaction 

information," which represents at least one payment category. Accordingly, by linking 

the transaction number to the extra transaction information, the issuing institution 

generates a transaction code that reflects at least one of a plurality of payment 

categories. 

vi. Claim 6 

"defining at least one payment category to include amount 
parameters for a cost of one or more purchases" 

Franklin discloses that extra transaction information that may be linked to a 

transaction number may include "a specific purchase amount" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 17-

21 ). The "specific purchase amount" is an amount parameter for a cost of a purchase, 

which may be used to define at least one payment category. Accordingly, Franklin 

anticipates the recitation of claim 6. 
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"defining at least one payment category to include time 
parameters during which the purchase can be completed" 

The '988 patent discloses "time parameters during which the purchase can be 

completed" to be "more specifically ... a specific time period, such as twenty four hours, 

during which authorization of the purchase remains valid" (col. 3, II. 56-60). 

Franklin discloses that the extra transaction information may include "a short 

expiration term on the transaction number, so that the number becomes invalid after the 

expiration term lapses" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 52-55). As such, when the expiration term, 

the time parameter, has ended, the purchase cannot be completed. 

viii. Claim 8 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
said transaction code to a single transaction for a purchase 
within a predetermined period of time" 

Similar to claim 7, above, claim 8 recites a purchase within a predetermined 

period of time, but additionally limits the transaction code to a single transaction. 

Franklin discloses that "the transaction number can be linked to extra transaction 

information to ensure that the number is only used for one specific transaction" 

(Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). 

ix. Claims 15, 27, and 35 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
purchases to a limited time interval during which a purchase is 
permitted" 

Claims 15, 27, and 35 each include the above recitation, and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 
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As discussed above with respect to claim 7, Franklin discloses that extra 

transaction information may include "a short expiration term on the transaction number, 

so that the number becomes invalid after the expiration term lapses" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 

52-55). Accordingly, purchases are limited to the limited time interval of the short 

expiration term. 

x. Claim 19 

a) "A method of performing secure credit card purchases, said 
method comprising the steps of:" 

As pointed out above with respect to claim 1, Franklin discloses "systems and 

methods for conducting online transactions using an electronically realizable card that 

has a private, permanent account number" (Franklin, col. 1, II. 1 0-16). An issuing 

institution generates a temporary transaction number, associated with the permanent 

account number, for use in a single transaction. "To the merchant, the transaction 

number is treated the same as any regular credit card number" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 23-

25). The temporary transaction number disclosed in Franklin accomplishes secure 

credit card purchases. 

b) "identifying a pre-established account that is used to make 
credit card purchases" 

Franklin discloses the issuing institution identifying the customer account for an 

account associated with an online commerce card. Specifically, "[t]he bank computer 

32 ... immediately verifies the identity and authenticity of the customer ... " and that" ... the 

number from the credit card or debit card is the customer account number used to 

identify the data record for the online commerce card" (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59; col. 7, 

II. 43-45). Accordingly, the identification of the customer account number and data 
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record for the card anticipates the identification of a pre-established account used to 

make credit card purchases. 

c) "selecting a pre-determined payment category which limits 
its nature of a subsequent purchase to one or more 
merchants" 

As discussed previously, limiting the nature of a subsequent purchase to one or 

more merchants is, in effect, non-limiting due to its recitation of "one or more 

merchants." Taking the broadest reasonable interpretation, the recitation is simply 

directed towards the defining of at least one payment category. 

As stated with respect to claim 1, Franklin discloses the temporary transaction 

number capable of being "linked to extra transaction information to ensure that the 

number is used only for one specific transaction," and thus limiting the nature of a 

subsequent purchase (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). The extra transaction information may 

include, for instance, a merchant 10, which will limit the subsequent purchase to one or 

more merchants (Franklin, col. 2, II. 50-55). 

d) "said one or more merchants limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as one of said one or more merchants" 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, this recitation is a non-limitation. If this 

recitation is construed following a different interpretation than Requester submits as 

being the broadest reasonable interpretation, then Franklin discloses that "the 

transaction number can be linked to transaction information" and that "the issuing 

institution might tie the transaction number ... to a particular merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 

2, II. 48-52). Therefore, in some embodiments, a payment category may be defined 

(e.g., for a specific purchase amount) without a particular merchant being identified. 
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Additionally, the tying of a transaction number to a particular merchant ID may not 

include identifying a particular merchant as one of said one or more merchants, as a 

particular merchant ID may correspond to a particular merchant industry, or a particular 

merchant type, while not identifying a specific merchant of the particular merchant 

industry or type. 

e) "generating a transaction code by a processing computer of 
a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established account" 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, Franklin discloses that .. the issuing bank 

generates a random temporary transaction number ..... (Franklin, col. 4, II. 50-51). The 

issuing bank anticipates the claimed custodial authorizing entity, as also discussed 

above. 

f) "said transaction code associated with at least said pre
established account and the limits of said selected payment 
category" 

The '988 Patent states that 11the transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative of 

a specific credit card account ... and a designated payment category .. (col. 6, II. 33-35). 

Similarly, Franklin discloses that the temporary transaction number is generated 

.. and associate[ d) with the permanent account ... 11 (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-17). Franklin 

also discloses that the transaction number 11Can be linked to extra transaction 

information, .. which associates the transaction number with the limits of the linked extra 

transaction information (e.g., purchase amount limits) (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

g) "different from said pre-established account" 

The '988 Patent discloses that 11[t]he transaction code is used in substitution for 

the specific credit card number which would normally identify a customer's credit card 

account. .... and thus be different from the pre-established account (col. 6, II. 28-30). 
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Along these same lines, Franklin discloses that the issuing institution will identify 

the transaction number as being a transaction number "as opposed to a real customer 

account number" and that the transaction number is used "as a proxy for the customer 

account number" during transactions (Franklin, col. 2, II. 18-20; col. 5, II. 6-8). As such, 

Franklin discloses that the transaction number is different from the permanent customer 

account number. 

h) "designating a merchant as one of said one or more 
merchants" 

As discussed with respect to claims 2, 3, and 20, Franklin discloses that a 

merchant may be designated by the customer "submit[ting] that number to the 

merchant" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 18-19) and disclosing that "the transaction number can be 

linked to transaction information" and that "the issuing institution might tie the 

transaction number ... to a particular merchant ID (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

i) "communicating said transaction code to said merchant 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase parameters" 

As discussed with respect to the identical recitation in claim 1, although the '988 

Patent specification does not use the term "purchase parameters," Franklin discloses 

that "[t]he merchant 30 receives the transaction number from the Internet and processes 

the transaction number using its existing computer system" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 39-41). 

The submitting of an authorization request of a standard credit card number is the 

consummation of a purchase, with defined purchase parameters (e.g., purchase 

amount) included in the authorization request. 
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j) "verifying that said defined purchase parameters correspond 
to said selected payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to claim 1 's identical recitation, Franklin 

discloses that "[i]f a record is found, the account manager 60 examines any extra 

transaction information, such as purchase amount and merchant ID, which is typically 

included in the authorization request to double check the accuracy of the request" 

(Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21). Accordingly, the account manager verifies that the defined 

purchase parameters (which are typically included in the authorization request) are 

within the designated payment category "to double check the accuracy of the request." 

k) "providing authorization for said purchase so as to confirm 
at least that said defined purchase parameters are within said 
selected payment category and to authorize payment required 
to complete the purchase" 

As discussed with respect to this recitation included in claim 1, Franklin discloses 

that "when the bank computer 32 receives the authorization request, it first examines 

the transaction number to determine whether it is a valid number" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 

61-63). In addition, examining the transaction number may include examining extra 

transaction information to confirm that the defined purchase parameters are within the 

designated payment category. Franklin further discloses that "[t]he bank computing 

center 32 then returns the authorization reply to the merchant computer 30" such that 

"the credit limit of the customer's account is drawn down in the amount of the 

authorization ... " (Franklin, col. 11, II. 38-45). 
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I) "associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account" 

The '988 Patent does not expressly disclose that the purchase is associated with 

the pre-established account. However, the '988 Patent does disclose that "the 

transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative of a specific credit card account," which, if 

the transaction code is used in the purchase, would enable the purchase to be 

associated with the specific credit card account (col. 6, II. 33-34). 

Franklin discloses that, as part of the processing of the purchase, "[t]he issuing 

bank 26 then swaps the customer account number for the transaction number and 

processes the authorization request. .. " (Franklin, col. 5, II. 1 0-12). Swapping out the 

transaction number with the customer account number for the authorization of the 

purchase ensures that the purchase is associated with the specific credit card account. 

There is further evidence of this association in Franklin, as "the credit limit of the 

customer's account is drawn down in the amount of the authorization ... ," which shows 

the association of the purchase and the customer's account (Franklin, col. 11, II. 38-45). 

Based upon the foregoing, it is apparent that Franklin discloses the method for 

performing secure credit card purchases as recited in claim 19 of the '988 patent, 

thereby anticipating the claimed method within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). 
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xi. Claims 21 and 22 

The recitations of claim 22 are identical to the recitations of claim 21, except that 

where claim 21 recites "a single merchant," claim 22 recites "one or more merchants." 

However, as noted above, the "one or more merchants" limitation as recited in claim 22, 

is, in effect, a non-limiter, and thus claim 22 is directed to the same method of claim 21, 

but without the limitation of "a single merchant" in accordance with the broadest 

reasonable interpretation. 

a) "A method for implementing a system for performing secure 
credit card purchases, the method comprising:" 

As pointed out above with respect to claims 1 and 19, Franklin discloses 

"systems and methods for conducting online transactions using an electronically 

realizable card that has a private, permanent account number" (Franklin, col. 1, II. 10-

16). An issuing institution generates a temporary transaction number, associated with 

the permanent account number, for use in a single transaction. "To the merchant, the 

transaction number is treated the same as any regular credit card number" (Franklin, 

col. 2, II. 23-25). 

b) "receiving account information from an account holder 
identifying an account that is used to make credit card 
purchases" 

Franklin discloses that "the customer is prompted to input a password for 

identification purposes. The password might be a private key or it may be a separate 

name or number created by the customer" (Franklin, col. 8, II. 45-49). Following the 

providing of information from the customer, "[t]he bank computer ... immediately verifies 

the identity and authenticity of the customer ... " (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). Accordingly, 
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the issuing institution receives information from the account holder to identify an 

account. 

As stated above with respect to claim 19, the verification of the identity of the 

customer includes identifying the customer account number, which is used to identify 

the account for the online commerce card, which is used to make credit card purchases 

(Franklin, col. 7, II. 43-45). 

c) "receiving a request from said account holder for a 
transaction code to make a purchase within a payment 
category that at least limits transactions to a single merchant" 

As stated above, this recitation as included in claim 22, is directed to limiting 

transactions to "one or more merchants" rather than the "a single merchant" recited in 

claim 21. 

In Franklin, the customer may " ... send a request to the issuing institution to issue 

a transaction number ... " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 13-14). The transaction number, as stated 

above, can be linked to extra transaction information. In order to determine this 

information, as part of the request to issue a transaction number, the customer may 

"enter information pertaining to the purchase, like the purchase price, the model or item 

number, the merchant name, and the like" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 1-3). Accordingly, this 

results in the transaction number being for a purchase within a specified payment 

category. If the customer supplies the merchant name, then the transactions would be 

limited to a single merchant. Alternatively, the extra transaction information might 

include the extra transaction information "to ensure that the number is only used for one 

specific transaction," which would limit the transaction number to a single merchant 

(Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). 
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d) "said single merchant limitation being included in said 
payment category prior to any particular merchant being 
identified as said single merchant" 

As stated above, claim 22 includes this recitation, but directed toward the 

limitation being included prior to any particular "one or more merchant" being identified. 

As discussed with respect to claims 1 and 19, this recitation is non-limiting and thus, 

under the broadest reasonable interpretation, the transaction code would be for making 

a purchase within a designated payment category, without regard to merchant 

limitations. Under an alternative interpretation, arguendo, as also discussed previously, 

the transaction code would be within a designated payment category prior to the 

designation of any merchant. 

As to the recitation as it appears in claim 21, the '988 Patent specification does 

not include any language directed towards "limit[ing] a transaction to a single 

merchant. .. prior to any particular merchant being identified as said single merchant" to 

provide for context and understanding of the recitation. Requester construes the 

recitation to include requiring that a transaction code only being used at one merchant 

as opposed to multiple merchants, and that the limitation is imposed prior to any 

particular merchant being identified as the one merchant. 

Franklin discloses that the transaction number might be tied to a particular 

merchant ID (Franklin, col. 2, II. 51-52). In instances where the transaction number is 

not tied to a particular merchant ID, then the single merchant limitation, as discussed 

above, would be included prior to the identification of a particular merchant. 
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e) "generating a transaction code utilizing a processing 
computer of a custodial authorizing entity, said transaction 
code associated with said account" 

As discussed with respect to claims 1 and 19, Franklin discloses that "the issuing 

bank generates a random temporary transaction number ... " (Franklin, col. 4, II. 50-51). 

The issuing bank anticipates the claimed custodial authorizing entity, as also discussed 

above. Franklin also discloses that the temporary transaction number is generated "and 

associate[ d) with the permanent account..." (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-17). 

f) "reflecting at least the limits of said payment category, to 
make a purchase within said payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to claim 19, Franklin discloses that the 

transaction number "can be linked to extra transaction information," which associates 

the transaction number with the limits of the linked extra transaction information (e.g., 

purchase amount limits), which would make the purchase using the transaction number 

within the payment category (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

g) "communicating said transaction code to said account 
holder" 

Franklin discloses that "the issuing bank 26 issues the transaction number to the 

customer ... " (Franklin, col. 4, II. 53-54). In one embodiment, the transaction number 

may be communicated to the customer (the account holder) when " ... the issuing bank 

computer 32 sends the transaction number to the customer computer 28" (Franklin, col. 

10, II. 7-8). 

h) "receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase 
using said transaction code" 

Although the '988 Patent does not disclose the receipt of an authorization request 

for authorizing payment for a purchase using said transaction code, it does disclose 
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communication between the merchant and the custodial authorizing entity for obtaining 

verification and subsequent payment using the transaction code (col. 7, II. 49-55). 

Based on the foregoing, Requester construes this recitation to include receiving an 

authorization request for a transaction, such as between the merchant and the custodial 

authorizing entity, as is consistent with the specification of the '988 Patent. 

Along these lines, Franklin discloses that "the bank computer 32 receives the 

authorization request" from the merchant, and that upon receiving the request, "it first 

examines the transaction number ... " (Franklin, col. 10, II. 61-62). Thus, the issuing 

institution receives a request to authorize payment for a purchase using the transaction 

number. 

i) "authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is 
within said payment category" 

As discussed previously with respect to the "verifying" step of claims 1 and 19, 

Franklin discloses that "the account manager 60 examines any extra information, such 

as purchase amount and merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy of the request," 

which will identify if the purchase is within the payment category (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-

21). If the authorization request is successful, payment is authorized in the form of 

drawing down the credit limit of the customer's account (Franklin, col. 11, II. 41-45). 

xii. Claims 23 and 31 

"wherein the step of receiving account information from the 
account holder identifying an account that is used to make 
credit card purchases further comprises receiving information 
identifying a credit card account" 

Claims 23 and 31 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 
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As stated above with respect to claims 21 and 22, Franklin discloses that "[t]he 

bank computer ... immediately verifies the identity and authenticity of the customer ... " 

using the provided information, and that the identified customer is associated with a 

credit card account (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). Accordingly, the information received 

from the account holder identifying an account is information that can therefore identify 

a credit card account. 

xiii. Claims 24 and 32 

"wherein the step of generating a transaction code utilizing a 
processing computer of a custodial authorizing entity further 
comprises generating a transaction code which reflects at 
least one of a plurality of predetermined payment categories" 

Claims 24 and 32 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

Franklin discloses generating a temporary transaction number where "the 

transaction number can be linked to extra transaction information ... " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 

48-52). The extra transaction information may include a specific purchase amount, a 

particular merchant ID, a short expiration time, etc., or combinations thereof, each of 

which represent a predetermined payment category. Accordingly, as the transaction 

number can be linked to the information, it may reflect at least one of the plurality of 

predetermined payment categories. 

xiv. Claims 29 and 37 

"wherein said step of receiving a request to authorize payment 
for a purchase using said transaction code further identifies 
said single merchant" 

Claims 29 and 37 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 
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As stated above with respect to the "receiving a request" step of claims 21, and 

22, Franklin discloses that "the bank computer 32 receives the authorization request" 

from the merchant (Franklin, col. 10, II. 61-62). Furthermore, Franklin discloses that 

merchant identification is among the information typically included in the authorization 

request (Franklin, col. 11, II. 18-22). Accordingly, receipt of the authorization request 

identifies the single merchant. 

xv. Claims 30 and 38 

"wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 
holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a 
payment category that at least limits transactions to a single 
merchant further comprises receiving a request from said 
account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase 
within a predetermined payment category that is further 
limited in accordance with transaction details provided by said 
account holder" 

Claims 30 and 38 each contain this recitation, and are directed to claims 21 and 

22, respectively. 

Although the '988 Patent specification does not disclose that transaction details 

are to be provided by the account holder, but are rather established by the custodial 

authorizing entity (see col. 7, II. 43-45), Franklin discloses that the issuing institution 

"may require the customer to enter information pertaining to the purchase, like the 

purchase price, the model or item number, the merchant name, and the like" (Franklin, 

col. 9, ln. 66 - col. 10, ln. 3). This information is linked to the generated transaction 

number, such that the transaction number may only be used for a transaction in 

accordance with the provided extra transaction information (Franklin, col. 9, II. 63-66). 
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Based on the foregoing, Franklin discloses the methods for performing and for 

implementing a system for performing secure credit card purchases as claimed in the 

'988 Patent, and anticipates the subject matter claimed in each of claims 1-8, 15, 19-24, 

27,29-32, 35, and 37-38 of the '988 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). 

D. Claims 16, 25, 28, 33, and 36 would have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. 
§ 1 03(a) over Franklin 

Set forth below is a detailed explanation of the obviousness of each of claims 16, 

25, 28, 33, and 36 under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a) over Franklin. 

i. Claims 16, 28, and 36 

"communicating said transaction code to the customer at the 
location of the merchant for use in person" 

Claims 16, 28, and 36 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

Franklin discloses that "[t]he customer receives the transaction number and 

submits the number to the merchant ... " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 17-18). Although Franklin is 

directed towards the use of transaction numbers in online commerce and does not 

expressly disclose use of the transaction number in person, it would have been obvious 

to a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention of the '988 Patent 

to take the transaction number of Franklin, which looks like and is used as a real credit 

card number, to perform the communication of the transaction code to the customer at 

the location of the merchant for use in person. 
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"wherein the step of receiving a request from said account 
holder for a transaction code to make a purchase within a 
payment category that at least limits transactions to a single 
merchant further comprises receiving a request from said 
account holder for a transaction code to make a purchase 
within a payment category that is automatically chosen by a 
custodial authorizing entity" 

Claims 25 and 33 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 21 and 22, respectively. 

As discussed previously, Franklin discloses that the customer may request a 

transaction code to make a purchase within a payment category, and may additionally 

"enter information pertaining to the purchase, like the purchase price the model or item 

number, the merchant name, and the like" (Franklin, col. 9, II. 1-3). It would have been 

obvious for a person having ordinary skill in the art to take the system of Franklin, where 

the customer may submit extra transaction information along with a request for a 

transaction code, and have the issuing institution automatically chose a payment 

category (e.g., based on the submitted extra information). As payment categories are 

used in the authorization process, to ensure a transaction is within the payment 

category, it makes sense that the issuing institution would automatically chose the 

payment category based on provided information in the request, rather than the 

customer. 

Based on the foregoing, it is apparent that claims 16, 25, 28, 33, and 36 would 

have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Franklin. 
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E. Claims 17 and 18 would have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 
over Franklin in view of Joao 

Set forth below is a detailed explanation of the obviousness of each of claims 17 

and 18 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Franklin in view of Joao. 

i. Claim 17 

Claim 17 is identical to claim 19, discussed in detail above, except for the 

recitation of the "selecting a predetermined payment category" step. In claim 19, the 

step recited that the predetermined payment category limits the nature of a "subsequent 

purchase" to one or more merchants, whereas, in claim 17, the step recites that the 

predetermined payment category limits the nature "of a series of subsequent 

purchases" to one or more merchants. 

As discussed above with respect to claim 19, Franklin discloses that the extra 

transaction information may limit the nature of a subsequent purchase, but is directly to 

a "single transaction" and not a "series of subsequent purchases." Joao discloses 

placing limitations and/or restrictions on the use of a card, which may include "the type 

of transactions which are allowed and/or authorized" or "the dollar amounts of 

transactions pertaining to each authorized vendor" (Joao, col. 16, II. 18-30). 

Accordingly, Joao discloses a plurality of payment categories that may limit the nature 

of a series of subsequent purchases, as it is directed towards restrictions and/or 

limitations on multiple transactions. 

It would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time 

of the invention of the '988 Patent to take the method of Franklin, which selects a 

predetermined payment category limiting the nature of a single purchase, and modify it 

to be used for a series of subsequent purchases in light of Joao's teaching of limitations 
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on the nature of multiple transactions, and arrive at the invention as claimed in claim 17 

of the '988 Patent. 

ii. Claim 18 

Franklin discloses that, as part of the authorization process of the purchase, the 

purchase including defined purchase parameters (e.g., transaction details), "the account 

manager 60 examines any extra transaction information, such as purchase amount and 

merchant ID ... to double check the accuracy of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21). 

Accordingly, verifying that the defined purchase parameters correspond to said payment 

category includes a merchant ID, which thereby identifies the merchant, as recited in 

claim 18. 

Based on the foregoing, it is apparent that claims 17 and 18 would have been 

obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a) over Franklin in view of Joao. 

F. Claims 9-14, 26, and 34 would have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. 
§ 1 03(a) over Franklin in view of Yanagihara 

Set forth below is a detailed explanation of the obviousness of each of claims 17 

and 18 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Franklin in view ofYanagihara. 

i. Claim 9 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
purchases to a single transaction at a maximum amount for 
purchase within a predetermined period of time" 

As discussed above, Franklin discloses that "the transaction number can be 

linked to extra transaction information to ensure the number is only used for one specific 

transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). Franklin also discloses that the extra transaction 
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information may include a specific purchase amount and within a predetermined period 

of time, but does not include a maximum amount for purchase. 

Yanagihara discloses that a usable limit may be placed on the electronic money 

card, "the usable limit indicat[ing] the maximum limit of electronic money the user can 

withdraw" (Yanagihara, para. [0019]). It would have been obvious for a person having 

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention of the '988 Patent to take the extra 

transaction information of Franklin and include a maximum limit as taught by 

Yanagihara. In some instances a specific purchase amount may be difficult to ascertain 

prior to the transaction, such as the purchase of a service where a tip may be added to 

the price. Using the maximum limit of Yanagihara in addition to the predetermined 

period of time of Franklin would ensure that such transactions could still be processed, 

while still allowing for account security. 

ii. Claim 10 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting 
purchases to at least one payment category to at least two 
purchases at a maximum total amount for items purchased 
within a predetermined period of time" 

Claim 10 includes the same recitation of claim 9, but is directed towards "at least 

two purchases" at a maximum total amount, rather than the "single transaction" recited 

in claim 9. 

As discussed above, Franklin is directed to a single transaction during a 

predetermined period of time, but not disclose limiting at least two purchases to a 

maximum total amount. As also discussed previously, Yanagihara discloses a usable 

limit for a maximum total amount for a transaction. In addition, Yanagihara also 

discloses an aggregate amount, which applies for multiple (e.g., at least two) 
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purchases, such that a purchase amount is not only "compared with the usable limit, but 

also the sum of the amount of money currently withdrawn and the aggregate amount of 

money so far paid" (Yanagihara, para. [0029]). 

It would have been obvious at the time of the invention of the '988 Patent for a 

person having ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Franklin and 

Yanagihara to define a payment category limiting at least two purchases to a maximum 

total amount within a predetermined period of time. 

iii. Claims 11 and 12 

"defining at least one payment category to include using said 
transaction code for at least two purchases for a repeating 
transaction at a fixed amount payable at each of a fixed 
number of time intervals" 

As discussed above with respect to claim 1, Franklin teaches defining at least 

one payment category to include using a transaction code, but does not disclose using 

the transaction code for at least two purchases for a repeating transaction at a fixed 

amount payable at each of a fixed number of time intervals. 

Yanagihara discloses that payment conditions may be placed on an electronic 

money card that may limit multiple transactions using the electronic money card 

(Yanagihara, para. [0019]). Yanagihara also discloses that for each transaction, 

transaction details (e.g., purchase parameters) may be captured and stored, including 

"a transaction date 224, a transaction category 225, an amount transacted 226, and a 

usage category 227. The transaction date 224 indicates the year, month and day in 

which the electronic money is read and written" (Yanagihara, para. [0020]). 

Yanagihara is directed to an electronic money card that the cardholder may 

share with others, the card having limits and payment conditions such that the other 
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users must stay within the limits agreed upon (Yanagihara, para. [0003]). It would have 

been obvious for a person having ordinary skill in the art to use the usage limits and 

transaction record of Yanagihara to limit purchases for a repeating transaction at a fixed 

amount payable at each of a fixed number of time intervals. It would also have been 

obvious for a person having ordinary skill in the art to combine these teachings of 

Yanagihara regarding limits for users (e.g., merchants) withdrawing from an electronic 

money card, to the teachings of Franklin regarding limits for a transaction from a 

transaction number, and achieve the invention as claimed in claim 11 of the '988 Patent. 

Claim 12 is dependent from claim 11, and recites a payment category limiting 

purchases to the repeating transaction recited in claim 11. Accordingly, for the same 

reasons as discussed with respect to claim 11, claim 12 would have been obvious to a 

person having ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Franklin and 

Yanagihara. 

iv. Claim 13 

"defining at least one payment category to include using said 
transaction code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount 
payable to each of an unspecified number of time intervals" 

Claim 13 includes a recitation identical to that of claim 12, except that the number 

of time intervals recited in claim 13 is unspecified. 

As discussed above, it would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill 

in the art to combine the teachings of Franklin and Yanagihara to achieve a method for 

performing secure credit card purchases including defining a payment category to 

include using a transaction code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount payable 

for a fixed number of time intervals. Accordingly, it would also be obvious to a person 
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having ordinary skill in the art to modify the method to include defining the payment 

category to include using a transaction code for a repeating transaction for an unfixed 

number of time intervals. Yanagihara is directed towards allowing a cardholder to 

provide users with their electronic money card for withdrawals (e.g., charges) with 

various payment conditions. It would be obvious for a cardholder to provide a merchant 

with their card for charging a fixed amount payable at a time interval, such as for a 

monthly fee for a service (e.g., cable, television, landscaping, mortgage payments, etc.). 

In some instances, there may be a fixed number of time intervals, such as for a one 

year subscription to a service, while in many others, the number of intervals is 

unspecified, such as for a utility. Accordingly, it would be obvious for a person having 

ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Franklin and Yanagihara to achieve 

the invention as recited in claim 13 of the '988 Patent. 

v. Claims 14, 26, and 34 

"defining at least one payment category to include limiting a 
repeating transaction to a maximum dollar amount" 

Claims 14, 26, and 34 each include the above recitation and are dependent from 

claims 1, 21, and 22, respectively. 

As discussed previously with respect to claims 11-13, Yanagihara discloses 

setting payment conditions including a maximum dollar amount and the storage of 

transaction details, including a "usage identification code" that "indicates what purpose 

a user uses the electronic money card 106 for" (Yanagihara, para. [0019-0020]). 

Accordingly, it would be obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art to modify the 

teachings of Yanagihara to set payment conditions for a repeating transaction based on 

transaction details, such as the usage identification code, usage category, etc., such 
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that a merchant could be provided the electronic money card number for repeated 

withdrawals without exceeding a maximum usage limit per transaction or aggregate limit 

per all transactions. 

Based on the foregoing, it is apparent that claims 9-14, 26, and 34 would have 

been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a) over Franklin in view of Yanagihara. 

Ill. CONCLUSION 

Based on the above-identified prior art and the arguments herein, the Office 

should declare that there are substantial new questions of patentability with respect to 

claims 1-38 of the '988 Patent, and that claims 1-38 should be rejected as anticipated 

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e), or, alternatively, that claims 1-8, 15, 19-24, 27,29-32, 35, 

and 37-38 should be rejected as anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and that claims 

9-14, 16-18, 25-26, 28, 33-34, and 36 should be rejected as obvious under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 1 03(a) for at least the reasons identified above. 
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Appendix A- '988 Patent Claims and Written Description versus Cohen 

'988 Patent Claims Closest Explanation in '988 Patent Disclosure in Cohen (6,422,462) 
1' A method of performing secure " ... the present invention is directed "It is an object of the present invention to 
credit card purchases, said method towards a system and method for provide improved credit cards and methods 
comprising: accomplishing secure credit card for credit card transactions ... [i]t is a further 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). object of the present invention to provide 
methods and apparatus for secure 
transmission of credit card information" 
(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing " ... the customer contacts, either by " ... a user dials into her credit card 
entity having custodial responsibility of computer, telephone, or in person, a company ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-44). 
account parameters of a customer's custodial authorizing entity as at 12. The 
account that is used to make credit card custodial authorizing entity may herein be 
purchases; defined as comprising that entity or 

institution which has or has been 
designated by the entity which has 
custodial responsibility for the financial 
data and security of a given credit card 
account of a customer" (col. 5, II. 51-57). 

b) supplying said custodial "Once contacted, the customer then " ... a user dials into her credit card 
authorizing entity with at least account supplies appropriate identification data to company ... and after providing the ordinary 
identification data of said customer's inform the custodial authorizing entity of a credit card number and verification data ... " 
account; specific customer's credit card account as (Cohen, col. 3, II. 42-45). 

at 15" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). 

c) defining at least one payment [In light of this recitation, the claims are "The card can also be customized for only 
category to include at least limiting a limited to the embodiment described at col. particular uses or groups of uses" (Cohen, 
number of transactions to one or more 8, II. 18-34.] col. 7, II. 66-67). 
merchants, "The payment category may also include a "A customized credit card could be issued 

multi-transaction authorization wherein to the user which is only valid for use for 
more than one purchase may be made that particular type of charge (computer 
from one or a plurality of different hardware or software stores) ... [or] for use in 
merchants ... " (col. 8, II. 18-20). a particular store itself or a particular chain 

of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34). 

said one or more merchants limitation " ... each of which may or may not be "A customized credit card could be issued 
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being included in said payment category identified by the customer and pre-coded to the user which is only valid for use for 
prior to any particular merchant being in associated with the transaction code" that particular type of charge (computer 
identified as one of said one or more (col. 8, II. 19-22). hardware or software stores) ... " (Cohen, 
merchants; col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). 

d) designating said payment "Further, a feature of the transaction code " ... a user can indicate in advance of 
category; is its ability to indicate any one of purchase ... what the single use or the 

preferably a plurality of predetermined customized credit card number is to be 
payment categories which may either be used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). 
requested by the customer or 
automatically chosen by the custodial 
authorizing entity ... " (col. 3, II. 48-52). 

e) generating a transaction code by " ... the custodial authorizing entity "A user dials into her credit card company 
a processing computer of said custodial generates a transaction code as at 20" before making a transaction, and ... is 
authorizing entity, (col. 6, II. 26-28). provided with a disposable or customized 

number" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 41-45). 
"These credit cards or credit card numbers 
are generated ... " (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). 

said transaction code reflecting at least the " ... a merchant identifier is pre-coded in "A customized credit card could be issued 
limits of said designated payment category associate within the transaction code, the to the user which is only valid for use for 
to make a purchase within said designated pre-coding of the transaction code will that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 
payment category; prohibit an unauthorized use due at least 8, II. 25-27). 

in part to the fact that the merchant is "A customized credit card ... is only valid for 
specifically identified and any attempt to use for that particular type of charge ... such 
use the transaction code other than by the that if the employee tries to use it for 
identified merchant will be prohibited" (col. anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
7, II. 1-6). (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32) 

f) communicating said transaction "The verified customer ... will directly or " ... the user transmits his or her credit card 
code to a merchant to consummate a through an authorized representative information to the vendor. That vendor then 
purchase with defined purchase communicate the code to the merchant as verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
parameters; at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant 36-37). 

proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " 
(col. 7, II. 27-28). 

g) verifying that said defined Inferred, but not directly supported, by the "That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " 
purchase parameters are within said specification. See, col. 7, II. 13-16 (Cohen, col. 5, ln. 37). 
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designated payment category; and ("Restricted communication between the "A customized credit card ... is only valid for 
merchant and the custodial authorizing use for that particular type of charge ... such 
entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for that if the employee tries to use it for 
purposes of verification of the transaction anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
code ... "). (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32) 

h) providing authorization for said No direct support found in specification. " ... the credit card company notes the 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the identity of the vendor, authorizes the 
defined purchase parameters are within merchant also has a desired verification as transaction (if the credit card number is 
said designated payment category and to to the validity of a transaction and can valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds 
authorize payment required to complete effectively make arrangements to be paid available), and forwards the authorization 
the purchase. by the credit card company"). code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-

49). 
2. The method of claim 1 further " ... the customer may designate ... that only " ... the user transmits his or her credit card 
comprising the step of designating at least one merchant, whether designated or not, information to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
one of said one or more merchants can use the transaction code" (col. 8, II. 36-37). 
subsequent to generating said transaction 30-34). 
code. 
3. The method of claim 1 wherein said "The verified customer ... will directly or "Upon use of the card, the information 
step of communicating the transaction through an authorized representative regarding the transaction is transmitted to 
code to a merchant to consummate said communicate the code to the merchant as the credit card company, as is known in the 
purchase within defined purchase at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant art" (Cohen, col. 13, ln. 66-col. 14, ln. 1) 
parameters further comprises designation proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " where merchant identification in transaction 
of said merchant as one of said one or (col. 7, II. 27-28). details is known in the art. 
more merchants. 
4. The method of claim 1 wherein said "Once generated, the transaction code is " ... a user ... is provided with a disposable or 
step of generating said transaction code communicated exclusively to the customized number ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 43-
further comprises said customer obtaining authorized and verified customer by the 45). 
said transaction code. custodial authorizing entity as at 22" (col. 

6, II. 37-39). 
5. The method of claim 1 further " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "The card can also be customized for only 
comprising generating a transaction code indicative of ... a designated payment particular uses or groups of uses" (Cohen, 
which reflects at least one of a plurality of category, selected from the plurality of col. 7, II. 66-67). 
said payment categories. predetermined payment categories ... " (col. 

6, II. 33-36). 
6. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment "A customized credit card could be issued 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include a single to the user which is only valid ... to the credit 
category to include amount parameters for transaction involving a specific dollar limit decided by the issuer or [user] ... " 
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a cost of one or more purchases. amount for a purchase ... " (col. 3, II. 56-58). (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-30). 
7. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment " ... each of the disposable credit cards can 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include ... a specific time be given an expiration date ... [t]hus, if the 
category to include time parameters during period, such as twenty four hours, during credit card is not used within the time limit, it 
which the purchase can be completed. which authorization of the purchase expires" (Cohen, col. 6, II. 4-7). 

remains valid." (col. 3, II. 56-60). 
8. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment "With respect to the disposable card, the 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include a single user is instructed that, after use of the 
category to include limiting said transaction ... for a purchase within a number once, the number may not be used 
transaction code to a single transaction for specific time period, such as twenty four again" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 60-62). 
a purchase within a predetermined period hours, during which authorization of the "It could also be valid for a specific 
of time. purchase remains valid." (col. 3, II. 56-60). predetermined amount of time" (Cohen, col. 

7, II. 61-62). 
9. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment "The card could be valid only for purchase 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include a single on that particular day, to a certain 
category to include limiting purchases to a transaction involving a specific dollar designated purchase limit, and even, if 
single transaction at a maximum amount amount for a purchase within a specific desired only in a certain store" (Cohen, col. 
for purchase within a predetermined period time period ... " (col. 3, II. 56-59). 8, II. 43-45). 
of time. 
10. The method of claim 1 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "The card could be valid only for purchase 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define on that particular day, to a certain 
category to include limiting purchases to at multiple transactions involving a maximum designated purchase limit, and even, if 
least one payment category to at least two dollar amount for purchases, as well as a desired only in ... groups of stores or types of 
purchases at a maximum total amount for fixed period of time for authorization of stores, or types of purchases or items" 
items purchased within a predetermined such purchases ... " (col. 3, ln. 65 to col. 4, (Cohen, col. 8, II. 43-47). 
period of time. ln. 1 ). 
11. The method of claim 1 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "Thus, in accordance with these 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define ... a embodiments, the card can have a user 
category to include using said transaction repeating transaction wherein payments customized range of dates or series of 
code for at least two purchases for a may be automatically accessed by a dates" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46). 
repeating transaction at a fixed amount merchant over a predetermined or "It could also be valid for a specific 
payable at each of a fixed number of time unspecified time interval (such as every predetermined amount of time" (Cohen, col. 
intervals. thirty days) for a specific dollar amount or 7, II. 61-62). 

a maximum dollar amount limit" (col. 3, ln. "The card could be valid only for purchase 
65 to col. 4, ln. 5). on that particular day, to a certain 

designated purchase limit. .. " (Cohen, col. 8, 
II. 43-45). 

12. The method of claim 11 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "A customized credit card ... is only valid for 
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comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define ... a use for that particular type of charge ... such 
category to include limiting purchases to repeating transaction wherein payments that if the employee tries to use it for 
said repeating transaction at said fixed may be automatically accessed by a anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
amount payable at each of said fixed merchant over a predetermined or (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32). 
number of time intervals. unspecified time interval (such as every 

thirty days) for a specific dollar amount or 
a maximum dollar amount limit" (col. 3, ln. 
65 to col. 4, ln. 5). 

13. The method of claim 1 further "Similarly, a repeating transaction for a "Thus, in accordance with these 
comprising defining at least one payment stated minimum interval, such as every embodiments, the card can have a user 
category to include using said transaction thirty days may be authorized for a specific customized range of dates or series of 
code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount for an unspecified number of dates" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46) where the 
amount payable to each of an unspecified intervals ... " (col. 8, ln. 43-45). series of dates need not have an end. 
number of time intervals. 
14. The method of claim 1 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "Thus, in accordance with these 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define ... a embodiments, the card can have a user 
category to include limiting a repeating repeating transaction ... for a specific dollar customized range of dates or series of 
transaction to a maximum dollar amount. amount or a maximum dollar amount limit" dates" (Cohen, col. 7, II. 44-46). 

(col. 3, ln. 65 to col. 4, ln. 5). "A customized credit card could be issued 
to the user which is only valid ... to the credit 
limit decided by the issuer or [user] ... " 
(Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-30). 

15. The method of claim 1 further "In addition, the transactions are " ... each of the disposable credit cards can 
comprising defining at least one payment preferably, but not necessarily, authorized be given an expiration date ... [t]hus, if the 
category to include limiting purchases to a to be conducted only over a fixed life credit card is not used within the time limit, it 
limited time interval during which a period of time ... " (col. 8, II. 6-8). expires" (Cohen, col. 6, II. 4-7). 
purchase is permitted. 
16. The method of claim 1 further " ... the present invention is directed "The vendor could read the number of the 
comprising communicating said towards a system and method for disposable or customized card, could scan 
transaction code to the customer at the accomplishing secure credit card the number with a bar code scanner, could 
location of the merchant for use in person. purchases. Moreover, these purchases read a magnetic strip on the disposable 

can be 'in person' ... " (col. 5, II. 28-31 ). card, or so forth" (Cohen, col. 4, II. 31-35). 
17. A method of performing secure " ... the present invention is directed "It is an object of the present invention to 
credit card purchases, said method towards a system and method for provide improved credit cards and methods 
comprising: accomplishing secure credit card for credit card transactions ... [i]t is a further 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). object of the present invention to provide 
methods and apparatus for secure 
transmission of credit card information" 
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(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). 

a) identifying a pre-established " ... the custodial authorizing entity verifies " ... a user dials into her credit card company 
account that is used to make credit card the credit card status and account before making a transaction, and after 
purchases; identification of the customer ... " (col. 6, II. providing the ordinary credit card number 

15-17). and verification data ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 
42-45). 

b) selecting a predetermined "The payment category may also include a " ... a user can indicate in advance of 
payment category which limits its a nature, multi-transaction authorization wherein purchase ... what the single use or the 
of a series of subsequent purchases to more than one purchase may be made customized credit card number is to be 
one or more merchants, from one or a plurality of different used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). 

merchants ... " (col. 8, II. 18-20). "A customized credit card could be issued 
to the user which is only valid for use for 
that particular type of charge (computer 
hardware or software stores) ... [or] for use in 
a particular store itself or a particular chain 
of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34). 

said one or more merchants limitation " ... each of which may or may not be "A customized credit card could be issued 
being included in said payment category identified by the customer and pre-coded to the user which is only valid for use for 
prior to any particular merchant being in associated with the transaction code" that particular type of charge (computer 
identified as one of said one or more (col. 8, II. 19-22). hardware or software stores) ... " (Cohen, 
merchants; col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). 

c) generating a transaction code by " ... the custodial authorizing entity "A user dials into her credit card company 
a processing computer of a custodial generates a transaction code as at 20" before making a transaction, and ... is 
authorizing entity of said pre-established (col. 6, II. 26-28). provided with a disposable or customized 
account, number" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 41-45). 

"These credit cards or credit card numbers 
are generated ... " (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). 

said transaction code associated with at " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "A customized credit card could be issued 
least said pre-established account and the indicative of a specific credit card account, to the user which is only valid for use for 
limits of said selected payment category preferably a merchant or merchants that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 

identification and a designated payment 8, II. 25-27). 
category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). " ... the credit card can be marked, if desired, 

to show both that it has been processed to 
charge money to the person's account ... " 
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(Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38), showing the 
association of the card with the pre-
established account. 

and different from said pre-established "The transaction code is used in "No vendor would ever, under one 
account; substitution for the specific credit card embodiment of the system, receive or have 

number which would normally identify a access to the user's permanent credit card 
customer's credit card account ... " (col. 6, number. Rather, the vendor would receive 
II. 28-30). a disposable credit card number from the 

user's supply" (Cohen, col. 4, II. 26-31 ). 

d) communicating said transaction "The verified customer ... will directly or " ... the user transmits his or her credit card 
code to a merchant to consummate a through an authorized representative information to the vendor. That vendor then 
purchase within defined purchase communicate the code to the merchant as verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
parameters; at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant 36-37). 

proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " 
(col. 7, II. 27-28). 

e) verifying that said defined Inferred, but not directly supported, by the "That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " 
purchase parameters correspond to said specification. See, col. 7, II. 13-16 (Cohen, col. 5, ln. 37). 
selected payment category; ("Restricted communication between the "A customized credit card ... is only valid for 

merchant and the custodial authorizing use for that particular type of charge ... such 
entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for that if the employee tries to use it for 
purposes of verification of the transaction anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
code ... "). (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32) 

f) providing authorization for said No direct support found in specification. " ... the credit card company notes the 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the identity of the vendor, authorizes the 
defined purchase parameters are within merchant also has a desired verification as transaction (if the credit card number is 
said selected payment category and to to the validity of a transaction and can valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds 
authorize payment required to complete effectively make arrangements to be paid available), and forwards the authorization 
the purchase; and by the credit card company"). code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-

49). 

g) associating the purchase with " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be " ... the credit card can be marked, if desired, 
said pre-established account. indicative of a specific credit card to show both that it has been processed to 

account..." (col. 6, II. 33-34). charge money to the person's account. .. " 
(Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). 
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18. The method of claim 17 wherein "Restricted communication between the "Upon use of the card, the information 
said step of verifying that said defined merchant and the custodial authorizing regarding the transaction is transmitted to 
purchase parameters correspond to said entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for the credit card company, as is known in the 
selected payment category further purposes of verification of the transaction art" (Cohen, col. 13, ln. 66-col. 14, ln. 1) 
identifies said merchant as one of said one code ... " (col. 7, II. 13-16). where merchant identification in transaction 
or more merchants. details is known in the art. 
19. A method of performing secure " ... the present invention is directed "It is an object of the present invention to 
credit card purchases, said method towards a system and method for provide improved credit cards and methods 
comprising the steps of: accomplishing secure credit card for credit card transactions ... [i]t is a further 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). object of the present invention to provide 
methods and apparatus for secure 
transmission of credit card information" 
(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). 

a) identifying a pre-established " ... the custodial authorizing entity verifies " ... a user dials into her credit card company 
account that is used to make credit card the credit card status and account before making a transaction, and after 
purchases; identification of the customer ... " (col. 6, II. providing the ordinary credit card number 

15-17). and verification data ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 
42-45). 

b) selecting a pre-determined "The payment category may also include a " ... a user can indicate in advance of 
payment category which limits its nature of multi-transaction authorization wherein purchase ... what the single use or the 
a subsequent purchase to one or more more than one purchase may be made customized credit card number is to be 
merchants, from one or a plurality of different used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). 

merchants ... " (col. 8, II. 18-20). "A customized credit card could be issued 
to the user which is only valid for use for 
that particular type of charge (computer 
hardware or software stores) ... [or] for use in 
a particular store itself or a particular chain 
of stores" (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-34). 

said one or more merchants limitation " ... each of which may or may not be "A customized credit card could be issued 
being included in said payment category identified by the customer and pre-coded to the user which is only valid for use for 
prior to any particular merchant being in associated with the transaction code" that particular type of charge (computer 
identified as one of said one or more (col. 8, II. 19-22). hardware or software stores) ... " (Cohen, 
merchants; col. 8, II. 25-28) (emphasis added). 

c) generating a transaction code by a " ... the custodial authorizing entity "A user dials into her credit card company 
processing computer of a custodial generates a transaction code as at 20" before making a transaction, and ... is 
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authorizing entity of said pre-established (col. 6, II. 26-28). provided with a disposable or customized 
account, number" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 41-45). 

"These credit cards or credit card numbers 
are generated ... " (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). 

said transaction code associated with at " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "A customized credit card could be issued 
least said pre-established account and the indicative of a specific credit card account, to the user which is only valid for use for 
limits of said selected payment category, preferably a merchant or merchants that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 
and identification and a designated payment 8, II. 25-27). 

category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). " ... the credit card can be marked, if desired, 
to show both that it has been processed to 
charge money to the person's account..." 
(Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38), showing the 
association of the card with the pre-
established account. 

different from said pre-established "The transaction code is used in "No vendor would ever, under one 
account; substitution for the specific credit card embodiment of the system, receive or have 

number which would normally identify a access to the user's permanent credit card 
customer's credit card account. .. " (col. 6, number. Rather, the vendor would receive 
II. 28-30). a disposable credit card number from the 

user's supply" (Cohen, col. 4, II. 26-31 ). 

d) designating a merchant as one of " ... the customer ... can designate that only " ... the user could ... if desired, set the places 
said one or more merchants; one merchant, whether designated or not, or types of places where the card will be 

can use the transaction code" (col. 8, II. active" (Cohen, col. 9, II. 27-30). 
30-34). 

e) communicating said transaction "The verified customer ... will directly or " ... the user transmits his or her credit card 
code to said merchant to consummate a through an authorized representative information to the vendor. That vendor then 
purchase within defined purchase communicate the code to the merchant as verifies the transaction ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
parameters; at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant 36-37). 

proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " 
(col. 7, II. 27-28). 

f) verifying that said defined Inferred, but not directly supported, by the "That vendor then verifies the transaction ... " 
purchase parameters correspond to said specification. See, col. 7, II. 13-16 (Cohen, col. 5, ln. 37). 
selected payment category; ("Restricted communication between the "A customized credit card ... is only valid for 

merchant and the custodial authorizing use for that particular type of charge ... such 
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entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for that if the employee tries to use it for 
purposes of verification of the transaction anything else ... the charge will be declined" 
code ... "). (Cohen, col. 8, II. 25-32) 

g) providing authorization for said No direct support found in specification. " ... the credit card company notes the 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the identity of the vendor, authorizes the 
defined purchase parameters are within merchant also has a desired verification as transaction (if the credit card number is 
said selected payment category and to to the validity of a transaction and can valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds 
authorize payment required to complete effectively make arrangements to be paid available), and forwards the authorization 
the purchase; and by the credit card company"). code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-

49). 

h) associating the purchase with " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be " ... the credit card can be marked, if desired, 
said pre-established account. indicative of a specific credit card to show both that it has been processed to 

account..." (col. 6, II. 33-34). charge money to the person's account..." 
(Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38). 

21' A method for implementing a " ... the present invention is directed "It is an object of the present invention to 
system for performing secure credit card towards a system and method for provide improved credit cards and methods 
purchases, the method comprising: accomplishing secure credit card for credit card transactions ... [i]t is a further 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). object of the present invention to provide 
methods and apparatus for secure 
transmission of credit card information" 
(Cohen, col. 1, II. 48-62). 

a) receiving account information "Once contacted, the customer then " ... a user dials into her credit card company 
from an account holder identifying an supplies appropriate identification data to before making a transaction, and after 
account that is used to make credit card inform the custodial authorizing entity of a providing the ordinary credit card number 
purchases; specific customer's credit card account as and verification data ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 

at 15" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). 42-45). 

b) receiving a request from said " ... the customer contacts and supplies a "A user dials into her credit card company 
account holder for a transaction code to custodial authorizing entity with the before making a transaction, and ... is 
make a purchase within a payment requisite information concerning ... a provided with a disposable or customized 
category that at least limits transactions to requested payment category" (col. 3, II. 18- number" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 41-45). 
a single merchant, said single merchant 25). " ... a user can indicate in advance of 
limitation being included in said payment "The payment category may also include a purchase ... what the single use or the 
category prior to any particular merchant multi-transaction authorization wherein customized credit card number is to be 
being identified as said single merchant; more than one purchase may be made used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). 

from one or a plurality of different "A customized credit card could be issued 
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merchants each of which may or may not to the user which is only valid . ..for use in a 
be identified by the customer and pre- particular store itself ... " (Cohen, col. 8, II. 
coded in associated with the transaction 25-34). 
code" (col. 8, II. 18-22). 

c) generating a transaction code " ... the custodial authorizing entity "These credit cards or credit card numbers 
utilizing a processing computer of a generates a transaction code as at 20" are generated ... " (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). 
custodial authorizing entity, said (col. 6, II. 26-28). " ... the credit card can be marked, if desired, 
transaction code associated with said " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be to show both that it has been processed to 
account indicative of a specific credit card charge money to the person's account. .. " 

account..." (col. 6, II. 33-34). (Cohen, col. 4, II. 36-38), showing the 
association of the card with the pre-
established account. 

and reflecting at least the limits of said " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "A customized credit card could be issued 
payment category, to make a purchase indicative of a specific credit card account, to the user which is only valid for use for 
within said payment category; preferably a merchant or merchants that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 

identification and a designated payment 8, II. 25-27). 
category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). 

d) communicating said transaction " ... the transaction code is transmitted " ... a user ... is provided with a disposable or 
code to said account holder; exclusively to the customer by the customized number ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 43-

custodial authorizing entity ... " (col. 4, II. 45). 
22-23). 

e) receiving a request to authorize "Moreover, the merchant 56, through a "Upon receiving the request for verification," 
payment for a purchase using said conventional, yet restricted communication where the request for verification came from 
transaction code; with the custodial authorizing entity a vendor after receiving the customized 

64 ... can obtain a verification and credit card from the user (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
subsequent payment utilizing the 35-49). 
transaction code only" (col. 7, II. 49-55). 

f) authorizing payment for said No direct support found in specification. " ... the credit card company notes the 
purchase if said purchase is within said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the identity of the vendor, authorizes the 
payment category. merchant also has a desired verification as transaction (if the credit card number is 

to the validity of a transaction and can valid and the purchaser has sufficient funds 
effectively make arrangements to be paid available), and forwards the authorization 
by the credit card company"). code to the vendor" (Cohen, col. 5, II. 45-

49). 
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23. The method of claim 21 wherein the "Once contacted, the customer then " ... a user dials into her credit card company 
step of receiving account information from supplies appropriate identification data to before making a transaction, and after 
an account holder identifying an account inform the custodial authorizing entity of a providing the ordinary credit card number 
that is used to make credit card purchases specific customer's credit card account as and verification data ... " (Cohen, col. 3, II. 
further comprises receiving information at 15" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). 42-45). 
identifying a credit card account. 
24. The method of claim 21 wherein the " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "These credit cards or credit card numbers 
step of generating a transaction code indicative of a specific credit card account, are generated ... " (Cohen, col. 2, II. 35-36). 
utilizing a processing computer of a preferably a merchant or merchants "A customized credit card could be issued 
custodial authorizing entity further identification and a designated payment to the user which is only valid for use for 
comprises generating a transaction code category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). that particular type of charge" (Cohen, col. 
which reflects at least one of a plurality of 8, II. 25-27). 
predetermined payment categories. 
25. The method of claim 21 wherein the "Further, a feature of the transaction code " ... a user can indicate in advance of 
step of receiving a request from said is its ability to indicate any one of purchase ... what the single use or the 
account holder for a transaction code to preferably a plurality of predetermined customized credit card number is to be 
make a purchase within a payment payment categories which may be either used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). The 
category that at least limits transactions to requested by the customer or choosing of the payment category 
a single merchant further comprises automatically chosen by the custodial inherently would be automatically performed 
receiving a request from said account authorizing entity ... " (col. 3, II. 48-52). by the credit card company. 
holder for a transaction code to make a 
purchase within a payment category that is 
automatically chosen by a custodial 
authorizing entity. 
29. The method of claim 21 wherein "Moreover, the merchant 56, through a "Upon use of the card, the information 
said step of receiving a request to conventional, yet restricted communication regarding the transaction is transmitted to 
authorize payment for a purchase using with the custodial authorizing entity the credit card company, as is known in the 
said transaction code further identifies said 64 ... can obtain a verification and art" (Cohen, col. 13, ln. 66-col. 14, ln. 1) 
single merchant. subsequent payment utilizing the " ... the credit card company notes the 

transaction code only" (col. 7, II. 49-55). identity of the vendor ... " (Cohen, col. 5, II. 
45-49). 

30. The method of claim 21 wherein the "Once the customer's authorization is " ... a user can indicate in advance of 
step of receiving a request from said confirmed, details of the anticipated purchase ... what the single use or the 
account holder for a transaction code to transaction are established so as to customized credit card number is to be 
make a purchase within a payment determine a payment category ... " (col. 7, used for" (Cohen, col. 3, II. 49-52). 
category that at least limits transactions to II. 43-45). 
a single merchant further comprises 
receiving a request from said account 
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holder for a transaction code to make a 
purchase within a predetermined payment 
category that is further limited in 
accordance with transaction details 
provided by said account holder. 
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Appendix B- '988 Patent Claims and Written Description versus Franklin 

'988 Patent Claims Closest Explanation in '988 Patent Disclosure in Franklin (5,883,81 0) 
1' A method of performing secure " ... the present invention is directed "This invention relates to systems and 
credit card purchases, said method towards a system and method for methods for conducting online transactions 
comprising: accomplishing secure credit card using an electronically realizable card that 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). has a private, permanent account 
number ... without exposure of the 
permanent account number" (Franklin, col. 
1, II. 1 0-16). 
"To the merchant, the transaction number is 
treated the same as any regular credit card 
number" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 23-25). 

a) contacting a custodial authorizing " ... the customer contacts, either by " ... the customer sends a request to the 
entity having custodial responsibility of computer, telephone, or in person, a issuing institution ... " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 13-
account parameters of a customer's custodial authorizing entity as at 12. The 14). 
account that is used to make credit card custodial authorizing entity may herein be 
purchases; defined as comprising that entity or 

institution which has or has been 
designated by the entity which has 
custodial responsibility for the financial 
data and security of a given credit card 
account of a customer" (col. 5, II. 51-57). 

b) supplying said custodial "Once contacted, the customer then "The customer is prompted by the dialog 
authorizing entity with at least account supplies appropriate identification data to box to input a password for identification 
identification data of said customer's inform the custodial authorizing entity of a purposes. The password might be the 
account; specific customer's credit card account as private key ... or it may be a separate name 

at 15" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). or number created by the customer" 
(Franklin, col. 8, II. 45-49). The issuing 
institution "immediately verifies the identity 
and authenticity of the customer" (Franklin, 
col. 8, II. 57-59). 

c) defining at least one payment [In light of this recitation, the claims are " ... the transaction number can be linked to 
category to include at least limiting a limited to the embodiment described at col. extra transaction information to ensure that 
number of transactions to one or more 8, II. 18-34.] the number is only used for one specific 
merchants, "The payment category may also include a transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). 
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multi-transaction authorization wherein 
more than one purchase may be made 
from one or a plurality of different 
merchants ... " (col. 8, II. 18-20). 

said one or more merchants limitation " ... each of which may or may not be "the transaction number can be linked to 
being included in said payment category identified by the customer and pre-coded extra transaction information ... for instance, 
prior to any particular merchant being in associated with the transaction code" the issuing institution might tie the 
identified as one of said one or more (col. 8, II. 19-22). transaction number to ... a particular 
merchants; merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

d) designating said payment "Further, a feature of the transaction code "For instance, the issuing institution might 
category; is its ability to indicate any one of tie the transaction number to a specific 

preferably a plurality of predetermined purchase amount and a particular merchant 
payment categories which may either be ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 50-52). 
requested by the customer or 
automatically chosen by the custodial 
authorizing entity ... " (col. 3, II. 48-52). 

e) generating a transaction code by " ... the custodial authorizing entity "The issuing bank generates a random 
a processing computer of said custodial generates a transaction code as at 20" temporary transaction number ... " (Franklin, 
authorizing entity, (col. 6, II. 26-28). col. 4, II. 50-51). 

said transaction code reflecting at least the " ... a merchant identifier is pre-coded in " ... the transaction number can be linked to 
limits of said designated payment category associate within the transaction code, the extra transaction information to ensure that 
to make a purchase within said designated pre-coding of the transaction code will the number is only used for one specific 
payment category; prohibit an unauthorized use due at least transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). 

in part to the fact that the merchant is 
specifically identified and any attempt to 
use the transaction code other than by the 
identified merchant will be prohibited" (col. 
7, II. 1-6). 

f) communicating said transaction "The verified customer ... will directly or "The customer receives the transaction 
code to a merchant to consummate a through an authorized representative number and submits that number to the 
purchase with defined purchase communicate the code to the merchant as merchant..." (Franklin, col. 2, II. 17 -18). 
parameters; at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant "The merchant 30 receives the transaction 

proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " number from the Internet and processes the 
(col. 7, II. 27-28). transaction number using its existing 
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computer system" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 39-
41 ). 

g) verifying that said defined Inferred, but not directly supported, by the "If a record is found, the account manager 
purchase parameters are within said specification. See, col. 7, II. 13-16 60 examines any extra transaction 
designated payment category; and ("Restricted communication between the information, such as purchase amount and 

merchant and the custodial authorizing merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy 
entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 
purposes of verification of the transaction 
code ... "). 

h) providing authorization for said No direct support found in specification. "When the bank computer 32 receives the 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the authorization request, it first examines the 
defined purchase parameters are within merchant also has a desired verification as transaction number to determine whether it 
said designated payment category and to to the validity of a transaction and can is a valid number" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 61-
authorize payment required to complete effectively make arrangements to be paid 63). 
the purchase. by the credit card company"). "The bank computing center 32 then returns 

the authorization reply to the merchant 
computer 30 ... " (Franklin, col. 11, II. 38-39). 

2. The method of claim 1 further " ... the customer may designate ... that only "The issuing institution generates a 
comprising the step of designating at least one merchant, whether designated or not, temporary transaction number ... The 
one of said one or more merchants can use the transaction code" (col. 8, II. customer receives the transaction number 
subsequent to generating said transaction 30-34). and submits that number to the merchant..." 
code. (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-18). 
3. The method of claim 1 wherein said "The verified customer ... will directly or "The issuing institution generates a 
step of communicating the transaction through an authorized representative temporary transaction number ... The 
code to a merchant to consummate said communicate the code to the merchant as customer receives the transaction number 
purchase within defined purchase at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant and submits that number to the merchant..." 
parameters further comprises designation proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-18). 
of said merchant as one of said one or (col. 7, II. 27-28). "The merchant 30 receives the transaction 
more merchants. number ... and processes the transaction 

number ... " (Franklin, col. 10, II. 39-41 ). 
4. The method of claim 1 wherein said "Once generated, the transaction code is "The customer receives the transaction 
step of generating said transaction code communicated exclusively to the number ... " (Franklin, col. 17 -18). 
further comprises said customer obtaining authorized and verified customer by the 
said transaction code. custodial authorizing entity as at 22" (col. 

6, II. 37-39). 
5. The method of claim 1 further " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be " ... the transaction number can be linked to 
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comprising generating a transaction code indicative of ... a designated payment extra transaction information ... " (Franklin, 
which reflects at least one of a plurality of category, selected from the plurality of col. 2, II. 48-50). 
said payment categories. predetermined payment categories ... " (col. 

6, II. 33-36). 

6. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment " ... the transaction number can be linked to 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include a single extra transaction information ... " (Franklin, 
category to include amount parameters for transaction involving a specific dollar col. 2, II. 48-50). 
a cost of one or more purchases. amount for a purchase ... " (col. 3, II. 56-58). " ... extra transaction information, such as 

purchase amount ... " (Franklin, col. 11, II. 
17-21). 

7. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment "The issuing institution might further impose 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include ... a specific time a short expiration term on the transaction 
category to include time parameters during period, such as twenty four hours, during number so that the number becomes invalid 
which the purchase can be completed. which authorization of the purchase after the expiration term lapses" (Franklin, 

remains valid." (col. 3, II. 56-60). col. 2, II. 15-55). 
8. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment " ... the transaction number can be linked to 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include a single extra transaction information to ensure that 
category to include limiting said transaction ... for a purchase within a the number is only used for one specific 
transaction code to a single transaction for specific time period, such as twenty four transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). 
a purchase within a predetermined period hours, during which authorization of the "The issuing institution might further impose 
of time. purchase remains valid." (col. 3, II. 56-60). a short expiration term on the transaction 

number so that the number becomes invalid 
after the expiration term lapses" (Franklin, 
col. 2, II. 15-55). 

9. The method of claim 1 further "More specifically, the plurality of payment " ... the transaction number can be linked to 
comprising defining at least one payment categories may include a single extra transaction information to ensure that 
category to include limiting purchases to a transaction involving a specific dollar the number is only used for one specific 
single transaction at a maximum amount amount for a purchase within a specific transaction" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-50). 
for purchase within a predetermined period time period ... " (col. 3, II. 56-59). "The usable limit indicates the maximum 
of time. limit of electronic money the user can 

withdraw" (Yanagihara, para. [0019]). 
10. The method of claim 1 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "The usable limit indicates the maximum 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define limit of electronic money the user can 
category to include limiting purchases to at multiple transactions involving a maximum withdraw. The aggregate amount indicates 
least one payment category to at least two dollar amount for purchases, as well as a a total sum of electronic money read from 
purchases at a maximum total amount for fixed period of time for authorization of the electronic money card" (Yanagihara, 
items purchased within a predetermined such purchases ... " (col. 3, ln. 65 to col. 4, para. [0019]). 
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period of time. ln. 1 ). 
11' The method of claim 1 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "The usage identification code indicates 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define ... a what purpose a user uses the electronic 
category to include using said transaction repeating transaction wherein payments money card 106 for ... Further, the 
code for at least two purchases for a may be automatically accessed by a nonvolatile memory 205 additionally 
repeating transaction at a fixed amount merchant over a predetermined or includes a storage area 210 ... for recording 
payable at each of a fixed number of time unspecified time interval (such as every a user's personal I D 223, a transaction date 
intervals. thirty days) for a specific dollar amount or 224, a transaction category 225, an amount 

a maximum dollar amount limit" (col. 3, ln. transacted 226, and a usage category 227" 
65 to col. 4, ln. 5). (Yanagihara, para. [0019-0020]). 

12. The method of claim 11 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "The usage identification code indicates 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define ... a what purpose a user uses the electronic 
category to include limiting purchases to repeating transaction wherein payments money card 106 for ... Further, the 
said repeating transaction at said fixed may be automatically accessed by a nonvolatile memory 205 additionally 
amount payable at each of said fixed merchant over a predetermined or includes a storage area 21 0 ... for recording 
number of time intervals. unspecified time interval (such as every a user's personal I D 223, a transaction date 

thirty days) for a specific dollar amount or 224, a transaction category 225, an amount 
a maximum dollar amount limit" (col. 3, ln. transacted 226, and a usage category 227" 
65 to col. 4, ln. 5). (Yanagihara, para. [0019-0020]). 

13. The method of claim 1 further "Similarly, a repeating transaction for a "The usage identification code indicates 
comprising defining at least one payment stated minimum interval, such as every what purpose a user uses the electronic 
category to include using said transaction thirty days may be authorized for a specific money card 106 for ... Further, the 
code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount for an unspecified number of nonvolatile memory 205 additionally 
amount payable to each of an unspecified intervals ... " (col. 8, ln. 43-45). includes a storage area 210 ... for recording 
number of time intervals. a user's personal I D 223, a transaction date 

224, a transaction category 225, an amount 
transacted 226, and a usage category 227" 
(Yanagihara, para. [0019-0020]). 

14. The method of claim 1 further "Other alternatives would involve one or "The usage identification code indicates 
comprising defining at least one payment more of the categories coded to define ... a what purpose a user uses the electronic 
category to include limiting a repeating repeating transaction ... for a specific dollar money card 106 for ... Further, the 
transaction to a maximum dollar amount. amount or a maximum dollar amount limit" nonvolatile memory 205 additionally 

(col. 3, ln. 65 to col. 4, ln. 5). includes a storage area 210 ... for recording 
a user's personal I D 223, a transaction date 
224, a transaction category 225, an amount 
transacted 226, and a usage category 227" 
(Yanagihara, para. [0019-0020]). 

15. The method of claim 1 further "In addition, the transactions are "Since the transaction number is issued in 
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comprising defining at least one payment preferably, but not necessarily, authorized place of the customer number ... with a 
category to include limiting purchases to a to be conducted only over a fixed life limited life ... " (Franklin, col. 4, II. 65-67). 
limited time interval during which a period of time ... " (col. 8, II. 6-8). "The issuing institution might further impose 
purchase is permitted. a short expiration term on the transaction 

number so that the number becomes invalid 
after the expiration term lapses" (Franklin, 
col. 2, II. 15-55). 

16. The method of claim 1 further " ... the present invention is directed "The customer receives the transaction 
comprising communicating said towards a system and method for number and submits that number to the 
transaction code to the customer at the accomplishing secure credit card merchant..." (Franklin, col. 2, II. 17 -18). 
location of the merchant for use in person. purchases. Moreover, these purchases 

can be 'in person' ... " (col. 5, II. 28-31). 
17. A method of performing secure " ... the present invention is directed "This invention relates to systems and 
credit card purchases, said method towards a system and method for methods for conducting online transactions 
comprising: accomplishing secure credit card using an electronically realizable card that 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). has a private, permanent account 
number ... without exposure of the 
permanent account number" (Franklin, col. 
1, II. 1 0-16). 

a) identifying a pre-established " ... the custodial authorizing entity verifies "The bank computer 32 receives the signed 
account that is used to make credit card the credit card status and account request and immediately verifies the identity 
purchases; identification of the customer ... " (col. 6, II. and authenticity of the customer ... " 

15-17). (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). 
" ... the number from the credit card or debit 
card is the customer account number used 
to identify the data record for the online 
commerce card" (Franklin, col. 7, II. 43-45). 

b) selecting a predetermined "The payment category may also include a "The limitations and/or restrictions may 
payment category which limits its a nature, multi-transaction authorization wherein include the types of transactions which are 
of a series of subsequent purchases to more than one purchase may be made allwoed and/or authorized, the goods and/or 
one or more merchants, from one or a plurality of different services which may be purchased with the 

merchants ... " (col. 8, II. 18-20). card, the vendors, stores and/or service 
provider which may be authorized to accept 
the card, limits on the dollar amounts of 
transactions pertaining to each authorized 
vendor, seller and/or service provider, daily 
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spending limits, and/or the geographical 
area or location wherein authorized card 
use may be limited, and/or authorized times 
for card usage (i.e., specific days, dates, 
time of day, time of month, year, etc.), 
and/or any other limitation and/or restriction 
regarding amount of transaction, parties 
involved, geographical area, and/or times of 
allowed usage" (Joao, col. 16, II. 18·30). 

said one or more merchants limitation " ... each of which may or may not be "the transaction number can be linked to 
being included in said payment category identified by the customer and pre-coded extra transaction information ... for instance, 
prior to any particular merchant being in associated with the transaction code" the issuing institution might tie the 
identified as one of said one or more (col. 8, II. 19-22). transaction number to ... a particular 
merchants; merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

c) generating a transaction code by " ... the custodial authorizing entity "The issuing bank generates a random 
a processing computer of a custodial generates a transaction code as at 20" temporary transaction number ... " (Franklin, 
authorizing entity of said pre-established (col. 6, II. 26-28). col. 4, II. 50-51). 
account, 

said transaction code associated with at " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "The issuing bank generates a random 
least said pre-established account and the indicative of a specific credit card account, temporary transaction number and 
limits of said selected payment category preferably a merchant or merchants associates it with the permanent account in 

identification and a designated payment a data record" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-17). 
category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). "the transaction number can be linked to 

extra transaction information ... "(Franklin, 
col. 2, II. 48-52). 

and different from said pre-established "The transaction code is used in "The issuing bank 26 identifies the number 
account; substitution for the specific credit card as a transaction number, as opposed to a 

number which would normally identify a real customer account number" (Franklin, 
customer's credit card account. .. " (col. 6, col. 5, II. 6·8). 
II. 28·30). 

d) communicating said transaction "The verified customer ... will directly or "The merchant 30 receives the transaction 
code to a merchant to consummate a through an authorized representative number from the Internet and processes the 
purchase within defined purchase communicate the code to the merchant as transaction number using its existing 
parameters; at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant computer system" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 39· 
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proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " 41 ). 
(col. 7, II. 27-28). 

e) verifying that said defined Inferred, but not directly supported, by the "If a record is found, the account manager 
purchase parameters correspond to said specification. See, col. 7, II. 13-16 60 examines any extra transaction 
selected payment category; ("Restricted communication between the information, such as purchase amount and 

merchant and the custodial authorizing merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy 
entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 
purposes of verification of the transaction 
code ... "). 

f) providing authorization for said No direct support found in specification. "When the bank computer 32 receives the 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the authorization request, it first examines the 
defined purchase parameters are within merchant also has a desired verification as transaction number to determine whether it 
said selected payment category and to to the validity of a transaction and can is a valid number" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 61-
authorize payment required to complete effectively make arrangements to be paid 63). 
the purchase; and by the credit card company"). "The bank computing center 32 then returns 

the authorization reply to the merchant 
computer 30 ... " (Franklin, col. 11, II. 38-39). 

g) associating the purchase with " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "The issuing bank 26 then swaps the 
said pre-established account. indicative of a specific credit card customer account number for the 

account..." (col. 6, II. 33-34). transaction number and processes the 
authorization request. .. " (Franklin, col. 5, II. 
1 0-12). 

18. The method of claim 17 wherein "Restricted communication between the "If a record is found, the account manager 
said step of verifying that said defined merchant and the custodial authorizing 60 examines any extra transaction 
purchase parameters correspond to said entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for information, such as purchase amount and 
selected payment category further purposes of verification of the transaction merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy 
identifies said merchant as one of said one code ... " (col. 7, II. 13-16). of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 
or more merchants. 
19. A method of performing secure " ... the present invention is directed "This invention relates to systems and 
credit card purchases, said method towards a system and method for methods for conducting online transactions 
comprising the steps of: accomplishing secure credit card using an electronically realizable card that 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). has a private, permanent account 
number ... without exposure of the 
permanent account number" (Franklin, col. 
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1, II. 1 0-16). 

a) identifying a pre-established " ... the custodial authorizing entity verifies "The bank computer 32 receives the signed 
account that is used to make credit card the credit card status and account request and immediately verifies the identity 
purchases; identification of the customer ... " (col. 6, II. and authenticity of the customer ... " 

15-17). (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). 
" ... the number from the credit card or debit 
card is the customer account number used 
to identify the data record for the online 
commerce card" (Franklin, col. 7, II. 43-45). 

b) selecting a pre-determined "The payment category may also include a "the transaction number can be linked to 
payment category which limits its nature of multi-transaction authorization wherein extra transaction information to ensure that 
a subsequent purchase to one or more more than one purchase may be made the number is only used for one specific 
merchants, from one or a plurality of different transaction ... the issuing institution might tie 

merchants ... " (col. 8, II. 18-20). the transaction number to ... a particular 
merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

said one or more merchants limitation " ... each of which may or may not be "the transaction number can be linked to 
being included in said payment category identified by the customer and pre-coded extra transaction information ... for instance, 
prior to any particular merchant being in associated with the transaction code" the issuing institution might tie the 
identified as one of said one or more (col. 8, II. 19-22). transaction number to ... a particular 
merchants; merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

" ... the custodial authorizing entity 
generates a transaction code as at 20" 

c) generating a transaction code by a (col. 6, II. 26-28). "The issuing bank generates a random 
processing computer of a custodial temporary transaction number ... " (Franklin, 
authorizing entity of said pre-established col. 4, II. 50-51). 
account, " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be 

indicative of a specific credit card account, 
said transaction code associated with at preferably a merchant or merchants "The issuing bank generates a random 
least said pre-established account and the identification and a designated payment temporary transaction number and 
limits of said selected payment category, category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). associates it with the permanent account in 
and a data record" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-17). 

"the transaction number can be linked to 
extra transaction information ... " (Franklin, 

"The transaction code is used in col. 2, II. 48-52). 
substitution for the specific credit card 

different from said pre-established number which would normally identify a "The issuing bank 26 identifies the number 
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account; customer's credit card account. .. " (col. 6, as a transaction number, as opposed to a 
II. 28-30). real customer account number" (Franklin, 

col. 5, II. 6-8). 
" ... the customer ... can designate that only 
one merchant, whether designated or not, 

d) designating a merchant as one of can use the transaction code" (col. 8, II. "If a record is found, the account manager 
said one or more merchants; 30-34). 60 examines any extra transaction 

information, such as ... merchant 10, which is 
typically included in the authorization 

"The verified customer ... will directly or request..." (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 
through an authorized representative 

e) communicating said transaction communicate the code to the merchant as "The merchant 30 receives the transaction 
code to said merchant to consummate a at 24" (col. 6, II. 44-48). " ... the merchant number from the Internet and processes the 
purchase within defined purchase proceeds to consummate the purchase ... " transaction number using its existing 
parameters; (col. 7, II. 27-28). computer system" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 39-

41 ). 
Inferred, but not directly supported, by the 
specification. See, col. 7, II. 13-16 

f) verifying that said defined ("Restricted communication between the "If a record is found, the account manager 
purchase parameters correspond to said merchant and the custodial authorizing 60 examines any extra transaction 
selected payment category; entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for information, such as purchase amount and 

purposes of verification of the transaction merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy 
code ... "). of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 

No direct support found in specification. 
See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the 

g) providing authorization for said merchant also has a desired verification as "When the bank computer 32 receives the 
purchase so as to confirm at least that said to the validity of a transaction and can authorization request, it first examines the 
defined purchase parameters are within effectively make arrangements to be paid transaction number to determine whether it 
said selected payment category and to by the credit card company"). is a valid number" (Franklin, col. 10, II. 61-
authorize payment required to complete 63). 
the purchase; and "The bank computing center 32 then returns 

the authorization reply to the merchant 
" ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be computer 30 ... " (Franklin, col. 11, II. 38-39). 
indicative of a specific credit card 

h) associating the purchase with account..." (col. 6, II. 33-34). "The issuing bank 26 then swaps the 
said pre-established account. customer account number for the 

transaction number and processes the 
authorization request. .. " (Franklin, col. 5, II. 
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1 0-12). 
21' A method for implementing a " ... the present invention is directed "This invention relates to systems and 
system for performing secure credit card towards a system and method for methods for conducting online transactions 
purchases, the method comprising: accomplishing secure credit card using an electronically realizable card that 

purchases" (col. 5, II. 28-30). has a private, permanent account 
number ... without exposure of the 
permanent account number" (Franklin, col. 
1, II. 1 0-16). 

a) receiving account information "Once contacted, the customer then "The customer is prompted to input a 
from an account holder identifying an supplies appropriate identification data to password for identification purposes. The 
account that is used to make credit card inform the custodial authorizing entity of a password might be a private key (if the 
purchases; specific customer's credit card account as customer knows the key value) or it may be 

at 15" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). a separate name or number created by the 
customer" (Franklin, col. 8, II. 45-49). 
"The bank computer 32 receives the signed 
request and immediately verifies the identity 
and authenticity of the customer ... " 
(Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). 
" ... the number from the credit card or debit 
card is the customer account number used 
to identify the data record for the online 
commerce card" (Franklin, col. 7, II. 43-45). 

b) receiving a request from said " ... the customer contacts and supplies a " ... the customer sends a request to the 
account holder for a transaction code to custodial authorizing entity with the issuing institution to issue a transaction 
make a purchase within a payment requisite information concerning ... a number ... " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 13-14). 
category that at least limits transactions to requested payment category" (col. 3, II. 18- "the transaction number can be linked to 
a single merchant, said single merchant 25). extra transaction information ... for instance, 
limitation being included in said payment "The payment category may also include a the issuing institution might tie the 
category prior to any particular merchant multi-transaction authorization wherein transaction number to ... a particular 
being identified as said single merchant; more than one purchase may be made merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 

from one or a plurality of different 
merchants each of which may or may not "The issuing bank generates a random 
be identified by the customer and pre- temporary transaction number and 
coded in associated with the transaction associates it with the permanent account in 
code" (col. 8, II. 18-22). a data record " (Franklin, col. 2, II. 15-17). 

c) generating a transaction code " ... the custodial authorizing entity "the transaction number can be linked to 
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utilizing a processing computer of a generates a transaction code as at 20" extra transaction information ... " (Franklin, 
custodial authorizing entity, said (col. 6, II. 26-28). col. 2, II. 48-52). 
transaction code associated with said " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be 
account indicative of a specific credit card 

account..." (col. 6, II. 33-34). 
"The issuing bank 26 issues the transaction 

and reflecting at least the limits of said " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be number to the customer ... " (Franklin, col. 4, 
payment category, to make a purchase indicative of a specific credit card account, II. 53-54). 
within said payment category; preferably a merchant or merchants 

identification and a designated payment 
category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). "When the bank computer 32 receives the 

authorization request, it first examines the 
d) communicating said transaction " ... the transaction code is transmitted transaction number ... " (Franklin, col. 10, II. 

code to said account holder; exclusively to the customer by the 61-62). 
custodial authorizing entity ... " (col. 4, II. 
22-23). 

e) receiving a request to authorize "Moreover, the merchant 56, through a " ... the bank computer 32 ... first examines 
payment for a purchase using said conventional, yet restricted communication the transaction number to determine 
transaction code; with the custodial authorizing entity whether it is a valid number" (Franklin, col. 

64 ... can obtain a verification and 10, II. 61-63). 
subsequent payment utilizing the "If a record is found, the account manager 
transaction code only" (col. 7, II. 49-55). 60 examines any extra transaction 

information, such as purchase amount and 
f) authorizing payment for said No direct support found in specification. merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy 

purchase if said purchase is within said See, col. 7, II. 18-22 ("As a result, the of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 
payment category. merchant also has a desired verification as 

to the validity of a transaction and can 
effectively make arrangements to be paid 
by the credit card company"). 

23. The method of claim 21 wherein the "Once contacted, the customer then "The bank computer 32 receives the signed 
step of receiving account information from supplies appropriate identification data to request and immediately verifies the identity 
an account holder identifying an account inform the custodial authorizing entity of a and authenticity of the customer ... " 
that is used to make credit card purchases specific customer's credit card account as (Franklin, col. 8, II. 57-59). 
further comprises receiving information at 15" (col. 5, ln. 66- col. 6, ln. 2). 
identifying a credit card account. 
24. The method of claim 21 wherein the " ... the transaction code is pre-coded to be "the transaction number can be linked to 
step of generating a transaction code indicative of a specific credit card account, extra transaction information ... " (Franklin, 
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utilizing a processing computer of a preferably a merchant or merchants col. 2, II. 48-52). 
custodial authorizing entity further identification and a designated payment 
comprises generating a transaction code category" (col. 6, II. 33-35). 
which reflects at least one of a plurality of 
predetermined payment categories. 

25. The method of claim 21 wherein the "Further, a feature of the transaction code "The transaction module 72 executing on 
step of receiving a request from said is its ability to indicate any one of the customer computer 28 may require the 
account holder for a transaction code to preferably a plurality of predetermined customer to enter information pertaining to 
make a purchase within a payment payment categories which may be either the purchase, like the purchase price, the 
category that at least limits transactions to requested by the customer or model or item number, the merchant name, 
a single merchant further comprises automatically chosen by the custodial and the like" (Franklin, col. 9, ln. 66- col. 
receiving a request from said account authorizing entity ... " (col. 3, II. 48-52). 10, II. 3). 
holder for a transaction code to make a "the transaction number can be linked to 
purchase within a payment category that is extra transaction information ... for instance, 
automatically chosen by a custodial the issuing institution might tie the 
authorizing entity. transaction number to ... a particular 

merchant ID" (Franklin, col. 2, II. 48-52). 
29. The method of claim 21 wherein "Moreover, the merchant 56, through a "If a record is found, the account manager 
said step of receiving a request to conventional, yet restricted communication 60 examines any extra transaction 
authorize payment for a purchase using with the custodial authorizing entity information, such as purchase amount and 
said transaction code further identifies said 64 ... can obtain a verification and merchant I D ... to double check the accuracy 
single merchant. subsequent payment utilizing the of the request" (Franklin, col. 11, II. 17-21 ). 

transaction code only" (col. 7, II. 49-55). 
30. The method of claim 21 wherein the "Once the customer's authorization is "The transaction module 72 executing on 
step of receiving a request from said confirmed, details of the anticipated the customer computer 28 may require the 
account holder for a transaction code to transaction are established so as to customer to enter information pertaining to 
make a purchase within a payment determine a payment category ... " (col. 7, the purchase, like the purchase price, the 
category that at least limits transactions to II. 43-45). model or item number, the merchant name, 
a single merchant further comprises and the like" (Franklin, col. 9, ln. 66- col. 
receiving a request from said account 10, II. 3). 
holder for a transaction code to make a 
purchase within a predetermined payment 
category that is further limited in 
accordance with transaction details 
provided by said account holder. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING 
SECURE CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of pending U.S. patent 
applicationSer. No. 111252,009, filed on Oct. 17,2005, which 
is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/037, 
007, filed on Nov. 4, 2001, which is a continuation-in-part of 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/231,745, filed on Jan. 15, 
1999 and now U.S. Pat. No. 6,324,526, issued on Nov. 27, 
2001, which the entirety of each are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a system and method of perform

ing secure credit card purchases in connection with remote 
commercial transactions, wherein a credit card holder does 
not have to reveal their credit card number to a merchant or a 
mechanism controlled by the merchant in order to accomplish 
a purchase, and wherein the merchant is still assured of the 
necessary credit verifications and approvals prior to authoriz
ing and/or completing a credit card transaction, thereby 
increasing overall security by minimizing any access to credit 
card numbers without having to substantially modifY or devi
ate from existing, accepted credit card transaction practices. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
The utilization of credit and debit cards to conduct trans

actions is ever increasing. This is especially the case with 
remote or "mail-order" transactions wherein merchants 
desire to be assured of a payment prior to shipping a product. 
For example, recent years have seen a substantial increase in 
the popularity of televised shopping networks to further 
supplement the popularity of catalogue type sales. Moreover, 
the increasing use and popularity of distributed computer 
networks such as the internet has also contributed to the 
dramatic increase in the number of remote commercial trans
actions conducted every day. 

One primary reason associated with the rapid growth of 
remote commercial transactions is the ability of a merchant to 
reach an almost limitless number of potential customers at a 
substantially insignificant cost and with little or no operating 
overhead since an actual store is not required. Additionally, 
such sales techniques permit customers to view the products 
and services in a greatly expanded marketplace, representing 
a great number of vendors, without extensive travel and with
out foregoing the privacy and convenience of their home or 
other predetermined computer site in some cases. Simply put, 
a telephone or like communication avenue is all that is needed 
to place the consumer in contact with the merchant and com
plete the transaction. 

2 
because of the proliferation of fraud, and a well recognized 
lack of security directed to the protection of such account 
information. Indeed, it has been established that security and 
privacy concerns are realistic due to the fact that credit card 
account data is easily readable or interceptable by unautho
rized parties, and can be readily used for all types of remote 
transactions with minimal risk of being physically caught. In 
fact, unscrupulous individuals have many ways of gaining 
access to a consumer's legitimate remote transactions and 

10 thereby obtaining the credit card information. This informa
tion can be obtained from old credit card receipts or even from 
the unauthorized notation and use of the information by mer
chants or their employees after a legitimate transaction is 
made. Naturally, the latter is the most difficult to prevent 

15 utilizing known methods and systems unless a consumer is 
willing to completely forego the use of a credit card for 
purchases. 

In the case of computerized remote transactions, as mes
sages, including account data or other confidential informa-

20 tion, move across the internet, they can easily pass through 
numerous computers, any one of which can be utilized to 
copy such confidential information or data, thereby leading to 
a further risk of potential fraud when conducting such trans
actions. Presently, some companies currently seek to address 

25 such security and privacy concerns by the employment of 
encryption programs and techniques. To this end there is an 
extensive facility associated with both public and private 
encryption schemes being deployed in order to guard the 
private or secured information being transmitted across the 

30 internet or like world wide networks. Unfortunately, however, 
even with such encryption techniques, the account informa
tion must usually still ultimately be transmitted to a third 
party who did not previously have access to that information 
previously. Even some more sophisticated systems which 

35 seek to interpose a separate computer or encryption entity 
between the consumer and the merchant so as to obtain autho
rization and forward it to the merchant, that information must 
still be made available to and/or transmitted to that third party, 
thereby leaving open an avenue for fraud or theft. Further, 

40 such encryption techniques, even if minimally effective for 
computerized remote transactions, are not truly useable for 
other conventional types of remote transactions, or even nor
mal in person transactions. 

Based on the above, there is an obvious need in the field of 
45 art associated with remote commercial transactions for a sys

tem and method of performing secure credit card purchases of 
goods and services which truly reduces the risk of potential 
fraud and theft by eliminating outside access to a consumer's 
private credit card information without requiring complex 

50 encryption equipment or significantly altering the ease and 
convenience of current transaction techniques. Further, such 
a system and method should also be effective for use in 
conventional, "in person" transactions as well, thereby pro
viding an added measure of security and minimizing the 

55 hazards associated with the passing on of account informa
tion by unscrupulous merchants. Also, such a system should 
provide limits to potential loss or liability in a manner which 
does not impede the transaction. 

The vast increase in popularity of remote commercial 
transactions conducted over the telephone or internet is fur
ther facilitated by the relatively simple protocols and proce
dures necessary to conduct such transactions. In particular, in 
order to complete a valid transaction, a merchant need not 
physically see the customer or the credit card, but must 60 

merely accept and enter a customer's credit card account 
number and an expiration date thereof to obtain authorization. 
This same convenience, however, is the primary disadvantage 
and/or problem associated with conducting commerce in the 
manners set forth above. Specifically, there is a great reluc- 65 

tance on the part of the customer to transmit the credit card 
account information, including the credit card number, 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed towards a system and 
method of performing secure credit card purchases, wherein 
payment for goods or services purchased is efficiently accom
plished while eliminating the necessity of disclosure or dis
semination of a consumers specific credit card number or 
other account data which the customer or other individual 
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may wish to maintain in confidence. The system and method 
of the present invention incorporates the advantage of con
summating the purchase by the customer through the selec
tion of any one of a plurality of predetermined payment 
categories. Collectively, the payment categories represent a 
variety of methods for accomplishing payment for a fixed 
transaction, a multiple transaction and/or a repeating transac
tion. 

4 
time for authorization of such purchases, and/or a repeating 
transaction wherein payments may be automatically accessed 
by a merchant over a predetermined or unspecified time inter
val (such as every thirty days) for a specific dollar amount or 
a maximum dollar amount limit. Also, limits solely as to a 
specific merchant or a given time period can be effectively 
established for which the transaction code is valid. 

A further feature of the present invention to be described in 
greater details hereinafter, is the requirement that the trans
action code, once received by the customer is transmitted to 
the merchant by the customer or a person specifically autho
rized by the customer. Only minimal contact by the merchant 
and the custodial authorizing entity is provided for purposes 
of the merchant verifYing the validity of the transaction code 
utilizing a conventional process electronically or otherwise 
similar to the verification of a credit card number normally 
offered to a merchant for the purchase of goods or services. 
There is, therefore, no disclosure, publication or other dis
semination of the specific credit card number of a given 
customer account beyond those entities who already know the 
information, and the transaction code is transmitted exclu
sively to the customer by the custodial authorizing entity who 
has the ability to better identifY whether the customer is 

One embodiment of the system and method of the present 
invention comprises a customer receiving information, 10 

including specific data necessary for the purchase of any 
given product or service. This promotional information gen
erated by the merchant can be received by any of a plurality of 
conventional means including advertisements, catalogues, 
computer network connections, direct person to person cus- 15 

tamer and merchant contact, telephone solicitation, mail 
orders, etc. Once the customer has identified the product or 
services which he/she wishes to purchase, the customer con
tacts and supplies a custodial authorizing entity with the 
requisite information concerning both the identification of a 20 

specific credit card or debit card account and a requested 
payment category. Additionally, security against unautho
rized use of confidential account data may also preferably 
include information relating to the merchant's identification 
and/or location. 

The custodial authorizing entity is preferably defined as the 
entity which has or has been assigned the custodial responsi
bility for the financial account data of a customer's credit card 
account, including a previous knowledge of the credit card 
number and other information such as credit limits, payment 30 

history, available credit amounts and other information which 
will determine the status of a given credit card account in 
terms of authorizing a requested payment for a current pur
chase. 

25 properly authorized to use the account. Moreover, the trans
action code, once given out by the customer, only has a 
limited usefulness, thereby limiting the risk of misuse and 
minimizing the potential losses to be experienced by the 
credit card company and/or the account holder. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a system and attendant method for performing 
remote commercial transactions utilizing credit cards, which 
maximizes the security of the transaction and limits the 

35 
potential liability to be experienced from a fraudulent trans-As part of the security system for accomplishing a com

mercial transaction utilizing credit card or debit card pay
ment, the custodial authorizing entity includes sufficient 
facilities, preferably including a processing computer or like 
applicable hardware for the generation of an exclusive trans
action code. The transaction code is to be used in substitution 40 

for the credit card number and when utilized as authorized, 
will issue the merchant a credit approval, and will accomplish 
payment for the goods or services desired in the normal 
fashion normally associated with a credit or debit card trans
action, without the publication or dissemination of an identi- 45 

fying credit card number for a specific customer's account to 
any entity that is not already aware of that information. 

Further, a feature of the transaction code is its ability to 
indicate any one of preferably a plurality of predetermined 
payment categories which may be either requested by the 50 

customer or automatically chosen by the custodial authoriz
ing entity based on the type of account or the type of purchase 
or other commercial transaction involved. Each of the pay
ment categories are reflective of a different type of payment 
desired or required to consummate the intended purchase. 55 

More specifically, the plurality of payment categories may 
include a single transaction involving a specific dollar amount 
for a purchase within a specific time period, such as twenty 
four hours, during which authorization of the purchase 
remains valid. Alternately, a single transaction may be 60 

involved wherein a maximum limit or a dollar amount is 
determined above which the purchase will become invali
dated and further wherein a fixed period of time is preferably 
established for maintaining authorization of such purchase. 
Other alternatives would involve one or more of the catego- 65 

ries coded to define multiple transactions involving a maxi
mum dollar amount for purchases, as well as a fixed period of 

action. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a 

secure system and method for establishing credit card pur
chases which eliminate the disclosure or dissemination of the 
actual credit card number to anyone other than a custodial 
authorizing entity which normally has custodial responsibili
ties for account information including the previously estab
lished credit card number. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
system and method of establishing secure credit card pur
chases through the generation of a transaction code which 
renders it extremely difficult or impossible to access or infil
trate a customer's credit card account by unauthorized means. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a 
secure method of completing a remote commercial transac
tion which eliminates the need to convey actual account infor
mation to a merchant, but which allows the merchant to 
conduct a normal verification of information needed to con
summate a given purchase. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide a 
system and attendant method of accomplishing secure credit 
card purchases which eliminates the need to disclose or dis
seminate a given credit card number while providing the 
customer with the versatility of choosing any one of a plural
ity of predetermined payment categories. 

It is yet another feature of the present invention to provide 
a system and method of accomplishing secure credit card 
payments having the versatility of allowing the customer to 
select any one of a plurality of payment categories which are 
indicative of a variance in the amount of a purchase as well as 
the time in which authorization for such payment is valid. 
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These and other objects, features and advantages of the 
present invention will become more clear when the drawings 
as well as the detailed description are taken into consider
ation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a fuller understanding of the nature of the present 
invention, reference should be had to the following detailed 
description taken in connection with the accompanying draw
ings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a flow chart show
ing various steps involved in the performance of the system 
and method of the present invention for the secure credit card 
purchasing; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation similar to that of FIG. 
1 wherein customer to merchant contact is accomplished by 
conventional facilities such as television; and 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation similar that of FIG. 2 
wherein customer to merchant contact is established either by 
phone or in person. 

Like reference numerals refer to like parts throughout the 
several views of the drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

As shown in the accompanying Figures, the present inven
tion is directed towards a system and method for accomplish
ing secure credit card purchases. Moreover, these purchases 
can be "in person", but preferably include remote commercial 
transactions such as mail order, purchases over the internet, 
television solicitations, telephone solicitations, etc. Security 
is establish by virtue of the elimination of the need to disclose 
an active credit card number and expiration date to the mer
chant or any other party other than the original credit card 
company, issuing bank or like financial institution which 
already has custodial responsibilities for the financial or 
account data associated with a given customer's credit card 
account. 

More specifically and with reference to FIG. 1 the system 
as well as an attendant method is preferably instigated by the 
customer viewing a product, identifYing a desired amount for 
a transaction and/or receiving promotional information as at 
10, either in person or by any of the electronic or more 
conventional techniques which will be described in greater 
detail with reference to FIGS. 2 through 3. Once the customer 
reviews the product or promotional information and has suf
ficient information, such as including price, product or ser
vice identification, payment requirement, etc., regarding the 
remote commercial transaction to be conducted, the customer 
contacts, either by computer, telephone or in person, a custo
dial authorizing entity as at 12. The custodial authorizing 
entity may herein be defined as comprising that entity or 
institution which has or has been designated by the entity 
which has custodial responsibility for the financial data and 
security of a given credit card account of a customer. As set 
forth above such custodial authorizing entity can be repre
sented by the credit card company issuing a credit card to a 
given customer or alternately can be represented by a bank or 
other financial institution serving to sponsor a credit card or 
debit card to the extent of processing the debits and credit 
associated therewith. The authorizing entity's custodial 
responsibilities of course includes the previous knowledge 
and/or storage of the credit card number serving to identify a 
specific customer's credit card account. Once contacted, the 
customer then supplies appropriate identification data to 

6 
inform the custodial authorizing entity of a specific custom
er's credit card account as at 14. In addition, the customer will 
supply the custodial authorizing entity with additional 
required information needed to consummate the purchase as 
well as ensure the security of the account in order to prevent 
its unauthorized use. Such additional information may pref
erably include the identification of the merchant or merchants 
involved, when such information is deemed necessary, and a 
requested one of a plurality of predetermined payment cat-

10 egories to facilitate consummation of the purchase of the 
products or services desired. Such predetermined plurality of 
payment categories will be discussed in greater detail here
inafter. 

Once the appropriate information has been received from 
15 the customer as indicated at 16, the custodial authorizing 

entity verifies the credit card status and account identification 
of the customer to determine the viability of the account in 
terms of dollar amount limits, payment history, available 
credit balance, etc. If the accessed credit card account is not in 

20 good standing, the custodial authorizing entity will perma
nently or temporarily terminate the transaction as at 18 and/or 
communicate to the customer directly as at 18' by any appli
cable means for purposes of informing the customer of the 
unacceptable status of the accessed credit card account. If the 

25 credit card account is in good standing, based at least in part 
on the requested payment category, (amount of payment), the 
custodial authorizing entity generates a transaction code as at 
20. The transaction code is used in substitution for the specific 
credit card number which would normally identifY a custom-

30 er' s credit card account and would allow access thereto by any 
entity having possession of the credit card number whether or 
not such possession was authorized or unauthorized. More 
specifically, the transaction code is pre-coded to be indicative 
of a specific credit card account, preferably a merchant or 

35 merchants identification and a designated payment category, 
selected from the plurality of predetermined payment catego
ries as set forth above. Once generated, the transaction code is 
communicated exclusively to the authorized and verified cus
tomer by the custodial authorizing entity as at 22, wherein the 

40 system and method of the present invention preferably 
restricts communication between the custodial authorizing 
entity and the merchant except to conduct a normal verifica
tion as will be explained. 

The verified customer thereafter and preferably within a 
45 time limit to be determined by the customer and pre-coded in 

association with the transaction code, will directly or through 
an authorized representative communicate the transaction 
code to the merchant as at 24. The system and method of the 
preferred embodiment ofthe present invention contemplates 

50 that only the verified customer will transmit the generated 
transaction code to the merchant in the case of a remote 
commercial transaction, thereby limiting knowledge of the 
transaction code to those parties having a need to know. Of 
course, however, as the transaction code will generally have a 

55 limited value as defied by the verified customer when 
obtained, the verified customer may designate an agent or 
other entity to act as the customer on his/her behalf, with the 
amount of potential liability to be experienced by such a 
transaction to be limited to the amount defined by the verified 

60 customer when obtaining the transaction code. 
At this point the purchase is consummated at least from the 

customer standpoint in that the customer has previously 
established the acceptable status of the account. Therefore the 
customer feels free to disclose the transaction code to the 

65 merchant or merchants instead of the actual credit card num
ber as at 22, 24 and is relatively unconcerned if the transaction 
code is published or otherwise disseminated to unauthorized 
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entities. In a preferred embodiment wherein a merchant iden
tifier is pre-coded in association with the transaction code, the 
pre-coding of the transaction code will prohibit an unautho
rized use due at least in part to the fact that the merchant is 
specifically identified and any attempt to use the transaction 
code other than by the identified merchant will be prohibited. 

8 
purchase has not been determined for a variety of reasons, and 
as such, the customer desires to set a maximum amount for 
which the single transaction may be made. Accordingly, with 
such a payment category, the exact amount may not be known 
in advance, but the customer is assured of not paying over the 
specifically designated maximum limit. In addition, the trans
actions are preferably, but not necessarily, authorized to be 
conducted only over a fixed life period of time, such as within 
twenty four hours, thereby ensuring that an outstanding trans
action code does not remain valid if not used as generally 
intended. This limited time period can, of course be varied or 
omitted depending upon the wishes of the customer and/or 
the policies of the custodial authorizing entity. Also, these or 

In addition, the merchant is prevented from "overcharging" or 
"extending" the purchase by fixing the dollar amount to sat
isfy the specific cost or limit of the purchase as well as a 
specific time limit or time parameters in which the authori- 10 

zation for payment is valid. Such information, as set forth 
above, is communicated by the requested and subsequently 
designated payment category as set forth above. Restricted 
communication between the merchant and the custodial 
authorizing entity as at 26 is permitted exclusively for pur
poses of verification of the transaction code in a manner, 
which may utilize, at least to some extent, conventional facili
ties for the verification of a credit card number by most 
merchants or like commercial establishments. As a result, the 
merchant also has a desired verification as to the validity of a 20 

transaction and can effectively make arrangements to be paid 

15 any other payment category transactions may include a spe
cific merchant identification to further restrict use of the 

by the credit card company. 
If for some reason the transaction code is refused verifica

tion, the customer may be informed directly by the merchant 
as at 28 and or the transaction may be terminated as at 30. 25 

Assuming verification of the transaction code by the custodial 
authorizing entity, the merchant proceeds to consummate the 
purchase and send the order, as at 32, in the case of a remote 
commercial transaction. 

FIGS. 2 and 3 are representative of the versatility of the 30 

system and method of the present invention wherein the cus
tomer 54 may receive the aforementioned promotional infor
mation from the merchant 56 by any appropriate means such 
as television solicitation as at 58, phone solicitation as at 60 
and/or personal solicitation as at 62. Once the customer 35 

receives the promotional information, which may include the 
viewing of the product itself, or in advance if a general esti
mate as to the ultimate cost of an anticipate purchase(s) can be 
made prior to viewing promotional information, the customer 
contacts the custodial authorizing entity 64 by any appropri- 40 

ate electronic or conventional facilities such as direct phone to 
phone contact as at 66 and 66' or direct computer contact as at 
46', 45'. Once the customer's authorization is confirmed, 
details of the anticipated transaction are established so as to 
determine a payment category, and the a transaction code is 45 

issued to the customer. The customer, either directly or 
through a representative, can then utilize the transaction code 
to consummate a transaction within the defined parameters of 
the payment category. Moreover, the merchant 56, through a 
conventional, yet restricted communication with the custo- 50 

dial authorizing entity 64 by any of a plurality of conventional 
or electronic methods using computer to computer linking as 

transaction code. 
The payment category may also include a multi-transac

tion authorization wherein more than one purchase may be 
made from one or a plurality of different merchants, each of 
which may or may not be identified by the customer and 
pre-coded in association with the transaction code, and 
wherein a total cost of the plurality of purchases may not 
exceed a maximum limit amount. This transaction can also be 
limited to having to take place within a predetermined, des
ignated fixed life span, such as but not limited to twenty four 
hours. Accordingly, in some instances wherein a customer, or 
an agent of the customer, such as a child, guardian, or care 
giver, must make a number oftransactions or purchases which 
are authorized by the customer, the customer may designate a 
maximum amount which can be spent utilizing a particular 
transaction code within a predetermined period of time, and/ 
or can designate that only one merchant, whether designated 
or not, can use the transaction code. 

As yet another alternative, the payment category may 
include a repeating transaction for a specific amount to be 
paid in each of a fixed number of intervals. For example, the 
customer may which to join a gym or receive services or 
products over a fixed number of payment intervals, such as 
every thirty days. Accordingly, the merchant will be autho
rized to charge the credit card account designated by the 
corresponding transaction code a fixed monthly payment. 
Similarly, a repeating transaction for a stated minimum inter
val such as every thirty days may be authorized for a specific 
amount for an unspecified number of intervals wherein the 
merchant will be authorized to continuously obtain payment 
on a "monthly" basis until the customer decides to cancel 
such authorization. 

Since many modifications, variations and changes in detail 
can be made to the described preferred embodiment of the 
invention, it is intended that all matters in the foregoing 
description and shown in the accompanying drawings be 
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. Thus, the 
scope of the invention should be determined by the appended 

at 44', 45' or by telephone transmission as at 56', 66', can 
obtain a verification and subsequent payment utilizing the 
transaction code only. 55 claims and their legal equivalents. 

As emphasized above, an important feature of the present 
invention is the ability of the customer to request a desired or 
a required payment category and the ability of the custodial 
authorizing entity 64 and/or a processing computer 45 of the 
custodial authorizing entity to issue a transaction code in 60 

accordance with the payment category. The payment catego
ries, may be collectively defined as a variety of different types 
of transactions. Such transactions may include a single trans
action for a specific amount of a purchase to be consummated. 
Alternatively, the payment category may include a single 65 

transaction defined by a single purchase having a maximum 
limit amount, wherein the specific or precise cost of the 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 

said method comprising: 
a) contacting a custodial authorizing entity having custo

dial responsibility of account parameters of a customer's 
account that is used to make credit card purchases; 

b) supplying said custodial authorizing entity with at least 
account identification data of said customer's account; 

c) defining at least one payment category to include at least 
limiting a number of transactions to one or more mer
chants, said one or more merchants limitation being 
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included in said payment category prior to any particular 
merchant being identified as one of said one or more 
merchants; 

d) designating said payment category; 
e) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 

of said custodial authorizing entity, said transaction 
code reflecting at least the limits of said designated 
payment category to make a purchase within said des-
ignated payment category; 

10 f) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consUlllllate a purchase with defined purchase param
eters; 

g) verifYing that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category; and 

h) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said designated payment category and to autho
rize payment required to complete the purchase. 

15 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 20 

designating at least one of said one or more merchants sub
sequent to generating said transaction code. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of communi
cating the transaction code to a merchant to consummate said 
purchase within defined purchase parameters further com- 25 

prises designation of said merchant as one of said one or more 
merchants. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of generating 
said transaction code further comprises said customer obtain
ing said transaction code. 

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating a 
transaction code which reflects at least one of a plurality of 
said payment categories. 

30 

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 
least one payment category to include amount parameters for 35 

a cost of one or more purchases. 
7. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 

least one payment category to include time parameters during 
which the purchase can be completed. 

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 40 

least one payment category to include limiting said transac
tion code to a single transaction for a purchase within a 
predetermined period of time. 

9. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 
least one payment category to include limiting purchases to a 45 

single transaction at a maximum amount for purchase within 
a predetermined period of time. 

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 
least one payment category to include limiting purchases to at 
least two purchases at a maximum total amount for items 50 

purchased within a predetermined time period. 
11. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 

least one payment category to include using said transaction 
code for at least two purchases for a repeating transaction at a 
fixed amount payable at each of a fixed number of time 55 

intervals. 
12. The method of claim 11 further comprising defining at 

least one payment category to include limiting purchases to 
said repeating transaction at said fixed amount payable at 
each of said fixed number of time intervals. 

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 
least one payment category to include using said transaction 
code for a repeating transaction at a fixed amount payable at 
each of an unspecified number of time intervals. 

60 

14. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 65 

least one payment category to include limiting a repeating 
transaction to a maximum dollar amount. 

10 
15. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining at 

least one payment category to include limiting purchases to a 
limited time interval during which a purchase is permitted. 

16. The method of claim 1 further comprising communi
cating said transaction code to the customer at the location of 
the merchant for use in person. 

17. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 
said method comprising: 

a) identifYing a pre-established account that is used to 
make credit card purchases; 

b) selecting a predetermined payment category which lim
its a nature, of a series of subsequent purchases to one or 
more merchants, said one or more merchants limitation 
being included in said payment category prior to any 
particular merchant being identified as one of said one or 
more merchants; 

c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 
of a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established 
account, said transaction code associated with at least 
said pre-established account and the limits of said 
selected payment category and different from said pre
established account; 

d) communicating said transaction code to a merchant to 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase param
eters; 

e) verifYing that said defined purchase parameters corre
spond to said selected payment category; 

f) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said selected payment category and to authorize 
payment required to complete the purchase; and 

g) associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account. 

18. The method of claim 17 wherein said step of verifying 
that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said 
selected payment category further identifies said merchant as 
one of said one or more merchants. 

19. A method of performing secure credit card purchases, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

a) identifYing a pre-established account that is used to 
make credit card purchases; 

b) selecting a pre-determined payment category which lim
its a nature of a subsequent purchase to one or more 
merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being 
included in said payment category prior to any particular 
merchant being identified as one of said one or more 
merchants; 

c) generating a transaction code by a processing computer 
of a custodial authorizing entity of said pre-established 
account, said transaction code associated with at least 
said pre-established account and the limits of said 
selected payment category, and different from said pre
established account; 

d) designating a merchant as one of said one or more 
merchants; 

e) communicating said transaction code to said merchant to 
consummate a purchase within defined purchase param
eters; 

f) verifying that said defined purchase parameters corre
spond to said selected payment category; 

g) providing authorization for said purchase so as to con
firm at least that said defined purchase parameters are 
within said selected payment category and to authorize 
payment required to complete the purchase; and 

h) associating the purchase with said pre-established 
account. 
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20. The method of claim 19 wherein said step of verifying 
that said defined purchase parameters correspond to said 
selected payment category further identifies said merchant as 
one of said one or more merchants. 

21. A method for implementing a system for performing 
secure credit card purchases, the method comprising: 

a) receiving account information from an account holder 
identifying an account that is used to make credit card 
purchases; 

10 b) receiving a request from said account holder for a trans
action code to make a purchase within a payment cat
egory that at least limits transactions to a single mer
chant, said single merchant limitation being included in 
said payment category prior to any particular merchant 15 
being identified as said single merchant; 

c) generating a transaction code utilizing a processing 
computer of a custodial authorizing entity, said transac
tion code associated with said account and reflecting at 
least the limits of said payment category, to make a 20 

purchase within said payment category; 
d) communicating said transaction code to said account 

holder; 
e) receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase 

using said transaction code; 
f) authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is 

within said payment category. 
22. A method for implementing a system for performing 

secure credit card purchases, the method comprising: 

25 

a) receiving account information from an account holder 30 

identifying an account that is used to make credit card 
purchases; 

b) receiving a request from said account holder for a trans
action code to make a purchase within a payment cat
egory that at least limits transactions to one or more 35 

merchants, said one or more merchants limitation being 
included in said payment category prior to any particular 
merchant being identified as one of said one or more 
merchants; 

c) generating a transaction code utilizing a processing 40 

computer of a custodial authorizing entity, said transac
tion code associated with said account and reflecting at 
least the limits of said payment category, to make a 
purchase within said payment category; 

d) communicating said transaction code to said account 45 

holder; 
e) receiving a request to authorize payment for a purchase 

using said transaction code; 
f) authorizing payment for said purchase if said purchase is 

within said payment category. 50 

12 
26. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a 

request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving 
a request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that includes 
limiting a repeating transaction to a maximum dollar amount. 

27. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a 
request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving 
a request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that includes 
limiting purchases to a minimum time interval after which a 
subsequent purchase is permitted. 

28. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of communi
cating said transaction code to said account holder further 
comprises communicating said transaction code to said 
account holder at the location of the merchant for use in 
person. 

29. The method of claim 21 wherein said step of receiving 
a request to authorize payment for a purchase using said 
transaction code further identifies said single merchant. 

30. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a 
request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving 
a request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a predetermined payment category 
that is further limited in accordance with transaction details 
provided by said account holder. 

31. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving 
account information from an account holder identifYing an 
account that is used to make credit card purchases further 
comprises receiving information identifying a credit card 
account. 

32. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of generating 
a transaction code utilizing a processing computer of a cus
todial authorizing entity further comprises generating a trans
action code which reflects at least one of a plurality of prede-
termined payment categories. 

33. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a 
request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to one or more merchants further comprises 
receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction 
code to make a purchase within a payment category that is 
automatically chosen by a custodial authorizing entity. 

34. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a 
request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to one or more merchants further comprises 
receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction 

23. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving 
account information from an account holder identifYing an 
account that is used to make credit card purchases further 
comprises receiving information identifYing a credit card 
accotmt. 

24. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of generating 
a transaction code utilizing a processing computer of a cus
todial authorizing entity further comprises generating a trans
action code which reflects at least one of a plurality of prede
termined payment categories. 

55 code to make a purchase within a payment category that 
includes limiting a repeating transaction to a maximum dollar 

25. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of receiving a 
request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to a single merchant further comprises receiving 

amount. 
35. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a 

request from said account holder for a transaction code to 
60 make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 

transactions to one or more merchants further comprises 
receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction 
code to make a purchase within a payment category that 

a request from said account holder for a transaction code to 65 

make a purchase within a payment category that is automati
cally chosen by a custodial authorizing entity. 

includes limiting purchases to a minimum time interval after 
which a subsequent purchase is permitted. 

36. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of communi
cating said transaction code to said account holder further 
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comprises communicating said transaction code to said 
account holder at the location of the merchant for use in 
person. 

37. The method of claim 22 wherein said step of receiving 
a request to authorize payment for a purchase using said 
transaction code further identifies a merchant as one of said 
one or more merchants. 

38. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of receiving a 
request from said account holder for a transaction code to 

14 
make a purchase within a payment category that at least limits 
transactions to one or more merchants further comprises 
receiving a request from said account holder for a transaction 
code to make a purchase within a predetermined payment 
category that is further limited in accordance with transaction 
details provided by said account holder. 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

Customized credit and debit cards for issuance by a person 
or main cardholder, the cards being limited to use in trans
actions at selected vendors only. Thus, for example, a parent 
or corporation can issue a customized card to a person or 
group, wherein the card is only valid for use at restaurants, 
airlines, hotels, certain stores, or so forth. 

25 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet 

Credit card: normally in an "ofF' state 

Card turned on by the cardholder for a limited 
time period, use, etc., preferably by a call to the 
company or using a computer to send information 
to the credit card company 

i 

Card is on, and transactions during that time 
period, or for rhar use, etc. are authorized/ 
approved by the credit card company when rhe 
vendor requests an authorization/ approval ~ 

Time period elapses, use occurs, etc. 

Card reverts to an "off' state, and no transactions 
will be authorized/approved 

Process is repeated by the cardholder with the 
card as often as the cardholder desires 

i 
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Figure 1 

Credit card: normally in an "off' state 

Card turned on by the cardholder for a limited 
time period, use, etc., preferably by a call to the 
company or using a computer to send information 
to the credit card company 

Card is on, and transactions during that time 
period, or for that use, etc. are authorized/ 
approved by the credit card company when the 
vendor requests an authorization/ approval 

! 
Time period elapses, use occurs, etc. 

l 
Card reverts to an "off' state, and no transactions 
will be authorized! approved 

l 
Process is repeated by the cardholder with the 
card as often as the cardholder desires 
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APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR 
IMPROVED CREDIT CARDS AND CREDIT 

CARD TRANSACTIONS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application claims all rights of priority to U.S. 
Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/079,884 filed Mar. 30, 
1998. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Credit cards are currently a common financial tool. Yet, 
credit card fraud is a considerable concern for credit card 

2 
It is also an objt:cl of lht: invt:nlion lo providt: mdhods and 

apparatus for transmission of credit card information over 
the Internet with a minimal risk of possible fraud or loss. 

In addition to the prevention and reduction of fraud, it is 
a further object of the invention to provide improved types 
of credit cards, and improved methods for credit card 
transactions. 

In accordance with the invention, a variety of new forms 
10 of credit cards and credit card methods are disclosed herein. 

companies. The problem occurs when an unscrupulous 
individual obtains a copy of a person's credit card 15 
information, and then uses that information to fraudulently 

In some of the disclosed embodiments, the cards and meth
ods providt: improvt:d crt:dil cards and mdhods providing 
for customization, limited use, single use (disposability), or 
so forth. Additionally or alternatively, in some of the dis
closed embodiments, the cards and methods include new 

charge purchases to the person's card until the theft is 
noticed and further use of the card is blocked. In addition to 
being a considerable problem for the card companies 
themselves, this illegal practice causes inconvenience and 
annoyance for the innocent user whose card has somehow 
been compromised. 

forms of credit cards designed to reduce or prevent fraud. In 
addition to, or as an alternative to the prevention of fraud, in 
some of the embodiments disclosed herein, new credit cards 

20 and associated methods are provided for the improvement of 
credit card transactions and/or for availability of an 
expanded array of financial products to consumers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of the customization of 
a credit card in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Such fraud is a potential problem in various contexts, but 
recently has become of significant concern in Internet trans- 25 
actions in particular. Transmission of credit card information 
over the Internet has long been suspect due to the risk of 
individuals monitoring traffic over the network and then 
using that information for their personal gain. While secure 
networks and connections have been increasingly available 30 

over the past several years, many are nonetheless unwilling In accordance with the present invention, in one embodi
ment of the present invention, to address the problem of 
credit card fraud, a new system of disposable credit card 

35 numbers is disclosed herein. These credit cards or credit card 

to transmit any credit card information over the Internet, due 
to the possibility that valuable credit card information could 
be intercepted. 

numbers are generated for a one time, single transaction 
basis, after which they are disposed of, or thrown away. The 
numbers can be used by a user over the Internet or any other 
communications system, whether open or secure, to effect a 
single transaction. After a one time use of the credit card 
number, the number is deactivated by the issuing credit card 
company such that it is no longer available for use. In this 
manner, a credit card company need not wait to learn 

In addition, monitoring, control and regulation of expen
ditures and finances is a frequent concern of companies and 
individuals. It is always desirable to provide apparatus and 
methods which improve the apparatus and methods for such 
monitoring, control and regulation. Accordingly, there are 40 

numerous improvements which have been heretofore 
unknown in the art, which improve the effectiveness, value, 
ami/or lht: dlicit:m.:y of crt:dil cards, t:ilht:r in gt:nt:ral or 
certain types of financial transactions. 45 whether a given credit card number has been intercepted, 

and one or more fraudulent purchases made (with the 
attendant possible loss of time, money and manpower inves
tigating and resolving such matters) before dealing with the 
results of the potential theft. Rather, all numbers used over 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide 
improved credit cards and methods for credit card transac
tions. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide for 
customized use credit cards. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide for 
user-defined credit cards for use in financial transactions. 

It is a furtht:r objt:cl of lht: prt:st:nl invt:nlion lo providt: for 
disposable credit cards. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide for 
limited use credit cards. 

so the network, or in a certain context, are assumed insecure, 
and once used for the first time, are no longer available for 
use. By doing so, the company, so to speak, "beats the thief 
to the punch," having already deactivated the number after 

55 
a single use of the card, even before learning of the fraud. 

In other embodiments of the invention, customized or 
limited use credit cards are provided. These cards are 
customized, preferably by the user, to suit the user's desires 
or needs. As a result, they provide methods and apparatus 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide 60 which have been heretofore unknown in the art, but which 
method-: and apparatus for secure transmission of credit card provide benefits that improve the efficiency, ease and uses of 
information. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide 
methods and apparatus for minimizing credit card fraud, and 
the amounts of loss that could occur should card information 
be intercepted. 

payment for goods and services. 

Various embodiments of the inventions are possible con-
65 sistent with the inventions herein. Although reference is 

occasionally made to either the disposable credit card 
embodiment or the customized credit card embodiment 
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hen:in, the features disclosed in association with one can 
likewise be applied to the other, as well. 

With respect to the credit card's number itself, in one 
preferred embodiment, for example, the credit card number 

4 
The user could also be provided with a sd of paper (or 

thin plastic) credit cards (preferably with magnetic strips), 
whether along with the customer's monthly statement, with 
a credit card encoder, with an encoding device which 
attaches to the computer and/or the Internet, or otherwise. 
Each ofthese credit cards could be used once, or on a limited 
or customized basis, after which the credit card could be 
ripped up and discarded. The cards could further have 

is indistinguishable from permanent, ordinary credit card 
numbers. By making the customized credit card number 
indistinguishable from regular numbers both users and ven
dors are encouraged to use the credit card in the same 
manner as regular credit cards. 

10 
printing or indicia on them to remind the user that they are 
for one time only or customized use. Similarly, by making the temporary disposable numbers 

(or likewise the customized credit card number) indistin
guishable in appearance from regular credit card numbers, a 
potential thief is unable to tell in advance that a particular 
number is a disposable number, and already not valid. This 15 

may in turn enhance the potential of catching the thief by 
alerting lht crtdil card company the flrsl lime someone 
attempts to illegally use the pilfered number. 

In a further variation on this approach, the paper cards 
and/or the provided numbers must be used in a specific 
required order, for additional security. These paper credit 
cards or provided numbers could be unusable until activated 
by the user, as is the practice with new credit cards that are 
sent out by mail. 

In another embodiment, instead of ripping the credit cards 
With respect to either the disposable or the customized 

credit card, relevant information (such as the expiration date 
etc.) can either be printed on the card or verbally transmitted 

20 
up, the cards could have a portion which the user writes on 
to record the type of transaction, and the amount of the 
transaction. Alternatively, the card could have a portion 
which the user signs upon receipt and a portion which is later to the user. Likewise, the limited use nature of the card 

(either in a general sense or the specific limitations), the 
disposability of the card, the range of dates or validity of the 

25 card, etc. may either be printed on the card or transmitted to 
the user, whether verbally or in writing. 

In another embodiment, the customized or the disposable 
number is the user's regular credit card number with a series 
of digits or alphanumeric characters either inserted therein, 30 
or tacked on at the end. This embodiment allows each 
customized or disposable card to be easily noted by the user 
to be a mere extension of his or her regular number. 

Many of the embodiment-: herein could he used in con
junction with a policy by the credit card company (or by the 35 

main cardholder or the user) in which purchases from 
Internet transactions, for example (or purchases over unse
cure networks), are only acctpled if made in conjunction 
with a disposable or customized credit card number. 

countersigned al the vendor, lo provide additional security. 

These credit cards could even have a portion which the 
user signs and provides to a vendor in a store. No vendor 
would ever, under one embodiment of the system, receive or 
have access to the user's permanent credit card number. 
Rather, the vendor (for example, a restaurant in which the 
user has just eaten) would receive a disposable credit card 
from the user's supply. The vendor could read the number 
off the disposable or customized card, could scan the number 
with a bar code scanner, could read a magnetic strip on the 
disposable card, or so forth. Upon being used once, the 
credit card can be marked, if desired, to show both that it has 
been processed to charge money to the person's account, and 
to show that it is no longer usable. This disposable card 
could be returned to the cardholder, saved as a receipt by 

40 either of the cardholder or the vendor, be returned to the 
credit card company, destroyed, or so forth. As noted above, 

TI1e invention can be practiced according to a wide 
variety of embodiments. In one embodiment, for example, a 
user dials into her credit card company before making a 
transaction, and after providing the ordinary credit card 
number and verification data, is provided with a disposable 45 

or customized number and/or mailed, provided with, or 
allowed to activate a disposable or customized card for a 
single or a limited range use. 

In one embodiment of the invention, a user can indicate 

signature could be provided once, or two signature lines 
could be provided, for the user to sign and countersign. 

As yet another example, a user could be provided with a 
"calculator" of sorts, of credit card like thickness, which 
stores a predetermined number of disposable numbers 
therein. After using a number once, the user has to go back 
to the calculator to get the next number for the next 
transaction. This calculator could also be provided with a 
PIN number to prevent a party from accessing the numbers 
should the user's wallet be stolen or lost. 

Alternatively, a card with multiple numbers stored 

in advance of purchase, on the telephone call with the credit 50 

card company, what the single use or the customized credit 
card number is to be used for. This can be used to provide 
additional security and/or control the uses of the funds 
placed on that card. 55 thereon (which become activated in a predetermined 

sequence) can be provided, so that the actual credit card 
needs to be available (not just the credit card number) to 
determine the next available number in the sequence. In this 

In another embodiment, a user could be provided, each 
month or each year, with a set of disposable, one time only, 
or customized, limited use, numbers and/or cards, which are 
printed on the credit card statement for use during the next 
month or year, or which are mailed to the user. With respect 
to the disposable card, the user is instructed that, after use of 
the number once, the number may not be used again. With 
respect to the customized card, the cards can either be preset 
for certain uses, or the cards can be ready and waiting in the 
user's office or home for setting to the desired use when the 
user is ready. 

way no single number alone is capable of compromising the 
60 user's account for more than one transaction, or of compro

mising the main number in the user's account. This card 
could have an LED or some other visually readable means 
to display the next available card number (either automati-

65 cally or upon activation of a PIN, if desired). As mentioned 
above, part of the number could be the fixed, base portion 
(which is a number or portion common to all of the numbers) 
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ami part of the number could be the variable portion (a 
number or portion which varies). Alphanumeric sequences 
or any other symbol or series of symbols can be employed 
for either or both of these portions. 

In addition, since they are for use either on a one shot only 
or on a customized basis, the credit card or number could 
also be associated with a certain sub limit of the individual's 
or a corporation's credit limit. Thus, for example, a user with 

6 
transmitted to the system. This monitoring can be used to 
attempt to catch the thief during his future attempt to 
illegally use the card 

As additional security, each of the disposable credit cards 
can be given an expiration date, e.g. the end of the month or 
the end of the billing cycle. Thus, if the credit card is not 
used within the time limit, it expires. (This expiration date 
could be printed on disposable paper credit cards). This 

10 
approach has been used in a different application by credit 
card companies with respect to checks that are sent with the 
statement to the user with a given expiration date. As far as 
the present inventor is aware, that system has been used by 

a $500 limit, for example, could call into the credit card 
company and obtain a disposable or a customized card 
which itself only has a $50 charge limit (for example, when 
the individual only intends to charge up to $50 in the next 
transaction, or to allow someone else to charge up to $50). 
This further limits the potential losses from a credit card 15 
fraud. 

credit card companies with satisfactory results in the past. 
The card company can also monitor the time of second 

requests. If the time of second request is extremely close to 
that of the first request, then the company can block both 
transactions on the grounds that a thief may be in the process 
of attempting to quickly intercept and use a credit card 

The present invention could also be used to provide a 
disposable card for a single transaction to users in general 
(or a customized card for a limited use), including users who 
do not have a permanent credit card. It could also be 
provided to users on a debit basis, based in whole or in part 
upon some reserve or funds provided to the issuing company 

20 number en route before the user. 

in advance. Alternatively, the user could even identify the 
general or specific type and amount of transaction in 
advance, if desired. 

To further add to the security of the system, a function can 
be built into Internet software, such as the popular Internet 
browsers, in which a server assigns a universal time and date 

25 
stamp (based for example on Greenwich Mean Time) to 
each credit card transmission transmitted by a user over the 

The present invention, and the disposable embodiments in 
particular, is of additional value for use over the Internet. For 
example, the following system could be employed. Before a 
user makes a potential purchase over the Internet, he or she 30 
accesses one of his or her disposable credit cards or credit 
card numbers. As noted above, this could be accomplished 
by dialing into the credit card company, by removing one of 
a series of disposable cards from the user's monthly 
statement, or so forth. To effect the transaction over the 35 

Internet, the user transmits his or her credit card information 
to the vendor. That vendor then verifies the transaction and 

Internet. Thus the authorized user's transaction will be 
assigned a time and date, such that the credit card company 
can determine, when the same disposable number is sent 
twice within a short time frame, which transaction corre
sponds to the one in which the number was sent first. A 
function could also be provided in which the Internet 
address of the sender or some other password is encrypted 
and transmitted as well. 

For example, a password which modifies over time and 
which is coded to the time/date stamp can also be integrated 
into the browser. The password is individual to each user, 
with the data summarizing the algorithm used to encode the 
password being provided to the user and to the individual's 

40 credit card company ahead of time (as part of the security 
information associated with the account). When the trans
action is effected, the browser sends information to the 
internet provider's server, which sends back the universal 

obtains an authorization code from the credit card company 
authorizing the purchase, as is currently standard practice 
with credit card transactions. To insure the integrity of the 
system, the vendor is required to verify the code immedi
ately upon receipt. This prevents undue time from elapsing, 
which is undesirable from a security standpoint. Upon 
receiving the request for verification, the credit card com
pany notes the identity of the vendor, authorizes the trans
action (if the credit card number is valid and the purchaser 
has sufficient funds available), and forwards the authoriza
tion code to the vendor. At the same time, the credit card 
company also deactivates the credit card number from any 50 

further future use. Thus, if a thief intercepts the credit card 
information en route, when the thief later attempts to take 
that information and to use it in an illegal transaction, the 
transaction will be declined since the number has already 
been deactivated. After the number has legitimately been 
used once by the lawful owner, it no longer has any 
continuing validity. 

If desired, to remind the user the vendor can transmit a 
message indicating both that the credit card number has been 
accepted, and that it is no longer of validity, and can 
therefore be ripped up. However, if used, this method runs 
the risk of also alerting a thief who is monitoring the Internet 
traffic. 

The credit card company can also monitor all second 
requests for use of that credit card number which are 

45 time/date stamp. The browser then encodes the password 
and sends it back to the server with the credit card infor
mation to be transmitted to the vendor. 

The present invention is not limited to use over open 
systems. Rather, it is intended that it can also be used over 
secure systems to provide an additional added level of 
security. Similarly, the invention can be used for those 
individuals who own credit cards and wish to purchase items 
over the telephone, but who are reluctant to give out or 

55 release their credit card information over the phone. 

Likewise, although a variety of security procedures and 
methods are disclosed herein, any of the security procedures, 
protocols, encryption techniques, and so forth, used in the 
art, can be used in connection with the present disposable 

60 and/or customized credit cards. 
If the disposable credit cards are stolen or lost, the credit 

card company can, of course, minimize loss by simply 
deactivating them upon learning of the theft or loss from the 

65 user. In addition, the placement of sub limits on each of the 
cards, or on the group of cards as a whole, further minimizes 
potential loss. 
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a corporation, a parent, etc.) can determine in advance what 
the card can or should be used for. For example, the card 
could be customized so that it is only good for airline 
reservations, such that if the employee tries to use it for any 
other type of charge, the charge will he declined, regardless 
of the amount of the transaction involved. Or the card could 
be customized so that it can only be used for airline and hotel 
charges. The types of uses which can be provided include 

Although a disposable credit card number system is 
preferred, as described above, alternatively, a special, sepa
rate (disposable or customized) credit card number could 
even be assigned specifically for use over the Internet, 
whose use is subject to higher security measures, whether 
usable one or more than once. For example, after use, the 
user would have to call into the credit card company to 
verify the transaction, or the credit card company would call 
the user at a predetermined number (e.g. the user's home 
number) to verify that the user made the transaction. This 
alternative system could be used for example, exclusively 
with Internet transactions on secure connections, to provide 
an additional level of comfort to those users who are 

10 ;:rur~~: c~a~::d ~:ta ~rec~~r~~:J, o~ha~~~~~~i~~~1:n i~f ~~: 

uncomfortable with transmission of card information even 15 
over secure connections. In the event of problems, this 
separate Internet credit card number could be deactivated 
separately from the main credit card number associated with 
the account. 

same. Currently, charges which are placed on cards, include 
airline, hotel and car rental charges, restaurant bills, retail 
store purchases, and so forth. 

The card can also be customized for use only by a specific 
individual, by certain groups of individuals, or so forth. A 
parent could provide a customized use card which is for use 
by his or her son or daughter, a corporation could provide a 
customized use card which is for use by employees, an 

20 organization could provide a customized use card for use by 
employees and/or members and so forth. Different cards or 
customization parameters could be provided for officers, 
board members, executives, or so forth. 

In accordance with further embodiments of the invention, 
customized credit cards are also provided herein. These 
credit cards can be customized by the user such that they are 
only suitable or usable for particular subuses, for particular 
subframes of time, or so forth. This differs from the present 
practice in the art, which is to have credit card numbers 25 

which are valid for all uses, and for all periods of time until 
the card expires. 

In the current practice in the art, for example, employees 
frequently make payments which are later reimbursed by 
their corporation. In accordance with the present invention, 
their corporation can issue customized credit cards, or obtain 
customized credit cards from a credit card company, which 
can serve certain limited uses, functions or so forth. This 

As one example, an employee could be given authoriza
tion to purchase a new computer system. A customized 
credit card could be issued to the user which is only valid for 
use for that particular type of charge (computer hardware 
and software stores) and to the credit limit decided by the 

30 
issuer or authorizing party at the corporation, such that if the 
employee tries to use it for anything else or for a charge in 
excess of that authorized, the charge will be declined. The 
card could even customized for use in a particular store itself 

card can be customized in any of numerous ways. For 35 

example, the customized card could be set to be valid for a 
certain limited number of dates or until a certain date. For 

or a particular chain of stores (such as a particular restaurant, 
or a particular chain of restaurants). Any of the features in 
the present application can also be combined -thus, the 
employee could be given a card for use in any computer 
store which is good for a total purchase of up to, for 
example, $2000 in value. 

As another example, a parent could give a teenage child 
a card to go out and make a specific purchase for the child 
or for the parent. The card could be valid only for purchase 
on that particular day, to a certain designated purchase limit, 

example, if an employee is going on a business trip for two 
days (or some other amount of time), the card could be set 

40 
to be valid on only those two days. Thus, the employee is 
authorized to use the card for charges on only that time that 
the employee is away on the business trip, but not for any 
other time. Thus, in accordance with these embodiments, the 
card can have a user customized range of dates or series of 
dates. In one embodiment this is a range of dates with a 
commencement date and expiration date. (This is useful, for 
example, if an employee is going on a business trip, one or 
more cards could be issued which are valid for the dates of 
the trip, with the card not being valid before the trip starts 

45 and even, if desired only in a certain store, or group of stores 
or types of stores (e.g. clothing stores), or types of purchases 
or items. The main account could have, for example, a $1500 
credit card limit, but the parent could set a $100 limit for use 
of the customized card on that particular day. Thus, if the 

50 card is lost or stolen, the card can not be used at stores other 
than the types chosen by the parent. Use in any other type or after the trip ends). In another embodiment the card 

becomes valid at any specific time (even a time of day) and 
ceases to be valid at any other specific time. Likewise, the 
card could become valid for a series of ranges of dates, even 
dates which are non consecutive or non contiguous. For 
example, it could be valid for a specific day or series of date 
in March (for a first business trip), become deactivated once 
that trip is over, can be reactivated for a specific day or dates 
in June (for a second business trip), be deactivated once that 
trip is over, and so forth. It could also he valid for a specific 
predetermined amount of time. For example, it could be 
valid for any one week period, beginning from when the user 
or subuscr uses first uses it. 

The card can also be customized for only particular uses 
or groups of uses. In this manner, the main cardholder (e.g. 

of store or on any day other than that one day will cause the 
card to be declined. This minimizes the amount of credit 

55 card loss which can occur, and increases the chances of 
catching the thief. Likewise, the sublimit of $100 also 
minimizes the amount of loss which is possible. 

The card could also be customized to be valid only in a 
particular region. For example, if the employee is going on 

60 a business trip from New York to Florida and back, the card 
could be set to be valid only in the States of New York and 
Florida, and not to be valid for charges in any other 
locations. If the card were lost or stolen en route, e.g. in a 

65 stopover in Georgia, and the thief attempted to use the card 
in Georgia, the charge would be declined, irrespective of the 
amount involved. 
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Tht: amount of crt:dit on tht: card could bt: as high as tht: 
credit on the main account, or alternatively, could also be 
customized. The main cardholder (e.g. the corporation, the 
parent, etc.) can set how much credit is on the particular card 
for the suhuser (e.g. the employee). This can he done in 
some fixed manner, on the basis of some formula, or so 
forth. 

Self transfer of funds and customization by the corpora
tion or the user of the card is preferred. In other words, the 
corporation determines what uses and/or amounts are set on 
the credit card up to the corporation's total credit card limit. 

In one embodiment, with respect to customization, the 

10 
card, tht: card ust: can bt: tt:mporarily blockt:d or subjt:cl to 
verification of identity, to verify that the card was not stolen 
and being used illegally for large transactions. 

As a further security feature and customization parameter, 
the card can be set to have a desired level of security which 
must he comported with hy the vendor for the transaction to 
be authorized. For example, some cards or transactions 
could require merely a signature, some could require the 

10 fingerprinting mentioned herein, some could require a show
ing of identification (including, if desired, picture ID) or so 
forth. 

As discussed elsewhere herein, all cards in the series can user receives one or more credit cards, each of which is 
inactive. Each card has a blank amount of credit, and no 15 be linked such that, if the cards are stolen, one call will 

cancel all of the cards. predefined use, i.e. the card initially has no credit available 
on it at all and no use available to it. When the user receives 
the credit card, or when the user is ready to activate the card, 
the user determines how much of his or her available credit 
he or she wants to transfer onto that particular card and what 
particular uses or types of uses are desired (or even all uses, 
if desired). For example, the user may decide that he or she 
wants to go to a particular plact: or stort: that day and havt: 
a certain amount of money with himself or herself (or wants 
to send his or her employee with a certain amount). In 
addition to or in place of carrying cash, the user could carry 
a card having a predetermined amount on it, and could even, 
if desired, set the places or types of places where the card 
will be active. 

In another embodiment, a user can designate a single sum 
for use over a plurality of cards. This method overcomes a 

As another formula, there can be also be a total available 
credit set by the corporation as customized for the year (or 
for some period of time, or for a particular trip, etc.) for a 

20 person, or for an entire department, or so forth, which can 
either be on one card, or distributed over several cards, as 
explained above. 

Other combinations can be provided as well. For example, 

25 the card can be set such that there are certain combinations 
of customizations available. For example, each subuse can 
be associated with a specific credit limit for that subuse on 
that one credit card. Thus, the user may be told that he or she 
can spend up to $500 on air travel, $1000 on hotel rooms, 

30 $300 on car rentals, and those limits can he programmed into 
or preset to the card. Other combinations of dates of 
transactions, types of transactions, amounts for individual 

variety of problems present with the current methods of the and/or total transactions, etc. on a single card, or on multiple 
art. For example, if a individual or couple wishes to go on 35 cards, can be set as well. 
vacation abroad, they often purchase traveller's cheques in If desired, the customized card could be preset or such 
any of a predetermined limited number of denominations that any purchases can only be delivered to a specific 
(e.g. twenty, fifty, one hundred dollars, etc.) When using shipping address (e.g. the address of the corporation). 
those cheques to convert money the couple often may not Likewise, since the card is a customized card, any other 
wish to convert the full sum (e.g. the full fifty dollars) at that 40 special conditions of any sort could be attached to the 
one time, in that one place, or at that day's exchange rate, transaction as desired or needed. 
etc. Alternatively, the couple may be purchasing an item Many other embodiments can be implemented as well. A 
from a store, and the full cost of the transaction is often some card can be issued to an individual, or to a department. Or, 
odd number which is less than the denomination on the card. 45 a group of cards can share a single credit limit. A card can 
In this case, the individual or may not want to receive change be customized such that, when items are purchased by phone 
back from the vendor in cash, since the vendor may be or over the Internet, etc., the only shipping address which 
providing a disadvantagt:ous txchangt: ratt:, or so forth. will be accepted is a preset shipping address already 

Accordingly, in this embodiment, a single sum can be assigned to the card (e.g. by the main cardholder). A card can 
"distributed" over a plurality of cards. In this manner, the 50 be set to have a fixed maximum per transaction limit. It can 
user designates a particular sum, and each of the cards in that be set to allow, or disallow cash withdrawals. A card can be 
plurality can draw upon that sum. The use of that card set to send out a notification to the main cardholder upon 
reduces the total sum available for the next cards in the each purchase, or upon each purchase meeting certain cri-
series. In this manner, a user can use the customized or the 55 teria (e.g. over a certain limit, pertaining to a certain 
disposable card for transactions whose sums do not amount category, or so forth). The notification could be set to include 
to a whole number. certain required information, e.g. when it was used and/or 

As a security feature, in plurality of card embodiments where it was used and/or how much credit is left or any other 
such as the former, it can be preestablished that not more of informationi desired. Likewise, a preapproval can be 
a certain percentage of the total sum available can be used 60 required before every purchase or before certain purchases, 
on a single card, or can be used without verification of such as purchases over a certain limit, or purchases of a 
identity. For example, a 50% or 20% single use ceiling (or certain type. 
any other number) can be set by the credit card company or Likewise, a card can be encoded for multiple uses or types 
the user, to further guard against loss due to fraud. In this 65 of use. In one such embodiment, the card can be encoded 
embodiment, if a transaction is attempted with any one card such that it can be used for other magnetic card systems as 
which is in excess of the predetermined ceiling for a single well. Por example, the customized card could be encoded 
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such that it can also be used in place of some other existing 
card, e.g. as a metrocard (i.e. a fare card on the New York 
City subway system), as an EZ Pass (i.e. a card which is used 
to drive through tolls in New York or elsewhere), or so forth. 
These multiple use cards could either have a preset amount 
on them (as a debit card of sorts), or they could interface 
with the other existing card system (whether the Metrocard 
system, the EZ Pass system, or so forth) such that upon use 

12 
mally in an "on" state) which can not bt used, until the main 
cardholder authorizes that the card be turned on for the next 
day (and the next day only). Or, the card could be turned on 
until one transaction is conducted using the card (or some 
specified multiple number of transactions are conducted 
using the card), or a specific use is effected of the card, or 
turned on in accordance with any ofthe other customizations 
of the card described herein. In accordance with this 

of the customized card, the funds are taken out of the user's 
10 

embodiment, the card normally remains "off", but is occa
sionally or periodically turned "on" for a while to allow the 
card to be used for a desired purpose. After that purpose has 
been accomplished, the card goes back "off" again. In this 
manner, the card can be turned on and off by the user as often 

credit card account. 
Or, in another variation on this embodiment, multiple 

brands of cards can be bundled together on a single cus
tomized card for ease of use of the user. The term "brand" 
is used herein to refer to the general card issuing authorities, 
whether Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover, etc. 
or to more specific issuing authorities, e.g. Citibank Visa, 
MBNA Mastercard, etc. In this embodiment, Visa and/or 
Mastercard and/or American Express etc. card accounts can 
be bundled together on a single credit card. When the user 
presents this single card to the vendor he or she has the 
option to decide which of those brands' account(s) on the 
card he or she wants to use for the transaction. 'Ibis reduces 
the number of cards the individual has to carry. A single 
transaction could even be broken up among a series of cards 
if desired with the transaction statement indicating for 
example that $200 out of the $600 dollar purchase was 
charged to the Visa account, and an equal amount to the 
Mastercard and Amex accounts. Or, the main account holder 
could set up the card to be capable of some fixed total 
amount of charges (e.g. $1000) with the user free to usc any 

15 as desired or necessary. 
In another embodiment of the present invention, the user 

can maintain a list of available credit card numbers in his or 
her computer and/or software program, with the list further 

20 
indicating the specific customized use of each number. 
Alternatively, the user can maintain a list by hand, or a list 
can be provided each month with the user's statement. If 
desired, the uses of each number can vary over time. If an 
unauthorized user intercepts the first credit card number and 

25 attempts to use it for a use that it is not enabled for, the 
transaction will be declined. For example, a user could 
maintain 5 separate numbers (or any other desired number), 
each of which is linked to the main card account. Today, one 

30 
particular number could be authorized for booking airline 
tickets for the current business day (but no later), while 
tomorrow a different number could be authorized for that 
purpose. 

Customization (and activation) of the card or a specific 
35 credit card number can be in any of the ways known in the 

art. In a simple method, for example, the user can call the 
credit card company and, once his or her identity has been 
verified, can direct the credit card company to customize the 

of the accounts on the card in any combination desired to 
charge up to that amount. This is useful if some establish
ments accept only one or two of these brands, allowing the 
user (e.g. the employee, the child, etc.) to use the customized 
card as establishments that accept any of the brands on the 
card. Or, for purposes which may be beneficial to the main 
account holder (e.g. for purposes of frequent ilyer mile 
programs, membership dollar programs, etc.) the custom
ized card could be set up such that all of one or more 
subtypes of use is charged onto one brand, all of another or 
more subtype onto a second brand etc. For example, the card 
could be set such that all airline charges are charged onto the 
Amex Card, all retail store purchases to the Visa, all hotel 
reservations to the Mastercard, etc. This could be by the 
customization of the card which only allow certain types of 
use of each account, and/or by codes which automatically 50 

select the appropriate brand or card account when the user 

40 
card (or a specific credit card or credit card number on the 
account) in the manner desired and/or to activate that 
specific credit card or credit card number. In a variation on 
this method, the user could be required to call from his or her 
home phone, with the phone number being verified at the 

45 credit card company using "Caller ID". 

In another embodiment, the user can use a computer to 
dial in over a direct connection (or over the world wide web 
or the Internet on a secure connection) to the credit card 
company, and program in the desired characteristics using 
the user's computer. In this embodiment, a software program 
can be provided to customize and/or activate the card and/or 

attempts to use the card. This could be in any customization 
scheme desired. For example, in another embodiment, the 
first $x amount could be charged to one card account, the 
next $y dollar amount to another card account, or so forth. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of present 
invention, a card could be issued to be always ''off", unless 
the main card or account holder, or the authorized person on 
the card (i.e. the person given the authority to control the 
uses of the accounts on the card), authorizes or sets or turns 
the card and/or a specific use of the card "on" for either a 

the user can access a web site (i.e. at the credit card 
company) where a form can he filled out hy the main 

55 cardholder (or by the authorized person on the card or an 
authorized card user) to set the desired customization param
eters. This form could then be accessed as often as desired 
to update and/or modify the customization of the card or 
specific credit card numbers, check the status or usage of the 

60 card or specific numbers, etc. In addition, as a further 
embodiment, authorizations done using this program or 
connection could be compared (either automatically or upon 
demand by the user) against actual purchases recorded by 
the credit card company against the card. In this manner a 
"cross check" is provided, so that if a limited use, custom-

particular time period, or for use until certain conditions are 
met. For example, the card could be issued to an employee 65 
or to a child, and normally be in an "off" state (as opposed 
to general purpose or regular credit cards which are nor- ized or disposable card transaction comes into the credit card 
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company which was not authorized by the cardholder, it will 
show up on the cross check. In a further embodiment, this 
cross check could be effected automatically (e.g. each time 
the user logs, in), periodically (e.g. once per day or per some 
set time period), upon the user's activation of this feature, or 
upon the user's deliberate initiation of a cross check. 

In some embodiments, the main cardholder orders or 
obtains the card from the credit card company. In other 
embodiments, the main cardholder issues or activates the 10 

credit cards off of his or her main account him or herself, 
after transmitting the necessary customization information 
to the card company, and obtaining the necessary authori-
zation. 

15 
If desired, a customized credit card could be converted to 

a regular, general purpose credit card, or vice versa, if 
desired. This can be used to deal with changing 
circumstances, needs or desires of the main cardholder, the 
card user, the corporation, etc. By a "regular" or "general 20 

purpose" credit card, the present inventor refers to those 
credit cards currently used in the art, which have no limi
tations on their use other that the card be valid (e.g. be before 
the expiration date and be of an account in good standing), 

25 
that the person using the card be the authorized user, and that 
the transaction be within the available credit left on the card. 

14 
known in the art. In a further embodiment of the invention, 
the information on each purchase from a vendor is trans
mitted directly to the user after the transaction is completed 
so that the user can directly monitor and keep records of his 
or her usage, without waiting for the credit card statement to 
come in. This information can be sent to the user in any 
manner desirable. For example, it can be transmitted over 
the Internet to the user, to the user's web page, or so forth. 
Instead of the user, it can be transmitted to a third party, if 
desired; for example, if the card is being used as an expense 
card for an employee's expense account at a corporation (as 
described herein), the information can be transmitted 
directly to the corporation. This transmission can be done by 
the credit card company itself. Alternatively, if desired, the 
system can be set up such that the information is transmitted 
at the point of sale. This can be done with or without the 
credit card embodiments described above as a permanent or 
automatic recordkeeping system. 

In tht prderrtd embodiment, these credit cards are can be 
used, processed, etc. by a credit card company in the same 
manner as with its regular credit cards, with the exception 
that the present cards provide the additional features pro
vided herein. 

One of the current problems with a regular card, whether 
it be a credit card, a debit card, or so forth, is that a thief 
potentially has full access to all of the credit or funds in your 
account, until the theft or unusual activity is discovered 

Subject to those provisions, such cards can be used at any 
time for any types of purchases at any vendor accepting that 
type of card. 

Should a card or any of the plurality of cards be stolen, a 
user can with one call deactivate one or all of the cards at the 

30 
and/or blocked. In the present invention, as described above, 
a certain set level of funds or type of use of funds can be 
segregated aside by the user for a desired period, use, or so 
forth, while maintaining the integrity of the main account 
intact (and even potentially maintaining the identity or 
details of the main account secret). 

same time. Moreover, since these cards are preferably all 
linked to the user's main credit card account, and are thus 

35 
individually on file with the credit card company under that 
account, the user does not need to worry about safekeeping 
or storing the list of separate cards or numbers. 

As a further security feature, a disposable or customized 
credit card can be provided with a "fingerprinting area". 
During use of the card, the user can be asked to place a 
particular finger on a certain portion of the card to form a 

Although the term credit card is used throughout the 
present application, the intention is to include credit cards, 
charge cards, and debit cards by that term, unless otherwise 

40 
stated. In addition, the present inventions can be used with 
other cards used for purchasts or transfers of funds, as well. 

Having described the invention with respect to specific 
embodiments, it is not intended that the description serve as 

fingerprint which can later be used to verify whether the card a limitation on the scope of the invention since other 
was used by the rightful owner or used illegally by someone 45 variations on the invention are possible, and may be appar-
without authorization. Preferably, this area is covered by a ent or derived herefrom. 
flap (e.g. a plastic cover) which is lifted or removed before 
fingerprinting, to prevent stray marks or fingerprints from 
appearing on the area before it is ready for use. 

With respect to those which are for a single use only, the so 
user can sign (and/or fingerprint) the back of the card, and 
the vendor could submit or return the cards to the credit card 
company if desired. Alternatively, the vendor could be 
required to scan the cards into an appropriate system, with 

55 
a record of the scan going to the credit card company. 

Alternatively, in a further invention, instead of using a 
"fingerprinting area" on a disposable or customized card, 
such an area can be placed on the vendor's bill or docu
mentation which currently in the art is signed by the pur- 60 

chaser. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An item, comprising: 

a financial card, said financial card having been provided 
by a credit card company at the request of a first person, 
said financial card being provided for use by any person 
determined by such first person; and, 

wherein said financial card is further customized such that 
it is limited to use for only a particular type of 
transaction, said type of transaction being purchases at 
predetermined vendors of a predetermined identity, 
such that said customized card will be valid at those 
predetermined vendors, and will not be valid at the 
other vendors accepting cards from that credit card 
company. 

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said credit 
card is an American Express® brand credit card. In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, 

the cards could each have their own PIN number, or PIN 
numbers. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said credit 

65 card is a Visa® brand credit card. 
Upon use of the card, the information regarding the 

transaction is transmitted to the credit card company, as is 
4. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said credit 

card is a Mastercard® brand credit card. 
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5. An item as claimed in claim 1, wherein said credit card 
is a card comprising a magnetic strip. 

6. An item as claimed in claim 1, wherein said credit card 
is not a smart card. 

7. An item comprising: 

a website on the world wide web, said website being the 
website of a credit card company where requests can be 
made for a financial card, wherein said financial card is 
a card requested by a first person and which is provided 10 
by the credit card company for use by any person of the 
first person's choice; and, 

wherein said credit card is further customized such that it 

16 
14. A method, comprising: 

providing a financial card, said financial card being acti
vated by a credit card company, said card being a card 
requested from the credit card company by a first 
person, said financial card being provided by the credit 
card company for use by any second person of the first 
person's choice, said card being a card provided in 
response to a request from the first person via a website 
over the world wide web for said card; and, 

providing said card as a customized card which can only 
be used for a particular type of transaction, said type of 
transaction being purchases at predetermined vendors 
of a predetermined identity, such that said card will be 
valid at those predetermined vendors, and will not be 
valid at the other vendors accepting cards from that 
credit card company. 

15. A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein said credit 

is limited to use for only a particular type of 
transaction, said type of transaction being purchases at 15 
predetermined vendors of a predetermined identity, 
such that said customized card will be valid at those 
predetermined vendors, and will not be valid at the 
other vendors accepting cards from that credit card 
company. 20 

card is an American Express® brand credit card. 
16. A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein said credit 

card is a Visa® brand credit card. 
8. An item as claimed in claim 7, wherein said website 

comprises a form to be filled out by the first person to request 
said activation of said credit card. 

9. An item as claimed in claim 7, wherein said credit card 
is a card comprising a magnetic strip. 

10. An item as claimed in claim 7, wherein said credit card 
is not a smart card. 

11. A method comprising: 

25 

requesting a financial card from a credit card company via 30 

a website on the world wide web, said requesting of 
said credit card being by a first person, said financial 
card being provided by the credit card company for use 

17. A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein said credit 
card is a Mastercard® brand credit card. 

18. An item as claimed in claim 14, wherein said credit 
card is a card comprising a magnetic strip. 

19. An item as claimed in claim 14, wherein said credit 
card is not a smart card. 

20. An item as claimed in claim 1, wherein those prede
termined vendors are limited to restaurants. 

21. An item as claimed in claim 1, wherein the spending 

limit on said card is set by the first person. 
by any person of the first person's choice; and, 

wherein said request is for said financial card to be 
customized to be limited to use for a particular type of 
transaction, said type of transaction being purchases at 
predetermined vendors of a predetermined identity, 
such that said card will be valid at those predetermined 
vendors and will not be valid at the other vendors 40 

accepting cards from that credit card company. 

35 
22. An item as claimed in claim 1, wherein said card is 

provided to the second person based on funds provided to 

12. An item as claimed in claim 11, wherein said credit 
card is a card comprising a magnetic strip. 

13. An item as claimed in claim 11, wherein said credit 
card is not a smart card. 

the credit card company in advance. 
23. An item as claimed in claim 7, wherein said card is 

customized such that it is limited for use only at restaurants. 
24. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein said card is 

customized such that it is limited for use only at restaurants. 
25. A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein said card is 

customized such that it is limited for use only at restaurants. 
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An online commerce system facilitates online commerce 
over a public network using an online commerce card. The 
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"card" does not exist in physical form, but instead exists in 
digital form. The online commerce card i-s issued electroni
cally to a customer by an issuing institution. The issued card 
is assigned a permanent customer account number that is 
maintained on he half of the customer at the issuing institu
tion to remove the risk of the number being lost or s stolen. 
When the customer desires to conduct an online transaction, 
the customer asks the issuing institution to issue a transac
tion number for a single transaction. The issuing institution 
generates a temporary transaction number and associates it 
with the permanent account number in a data record. The 
customer receives the transaction number and submits that 
number to the merchant as a proxy for the customer account 
number. The transaction number looks like a real card 
number and the merchant handles the transaction number in 
the same manner as any regular credit card number. When 
the merchant submits an request for authorization, the issu
ing institution recognizes the number as a transaction num
ber for an online commerce card. The issuing institution 
references the customer account number, using the transac
tion number as an index, and processes the authorization 
request using the real customer account number in place of 
the proxy number. Once the authorization request is 
processed, the issuing institution once again exchanges the 
transaction number for the customer account number and 
sends an authorization reply back to the merchant under the 
transaction number. 
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ELECTRONIC ONLINE COMMERCE CARD 
WITH TRANSACTIONPROXY NUMBER FOR 

ONLINE TRANSACTIONS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to systems and methods for facili
tating online commerce over a public network (such as the 
Internet or an Interactive TV/Cable Network) using credit 
cards, debit cards, and other types of financial!banking 
cards. More particularly, this invention relates to systems 
and methods for conducting online transactions using an 
electronically realizable card that has a private, permanent 
account number maintained on behalf of a customer by an 
issuing institution and temporary transaction numbers issued 

2 
Internet or Interactive TV/Cable Network) using an online 
commerce card. The "card" of this system does not exist in 
physical form, but instead exists in a digital form that can be 
electronically realized for online commerce. 

The online commerce card is issued electronically to a 
customer by an issuing institution, such as a bank or third 
party certifying authority. The issued card is assigned a 
permanent customer account number that is maintained on 
behalf of the customer by the issuing institution. The cus-

10 torner account number is not given to the customer to 
remove the risk of that number being lost or stolen. 

to the customer on a transactional basis without exposure of 15 
the permanent account number. 

When the customer desires to conduct an online 
transaction, the customer sends a request to the issuing 
institution to issue a transaction number for a single trans
action. The issuing institution generates a temporary trans
action number and associates it with the permanent account 
number in a data record. The customer receives the trans
action number and submits that number to the merchant as 
a proxy for the customer account number during the trans-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Online commerce is experiencing dramatic growth in 
recent years. More merchants are developing sites on the 
World Wide Web (or simply "WWW" or "Web") that 
consumers can access and order goods and/or services. It is 
fairly common for a consumer to browse a merchant's 
catalog, select a product, place an order for the product, and 
pay for the product all electronically over the Internet. 

Typically, the consumer pays for the goods and/or ser
vices ordered over the Internet with a credit card. During the 
online transaction, the merchant sends an order form and 
requests the consumer to enter personal data (e.g., name, 
address, and telephone number) and credit card information 
(e.g., account number and expiration date). The consumer 
returns the completed order form containing the credit card 
information to the merchant over the Internet. The merchant 
verifies that the credit card number is valid and can be 
charged the payment amount. The card verification is usu
ally conducted on a well-established card network, such as 
the VisaNet® network or the Veriphone® network. 

One problem with this traditional online commerce model 
concerns the security of the credit card data as it travels over 
the Internet. The credit card information can be intercepted 
in route, copied into a database, and used to make unautho
rized purchases. In an automated environment, an imposter 
can repeatedly use the stolen credit card data to conduct 
many online transactions before the consumer ever becomes 
aware that the credit card data has been stolen. 

It would be desirable to develop a new online commerce 
model that reduces or eliminates the incentive for stealing 
credit card data. Ideally, a secure online commerce model 
would render the credit card data hard to steal, and if stolen, 
worthless to the thief. 

Anothn concern is that any new online commerce model 
should integrate well with existing proprietary card network 
systems. There are well-established systems that verify 
credit card purchases and subsequently settle accounts. 
These systems and associated protocols are entrenched in 
the merchant and banking communities and experience a 
high level of acceptance and trust. A new online commerce 
model should not usurp these systems, nor require mer
chants to change their existing practices to implement com
pletely different systems and protocols. 

The inventor has developed a card-based online com
merce system that improves security and integrates with 
existing card verification and settlement systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention concerns a system and method for facili
tating online commerce over a public network (such as the 

20 action. 

The transaction number looks like a real card number (i.e., 
it has the same format and number of digits as a regular 
credit card). To the merchant, the transaction number is 

25 
treated the same as any regular credit card number. The 
merchant handles the proxy transaction number according to 
traditional protocols, including seeking authorization from 
the issuing institution to honor the card number. 

During the authorization phase, the issuing institution 

30 
recognizes the number as a transaction number for an online 
commerce card. The issuing institution references the cus
tomer account number associated with the online commerce 
card, using the transaction number as an index to the 
appropriate data record, and processes the authorization 

35 
request using the card's true customer account number. In 
this manner, the issuing institution can use its existing 
processing system to check account information, spending 
limits, and so forth. Once the authorization request is 
processed, the issuing institution once again exchanges the 

40 
card's transaction number for the card's customer account 
number and sends an authorization reply back to the mer
chant under the transaction number. 

As a result, the merchant never needs to know if the 
number is a legitimate account number, or a proxy number 

45 for an account number. The merchant does not need to 
implement any new devices, software, or protocols to par
ticipate in the new online commerce system. 

For added security, the transaction number can be linked 
to extra transaction information to ensure that the number is 

so only used for one specific transaction. For instance, the 
issuing institution might tie the transaction number to a 
speciftc purchase amount and a particular merchant ID. The 
issuing institution might further impose a short expiration 
term on the transaction number so that the number becomes 

55 invalid after the expiration term lapses. 
The online commerce system substantially reduces the 

value of a stolen number since the transaction number that 
is transmitted over the Internet (or other network) is only a 
proxy number for a single purchase. Stealing the proxy 

60 number would not greatly benefit a thief because it cannot be 
repeatedly used for other purchases or transactions. In 
addition, the system seamlessly integrates with existing card 
verification and settlement protocols. Software modules are 
implemented at the customer and issuing institution, but no 

65 additional components are implemented at the merchant, 
settlement participants, or any other member in the online 
commerce transaction. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

TI1e same reference numbers are used throughout the 
figures to reference like components and features. 

PIG.1 is diagrammatic illustration of an online commerce 
system. 

4 
to the Internet 34, whereas the bank computing center 32 
might maintain a permanent connection to the Internet 34. It 
is noted that the network 34 may he implemented as other 
types of networks, such as an interactive television (ITV) 
network. 

The merchant computer 30 and the bank computer 32 are 
interconnected via a second network, referred to as a "pay
ment network" 36. The payment network 36 represents 
existing proprietary networks that presently accommodate 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a customer computing unit 
and bank computing center. FIG. 2 shows an information 
exchange between the customer computing unit and the 
bank computing center during an online commerce card 
n:gistratiun phase. 

FIG. 3 is the same as FIG. 2, but shows an information 
exchange between the customer computing unit and the 
bank computing center during a transaction request phase. 

10 transactions for credit cards, debit cards, and other types of 
financial/banking cards. The payment network 36 is dosed 
network that is assumed to be secure from eavesdroppers. 
Examples of the payment network 36 include the VisaNet® 
network and the Veriphone® network. 

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of data records 15 

maintained at the bank computing center to associate a 
permanent customer account number to a temporary trans
action number used in an online commerce transaction. 

The electronic commerce system 20 is implemented at the 
customer 22 and issuing bank 26. In the preferred 
implementation, the electronic commerce system 20 is 
implemented as computer software modules loaded onto the 
customer computer 28 and the bank computing center 32. FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the bank computing center 

and a merchant computing unit. FIG. 5 shows an informa
tion exchange between the merchant computing unit and the 
bank computing center during a payment authorization 
phase. 

20 The merchant computer 30 dues nut require any additional 
software to participate in the online commerce transaction 
supported by the online commerce system 20. 
General Operation 

There are three distinct phases supported by the online 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The following discussion assumes that the reader is 
familiar with cryptography. For a basic introduction of 
cryptography, the reader is directed to a text written by 
Bruce Schneier and entitled "Applied Cryptography: 

25 commerce system 20: a registration phase, a transaction 
phase, and a payment authorization phase. During the reg
istration phase, the customer 22 requests an online com
merce card from the issuing bank 26. The issuing bank 26 
creates an online commerce card for the customer and 

Protocols, Algorithms, and Source Code in C," published by 
John Wiley & Sons with copyright 1994 (with a second 
edition in 1996), which is hereby incorporated by reference. 

30 assigns a permanent customer account number to the card. 
The permanent customer account number is retained in a 
data record at the issuing bank 26 and not given to the 
customer 22. This prevents the customer account number 
from being stolen while being transferred over the Internet FIG. 1 shows an online commerce system 20 for con

ducting online commerce transactions. For general discus
sion purposes, three participants to an online commerce 
transaction are shown: a customer 22, a merchant 24, and an 
issuing bank 26. These three participants play the primary 
roles in the online commerce transaction. The customer and 
merchant may represent individual people, entities, or busi
nesses. Although labeled as a "bank", the issuing bank 26 
may represent other types of card-issuing institutions, such 

35 34 or stored on the customer's computer 28. 
The "online commerce card" does not exist in physical 

form, but in digital form for use in online transactions. The 
issuing bank 26 issues the card to the customer 22 in the 
form of a signed digital certificate binding the customer to 

40 the bank and a software module that can be invoked when 

as credit card companies, card sponsoring companies, or 
third party issuers under contract with financial institutions. 
It is further noted that other participants may be involved in 45 
some phases of the transaction, such as an intermediary 
settlement institution, but these participants are not shown. 

Each participant is equipped with a computing system to 
facilitate online commerce transactions. The customer 22 
has a computing unit 28 in the form of a personal computer, so 
although other types of computing units may be used 
including laptops, notebooks, handheld computers, set-top 
boxes, and the like. The merchant 24 has a computing unit 
30 implemented in the form of a computer server, although 
other implementations are possible. The bank 26 has a 55 

computing center 32 shown as a mainframe computer. 
However, the bank computing center 32 may be imple
mented in other forms, such as a minicomputer, a PC server, 
a networked set of computers, and the like. 

using the commerce card to conduct a transaction on the 
Internet 34. The commerce card is configured to be used by 
the customer in one or more areas of commerce in which the 
customer typically employs a credit card, a debit card, a 
bank card, or other type of financial services card. The 
registration phase is described below in more detail with 
reference to FIG. 2. 

During the transaction phase, the customer 22 invokes the 
software module, which submits a request for a secure card 
number to the issuing hank 26. The issuing hank generates 
a random temporary transaction number and associates the 
transaction number with the permanent customer account 
number in a data record. The issuing bank 26 issues the 
transaction number to the customer to use as a proxy for the 
real customer account number. The transaction number 
resembles a real account number. In the case of a credit card, 
for example, the transaction number and real customer 
account number are both 16-digit, mod 10, numbers iden
tically formatted with four spaced sets of 4-digits. To the 
customer (and every other participant in the transaction), the 
transaction number appears to be a valid credit card number. 
Only the issuing bank 26 diflerentiates the transaction 
numbers from the real customer account numbers. The 

The computing units 28, 30, and 32 are connected with 60 

each other via a data communication network 34. The 
network 34 is a public network and assumed to be insecure 
and open to eavesdroppers. In the illustrated 
implementation, the network is embodied as the Internet. In 
this context, the computers may or may not be connected to 
the Internet 34 at all times. For instance, the customer 
computer 28 may employ a modem to occasionally connect 

customer 22 uses the proxy transaction number in the 
65 transaction with the merchant 24. Since the transaction 

number is issued in place of the customer number for only 
a single transaction and with a limited life, a thief that 
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intercepts the transaction number is prevented from using it 
for illicit gain. The transaction phase is described below in 
more detail with reference to FIG. 3. 

During the payment authorization phase, the merchant 24 
submits the transaction number over the conventional pay
ment network 36 to the issuing bank 26 for approval. The 
issuing hank 26 identifies the number as a transaction 
number, as opposed to a real customer account number. The 
issuing bank 26 uses the transaction number to retrieve the 
data record linking the transaction number to a customer 

10 
account number. The issuing hank 26 then swaps the cus
tomer account number for the transaction number and pro
cesses the authorization rtquest using its conventional pro
cessing system. After the processing, the issuing bank 26 
substitutes the transaction number hack for the customer 
account number and returns the authorization reply to the 15 

merchant 24 under the transaction number. In this manner, 
only the issuing bank is aware that the transaction number is 
a proxy for the customer account number. The merchant 24 
need not be aware that the transaction number is not a true 
customer account number, but simply handles the number as 20 

it would any other card number. The authorization phase is 
described below in more detail with reference to FIG. 5. 
Registration Phase 

FIG. 2 shows the online commerce system 20 during a 
registration phase. This phase involves the customer 22 25 

requesting an online commerce card from the issuing bank 
26, and the issuing bank creating and issuing the online 
commerce card to the customer. The information exchange 
between the customer computer 28 and the bank computer 

6 
The bank computer 32 has an account manager 60, a 

transaction number generator 62 and a customer database 
64. The account manager 60 and transaction number gen
erator 62 are preferably implemented in software that 
executes on the bank computer 32. 'lbe transaction number 
generator 62 is preferably a random number generator that 
creates random numbers in the same format as the customer 
account number. The software modules 60 and 62 may be 
executed individually or integrated into the same software 
program, such as a relational database program that manages 
the relational database 64. 

The registration phase between the customer and issuing 
bank will now be described with respect to FIG. 2. During 
normal operation on the Web, the customer comes across a 
banner advertising an online commerce card sponsored by 
the issuing bank The banner may be part of the bank's Web 
site, or part of a statement to its customers, or included as 
advertisement in other Web content. The customer activates 
the banner by clicking the banner icon with a mouse pointer. 
This action submits a request for an online commerce card 
application. In response, the customer downloads the regis-
tration module 56 from the Web to the customer computer 
28. This initial registration step is illustrated by flow arrow 
1 from the Internet 34 to the customer computer 28. 

The registration module 56 automatically launches to aid 
the customer in the completion ofthe online application. The 
registration module is preferably configured to provide 
step-by-step instructions, such as a Help Wizard. The cus
tomer fills out various fields related to personal and financial 

32 during the registration phase are illustrated as enumerated 
lines between the two entities. 

The customer computer 28 has a central processing unit 
comprising a processor 40, a volatile memory 42 (e.g., 
RAM), and a non-volatile memory 44 (e.g., ROM, hard disk 
drive, floppy disk drive, CD-ROM, etc.). The customer 
computer 28 also has a network I/0 46 (input/output) for 
accessing the Internet 34. The network I!O 46 can be 
implemented, for example, as a dial-up modem or as a 
permanent network connection. 

30 matters, such as name, address, telephone number, social 
security number, presently owned credit cards, hank 
affiliations, and the like. 

The customer computer 28 runs an operating system 48 
that supports multiple applications. The operating system 76 
is preferably a multitasking operating system that allows 
simultaneous execution of multiple applications in a graphi-

The customer completes the online commerce card appli
cation using the registration wizard and submits the appli-

35 cation to the issuing bank (flow arrow 2 in FIG. 2). The 
registration module 56 facilitates this communication and all 
future interaction between the consumer and the issuing 
bank. The application itself, or the registration module 56, 
contains the necessary routing information to direct the 

40 application over the Internet 34 to the bank computing 
center 32. The issuing bank reviews the application to 
determine whether the customer is credit worthy 19 and 
pending the analysis, whether to grant or deny a commerce 
card. If a new card is denied, the issuing bank returns a cal windowing environment. One preferred operating sys

tem is a Windows® brand operating system sold by 
Microsoft Corporation, such as Windows® 95, Windows® 
NT, Windows® CE, or other derivative versions of Win
dows®. It is noted, however, that other operating systems 
that provide windowing environments may be employed, 
such as the Macintosh operating system from Apple so 
Computer, Inc. 

45 message to the customer indicating that the card application 
has been denied and no card will be issued. Conversely, if a 
new card is to be granted, the issuing bank returns a message 
indicating that a card will be granted assuming the remain-
ing registration steps are satisfied. 

Assuming that a card account is granted, the issuing hank 
creates a temporary customer account record in the customer 
database 64 and assigns a temporary PIN (personal identi
fication number) or other type of customer identifier to that 
account. The bank supplies the PIN and any additional 

The operating system 48 includes a certificate store 50 to 
securely hold digital certificates. The certificate store 50 
holds a signed certificate received from the issuing bank as 
part of the online commerce card. 

Several software components are stored in memory 42 
including a browser 52, a button user interface (UI) 54, and 
a registration module 56. These software components load 
into volatile memory when launched and execute on the 
processor 40 atop the operating system 48. The browser 
software 52 originally exists on the customer computer 28, 
whereas the button UI 54 and registration module 56 are 
downloaded to the customer computer 28 during the regis
tration process. It is further noted that the button UI 54 may 
be integrated into, or rely on, the graphical user interfaces 
supported by the operating system 48, but is shown sepa
rately for explanation purposes. 

55 software needed to complete the formal application process 
to the customer. In the preferred implementation, the bank 
supplies the PIN and software using some means other than 
online transmission. FIG. 2 shows the PIN and software 
being stored on a floppy disk 68 and mailed to the customer 

60 using conventional postal carriers (flow arrow 3 in FIG. 2). 
Using regular mail provides an added level of security in 

that the bank can verify through the mailing address that a 
customer having the registered name and address truly lives 
at the place inscribed on the online registration form. This 

65 increases the bank's confidence that the customer did not 
submit a fraudulent application. Another benefit is that the 
software on floppy disk 68 might contain cryptographic 
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modules to secure communication between the customer and 
issuing bank. Providing the cryptography on a disk that is 
mailed to a U.S. address avoids the problem of unknowingly 
supplying cryptographic code to foreigners in a manner 
contrary to U.S. export laws. 

The customer receives a PIN mailer three to ten days 
following application submittal. Upon receiving the PIN, the 
customer invokes the registration module 56 and prepares a 
"request for a certificate" from the issuing bank. As part of 
creating the request for certificate, the customer is asked to 10 

enter a public key (or one can be provided automatically by 
the customer computer). The registration wizard 56 gener
ates an associated private key using its own resources, or by 
calling a cryptographic services library resident on the 
customer computer. The cryptographic services perform 15 
such tasks as encryption, decryption, digital signing, 
authentication, and hash computations. 

The pair of public and private keys is unique to the 
customer. The public/private keys form the foundation of 
public cryptography systems and are based upon a math- 20 

ematical relationship in which one key cannot be calculated 
(at least in any reasonable amount of time) from the other 
key. The holder distributes the public key to other parties and 
maintains the private key in confidence. Public key cryp
tography is well known. An example of an asymmetric 25 

cipher is the well-known RSA cryptographic algorithm 
named for the creators Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman. 

The customer computer 28 submits the certificate request 
to the issuing bank (flow arrow 4 in FIG. 2). The certificate 
request contains the public/private key pair and the tempo- 30 

rary PIN, which serves as a baseline authentication of the 
customer requesting the certificate. 

If the bank still desires to grant an online commerce card 
to the customer, the account manager 60 at the issuing bank 
converts the temporary customer account record to a per- 35 

manent account record in the database 64. The bank's 
account manager 60 assigns a permanent customer account 
number to the customer account record. 

The customer account number uniquely associates all 
relevant database records to a specific customer. The cus- 40 

tamer account number may exist in many different forms. 
For instance, if the customer already possesses a real credit 
card or debit card from the bank, the number from the credit 
card or debit card is the customer account number used to 
identify the data record for the online commerce card. In this 45 

manner, the cnstomer can use the digital online commerce 
card concurrently with the physical credit or debit card. A-s 
another implementation, the public key, private key, or a 
mathematical derivation of one or both keys (e.g., a hash 
value of one or hoth keys) might he employed to represent so 
the customer account number. Another alternative is for the 
bank to generate an internal number that is used for solely 
for record keeping purposes. 

The issuing bank digitally signs a certificate containing 
the public/private key pair and places the customer's public 55 

key in the customer account record in the database 64. One 
technique for forming this digital signature is to hash the 
certificate and encrypt the resulting hash value using the 
bank's private signing key. The issuing bank returns the 
signed certificate to the customer via the Internet 34 (flow 60 

arrow 5 in FIG. 2). 
The certificate is deposited in the certificate store 50 on 

the customer computer 28. The certificate and customer's 
private key act as a password for all future authenticated 
conversations between customer and issuing bank. Along 65 
with the certificate, the issuing bank also downloads the 
button UI 54, which can be added to the browser's toolbar 

8 
(and/or toolbars of other applications). The button UI 54 
enables the customer to invoke the wizard to communicate 
with the issuing bank during future commerce transactions. 
At this point, the customer has been issued an "online 
commerce card". 

The registration process is described as an interaction 
between the customer and an issuing bank. It is noted that a 
third party may handle some or all of the registration tasks 
on behalf of the bank. Such third parties are often referred 
to as "certifying authorities", "credential binders," "binding 
authorities," or simply "binders." However, for discussion 
purposes, the issuing bank is assumed to perform all of the 
functions of a bank and an issuing institution. 
Transaction Phase 

FIG. 3 shows the online commerce system 20 during a 
transaction phase. This phase involves the customer 22 
engaging in an online commerce transaction with the mer
chant 24. As part of the process, the customer 22 requests a 
transaction number from the bank 26 to be used in the 
commerce transaction. The information exchange between 
the customer computer 28, the merchant computer 30, and 
the bank computer 32 during the transaction phase are 
illustrated as enumerated lines. 

The customer invokes the browser 52 to surf the Web for 
a particular product or service, or to visit a Web site of a 
particular merchant. Suppose that the customer decides to 
commence an online transaction with the merchant, such as 
purchasing a product from the merchant. The customer 
downloads an order form 70 from the Web and stores it in 
volatile memory 44 (flow arrow 1 in FIG. 3). The order form 
70 is typically configured as an HTMT. (hypertext markup 
language) form. The customer fills out the order form 70 to 
purchase a desired product from the merchant. The order 
form 70 includes a payment section that requires the cus
tomer to enter a credit card number for payment of the 
goods. 

Upon reaching this method of payment field, the customer 
clicks the card button UI 54 on the browser toolbar to invoke 
a card transaction module 72. The transaction module 72 is 
the wizard software created as a result of the registration 
process of FIG. 2 and is employed to guide the customer 
through a request for a transaction number. 

Upon clicking the button UI 54, a dialog box appears on 
the display to inform the customer that they have requested 
a secure card number. The customer is prompted by the 
dialog box to input a password for identification purposes. 
This password might be the private key (if the customer 
knows the key value) or it may be a separate name or number 
created by the customer. The operating system 48 checks the 
password prior to allowing access to the certificate store 50. 
If the password is approved, the transaction module 72 
prepares a request for a transaction number, digitally signs 
the request using the customer's private key, and submits the 
signed request to the issuing bank's computer 32 via the 
Internet34 (flow arrow 2 in FIG. 3). The request contains the 
certificate originally issued by the bank. 

The bank computer 32 receives the signed request and 
immediately verifies the identity and authenticity of the 
customer by applying the customer's public key to the 
digital signature and examining the certificate. Assuming the 
signature and request are valid and the customer's account 
is in good standing, the account manager 60 instructs the 
transaction number generator 62 to create a transaction 
number to be used as a proxy for the customer account 
number during the online commerce transaction. The 
account manager 60 associates the transaction number with 
the customer account number in a data record on the 
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cuslomt:r dalabast: 64. As a rt:sull, lht online commnce card 
now has two numbers associated therewith: a permanent 
customer account number and a transaction number that 
serves as a proxy for the customer account number. 

FIG. 4 shows one exemplary implementation of creating 
a transaction number and associating that number with the 
customer's account number. A customer record 80 for the 
requesting customer is stored in the customer database 64 
and contains a customer account m1mber. Suppose, for 
example, the customer account number is a 16-digit credit 10 

card number. Credit card numbers comply with a standard
ized format having four spaced sets of numbers, as repre
sented by the number "0000 0000 0000 0000". The first 
five-to-seven digits are reserved for processing purposes. It 
identifies the issuing bank, the card type, and so forth. The 15 
last 16'h digit is used as a sum check for the 16-digit number. 
The intermediary eight-to-ten digits are used to uniquely 
identify the customer. 

The transaction number generator 62 generates a trans
action number for the onlint commerce card that is formal- 20 

ted identically to the customer account number. In this 
example, the number generator 62 creates a 16-digit trans
action number having four spaced sets of numbers, as 
represented by the number "1111 1111 1111 1111". The 
transaction number resembles a credit card number in all 25 

respects, except that the first five-seven-digits are coded by 
the issuing bank to identify the number as a fictitious 
electronic proxy number, rather than a real credit card 
number. 

The account manager 60 associates the temporary trans- 30 

action number with the permanent customer account number 
by relating the two numbers in a data record 82. More 
particularly, the account manager creates data record 82 in a 
proxy/customer account cross-reference database. The data 
record 82 is keyed with the customer account number to 35 

identify the customer record 80. The transaction number is 
then written to the data record 82. In this manner, the 
customer account record 80 can be cross-referenced via the 
transaction record 82 using the transaction number as an 
index. The issuing bank will use the transaction record 82 at 40 

a later time when the merchant submits the transaction 
number for payment authorization. 

10 
customer lo enlt:r information pertaining lo the purchase, 
like the purchase price, the model or item number, the 
merchant name, and the like. The issuing bank can then tie 
the transaction number to this specific transaction data 
within the transaction record 82. 

Once the transaction record 82 is created and related to the 
customer record 80, the issuing bank computer 32 sends the 
transaction number to the customer computer 28 (flow arrow 
3 in FIG. 3). The real customer account number is not sent 
to the customer, but is retained at the issuing bank in secrecy. 
In the credit card case, this means that the true credit card 
number is never sent over the Internet 34, thereby eliminat
ing the possibility of interception and illicit use by a thief. 

At the customer computer, the transaction number is 
presented in a graphical window by the transaction module 
72. If the order form is compatible, the customer can click 
on an icon to have the number automatically entered into the 
merchant order form 70. Otherwise, in a worst case scenario, 
the customer manually enters the proxy transaction number 
into the merchant's HTML order form 70. Since the trans
action number has the identical 16-digit format as a real 
credit card number, the customer enters the 16-digit number 
as if it were his/her real credit card number. 

The user may also be required to enter an expiration date, 
which may or may not be sent from the issuing bank. 
Essentially, the expiration date can be any future date that is 
not too far in the distant future, such as less than two to three 
years. The customer then submits the completed order form 
70 over the Internet 34 to the merchant computer 30. 
Authorization Phase 

FIG. 5 shows the online commerce system 20 during a 
payment authorization phase. This phase involves the mer
chant 24 seeking authorization from the issuing bank 26 to 
honor the customer's transaction number received by the 
merchant in the commerce transaction with the customer. 
The information exchange between the merchant computer 
30 and the bank computer 32 during the authorization phase 
are illustrated as enumerated lines. 

The merchant 30 receives the transaction number from the 
Internet and processes the transaction number using its 
existing computer system. There is no software components 
added to the merchant computer as part of the online 
commerce system 20. Rather, the merchant computer 30 
treats the transaction number of the online commerce card 

The transaction number is designed to have a finite life, as 
determined by the issuing bank. The shorter the duration, the 
less likelihood of fraud resulting from the transaction num
ber being stolen and reused prior to the end of its life. The 
chief requirement of the expiration term is that it be suffi
ciently greater than the anticipated worst case time for 
returning the authorization request response to the merchant, 
plus overhead to account for customer and merchant han
dling prior to submittal of the authorization request. The 
networks operated by Visa and MasterCard allegedly handle 
submission and return of an authorization request (round trip 
from the merchant to the issuing bank and back to the 
merchant) in less than four seconds, which is essentially 
negligible compared to the time reserved for customer and 
merchant handling. Accordingly, a suitable expiration term 
for a transaction number can be one-half hour to two hours. 
In FIG. 4, the account manager 60 assigns an expiration term 
of one hour to the transaction number in record 82. When the 
expiration term lapses, the transaction number is no longer 
valid. 

45 no differently than it treats a standard credit card number. In 
fact, the merchant computer 30 most likely will not be able 
to distinguish between the two types of numbers. 

The transaction number is valid for only one transaction. 
For added security, the transaction number can be linked to 
transaction information to ensure that the number is only 
used for one specific transaction. The transaction module 72 
executing on the customer computer 28 may require the 

In PIG. 5, the merchant computer submits a request for 
authorization over a payment network 36 to the bank com-

so puling ceuter 32 (flow arrow 1 in FIG. 5). This illustration 
is simplified for discussion purposes, as other participants 
will most likely be involved. For instance, the merchant 
computer 30 typically submits the request for authorization 
to its acquiring bank (not shown) by conventional means. 

55 The acquiring bank validates the authorization request by 
verifying that the merchant is a valid merchant and that the 
credit card number represents a valid number. The acquiring 
bank then forwards the authorization request to the issuing 
bank. The routing to the issuing bank via the payment 

60 network is handled through conventional techniques. 
When the bank computer 32 receives the authorization 

request, it first examines the transaction number to deter
mine whether it is a valid number. A transaction number 
identifier 90 executing at the bank computer 32 examines all 

65 incoming account numbers to segregate proxy transaction 
numbers from real credit card numbers. On a daily basis, it 
is likely for the bank computer 32 to handle many account 
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numbers on the order of lens or hundreds of thousands. Most 
of the numbers are expected to be real credit card account 
numbers. Only a small percentage is anticipated to be 
temporary transaction numbers. The transaction number 
identifier 90 filters out authorization requests that pertain to 
transaction numbers from authorization request that pertain 

12 
When the settlement file rdnences a transaction number, 

however, the account manager 60 performs essentially the 
same lookup-and-substitute process described above with 
respect to the authorization request. That is, the account 
manager fetches the customer account number from the 
cross-referenced records 80, 82 in the database 64, replaces 
the transaction number in the hatch with the customer 
account number, and processes the batch using conventional 
means. 

to real customer account numbers. In the continuing 
example, the transaction number identifier 90 recognizes the 
m1mber submitted by the merchant computer 30 as a trams
action number based on the first five-to-seven digits. 10 

The online commerce system has many advantages. One 
advantage is that it substantially reduces the value of a stolen 
number since the number is only a proxy number for a single 
purchase. Stealing the proxy number would nul greatly 
benefit a thief because it cannot be repeatedly used for other 

The transaction number identifier 90 passes the transac
tion number to the account manager 60. The account man
ager 60 uses the transaction number as an index to transac
tion records in the customer database 64. If no records are 
found, the number is deemed invalid and the bank computer 15 
32 returns a message disapproving the transaction to the 
merchant computer 30. If a record is found, the account 
manager 60 examines any extra transaction information, 
such as purchase amount and merchant ID, which is typi
cally included in the authorization request lo double check 20 

the accuracy of the request. 
Once a valid transaction record 82 is located, the account 

manager 60 cross-references to the associated customer 
account number and uses this number to index the customer 
record 80. The account manager 60 substitutes the customer 25 

account number in place of the transaction number in the 
merchant authorization request. The account manager 60 
then submits the authorization request to the bank's tradi
tional processing system 92 for normal authorization pro
cessing (e.g., confirm account status, credit rating, credit 30 

line, etc.). 

purchases or transactions. Another benefit is that the system 
integrates with existing card verification and settlement 
protocols. All parties, except the issuing bank, are able to 
treat the transaction number of the online commerce card in 
the same manner in which they process a Visa® or Master
Card® transaction today. No additional processing software 
is needed al the merchants or setlkmenl participants. 

Although the invention has been described in language 
specific to stmctural features and/or methodological steps, it 
is to be understood that the invention defined in the 
appended claims is nul necessarily limited lo the specific 
features or steps described. Rather, the specific features and 
steps are disclosed as preferred forms of implementing the 
claimed invention. 

We claim: 
1. A method for facilitating online commerce, comprising 

the following steps: 
issuing an electronic commerce card to a customer during 

a registration phase, the commerce card having a per
manent number associated therewith to identify the 
customer; and 

during an online commerce transaction phase, issuing a 
proxy number that is associated with the permanent 
number for use in an online commerce transaction in 
place of the permanent number on the commerce card. 

After the request is processed, the processing system 92 
returns an authorization respomse to the account manager 60. 
The account manager fetches the transaction number from 
the cross-referenced data records 80 and 82 in the database 35 

64 and substitutes the transaction number in place of the 
customer account number in the bank's authorization reply. 
The bank computing center 32 then returns the authorization 
reply to the merchant computer 30 via the payment network 2. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the issuing 

40 steps comprise issuing permanent and proxy numbers that 
are formatted with an equal number of digits. 

36 (flow arrow 2 in FIG. 5). 
The preceding steps assume the authorization request was 

successful. If that is the case, the credit limit of the custom
er's account is drawn down in the amount of the 
authorization, and the transaction is logged for future post
ing. 
Settlement 

During settlement, batches of transactions are submitted 
to a card association, which performs the following opera
tions: 

Edit/balance the batch transactions 
Calculate the interchange fees 
Verify the fees 
Route chargeback transactions 
Calculate net settlement 
Distribute interchange files to the issuers 
Transmit settlement advisements to the clearing (issuer) 

banks 
Transmit settlement to the settlement (card association) 

bank 
TI1e issuing bank receives a daily interchange file that 

contains all transactions submitted by merchants against 
customer accounts owned by the issuing bank for that day. 
In addition, the issuing bank also receives other settlement 
transactions such as chargebacks, retrieval requests, 
re-presentments, etc. The settlement process thus far is 
conventional. 

3. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the issuing 
steps are performed online. 

4. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 

45 issuing the commerce card comprises the step of supplying 
to the customer a signed digital certificate and software code 
that supports a user interface button that invokes a user 
interface for requesting the proxy number. 

5. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 

50 issuing the proxy number comprises the step of issuing a 
proxy number having a finite period of time within which the 
proxy number can be used. 

6. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising the 
step of using the proxy number during the online commerce 

55 transaction. 

60 

7. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein prior lo the step 
of issuing an electronic commerce card, the method com
prises the following additional steps: 

initiating, from the customer, a request for the commerce 
card from an issuing authority; and 

downloading software code to the customer to assist in a 
card registration process. 

8. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein prior to the step 
of issuing an electronic commerce card, the method com-

65 prises the following additional steps: 
initiating, from the customer, a request for the commerce 

card from an issuing authority; 
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supplying a preliminary identifier to the customer; and 
using the preliminary identifier to request a certificate 

from the issuing authority, the certificate being part of 
the commerce card. 

9. A method as recited in claim 8, wherein the step of 
issuing the commerce card comprises the step of supplying 
to the customer a signed digital certificate and software code 
that supports a user interface button that invokes a user 
interface for requesting the proxy number. 

10. A graphical user interface embodied on a computer- 10 

readable medium that presents the user interface button as 
recited in claim 9. 

11. An electronic commerce card embodiment on a 
computer-readable medium that is created as a result of the 
steps in the method as recited in claim 1. 

12. A computer-readable medium having computer
executable instructions for performing the steps in the 
method as recited in claim 1. 

13. A computer programmed to perform the steps in the 
method as recited in claim 1. 

15 

20 

14 
tomer and a merchant, the commerce card having a perma
nent customer number associated therewith to identify the 
customer, comprising the following steps: 

submitting a request for a proxy number from the cus
tomer to an authority; 

generating the proxy number at the authority; 
associating the proxy number with the permanent cus

tomer number; 
issuing the proxy number to the customer; and 
sending the proxy number, rather than the permanent 

customer number, to the merchant to commence the 
online commerce transaction. 

22. A method as recited in claim 21, further comprising 
the following steps: 

generating a request that comprises a password unique to 
the customer; 

digitally signing the request at the customer; 
submitting the digitally signed request from the customer 

to the authority; and 
authenticating the customer from the digitally signed 

request. 14. A method for registering for an online commerce card, 
comprising the following steps: 

initiating, at the customer, a request for an online com
merce card application; 

downloading software code to the customer to assist in 
completing the card application; 

23. A method as recited in claim 21, further comprising 
the step of displaying the proxy number returned from the 

25 
authority. 

24. Computer-readable media resident at the customer 
and the authority having computer-executable instmctions 
for performing the steps in the method as recited in claim 21. 

25. A computer-implemented method for handling a 

30 
request for an online commerce transaction number that can 
be used by a customer in conducting an online commerce 
transaction, comprising the following steps: 

submitting the application for the commerce card from the 
customer to the issuing authority; supplying a prelimi
nary customer identifier to the customer; 

submitting a request for a certificate from the issuing 
authority, the request including the preliminary cus
tomer identifier to identify the customer; 

associating a customer account number with the cus
tomer; and 

downloading a signed digital certificate from the issuing 
authority to the customer, the signed digital certificate 
comprising part of the commerce card. 

35 

15. A method as recited in claim 14, wherein the supply
ing step comprises the step of providing the preliminary 40 
customer identifier to the customer through means other than 
online transmission. 

generating a transaction number; 
associating the transaction number with a customer num

ber that identifies the customer; and 
transmitting the transaction number to the customer for 

use as a proxy for the customer number during the 
online commerce transaction. 

26. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
25, wherein the associating step comprises the step of 
creating a record in a database, the record linking the 
transaction number to the customer number. 

16. A method as recited in claim 14, wherein the step of 
submitting the request for a certificate comprises the fol
lowing steps: 

composing a public key; 

27. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
25, further comprising the step of assigning an expiration 

45 time to the transaction number that specifies when the 
transaction number expires. 

generating a private key that is associated with the public 
key; and 

submitting a request for certificate that includes the public 
and private keys. 

17. A method as recited in claim 16, further comprising 
the step of using the signed digital certificate and the private 
key as a password for communication between the customer 
and issuing authority. 

50 

18. A method as recited in claim 14, further comprising 55 

downloading to the customer software code that supports a 
user interface button to invoke a user interface for facilitat
ing commerce transactions. 

19. A graphical user interface embodied on a computer
readable medium that presents the user interface button as 60 

recited in claim 18. 
20. Computer-readable media resident at the customer 

and the issuing authority having computer-executable 
instructions for performing the steps in the method as recited 
in claim 14. 

21. A method for utilizing an online commerce card in 
conducting online commerce transactions between a cus-

65 

28. A computer-readable medium having computer
executable instructions for performing the steps in the 
computer-implemented method as recited in claim 25. 

29. A computer programmed to perform the steps in the 
computer-implemented method as recited in claim 25. 

30. At an authority responsible for authorizing an online 
commerce transaction involving payment by an electroni
cally transmitted account number, a computer-implemented 
method for handling an authorization request to honor the 
account number and accept payment, comprising the fol-
lowing steps: 

determining whether the authorization request involves a 
permanent customer account number or a transaction 
number that is used as a proxy for the customer account 
number; 

in an event that the authorization request involves a 
transaction number, performing the following steps: 
using the transaction number to cross-reference to an 

associated customer account number; 
substituting the associated customer account number in 

place of the transaction number; and 
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pruct:ssing tht: authorization rt:qut:st using tht: associ
ated customer account number. 

31. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
30, further comprising the step of accessing a database 
containing customer account numbers and using the trans
action number as an index to the database for locating the 
associated customer account number. 

32. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
30, wherein after the processing step, the method further 
comprising the following steps: 10 

substituting the transaction number in place of the cus
tomer account number; and 

replying to the authorization request using the transaction 
number in lieu of the customer account number. 

33. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 

30, further comprising the step of adjusting an account 
associated with the customer account number to reflect the 
payment made in the online commerce transaction. 

34. A computer-readable medium having computer
executable instructions for performing the steps in the 20 

computer-implemented method as recited in claim 30. 
35. A computer programmed to perform the steps in the 

computer-implemented method as recited in claim 30. 
36. A method for facilitating online commerce, compris-

ing the following steps: 2
5 

(A) conducting a registration phase between a customer 
and an issuing authority comprising the following 
steps: 
(1) initiating, at the customer, a request for an online 

30 
commerce card application; 

(2) downloading software code to the customer to assist 
in completing the card application; 

(3) submitting the application for the commerce card 
from the customer to the issuing authority; 

35 
(4) supplying a preliminary customer identifier to the 

customer; 
(5) submitting, from the customer, a request for a 

certificate from the issuing authority, the request 
including the preliminary customer identifier to iden-

40 
tify the customer; and 

( 6) associating a customer account number with the 
customer; and 

(7) downloading a signed digital certificate from the 
issuing authority to the customer and software code 

45 
that supports a user interface button to invoke a user 
interface for facilitating online commerce 
transactions, the signed digital certificate and user 
interface button forming the online commerce card 
having the customer account number associated 

50 
therewith; 

(D) utilizing the online commerce card to conduct an 
online commerce transaction phase between the cus
tomer and a merchant comprising the following steps: 
(1) submitting a request to use the commerce card from 55 

the customer to the issuing authority; 
(2) generating a transaction number; 
(3) associating the transaction number with the cus

tomer account number; and 
(4) transmitting the transaction number to the customer 60 

for use as a proxy for the customer account number 
during the online commerce transaction; 

(5) sending the transaction number, rather than the 
permanent customer number, to the merchant to 
commence the online commerce transaction; 65 

(C) conducting a payment authorization phase at the 
issuing authority in response to receiving an authori-

16 
zation rt:qut:st from tht: mt:rchant to honor tht: transac
tion number and accept payment, comprising the fol
lowing steps: 
(1) identifying the authorization request as involving a 

transaction numbt:r that is ust:d as a proxy for tht: 
customer account number; 

(2) using the transaction number to cross-reference to 
the associated customer account number; 

(3) substituting tht: associatt:d customt:r account num
ber in place of the transaction number; 

( 4) processing the authorization request using the asso
ciated customer account number; 

(5) substituting tht: transaction numbt:r in plact: of tht: 
customer account number; and 

(6) replying to the merchant using the transaction 
number in lieu of the customer account number. 

37. A system for facilitating online commerce, compris
ing: 

a customer computing unit resident at a customer site, the 
customer computing unit being configured with an 
online commerce card for use in online commerce 
transactions, the online commerce card being associ
ated with a customer account number; 

an authority computing system resident at an authority 
site, the authority computing system having a database 
to hold the customer account number, the authority 
computing system being configured to generate a trans
action number, associate the transaction number with 
the customer account number in the database and 
electronically issue the transaction number to the cus
tomer computing unit; 

the customer computing unit being configured to use the 
transaction number in an online commerce transaction 
with a merchant; and 

the authority computing system being configured to 
receive from the merchant an authorization request for 
approval of the transaction number, the authority com
puting system using the transaction number to cross
reference in the database the associated customer 
account number and to process the authorization 
request with the customer account number. 

38. A system as recited in claim 37, wherein the customer 
account and transaction numbers are formatted with an equal 
number of digits. 

39. A system as recited in claim 37, wherein the authority 
computing system assigns an expiration term to the trans
action number so that the transaction number is not valid 
after the expiration term elapses. 

40. A system for issuing online commerce cards used in 
online commerce transactions, comprising: 

a customer account manager to establish a customer 
account number for a customer and to associate the 
customer account number to a digital certificate that is 
unique to the customer, the digital certificate being in 
embodied in an electronically transmittable form which 
can be downloaded to the customer for use as an online 
commerce card; 

a transaction number generator to generate a transaction 
number for an online commerce transaction in which 
the customer desires to engage; and 

the customer account manager being configured to asso
ciate the transaction number with the customer account 
number, the transaction number being embodied in an 
electronically transmittable form which can be down
loaded to the customer so that the customer can use the 
transaction number in the online commerce transaction 
as a proxy for the customer account number. 
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41. A soft wan: program t:mbodit:d on a computn-rt:adabk 
medium incorporating the system as recited in claim 40. 

42. In an online commerce system, a system for handling 
an authorization request to approve an electronically trans
mittable number, comprising: 

a transaction number identifier to identify the number as 
a transaction number that is used as a proxy for a 
customer account number; and 

a customer account manager to cross-reference the cus
tomer account number using the transaction number 10 

and to substitute the transaction number for the cus
tomt:r account numbt:r for furtht:r processing. 

43. A system as recited in claim 42, wherein the customer 
account manager is configured to reverse substitute the 
transaction number back for the customer account number 15 

after the processing. 
44. A software program embodied on a computer-readable 

medium incorporating the system as recited in claim 42. 

18 
45. An electronically rt:alizabk commerct: card embodied 

on a computer-readable medium comprising: 

a first data field to hold a permanent customer account 
number having N digits and a predefined format that is 
recognized as an acceptable card number format; 

a second data field to hold a temporary transaction num
ber that serves as a proxy for the customer account 
number, the transaction number having the N digits and 
the format identical to the customer account number; 
and 

wherein the first and second data fields are related to 
associate the customer account number with the trans
action number. 

MasterCard, Exh. 1003, p. 394
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A transaction security apparatus which comprises a receiver 
for receiving one of a limitation and a restriction on an 
account usage, wherein the one of a limitation and a restric
tion on an account usage are received in real-time from an 
individual account holder, a memory for storing the one of 
a limitation and a restriction on an account usage, and a 
central processing device for processing an authorization 
request for a transaction on an account in conjunction with 
the one of a limitation and a restriction on an account usage. 
The central processing device generates a first signal, 
wherein the first signal contains information for one of 
authorizing and disallowing the transaction. A method for 
transaction security which comprises receiving one of a 
limitation and a restriction on an account usage, wherein the 
one of a limitation and a restriction on an account usage are 
received in real-time from an individual account holder, 
storing the one of a limitation and a restriction on an account 
usage, processing an authorization request for a transaction 
on an account in conjunction with the one of a limitation and 
a restriction on an account usage, and determining whether 
the transaction is one of authorized and unauthorized. 
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TRANSACTION SECURITY APPARATUS 
AND METHOD 

This is a continuation application of application Ser. No. 
08,694,199, filed Aug. 8, 1996. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention pertains to a financial transaction 
and/or wireless communication device authorization, noti
fication and/or security apparatus and method, and, in par
ticular to a financial transaction and/or wireless communi
cation device authorization, notification and/or security 
apparatus and method for use in providing authorization, 
notification and/or security in conjunction with credit card, 
charge card and/or debit card use, savings and/or checking 
account activity and/or cellular telephone use. 

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

Millions of individuals enjoy the convenience of utilizing 
credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, and/or currency or 
''smart" cards as a convenient way in which to purchase 
goods and/or services. By utilizing credit cards, charge 
cards, debit cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards, an 
individual may enter into a transaction without having to 
have cash or currency in hand or otherwise. In the case of 
credit cards, charge cards and debit cards, the individual, in 
effect obtains an instant loan of the funds needed to make a 
purchase and/or enter into a transaction. In the case of 
currency or "smart" cards, the individual may "store" an 
amount of money on the card(s) and, thereafter, utilize the 
card(s), instead of cash or currency, in order to make 
purchases and/or enter into transactions. 

Millions of individuals also enjoy the benefits of having 
savings accounts, checking accounts and/or automated teller 
machine accounts which allow then to enjoy the security of 
saving their money in accounts which are usually insured 
and which allow them to, in some instances, earn interest on 
their money. In the case of checking accounts, individuals 
enjoy the convenience of writing checks and/or other trans
action instruments which allow them to draw against their 
money without having to undergo the inconvenience of 
going to the bank or financial institution to withdraw their 
money, in currency form, and traveling to, in some cases, a 
distant location to either make a purchase, payment and/or 
to otherwise settle an account. In this regard, the ability to 
write checks, drafts and/or other instruments against an 
account is a very convenient manner in which to conduct 
transactions of any kind. 

In the case of automated teller machines, individuals may 
conveniently withdraw and/or deposit money into a bank of 
other financial account. 

Many individuals also enjoy the convenience of owning 
and/or using wireless, mobile or cellular telephones or 
devices as a means by which to make telephone calls when 
a conventional line or permanent telephone is not within 
reach and/or when the individual is "on the go", such as in 

2 
of credit cards, charge cards and/or debit cards, hundreds of 
millions, if not billions, of dollars a year are lost as a result 
of the theft of, and/or the fraudulent use of, credit cards, 
charge cards and/or debit cards, or the account numbers 
which correspond thereto. 

A lost or stolen card may be utilized by an unauthorized 
individual to spend upwards of thousands of dollars before 
the unauthorized use is detected and/or before the cardholder 
can ascertain, and/or be notified, either by the card issuer or 

10 servicing institution or when the cardholder detects the 
unauthorized transaction on his or her monthly account 
statement, that the card is lost or stolen. Similarly, even in 
the absence of the physical card, an unauthorized individual 
may utilize the account number which corresponds to the 

15 card in order to make certain transactions. 

While card holders are usually protected by various 
coverages which shield them from the liabilities associated 
with the fraudulent use of a card or the corresponding 

20 ~~~~u~:s~~~~b~~~;a~~~~ i::~~~s; ~:s~::~~~~:~e :~J:~: ~~~t! 
insurance companies, end up paying for the above described 
thefts and/or fraudulent and/or unauthorized uses. 
Ultimately, the consumer also shoulders the burden of the 
costs associated with these thefts and/or fraudulent and/or 

25 unauthorized uses in the form of increased prices. 
While authorization terminals and/or devices are utilized 

at a point-of-sale and/or at the vendor's, the seller's, or the 
service provider's, location, these authorization terminals 

30 
and/or devices typically arc utilized to obtain an authoriza
tion from the card issuer or account servicing institution 
which, usually entails a screening of whether the card has 
been lost, stolen, cancelled, de-activated and/or whether the 
cardholder has exceeded and/or will exceed his or her credit 

35 
limit. This current authorization practice fails to prevent the 
use of a lost or stolen card, or the unauthorized use of either 
the card or the account number corresponding thereof, if the 
card has not been reported, and/or discovered, to be lost, 
stolen or used without authorization and/or if the account 

40 
credit limit has not yet been reached. 

Current practices do not entail and/or do not include the 
provision for obtaining an authorization, and/or for provid
ing notice to the cardholder before, during and/or shortly 
after a transaction, which cardholder authorization and/or 

45 notification procedure would be helpful and prove to be 
essential in preventing the fraudulent use and/or unautho
rized use of a card and/or the account number corresponding 
thereto in a unauthorized transaction and/or shortly thereaf
ter an unauthorized transaction has occurred, thereby mini-

50 mizing the fraudulent and/or unauthorized use of the card 
and/or the account number corresponding thereto. 

In the case of currency or "smart" cards, which typically 
may serve as bearer instruments, the monetary credit on 
these cards may be completely depleted before the card 

55 owner even discovers same to be lost or stolen. 

an automobile, on foot, and/or in any other type of 
environment, such as away from home, when a conventional 60 

line or permanently fixed telephone is not available. 

In the case of savings accounts, checking accounts, and/or 
automated teller machine accounts, these accounts may be 
accessed, and funds be withdrawn, without the account 
owner's notification and/or knowledge. In the case of sav
ings accounts and checking accounts, these accounts may be 
accessed, and/or funds may be withdrawn therefrom, when 
checks drawn on insufficient funds are returned, and/or when 
the account number is inadvertently and/or fraudulently 
utilized in an endorsement, or otherwise, by an individual 
attempting to cash or perform a transaction with a fraudulent 
instrument, a forged instrument and/or an otherwise "bad" 
check. In these instances, the accounts and/or funds involved 

Unfortunately, with the convenience of each of the above 
credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, and/or currency or 
''smart" cards, savings accounts, checking accounts, auto
mated teller machine accounts, and cellular telephones or 65 

cellular communications devices, comes many disadvan
tages and the opportunity for theft and/or fraud. In the case 

MasterCard, Exh. 1003, p. 410
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are usually accessed, invaded, and/or withdrawn from the 
account involved without the account owner being notified 
and/or having a say in the matter. 

4 
savings and/or checking account activity and use and/or 
cellular telephone use, which overcomes the shortcomings 
of the prior art. 

The account owner is typically notified of the above
described activity involving his or her account days later 
when he or she either receives a mailed notice and/or when 
they receive and review their monthly or periodic statement, 
which notice may be received at a time when it may be too 
late for the account owner to stop or reverse the transaction 
and/or, in the case of a check or draft returned for insufficient 10 

funds, at a time which is too late for the account owner to 
attempt to collect the funds. In the case of automated teller 
machine accounts, these accounts may be accessed, such as 
with a lost, stolen, or counterfeit card and/or with a card 
account number(s) and/or associated personal identification 15 

number(s), by a thief or by any other unauthorized person 
who could then make an unauthorized withdrawal(s) there
from. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention, which 
is utilized in conjunction with a credit card, a charge card, 
a debit card and/or a currency or ""smart" card authorization 
process comprises a point-of-sale authorization tern1inal 
which terminals are found in various establishments and 
which are utilized in conjunction with the sale of goods 
and/or services and/or in other types of financial transac
tions. The point-of-sale terminal may be utilized at the 
location of the seller and/or service provider, such as at a 
retail store or office, and/or the point-of-sale terminal may be 
located at the site of the goods or service provider or vendor, 
such as in cases when the sale is a telephone order, mail 
order and/or other type of transaction, including transactions 
made on, or over, the INTERNET and/or other on-line 
services or communication networks or mediums. 

Once again, the account owner would not receive notifi
cation and/or have knowledge of the unauthorized transac
tion until they are notified by the bank or financial institution 
either via a monthly and/or periodic statement, and/or when 
they attempt a transaction at the automated teller machine 
and, at that time, discover that funds are missing and/or have 
been withdrawn. In the case of savings accounts, checking 
accounts and/or automated teller machine accounts, there is 
no present apparatus or method by which to provide noti
fication to an account owner at the time of the unauthorized 

The apparatus also comprises a central processing com-
20 puter for processing the credit, charge, debit and/or currency 

or "smart" card and/or other transaction requests, and data 
and/or information pertaining thereto, and/or the authoriza
tion pertaining thereto. The central processing computer 
may service any predefined group of card holders and/or any 

25 pre-defined group(s) and/or type(s) of cards. The central 
processing computer may also process accounts for any of 
the various banks and/or financial institutions which issue 
and/or manage credit cards, charge cards, debit cards and/or 

~r:r~~~ction and/or account activity and/or shortly thereafter 
30 

~~:~:n~!s. or "smart" cards and/or process or manage these 

In the case of cellular telephones, recent practices involv
ing "cloning" cellular telephones, which entails intercepting 
telephone transmissions from a cellular telephone, which 
transmissions contain the phone number of the transmitting 
phone and/or the associated personal identification number 
(PIN), and utilizing the intercepted information to program 

The point-of-sale terminal is linked and/or connected to 
the central processing computer via a communications 
system, link and/or medium, such as, for example, a tele
phone network or line. The communications system which is 

35 utilized may be any communications system and may 
include telecommunication systems, satellite communica
tions systems, radio communication systems, digital satellite 
communications systems, personal communications ser-

a different cellular phone which by then be utilized in 
conjunction with the account of the "cloned" cellular 
telephone, has also resulted in widespread theft and fraudu
lent use of cellular telephones and/or cellular communica
tions devices The "cloned" telephones are typically sold on 
the "black" market. In these instances, the cellular telephone 
owner has no way of knowing whether, or when, his or her 
cellular transmissions are being intercepted and/or if and 

45 
when a ''cloned" cellular phone is created and/or is utilized 
on, or over, his or her cellular telephone account. 

40 vices communication systems as well as any other appro
priate communications system. 

The point-of-sale terminal transmits signals and/or data to 
the central processing computer as well as receives signals 
and/or data from the central processing computer. 

The apparatus also comprises a cardholder communica-
tion device which may receive signals and/or data from 
either or both of the point-of-sale terminal and/or the central 
processing computer. The communication device may also 
be equipped with a transmitter for transmitting signals 

Typically, the cellular telephone owner first becomes 
aware of the unauthorized usage of his or her cellular 
telephone account when he or she receives their telephone 
account statement. Once again, in the time between the 
''cloning" of the cellular telephone ami the discovery of 
same, hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars worth of cellular 
telephone calls may have been made before the unauthorized 
use is detected. At present, there is no apparatus or method 
for providing notification to the cellular telephone owner as 
to when his or her cellular telephone and/or cellular tele
phone number is, or has been, utilized in an unauthorized 
manner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides an apparatus and a method 
for providing financial transaction authorization, notification 
and/or security, and, in particular, provides an apparatus and 
a method for providing financial transaction authorization, 
notification and/or security in conjunction with credit card, 
charge card, debit card, and/or currency or "smart" card use, 

50 and/or data to the central processing computer. In this 
regard, the central processing computer transmits signals 
and/or data to the communication device as well as receives 
signals and/or data from the communication device. The 
communication device may also transmit signals and/or data 

55 directly to the point-of-sale terminal and receive signals 
and/or data directly from the point-of-sale terminal. 

The point-of-sale terminal may transmit signals and/or 
data to the central processing computer and to the commu
nication device and may receive signals and/or data from the 

60 central processing computer and from the communication 
device. 

The communication device may be a wireless device. In 
this regard, the communication device may be a telephone 
signal receiving device which may be a beeper or pager or 

65 other device which may be carried by the cardholder and/or 
be kept on and/or close to the cardholder's person so that the 
central processing computer may transmit signals and/or 
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data to the communication device so as to communication 
with the cardholder at any time and at any location. 

The apparatus may also comprise a facsimile (fax) 
machine, a personal computer, a telephone, a telephone 
answering machine, an alternate telephone, an alternate 
telephone answering machine, a network computer and/or 
an alternate beeper or pager. The central processing com
puter may be linked with the above fax machine, personal 
computer, telephone, associated answering machine, alter
nate telephone and associated answering machine, network 10 

computer, and/or alternate beeper or pager via any suitable 
communication system. The telecommunications link or 
telephone line or link, which may or may not be a wireless 
link depending on the device and/or the circumstances, is 
utilized in order to link the central processing computer with 15 

each of the fax machine, the personal computer, the 
telephone, the associated answering machine, the alternate 
telephone, alternate telephone answering machine, the net
work computer and/or the alternate beeper or pager. 

6 
point-of-sale terminal operator may then cancel the trans
action. The point-of-sale terminal operator may then con
fiscate the card and/or alert the authorities. 

If, however, the central processing computer should deter
mine that the card is not lost, stolen, cancelled or 
de-activated, or that the credit, charge or debit account limit 
of the card has not been reached or exceeded, or that the of 
unauthorized transactions count has not reached a predefined 
limit, the central processing computer may transmit a signal 
and/or data to the communication device which is located 
with the cardholder. The central processing computer may 
then also transmit respective signals and/or data to any one 
or more of the cardholder's designated fax machine, per
sonal computer, telephone, telephone answering machine, 
alternate telephone, alternate telephone answering machine, 
network computer, and/or alternate beeper or pager, either 
sequentially and/or simultaneously. 

The information and/or data transmitted to the commu-

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
be utilized in order to provide cardholder authorization, 
notification and/or security measures in financial transac
tions involving credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, and/or 
currency or "smart" cards and may be utilized in order to 
obtain cardholder authorization in a card-related transaction. 

nication device includes information and/or data identifying 
20 the transaction and may include the name of the store or the 

service provider and the amount of the transaction. The 
information and/or data may also provide the time of the 
transaction, the location (i.e. city, town, village, state, 
country, etc.) of the transaction. The information and/or data 

25 may also include the phone number of the central processing 
office and/or computer servicing the account so that the 
cardholder may telephone same in order to authorize or 
cancel the transaction. The information and/or data may also 
be supplemented to include the type of goods and/or services 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
commence operation when the card, which is to be utilized 
in a credit card, charge card, debit card, and/or currency or 
''smart" card, or number corresponding thereto, transaction, 

30 involved in the transaction, if such information can be 
entered at the point-of-sale terminal. 

is offered at the point-of-sale or other appropriate location 
whereupon the attendant or point-of-sale terminal operator 
will activate the apparatus in any typical manner, such as by 
obtaining a phone line and entering card information into the 
point-of-sale terminal. Data entry may typically be per-

35 
formed by swiping the magnetic strip of the card through a 
card reader of the point-of-sale terminal. The information 
and/or data pertinent to the transaction and the card is then 
transmitted to the central processing computer. 

The central processing computer will then process the 40 
information and/or data pertinent to the transaction and to 
the particular card account and may request, if needed, that 
the point-of-sale operator enter the transaction amount. The 
central processing computer will process the information 
and/or data pertinent to the transaction in conjunction with 45 
the card account information in order to determine if the card 
has been lost, stolen and/or cancelled and/or de-activated. 
Further, the central processing computer may perform a test 
in order to determine if the maximum credit, charge or debit 
account limit has been exceeded and/or if the card has been 50 
depleted of its currency value. 

Once all of the information and/or data processing has 
been completed, the central processing computer will deter
mine if the card has been lost, stolen, and/or cancelled and/or 
deactivated and/or if the credit, charge or debit account limit 55 

of the card has been reached and/or exceeded and/or if the 
currency value of the card has been depleted. 

The information and/or data which is transmitted from the 
central processing computer, and received at the communi
cation device, may be displayed to the cardholder on a 
display device of the communication device. The informa-
tion displayed on the display device may include the name 
of the store or the service provider, the amount of the 
transaction, the time of the transaction and the location of 
the transaction. The information and/or data may also be 
supplemented to include the type of goods and/or services 
involved in the transaction, if such information can be 
entered at the point-of-sale terminal. 

The apparatus, or the central processing computer, may 
then wait for the cardholder to respond to the transmission. 
During this time, the cardholder may either utilize the reply 
or two-way pager feature on the communication device in 
order to either approve, or authorize, the transaction or to 
disapprove, or void the transaction. The apparatus may then 
determine if the cardholder has made a reply or response 
within a pre-defined time limit. The cardholder may also 
transmit a signal via an appropriate hy or button suspending 
use of the card such as when he or she may first be apprised 
of the fact that the card has been lost or stolen. If the 
cardholder has replied or responded to the notice, the 
response may then be transmitted to, and received by, the 
central processing computer. The cardholder may also sim
ply telephone the central processing office or processing 
center, servicing the card, so as to personally notify the office 

The central processing computer may also perform a test 
in order to determine if the predetermined maximum number 
of unauthorized transactions have occurred on the account. 
If any of the above listed conditions are found to exist (i.e. 
card is lost, stolen, cancelled and/or de-activated, or credit, 
charge or debit account limit has been reached or exceeded, 
currency value depleted, or unauthorized transaction limit 
reached or exceeded), the central processing computer may 
transmit a signal to the point-of-sale terminal indicating that 
the transaction is not approved and/or is not authorized. The 

60 or center of his or her response to the central processing 
computer transmission regarding the transaction. 

If the cardholder does not reply to the central processing 
computer within a pre-specified time, the central processing 
computer may transmit a signal and/or data to the point-of-

65 sale terminal indicating that, with the exception of receiving 
the authorization of the cardholder, the transaction is other
wise approved. The central processing computer may also 
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simply transmit a signal indicating that the transaction is not 
authorized and, therefore, should be cancelled of voided. 
The point-of-sale terminal operator may then either proceed 
to complete the transaction, try to obtain additional infor
mation from the purchaser, or cancel the transaction. 

'lbe action taken by the point-of-sale terminal operator 
may be dictated by the specific agreement in effect between 

8 
transactions which have occurred involving his or her card. 
In this manner, the cardholder may "scroll" through and/or 
in other ways review account activity at any time and for any 
time period and/or interval. The communication device may 
also be equipped to service more than one card. For 
example, a plurality of cards may be serviced with or by a 
single communication device. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention pro
vides for the real-time authorization, notification and/or 

the sales or service establishment and the bank or financial 
institution administering the card accounts. Thereafter, the 
operation of the apparatus will cease. If the cardholder 
should reply or respond to the transaction notice at a later 
period, this information may then be utilized in order to 
approve, or to disapprove, and/or to dispute the transaction. 

The central processing computer, after receiving the reply 

10 security of financial transactions involving credit cards, 
charge cards, debit cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards, 
which enables a cardholder to monitor, in real-time, all 
activity involving his or her card(s) and the corresponding 
account numbers. The apparatus and method of the present 

15 invention also provides a means and a mechanism by which 
to inform a cardholder that his or her card(s) are lost, stolen 
and/or are or have been fraudulently used, and/or when his 
or her card number(s) are or have been fraudulently used, 
and provides an indication to the cardholder of where his or 

or response from the cardholder, may then identify the 
cardholder response. The apparatus, or the central process
ing computer, may then determine if the cardholder has 
replied or responded so as to authorize the transaction. If the 
cardholder's response is to cancel, to disapprove or not 
authorize, the transaction, the central processing computer 
may transmit a signal and/or data to the point-of-sale ter
minal which will notify and/or instruct the point-of-sale 
terminal operator that the transaction is not authorized and, 
therefore, should be cancelled or voided. The point-of-sale 
terminal operator may then cancel the transaction. The 25 

point-of-sale terminal operator may then confiscate the card 
and/or alert the authorities. Thereafter, the apparatus will 
cease operation. 

20 her card(s) are being or have been utilized in transactions. 

If, however, the central processing computer identifies the 
30 

cardholder reply or response as being one to authorize the 
transaction, the central processing computer may then trans
mit a signal and/or data to the point-of-sale terminal which 
may notify and/or instruct the point-of-sale terminal opera-
tor that the transaction is authorized and/or approved. The 

35 
point-of-sale terminal operator may then complete the trans
action. Thereafter, operation of the apparatus will cease. 

In cases when the cardholder is the party to the 
transaction, he or she, having the communication device 
with, or on, his or her person, may authorize the transaction 40 
at the point-of-sale location or from his or her remote 
location. The cardholder may also program and/or set the 
communication device to automatically authorize or disap
prove or disallow transactions. 

The cardholder may then report the card lost or stolen and/or 
cancel and/or de-activate the card. 

The present invention also provides a means and a mecha
nism by which to monitor the number of transactions which 
are unauthorized by the cardholder and determine whether 
or not to authorize transactions and/or to cancel or to 
de-activate the card(s). In the above manner, the present 
invention provides an apparatus and a method to prevent 
and/or to drastically limit fraudulent and/or unauthorized use 
of credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, and/or currency or 
"smart" cards, and/or the account numbers corresponding 
thereto. 

The present invention, in an alternate embodiment, may 
be utilized so as to provide authorization, notification and/or 
security in banking and related financial transactions involv
ing checking accounts, savings accounts and/or automated 
teller machine (ATM) transactions and/or other transactions 
wherein an account holder can be notified of a transaction 
and/or attempted transaction. In such an alternate 
embodiment, the apparatus comprises a banking transaction 
terminal, which terminals are found in banks and financial 
institutions, and which may be a teller terminal, a processing 
computer terminal and/or an Al'M terminal. The apparatus 

In this regard, the communication device may be pro
grammable so as to receive and/or to analyze the transaction 
information and/or data and reply or respond to same 
automatically and/or with preset or programmed replies 
and/or responses. The communication device may also be 
programmable so as to limit and/or restrict the amounts 
and/or types of transactions, and/or the goods and/or ser
vices which may be purchased with the card, the stores or 
service providers which may be authorized to accept the 
card, limits on the dollar amounts of transactions pertaining 

45 
also comprises a central processing computer and a com
munication device. The banking transaction terminal trans
mits an authorization request which may include the data 
pertaining to the particular account which is accessed and/or 
involved in the transaction and the type and the amount of 

50 
the transaction, over a communications medium, to the 
central processing computer for processing the transaction 
request and/or the authorization pertaining thereto. 

to each authorized vendor, seller and/or service provider, 55 

daily spending limits, and/or the geographical area or loca
lion to which authorized use may be limited, and/or autho
rized times for card usage (i.e. specific days, dates, time of 
day, time of month, year, etc.), and/or any other limitation 
and/or restriction regarding amount of the transaction, the 60 
parties involved, the geographical area limitations, and/or 
the times of allowed usage. In this regard, the cardholder 
may provide for temporary transaction and/or purchasing 
amounts. 

The communication device may also be provided with a 65 

memory device for storing any number of transactions so 
that the cardholder may review his account activity and/or 

The central processing computer may transmit signals 
and/or data pertaining to the transaction to the communica
tion device. The apparatus may then operate and/or be 
utilized in a manner similar to, or analogous to, the apparatus 
utilized in conjunction with credit cards, charge cards, debit 
cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards, and/or the account 
numbers corresponding thereto, as described above. 

In this manner, the apparatus and method of the present 
invention may provide for the real-time notification of 
banking and/or financial transactions involving various bank 
and/or financial accounts and enable an account owner to 
monitor, in real-time, all activity involving his or her bank 
and/or financial accounts. The apparatus and method of the 
present invention also provides a means and a mechanism by 
which to inform an account owner that his or her account is 
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overdrawn, has been charged against and/or that his or her 
ATM card(s) are lost, stolen, cancelled or de-activated 
and/or provides an indication to the account owner of when 
and/or where his or her accounts are being accessed in 
transactions and/or are being otherwise compromised. The 
account owner may then report the unauthorized activity, or 
the discovery of a lost or stolen AIM card, and/or cancel 
and/or de-activate the respective account(s) and/or ATM 
card(s). 

In another alternate embodiment, the apparatus and 
10 

method of the present invention may also be utilized so as 
to provide authorization, notification and/or security for, and 
in conjunction with, cellular and/or mohile telephones and/ 
or communication systems wherein a cellular or mobile 
tekphom: owner and/or account holdn can be notified of a 
transmission and/or an attempted transmission and/or tele- 15 

phone call made with his or her cellular or mohile telephone 
and/or with the telephone number and/or account 
information, which information may include, but not be 
limited to, transmission codes and/or associated signatures 
and/or data which corresponds to his or her cellular or 20 

mobile telephone. 

10 
on, or over, the Internet and/or the World Wide Web, so as 
to provide for a means by which the authorized user or 
operator may utilize the apparatus in conjunction with a 
home and/or a personal computer and/or a commercial or 
industrial computer system (i.e., an internet server 
computer) and/or any other appropriate device, including a 
personal communication and/or computing device, in a 
network environment, and which may be utilized over any 
suitable and/or appropriate communications network or 
medium. 

The communications system utilized in conjunction with 
the present invention may operate anywhere in the electro
magnetic and/or the radio spectrum. Personal communica
tion service (PCS) systems and devices, including stationary, 
portable and/or handheld devices, and digital signal com
munications devices and systems, may also be utilized. The 
communication system or medium should provide for the 
transmission and for the reception of a multitude of remote 
electrical, electronic, electromagnetic, and/or other suitable 
signals, over long distances and/or in a mobile and/or a 
wireless communications environment. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
be utilized in conjunction any appropriate communications 
device which may be utilized with any appropriate commu
nications system and/or medium. 

The present invention may also be equipped with, and be 
utilized with, hardware and software necessary for providing 
self-monitoring functions, automatic control and/or 
responses to occurrences, automatic notice of an occurrence 
and/or a situation, to an owner, user and/or authorized 
individual. In this regard, any and all of the embodiments 
described above may comprise a monitoring device, a trig
gering device and/or any other suitable device for detecting 

The apparatus utilized in conjunction with a cellular 
telephone comprises a cellular telephone which serves as the 
transaction terminal, a central processing computer and a 
communication device. The cellular telephone transmits 25 

signals and/or data which are received by the central pro
cessing computer. The central processing computer may 
then transmit signals and/or data which are received by the 
communication device. The apparatus may then operate 
and/or be utilized in a manner similar to, or analogous to, the 30 
apparatus utilized in conjunction with credit cards, charge 
cards, debit cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards, savings 
accounts, checking accounts and/or automated teller 
machine accounts, and/or the account numbers correspond
ing thereto, as described above. 35 

an occurrence and/or identifying a situation which may 
warrant providing notice to a card holder, account owner, 
cellular telephone owner and/or an authorized individual. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention pro
vides for the real-time notification of cellular or mobile 
telephone usage which enables a cellular telephone owner 
and/or account holder to monitor, in real-time, all activity 
involving his or her cellular telephone. The apparatus and 
method of the present invention also provides a means and 

In this regard, the apparatus and method may provide a 
transmission of any appropriate signal from a transmitter 

40 and, if desired, from a voice synthesizer to the card holder, 
account owner and/or cellular telephone owner. The signal 
utilized could be in the form of a communication 
transmission, depending upon the communication medium 

a mechanism by which to inform a cellular telephone owner 
and/or account holder that his or her cellular telephone is 
lost, stolen and/or is heing fraudulently used, and/or that the 
telephone number is being used in an unauthorized manner, 45 
and provides an indication to the cellular telephone owner 
and/or account holder of how, when and where his or her 
cellular telephone, or the account number which corre
sponds thereto, is being utilized in cellular communication 
transactions. The cellular telephone owner and/or account 50 
holder may then report the cellular telephone lost or stolen 
and/or cancel and/or de-aclivak the cellular telephone and/ 

utilized, a telephone call, a voice message, a beeper and/or 
a pager message, an electronic mail message, a fax 
transmission, and/or any other mode of communication 
which may be utilized with any of the apparatuses, devices 
and/or components described herein. 

In this regard, the apparatus may be designed or pro
grammed to telephone the cardholder, account owner and/or 
cellular telephone owner, and/or other authorized individual, 
at a primary phone number, at an alternate or forwarding 
phone number, and/or at a business phone number, send a 
beeper or pager message to the individual, and/or send a fax 

or the corresponding account and/or the account number. 
The present invention also provides an apparatus and a 

method by which to monitor the number of cellular or 
mobile telephone transactions which are unauthorized by the 
cellular or mobile telephone owner and to determine 
whether or not a central processing computer should cancel 
or de-activate the cellular telephone and/or the account. In 
the above manner, the present invention provides an appa
ratus and a method for preventing and/or for drastically 
limiting fraudulent use and/or unauthorized use of cellular or 
mobile telephones and/or cellular or mobile telephone num
bers. The present invention also provides an apparatus and 
a method for combating cellular telephone "cloning." 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
also be utilized in connection with an on-line service and/or 

55 message, an electronic mail (e-mail) message, a voice mail 
message and/or an answering service message to, or for, the 
card holder, account owner and/or cellular telephone owner 
or authorized individual. In this manner, the apparatus may 
communicate with the desired individual by utilizing mul-

60 tiple notification and/or reporting avenues and/or devices so 
as to provide and to ensure that best efforts arc to be made 
to communicate with the desired individual as soon as 
possible. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
65 also be programmable for programmed and/or automatic 

activation, self-activation, programmed and/or automatic 
operation and/or self-operation. The apparatus and method 
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of the present invention may provide for an immediate, as 
well as for a deferred, authorization, notification and/or 
security in any of the above-described financial transactions 
and/or wireless communication transactions. 

TI1e present invention may also be utilized in such a 
manner that a communication device may receive and/or 
transmit signals, data and/or information which pertains to 
multiple accounts and/or multiple types of accounts in order 
to provide authorization, notification and/or security for a 
plurality of any of the accounts described herein. 

The present invention, in any of the embodiments 
described herein, may also be designed to be user-friendly. 

12 
wireless communication transactions, wherein the respec
tive cardholder, account owner or cellular telephone owner 
may increase or decrease the respective account credit 
limits, account activity, funds available, calling areas and/or 
usage limits at any time and/or from any location. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
an apparatus and a method for providing authorization, 
notification and/or security in financial transactions and/or in 
wireless communications transactions, which is program-

10 mahle with respect to authorized times of usage (i.e. specific 
days, dates, time of day, time of month, year, etc.), and/or 
any other limitations regarding amount of transaction 
limitations, parties involved, and/or geographical area and/ 
or location of allowed usage. 

In this regard, the present invention may be menu-driven, 
and/or its operation may be menu-selected, from audio 
menus, visual menus, or both audio and visual menus. 15 It is yet another object of the present invention to provide 

an apparatus and a method for providing authorization, 
notification and/or security in financial transactions, and/or 
in wireless communication transactions, for a plurality of 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and a method for providing 
authorization, notification and/or security in financial trans
actions involving credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, 
and/or currency or "smart cards, savings accounts, checking 
accounts and/or automated teller machine accounts and for 
providing authorization, notification and/or security in wire
less communications transactions involving cellular tele
phones and/or other cellular communications devices. 

20 
accounts and types of accounts. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 
be apparent to those skilled in the art upon a review of the 
Description of the Preferred Embodiment taken in conjunc
tion with the Drawings which follow. 

25 
It is another object of the present invention to provide an 

apparatus and a method for providing authorization, notifi
cation and/or security in financial transactions involving 
credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, wherein the card
holder may authorize or disapprove of a transaction, in real 30 
time. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
In the Drawings: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of the apparatus of the 
present invention which is utilized in conjunction with a 
credit card, a charge card, a debit card, and/or a currency or 
"smart" card authorization process; 

It is another object of the present invention to provide an 
apparatus and a method for providing authorization, notifi
cation and/or security in financial transactions involving 
savings account, checking accounts and/or automated teller 
machine accounts, wherein the account owner may autho
rize or disapprove of a transaction, in real time. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide an 
apparatus and a method for providing authorization, notifi
cation and/or security in wireless communications transac
tions involving cellular telephones and/or other cellular 
communications devices, wherein the cellular telephone or 
cellular communication device owner may authorize or 
disapprove of a transaction, in real time. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide an 
apparatus and a method for providing authorization, notifi
cation and/or security in financial transactions and/or in 
wireless communication transactions, which may be utilized 
on, over, or in conjunction with, an on-line service and/or the 
Internet, the World Wide Web, and/or any other suitable 
communication network or medium. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
an apparatus and a method for providing authorization, 
notification and/or security in financial transactions and/or in 
wireless communications transactions, which is program
mable and/or which may provide for pre-programmed and/ 
or pre-specified transaction authorization and/or transaction 
disapproval. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
an apparatus and a method for providing authorization, 
notification and/or security in financial transactions and/or in 
wireless communications transactions, which may be uti
lized over any suitable communications network or medium. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the various components of the apparatus 
of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 illustrates the operation of the apparatus of FIG. 1 

35 
in flow diagram form; 

FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of an alternate embodi
ment of the apparatus of the present invention which is 
utilized in conjunction with a checking account, a savings 
account and/or an automated teller machine transaction; 

40 
PIG. 5 illustrates the various components of the apparatus 

of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 illustrates the operation of the apparatus of FIG. 4 

in flow diagram form; 
FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of an alternate embodi-

45 ment of the apparatus of the present invention which is 
utilized in conjunction with a cellular and/or a mobile 
telephone; 

FIG. 8 illustrates the various components of the apparatus 
of FIG. 7; 

50 
FIG. 9 illustrates the operation of the apparatus of FIG. 7 

in flow diagram form; 
FIG. 10 illustrates yet another alternate embodiment of 

the present invention wherein the apparatus of the present 
invention is utilized on, or over, an on-line service, the 
INTERNET and/or the World Wide Web or other suitable 

55 
communication network or medium; and 

FIG. 11 illustrates yet another alternate embodiment of 
the present invention which is also utilized in conjunction 
with an on-line service and/or on, or over, the INTERNET 
and/or the World Wide Web or the suitable communication 

60 
network or medium. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 65 

an apparatus and a method for providing authorization, 
notification and/or security in financial transactions and/or in 

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a preferred embodi
ment of the apparatus of the present invention, which is 
utilized in conjunction with a credit card, a charge card 
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and/or a debit card authorization process. The apparatus of 
FIG. 1 is denoted generally by the reference numeral!. With 
reference to FIG. 1, the apparatus consists of a point-of-sale 
authorization terminal 2 which terminals are found in vari
ous establishments and utilized in conjunction with the sale 
of goods and/or services and in othn financial transactions. 

14 
services and/or in a network environment, and/or any other 
suitable computer or computer system. 

In the preferred embodiment, the point-of-sale terminal2 
is linked and/or connected to the central processing com
puter 3 via a telecommunications system, link and/or 
medium (hereinafter referred to as "communications 
system") such as, for example, a telephone network or line. 
It is important to note that the communications system 
which is utilized may be any communications system and 

The point-of-sale authorization terminal 2 (hereinafter 
referred to as "point-of-sale terminal") may be any of the 
widely used and well known terminals or devices for pro
viding point-of-sale authorization for transactions involving 
credit cards, charge cards, debit cards and/or other currency 
or "smart" cards. The point-of-sale terminal 2 may be 
utilized at the location of the goods and/or service provider, 
such as the retail store or office, and/or the point-of-sale 
terminal2 may be located at the site of the goods or service 
provider or vendor, such as in cases when the sale is a 
telephone order, mail order and/or other type of transaction, 
including transactions made over the INTERNET and/or 
other on-line mediums. 

10 may include telecommunication systems, satellite commu
nications systems, radio communication systems, digital 
communications systems, digital satellite communications 
systems, personal communications services communication 
systems as well as any other appropriate communications 

15 system. The point-of-sale terminal2 transmits signals and/or 
data to the central processing computer 3 as well as receives 
signals and/or data from the central processing computer 3. 

Typically, the terminals and devices for providing point
of-sale authorization comprise and utilize a magnetic card 
reader and/or magnetic strip card reader, for reading data 
from the magnetic strip located on credit cards, charge cards, 
debit cards and/or the currency or "smart" cards. The 
point-of-sale terminal 2 transmits an authorization request 
which may include the data pertaining to the particular card 
utilized in the transaction and the amount of the transaction, 
over a communications medium, to a central processing 
computer for processing the credit, charge, debit and/or 
other transaction request and/or the authorization request 
pertaining thereto. 

The apparatus 1 also comprises a cardholder communi
cation device 4 which may receive signals and/or data from 

20 either or both of the point-of-sale terminal 2 and/or the 
central processing computer 3. In the preferred embodiment 
of FIG. 1, the communication device 4 receives signals and 
data from the central processing computer 3 with said 
signals being transmitted via a suitable communication 

25 system. In the preferred embodiment, the communications 
system utilized for transmitting signals and/or data to the 
communication device 4 is a wireless telephone line and the 
communication device 4 is a telephone signal receiving 

30 
device such as a telephone beeper or pager. The communi
cation device 4 or pager receives the wireless telephone 
signals and/or data from the central processing computer 3 
during the authorization procedure as will be described in 
more detail below. 

The point-of-sale terminal 2 also receives the authoriza
tion and/or authorization data and/or information from the 
central processing computer. A printed transaction receipt 

35 
may also be provided at and/or obtained via the point-of-sale 
terminal 2, or peripheral device associated therewith, for 
printing a transaction receipt which is usually or typically 
signed by the card holder in completing the transaction. The 
point-of-sale terminal 2 may be designed to read other data 

40 
besides and/or in addition to magnetic card data. The point
of-sale terminal 2 may also comprise, or have associated 
therewith, a keypad for the manual entry of transaction 
information and/or data, such as the amount of the transac
tion. The point-of-sale terminal 2 may also be an integral 

45 
component of a cash register or other transaction terminal or 
device which may provide for the automatic entry of trans
action information and/or data. 

In the preferred embodiment, the communication device 
4 is also equipped with a transmitter for transmitting signals 
and/or data to the central processing computer 3. In this 
regard, the central processing computer 3 transmits signals 
and/or data to the communication device 4 as well as 
receives signals and/or data from the communication device 
4. The communication device 4 may also transmit signals 
and/or data directly to the point-of-sale terminal 2 and 
receive signals and/or data directly from the point-of-sale 
terminal 2. In the preferred embodiment, the point-of-sale 
terminal 2 transmits signals and/or data to the central 
processing computer 3 and receives signals and/or data from 
the central processing computer 3. Further, in the preferred 
embodiment, the communication device 4 receives signals 
and/or data from the central processing. computer 3 and 
transmits signals and/or data to the central processing com
puter 3. 

As noted above, the communication device 4 is a wireless 
device. In this regard, the communication device 4 or pager 
may be carried by the cardholder and/or be kept on and/or 
close to the cardholder's person so that the central process
ing computer 3 may transmit signals and/or data to the 
communication device 4 so as to communicate with the 
cardholder at any time. The communication device 4 may 
also comprise any one or more of a facsimile (fax) machine, 

The apparatus 1 also comprises a central processing 
computer 3 which services any predefined group of card- 50 
holders. For example, the central processing computer 3 
may handle all MASTERCARD transactions for a given 
financial and/or credit institution. The central processing 
computer 3, for example, may process credit cards, charge 
cards, debit cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards and/or 55 

combinations of same, such as, for example, VISA®, 
MASTERCARD®, and/or AMERICAN EXPRESS® cards 
and process and/or mange account information pertaining 
thereto. The central processing computer 3 may also process 
accounts for any of the various banks and/or financial 
institutions which issue and/or manage credit cards, charge 
cards, debit cards and/or currency or ''smart" cards 
(hereinafter referred to as "card" or "cards") and/or process 

60 a personal computer, a telephone, a telephone answering 
machine, an alternate telephone, an alternate telephone 
answering machine, a network computer, and/or an alternate 
beeper or pager. The central processing computer 3 may be 
linked with each of the above devices via any suitable or manage these accounts. 

The central processing computer 3 may be a mainframe 
computer, a mini-computer, a micro-computer, a server 
computer, such as those utilized in conjunction with on-line 

65 communication system. 
In the preferred embodiment, the apparatus 1 also com

prises a facsimile (fax) machine 5, a personal computer 6, a 
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telephone 7, a telephone answering machine 8, an alternate 
telephone 9, an alternate telephone answering machine 10, a 
network computer 11, an alternate beeper 12 and an alternate 
pager 13. The central processing computer 3 may be linked 
with the above fax machine 5, personal computer 6, tele
phone 7, associated answering machine 8, alternate tele
phone 9, alternate telephone answering machine 10, network 
computer 11, and/or alternate beeper 12 or pager 13, via any 
suitable communication system. In the preferred 
embodiment, a telecommunications link or telephone 

10 
network, line or link, which may or may not be a wireless 
link depending on the device and/or the circumstances, is 
utilized in order to link the central processing computer 3 
with each of the fax machine 5, the personal computer 6, the 
telephone 7, the associated answering machine 8, the alter-

15 
nate telephone 9, alternate telephone answering machine 10, 
the network computer 11, and/or the alternate beeper 12 and 
the alternate pager 13. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the various components of the apparatus 
1 of FIG. 1. In FIG. 2, the point-of-sale terminal 2, in the 20 
preferred embodiment, comprises a central processing unit 
or CPU 2A, a magnetic card reader 2e, which is connected 
to the CPU 2A, associated random access memory 2C 
(RAM) and read only memory 2D (ROM) devices, which 
are also connected to the CPU 2A, a user input device 2E, 25 
which is typically a keypad or other suitable input device for 
inputting data into the terminal 2 and which is also con
nected to the CPU 2A, and a display device 2F for displaying 
information and/or data to a user. 

The point-of-sale terminal 2 also comprises a transmitter 30 
2G for transmitting signals and/or data to the central pro
cessing computer 3, and/or to the communication device 4 
and/or to any other device associated with the cardholder 
and/or the apparatus, if desired. The transmitter 2G is also 
connected to the CPU 2A. The point-of-sale terminal2 also 35 
comprises a receiver 2H for receiving signals and/or data 
from the central processing computer 3, and from the 
communication device 4 and/or any other associated device 
which may be utilized, if desired. The receiver 2H is also 
connected to the CPU 2A. The point-of-sale terminal2 also 40 
comprises a printer 2I or other appropriate output device for 
outputting data to the user. The printer 2I is also connected 
to the CPU 2A. In the preferred embodiment, the printer 2I 
prints receipts corresponding to the transaction. 

In FIG. 2, the central processing computer 3, in the 45 

preferred embodiment, comprises a central processing unit 
or CPU 3A, associated random access memory 3B (RAM) 
and read only memory 3C (ROM) devices, which are 
connected to the CPU 3A, a user input device 3D, which is 
a keypad and/or any other suitable input device for inputting 50 

data into the central processing computer 3 and which is also 
connected to the CPU 3A and a display device 3E for 
displaying information and/or data to a user or operator. 

The central processing computer 3 also comprises a 
transmitter(s) 3F for transmitting signals and/or data to the 55 
point-of-sale terminal 2 and to the communication device 4 
and/or to any one or more of the fax machine 5, personal 
computer 6, telephone 7, telephone answering machine 8, 
alternate telephone 9, alternate telephone answering 
machine 10, network computer 11 and/or alternate beeper 12 60 

or alternate pager 13. The transmitter(s) 3F is also connected 
to the CPU 3A. The central processing computer 3 also 
comprises a receiver(s) 3G for receiving signals and/or data 
from the point-of-sale terminal2 and from the communica
tion device 4 and/or from any other suitable device which 65 

may be utilized in conjunction with the apparatus 1. The 
receiver(s) 3G is also connected to the CPU 3A. The central 

16 
processing computer 3, in any and/or all of the embodiments 
described herein, may utilize a fax/modem and/or any other 
suitable computer communication device. 

The central processing computer also comprises a 
database(s) 3H which contains account information and data 
pertaining to the cardholders and/or to the cardholder 
accounts. The database 3H contains information about the 
cardholder, the cardholders account number, credit and/or 
account limits, previous purchases, number of unauthorized 
purchases made to the account and other information and/or 
data necessary to manage and/or process an account trans
action as described herein. 

The database 3H may also comprise data and/or informa
tion regarding specific limitations and/or restrictions which 
may be placed on a particular account, which may be 
pre-selected and/or programmed by the cardholder and 
which may include limitations and/or restrictions on the 
usage of the card. The limitations and/or restrictions may 
include the types of transactions which are allowed and/or 
authorized, the goods and/or services which may be pur
chased with the card, the vendors, stores and/or service 
provider which may he authorized to accept the card, limits 
on the dollar amounts of transactions pertaining to each 
authorized vendor, seller and/or service provider, daily 
spending limits, and/or the geographical area or location 
wherein authorized card use may be limited, and/or autho
rized times for card usage (i.e. specific days, dates, time of 
day, time of month, year, etc.), and/or any other limitation 
and/or restriction regarding amount of transaction, parties 
involved, geographical area, and/or times of allowed usage. 
The database 3H is also connected to the CPU 3A. The 
central processing computer 3 also comprises a printer 3I or 
other appropriate output device for outputting information 
and/or data to a user or operator. 

In FIG. 2, the communication device 4, in the preferred 
embodiment, comprises a central processing unit or CPU 
4A, associated random access memory 4B (RAM) and read 
only memory 4C (ROM) devices, which are connected to the 
CPU 4A, a user input device 4D, which is a keypad or a 
plurality of keys and/or switches for inputting data into the 
communication device 4 and which is also connected to the 
CPU 4A, and a display device 4E, for displaying informa
tion and/or data to the cardholder, and a database 4F, which 
are also connected to the CPU 4A. The communication 
device 4 also comprises a receiver 4G for receiving signals 
and/or data from the central processing computer 3 and 
which is also connected to the CPU 4A, a transmitter 4H for 
transmitting signals and/or data to the central processing 
computer 3 and which is also connected to the CPU 4A. 

In the preferred embodiment, the communication device 
4 which is utilized is a pager with a reply feature and/or 
device. A two-way pager and/or pager systems may also be 
utilized for implementing the respective component system 
(s) in the communication device 4/central processing com
puter 3 combination and/or link. 

The apparatus 1 of the present invention, in the preferred 
embodiment, may be utilized in order to facilitate cardholder 
authorization, notification and/or security measures in finan
cial transactions involving credit cards, charge cards, debit 
cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards, in the manner 
described below and with reference to FIG. 3. In this 
manner, the apparatus 1 of the present invention may be 
utilized to obtain cardholder authorization in a card-related 
transaction. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the operation of the apparatus 1 in flow 
diagram form. With reference to FIG. 3, the operation of the 
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apparatus 1 commences at step 30 when the card, which is 
to be utilized in a credit card, charge card, debit card, and/or 
currency or "smart" card transaction, is presented in the 
transaction. At step 31, the sales or service attendant or 
point-of-sale terminal operator (hereinafter "point-of-sale 
terminal operator") will activate the apparatus 1 in any 
typical manner, such as by obtaining a phone line and 
entering card information into the point-of-sale terminal 2. 
This data entry is typically performed by swiping the 
magnetic strip of the card through the card reader 2B. The 

10 
information and/or data pertinent to the transaction, and/or 
the card, is then transmitted, at step 32, to the central 
processing computer 3. 

18 
debit limit is reached and/or exceeded, currency value 
depleted, unauthorized transaction limit reached or exceeded 
limitations and/or restrictions violated, etc.), the central 
processing computer 3 will, at step 35, transmit a signal to 
the point-of-sale terminal2 indicating that the transaction is 
not approved and/or is not authorized. The point-of-sale 
terminal operator may then cancel the transaction, at step 36. 
The point-of-sale terminal operator may then confiscate the 
card and/or alert the authorities. Upon the completion of step 
36, the apparatus will cease operation at step 55. 

If, at step 34, the central processing computer 3 deter
mines that the card is not lost, stolen, cancelled or 
de-activated, or that the credit, charge or debit limit of the 
card has not been reached or exceeded, or that the of 
unauthorized transactions count (UNAUTHCT) has not 
reached a pre-defined limit, or whether any other pre
defined, pre-selected and/or programmed limitation(s) and/ 
or restriction(s) have been met, have been satisfied and/or 
have been reconciled, the central processing computer 3 
will, at step 37, transmit a signal and/or data to the com
munication device 4 which is located at the cardholder. 

The central processing computer 3 will, at step 33, 
process the information ami/or data pertinent to the trans
action and/or to the particular card account and may request, 15 

if needed, that the point-of-sale operator enter the transac
tion amount. The central processing computer 3 will then 
process the information and/or data pertinent to the trans
action in conjunction with the card account information in 
order to determine if the card has been lost, stolen and/or 20 

cancelled and/or de-activated. Further, the central process
ing computer 3 will perform a test to determine if the card 
has reached and/or exceeded the maximum credit, charge or 
debit limit and/or if the card has been depleted of its 
currency value. 

The central processing computer 3 may utilize any of the 
widely known data processing and/or software routines, 
which are known to those skilled in that art, in order to 
process transaction requests and/or authorizations involving 

At step 37, the central processing computer 3 will then 
also transmit respective signals and/or data to any one or 
more of the cardholder's designated fax machine 5, personal 

25 computer 6, telephone 7, telephone answering machine 8, 
alternate telephone 9, alternate telephone answering 
machine 10, network computer 11, and/or alternate beeper 
12 or alternate pager 13. 

the use of the respective card(s). Once the information 
and/or data processing has heen completed at step 33, the 
central processing computer 3, at step 34, will determine if 
the card has been lost, stolen, and/or cancelled and/or 
de-activated, or if the credit, charge or debit limit of the card 
has been reached and/or exceeded, or if the currency value 35 
of the card has been depleted. 

30 
The information and/or data which is transmitted to the 

communication device 4 includes information and/or data 

The central processing computer 3 will, at step 34, also 
perform a test in order to determine if the predetermined 
maximum number of unauthorized transactions have 
occurred on the account. The unauthorized transactions 40 

identifying the transaction and may include the name of the 
store or the service provider and the amount of the transac
tion. The information and/or data may also provide the time 
of the transaction, the location (i.e. city, town, village, state, 
country etc.) of the transaction. The information and/or data 
may also include the phone number of the central processing 
office and/or computer servicing the account so that the 
cardholder may telephone same in order to authorize or 
cancel the transaction. The information and/or data may also 
be supplemented to include the type of goods and/or services 
involved in the transaction, if such information can be 
entered at the point-of-sale terminal 2. 

At step 38, the information and/or data which is trans-

count refers to transactions which are not authorized by the 
cardholder as will be described herein. The authorized 
transaction count (UNAUTHCT) is a variable which is 
pre-set to zero (0) at the time the card account is issued. Each 
time an unauthorized transaction occurs, the unauthorized 
transaction count is incremented by one (1). Once the 
unauthorized transaction count reaches a pre-defined limit 

45 mitted from the central processing computer 3 and received 
at the communication device 4 is displayed to the cardholder 
on the display device 4E ofthe communication device 4. The 
information displayed on the display device 4E includes the 
name of the store or the service provider, the amount of the 

of, for example, three (3), the central processing computer 3 
will cancel the transaction and de-activate the card. The 
central processing computer 3 will then notify the card
holder. In this manner, the apparatus 1 will enable the central 
processing computer 3 of an issuing and/or card servicing 
institution to cancel and/or de-activate the card, either per
manently and/or temporarily, in cases when the cardholder 
may have failed to respond or to reply to transaction notices, 55 

which may be the case when the cardholder is not aware that 
the card has been lost or stolen, or when the card or account 
number has been duplicated, "cloned", or in other ways 
utilized without the cardholder's authorization, and/or when 

50 transaction, the time of the transaction and the location of 
the transaction. The information and/or data may also be 
supplemented to include the type of goods and/or services 
involved in the transaction, if such information can be 
entered at the point-of-sale terminal 2. 

The apparatus 1 will then, at step 39, wait for the 
cardholder to respond to the transmission. During this time, 
the cardholder may either utilize the reply or two-way pager 
feature on the communication device 4 in order to either 
approve or authorize the transaction or disapprove of or void 
the transaction. At step 39, the central processing computer 
3 will also receive the response if one is sent. At step 40, the 
apparatus 1 will determine if the cardholder has made a reply 
or response within the pre-defined time limit which is 
chosen, in the preferred embodiment, to be one (1) minute. 

the cardholder is unable to respond or reply to the transac- 60 

tion notices for some other reason(s). This feature of the 
present invention serves to put a usage limit on the use of the 
card(s). The central processing computer 3, at step 34, will 
also perform a test(s) to determine if any additional limita
tions and/or restrictions have been met and/or satisfied. 65 The cardholder may also transmit a signal via an appropriate 

key or button suspending use of the card such as when he or 
she may first be apprised of the fact that the card has been 

If any of the above listed conditions exist (i.e. card is lost, 
stolen, cancelled and/or de-activated, or credit, charge or 
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lost or stolen. In instances when the communication device 
4 does not have a reply or two-way pager feature, the 
cardholder may simply telephone the central processing 
office or a processing center for the card in order to person
ally appraise the center or office of his or her response to the 
central processing computer transmission regarding the 
transaction. 

If the cardholder does not respond or reply to the central 
processing office within the pre-specified time, chosen, in 
the preferred embodiment, to be one (1) minute, the central 

10 
office computer will, at step 41, increment the unauthorized 
transaction count (UNAUTHCT) by one (1) and will, at step 
42, transmit a signal and/or data to the point-of-sale terminal 

20 
on his or her person, may authorize the transaction at the 
point-of-sale location. Ifthe transaction is a telephone and/or 
other remotely made transaction, the cardholder may autho
rize the transaction from his or her remote location. The 
cardholder may also program and/or set the communication 
device 4 to automatically authorize or disapprove or disal
low transactions. In this regard, the communication device 4 
may be programmable so as to receive and analyze the 
transaction information and/or data and reply and/or respond 
to same automatically and/or with preset and/or pro
grammed relies and/or responses. The communication 
device 4 may also be programmable so as to limit the 
amounts of transactions. In this regard, the cardholder may 
provide for temporary transaction and/or purchasing 2 indicating that, with the exception of receiving the autho

rization of the cardholders the transaction is otherwise 
approved. The point-of-sale terminal operator may then, at 
step 43, either proceed to consummate the transaction, try to 
obtain additional information from the purchaser, or cancel 

15 amounts. 

the transaction. The action taken by the point-of-sale termi-
nal operator may be dictated by the specific agreement in 

20 
effect between the sales and/or service provider establish
ment and the bank or financial institution administering the 
card account. Upon the completion of step 43, the operation 
of the apparatus 1 will cease at step 44. If the cardholder 
should reply or respond to the transaction notice at a later 

25 
period, the response or reply information may then be 
utilized in order to approve of, or to disapprove and/or to 
dispute, the transaction. 

If, at step 40, the response or reply is determined to be 
timely, the central processing computer 3 will, at step 45, 30 
process and identify the cardholder response. At step 46, the 
central processing computer 3 will determine if the card
holder has replied or responded so as to authorize the 
transaction. If the cardholder's response is to cancel, disap
prove or, or not to authorize, the transaction, the central 35 
processing computer 3 will, at step 47, increment an unau
thorized transaction count by 1. At this juncture, it is 
important to note that the unauthorized count 
(UNAUTHCT) is set to zero at the time of the issuance of 
the card. After the unauthorized transaction count has been 40 
incremented, the central processing computer 3 will, at step 
48, transmit a signal and/or data to the point-of-sale terminal 
2 which will notify and/or instruct the point-of-sale terminal 
operator that the transaction is not authorized and should, 
therefore, be cancelled or voided. The point-of-sale terminal 45 
operator may then cancel the transaction at step 49. The 
point-of-sale terminal operator may then confiscate the card 
and/or alert the authorities. Upon the completion of step 49, 
the apparatus will cease operation at step 50. 

If, at step 46, the central processing computer 3 identifies 50 
the cardholder reply or response as being one to authorize 
the transaction, the central processing computer 3, at step 51, 
will reset the unauthorized transaction count (UNAUTHCT) 
to 0. An unauthorized transaction count (UNAUTHC1) of 0 
will signify that any string of unauthorized transactions has 55 

now been broken by the cardholder, and further, that the 
present transaction is approved by the cardholder. The 
central processing computer 3 will then, at step 52, transmit 
a signal and/or data to the point-of-sale terminal2 which will 
notify and/or instruct the point-of-sale terminal operator that 60 
the transaction is authorized and/or approved. 

'lbe point-of-sale terminal operator may then complete 

The communication device 4, in the preferred 
embodiment, is provided with a memory device for storing 
any number of transactions so that the cardholder may 
review his or her card and/or account activity and/or trans
actions which have occurred involving his or her card. In 
this manner, the cardholder may "scroll" through and/or in 
other ways review card and/or account activity. The com
munication device 4 may also be equipped to service more 
than one card. For example, a cardholder's 
MASTERCARD®, VISA®, and/or AMERICAN 
EXPRESS® card or cards and the accounts corresponding 
thereto may all be serviced with or by a single communi
cation device 4. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention pro
vides for the real-time notification of financial transactions 
involving credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, and/or 
currency or "smart" cards, which enables a cardholder to 
monitor, in real-time, activity involving his or her card(s) 
and the corresponding accounts. The apparatus and method 
of the present invention also provides a means and a 
mechanism bv which to inform a cardholder that his or her 
card(s) are l~st or stolen, and/or that his or her card(s), 
and/or the account numbers corresponding thereto, are uti
lized without his or her authorization and also provides an 
indication to the cardholder of where his or her card(s) or 
corresponding account number(s) is being utilized in trans
actions. The cardholder may then report the card lost or 
stolen and/or cancel and/or de-aclivalt the card and/or the 
account. 

The present invention also provides a means and a mecha
nism by which to monitor the number of transactions which 
are unauthorized hy the cardholder and to determine whether 
or not to authorize transactions and/or cancel or de-activate 
the card(s) and/or the account. In the above manner, the 
apparatus and method of the present invention provides an 
apparatus and a method for preventing and/or for drastically 
limiting fraudulent and/or unauthorized use of credit cards, 
charge cards, debit cards, and/or currency or "smart" cards 
and/or the account numbers corresponding thereto. 

The present invention, in an alternate embodiment, may 
be utilized so as to provide authorization, notification and/or 
security in banking and related financial transactions involv-
ing checking accounts, savings accounts and/or automated 
teller machine (AIM) accounts and transactions and other 
transactions wherein an account owner may be notified of a 
transaction and/or an attempted transaction. 

the transaction, at step 53. After the transaction has been 
completed at step 53, the operation of the apparatus 1 will 
cease at step 54. 

In instances when the cardholder is a party to the 
transaction, he or she, having the communication device 4 

FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of an alternate embodi
ment of the apparatus of the present invention which is 

65 utilized in conjunction with a checking account, savings 
account and/or ATM account and/or transaction (hereinafter 
referred to as a "banking transaction") and/or the authori-
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zation process involved therewith. The apparatus of FIG. 4 
is denoted generally by the reference numeral100. In FIG. 

22 
checks cashed, drafts, ATM deposits, ATM withdrawals, 
charges made against an account, credits made to an 
account, etc., and/or any combinations of same. The central 
processing computer 103 may process accounts for any of 
the various banks and/or financial institutions. 

In the preferred embodiment, the banking terminal102 is 
linked and/or connected to the central processing computer 
103 via a telecommunications system, link and/or medium 
(hereinafter referred to as ""communications system") such 

4, the apparatus 100 consists of a banking transaction 
terminal which terminals are found in banks and financial 
establishments. In the preferred embodiment, the banking 
transaction lt:rminal 102 is a tdkr lt:rminal, a pruct:ssing 
computer terminal and/or an ATM terminal. Any other 
terminal or similar device may also be utilized as the 
banking transaction terminal102 depending upon the appli
cation and/or the transaction. 10 as, for example, a telephone network or line. As noted above, 

the banking terminal102 may or may not be linked to the 
central processing computer 103 via a central bank com
puter. It is important to note that the communications system 

The banking transaction terminal 102 (hereinafter 
referred to as "banking terminal") may be any of the widely 
used and well known terminals or devices for providing 
banking transactions over-the-counter, ATM transactions 
and/or in any other type of financial transactions, including 15 

clearing transactions, check clearing and/or account charg
ing and/or charge-back transactions, which transactions 
banks and financial institutions perform and/or engage in. 

Typically, the banking terminals and/or devices comprise 
20 a computer terminal having an input device such as a 

keyboard and/or various reader and/or scanning device for 
reading and/or scanning, respectively, information and/or 
data necessary in order to perform the transaction. The 
banking terminal transmits an authorization request which 
may include the data pertaining to the particular account 25 

which is accessed and/or involved in the transaction and the 
type and the amount of the transaction, over a communica
tions medium, to a central processing computer for process-
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may transmit the transaction authorization request and/or 
notice to a central processing computer via a central bank 
computer (not shown) which may be a central computer at 
the particular bank or financial institution. The central 

35 processing computer may also he a central computer system 
which is not located at the bank or financial institution, but 
rather, services the particular bank or financial institution or 
a group of banks or financial institutions. 

The banking terminal 102 also receives the transaction 
40 

and/or authorization data and/or information from the cen-

which is utilized may be any communications system and 
may include telecommunication systems, satellite commu
nications systems, radio communication systems, digital 
communications systems, digital satellite communications 
systems, personal communications services communication 
systems as well as any other appropriate communications 
system. The banking terminal102 transmits signals and/or 
data to the central processing computer 103 as well as 
receives signals and/or data from the central processing 
computer 103. 

The central processing computer 103 may be a mainframe 
computer, a mini-computer, a micro-computer, a server 
computer, such as those utilized in conjunction with on-line 
services and/or in a network environment, and/or any other 
suitable computer or computer system. 

The apparatus 100 also comprises an account owner 
communication device 104 which may receive signals and/ 
or data from either or both of the banking transaction 
terminal102 and/or the central processing computer 103. In 
the preferred embodiment of FIG. 4, the communication 
device 104 receives signals and/or data from the central 
processing computer 103 with said signals being transmitted 
via a suitable communication system. In the preferred 
embodiment, the communications system utilized for trans
mitting signals and/or data to the communication device 104 
is a wireless telephone line and the communication device 
104 is a wireless telephone signal receiving device such as 
a telephone beeper or pager. The communication device 104, 
which may be a pager, receives the wireless telephone 
signals and/or data from the central processing computer 

tral processing computer. If a central bank computer is 
utilized, the data transmitted from the central processing 
computer would be transmitted to the banking terminal102 
via the central bank computer. A printed transaction receipt 
may also be provided at and/or obtained via the banking 
terminal102, or peripheral device associated therewith, for 
printing a transaction receipt which is usually provided to 

45 
103 during the authorization procedure as will be described 
in more detail below. 

the account holder at the time and/or location of the trans
action. 

The banking terminal102 may also comprise, and/or have 
associalt:d lht:rt:with, a kt:ypad fur tht: manual t:nlry of 
transaction information and/or data, such as the amount of 
the transaction, account number, etc. The banking terminal 
102 may also be an integral component of a teller and/or 
cashier work station and/or other transaction terminals and/ 
or devices, including those which may provide for the 
automatic entry of transaction information and/or data. 

In the preferred embodiment, the communication device 
104 is also equipped with a transmitter for transmitting 
signals and/or data to the central processing computer 103. 

50 In this regard, the central processing computer 103 transmits 
signals and/or data to the communication device 104 as well 
as rt:ct:ivt:s signals and/or data from lht: communication 
device 104. The communication device 104 may also trans
mit signals and/or data directly to the banking terminal102 

55 and receive signals and/or data directly from the banking 
terminal 102. In the preferred embodiment, the banking 
terminal 102 transmits signals and/or data to the central 
processing computer 103 and receives signals and/or data 
from the central processing computer 103. Further, in the The apparatus 100 also comprises a central processing 

computer 103 which services any bank and/or financial 
institution and/or any pre-defined group of banks and/or 
financial institutions and/or any number of accounts asso
ciated therewith. For example, the central processing com
puter 103 may handle all checking accounts, savings 
accounts and/or other accounts for a given bank or banks. 65 

The central processing computer 103, for example, may 
process and maintain records of deposits, withdrawals, 

60 preferred embodiment, the communication device 104 
receives signals and/or data from the central processing 
computer 3 and transmits signals and/or data to the central 
processing computer 103. 

As noted above, the communication device 104 is a 
wireless device. In this regard, the communication device 
104 or pager may be carried by the account owner and/or be 
kept on and/or close to the account owner's person so that 
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the central processing computer 103 may transmit signals 
and/or data to the communication device 104 so as to 
communication with the account owner at any time. 

24 
104 and/or to any one or more of the fax machine 105, the 
personal computer 106, the telephone 107, the telephone 
answering machine 108, the alternate telephone 109, the 
alternate telephone answering machine 110, the network 
computer 111, the alternate beeper 112, and/or the alternate 
pager 113. The transmiUer(s) 103F is also connected to the 
CPU 103A. The central processing computer 103 also 
comprises a receiver(s) 103G for receiving signals and/or 
data from the banking transaction terminal102 and from the 

In the preferred embodiment, the apparatus 100 also 
comprises a facsimile (fax) machine 105, a personal com
puter 106, a telephone 107, a telephone answering machine 
108, an alternate telephone 109, an alternate telephone 
answering machine 110, a network computer 111, and/or an 
alternate beeper 112 or alternate pager 113. The central 
processing computer 103 may he linked with the above fax 
machine 105, personal computer 106, telephone 107, asso
ciated answering machine 108, alternate telephone 109, 
alternate telephone answering machine 110, network com
puter 111 alternate beeper 112 and alternate pager 113, via 
any suitable communication system. In the preferred 15 

embodiment, a telecommunications link or telephone line or 
link, which may or may not be a wireless link, depending on 

10 communication device 104 and/or from any other suitable 
device which may be utilized in conjunction with the 
apparatus 100. The rcccivcr(s) 103G is also connected to the 
CPU 103A. 

the device and/or the circumstances, is utilized in order to 
link the central processing computer 103 with each of the fax 
machine 105, the personal computer 106, the telephone 107, 20 

the associated answering machine 108, the alternate tele
phone 109, the alternate telephone answering machine 110, 

The central processing computer 103 also comprises a 
database(s) 103H which contains account information and 
data pertaining to the account owner's account(s). The 
database 103H contains information about the account 
owner, the account number, etc., and any other information 
and/or data necessary to the manage and/or process an 
account and/or account transaction as described herein. The 
database 103H is also connected to the CPU 103A. The 
central processing computer 103 also comprises a printer 
103I or other appropriate output device for outputting infor
mation and/or data to a user or operator, which printer 103I 

the network computer 111, the alternate beeper 112 and the 
alternate pager 113. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the various components of the apparatus 
100 of FIG. 4 In FIG. 5, the banking terminal 102, in the 
preferred embodiment, comprises a central processing unit 
or CPU 102A, a scanner or reader 102B, which is connected 

25 or other output device is also connected to the CPU 103A. 

to the CPU 102A, associated random access memory 102C 
(RAM) and read only memory 102D (ROM) devices, which 30 

are also connected to the CPU 102A, a user input device 
102E, which is typically a keypad or other suitable input 
device for inputting data into the banking terminal102 and 
which is also connected to the CPU 102A, and a display 
device 102F for displaying information and/or data to a user 35 

or operator, which display device 102F is also connected to 

In FIG. 5, the communication device 104, in the preferred 
embodiment, comprises a central processing unit or CPU 
104A, associated random access memory 104B (RAM) and 
read only memory 104C (ROM) devices, which are also 
connected to the CPU 104A, a user input device 104D, 
which is a keypad or a plurality of keys and/or switches for 
inputting data into the communication device 104 and which 
is also connected to the CPU 104A, and a display device 
104E, for displaying information and/or data to the account 
owner, and a database 104F. This display device 104E and 
the database 104F arc also connected to the CPU 104A. The 

the CPU 102A. 
The banking terminal 102 also comprises a transmitter 

102G for transmitting signals and/or data to the central 
processing computer 103, and/or to the communication 
device 104 and/or to any other device associated with the 
account owner and/or the apparatus, if desired. The trans
mitter 102G is also connected to the Cl'U 102A. 'lbe 
banking terminal 102 also comprises a receiver 102H for 
receiving signals and/or data from the central processing 
computer 103, and from the communication device 104 
and/or from any other associated device which may he 
utilized, if desired. The receiver 102H is also connected to 

communication device 104 also comprises a receiver 104G 
for receiving signals and/or data from the central processing 
computer 103 and which is also connected to the CPU 104A, 

40 and a transmitter 104H for transmitting signals and/or data 
to the central processing computer 103 and which is also 
connected to the CPU 104A. 

ln the preferred embodiment, the communication device 

45 
104, which is utilized, is a pager with a reply feature and/or 
device. A two-way pager and/or pager system(s) may also be 
utilized for implementing the respective component systems 
in the communication device 104/central processing com-
puter 103 combination and/or link. 

the CPU 102A. The banking terminal102 also comprises a 
50 

printer 102I or other appropriate output device for outputting 
data to the operator. The printer 102I is also connected to the 
CPU 102A. In the preferred embodiment, the printer 102I 
prints receipts corresponding to the transaction. 

The apparatus 100 of the present invention, in the pre-
ferred embodiment, may be utilized in order to facilitate 
account owner authorization, notification and/or security, in 
financial transactions involving checking accounts, savings 
accounts and ATM accounts, and/or any transactions involv-

In FIG. 5, the central processing computer 103, in the 
preferred embodiment, comprises a central processing unit 
or CPU 103A, associated random access memory 103B 
(RAM) and read only memory 103C (ROM) devices, which 
are connected to the CPU 103A, a user input device 103D, 
which is a keypad or any other suitable input device, for 
inputting data into the central processing computer 103 and 
which is also connected to the CPU 103A, and a display 
device 103E for displaying information and/or data to a user 
or operator. 

The central processing computer 103 also comprises a 
transmitter(s) 103F for transmitting signals and/or data to 
the banking terminal102 and to the communication device 

55 ing same in the manner described below and with reference 
to FIG. 6. In this manner, the apparatus and method of the 
present invention may be utilized to obtain account owner 
authorization in a banking and/or financial transaction. 

FIG. 6 illustrates the operation of the apparatus 100 in 
60 flow diagram form. With reference to FIG. 6, the operation 

of the apparatus 100 commences at step 130 when the 
financial transaction and/or instrument or ATM card is 
presented to the bank or financial institution employee, 
representative and/or placed in a card reader, respectively. At 

65 step 131, the employee or representative of the bank or 
financial institution will activate the apparatus, via the 
banking transaction terminal 102, in any typical manner, 
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such as by entering account and/or card information, into the 
banking transaction terminal102. This data entry is typically 
performed by manual data entry and/or via a card reader, 
depending upon the transaction. For example, if a person 
offers a check for cashing and provides a savings account or 
a checking account number, as the means by which to 
endorse the check, the employee or representative will enter 

26 
If any of the above listed conditions exist (i.e. account 

overdrawn and/or ATM card is lost, stolen, cancelled and/or 
de-activated), the central processing computer 103 will, at 
step 135, transmit a signal to the banking transaction termi
nal102 indicating that the transaction is not approved and/or 
is nul aulhorizt:d. Tht: banking lt:rminal opt:ralor, or 
employee, or representative, may then cancel the transaction 
at step 136. The employee or representative may then alert 
the authorities and/or confiscate the AIM card. In the case 

the savings account or checking account number into the 
banking terminal 102 for processing. Similarly, if one 
desires to withdraw money from an A1M account, the card 
reader will read and enter the account number and/or infor
mation for processing. The information and/or data pertinent 
to the transaction and the card is then transmitted, at step 
132, to the central processing computer 103. 

10 when an A1M machine is utilized as the banking terminal 
102, the ATM machine may confiscate the ATM card auto
matically. Upon the completion of step 136, the apparatus 
will cease operation at step 137. 

The central processing computer 103 will then, at step 15 
133, process the information and/or data pertinent to the 
transaction and to the particular account. The central pro
cessing computer 103 may utilize any of the widely known 
data processing and/or software routines, which are known 
to those skilled in that art, in order to process transaction 20 
requests and/or authorizations involving the use of the 
respective account(s) and/or related card(s). 

If, at step 134, the central processing computer 103 
determines that the account is not overdrawn or that the 
ATM card is not lost, stolen, cancelled or de-activated, or 
that the of unauthorized transactions count (UNAUTHCT) 
has not reached a predefined limit, and/or that pre-defined or 
pre-specified limitations and/or restrictions have been met, 
the central processing computer 103 will, at step 138, 
transmit a signal and/or data to the communication device 
104 which is located at the account owner. 

At step 138, the central processing computer 103 will then 
also transmit respective signals and/or data to any one or 
more of the cardholder's designated fax machine 105, per
sonal computer 106, telephone 107, telephone answering 
machine 108, alternate telephone 109, alternate telephone 
answering machine 110, network computer 111, and/or 
alternate beeper 112 or alternate pager 113. 

The information and/or data transmitted to the commu
nication device 104 includes information and data identify
ing the transaction and may include the name of the bank or 
financial institution where the transaction is taking place, the 
account number and/or description, the amount of the 
transaction, the time of the transaction and the location (i.e. 
city, town, village, state, country etc.) of the transaction. The 
information and/or data may also include the phone number 
of the central processing office and/or computer servicing, 

The central processing computer 103 will process the 
information and/or data pertinent to the transaction in con
junction with the account information in order to determine 25 

the status of the account (i.e. whether any holds have been 
placed on the account, such as those prohibiting 
withdrawals). Further, the central processing computer 103 
willlht:n pt:rform a ltsl, al slt:p 134, in ordt:r lu dt:lt:rmint: if 
the transaction amount has reached and/or exceeded the 30 

amount available in the account and/or if the ATM card has 
been reported lost, stolen, cancelled and/or de-activated, 
and/or determine whether any other pre-defined, pre
selected and/or programmed limitation(s) and/or 
restrictions) have been met, satisfied and/or reconciled. The 35 

central processing computer 103 will also perform a test in 
order to determine if the predetermined maximum number 
count of unauthorized transactions, pre-defined in the pre
ferred embodiment to be one (1), has occurred on the 
account. 40 

and/or the banking and/or financial institution handling, the 
account so that the account owner may telephone same in 
order to authorize or cancel the transaction. The information 
and/or data may also be supplemented to include a descrip
tion of the person seeking to make the transaction and the 

The unauthorized transaction count refers to a count of the 
transactions which are not authorized by the account owner 
as will be described herein. The authorized transaction count 
(UNAUTIICT) is a variable which is pre-set to zero (0) at 

45 
type of transaction sought (i.e. cash withdrawal, cashing of 
check, etc.). 

the time the account is opened. Each time an unauthorized 
transaction occurs, the unauthorized transaction count is 
incremented by one. Once the unauthorized transaction 
count reaches a pre-defined limit of, for example, one (1), 
although it may be pre-defined to be zero (0), the central 
processing computer 103 will cancel the transaction and 50 

de-activate the account and/or the ATM card. The central 
processing computer 103 will then notify the account owner. 

At step 139, the information and/or data which is trans-
mitted from the central processing computer 103, and 
received at the communication device 104, is displayed to 
the account owner on the display device 104E of the 
communication device 104. The information displayed on 
lht: display dt:vict: 104 indudt:s lht: namt: of lht: banking 
and/or financial institution, the amount of the transaction, 
the time of the transaction and the location of the transac-
tion. The information and/or data may also include the type 
of transaction and a description of the person seeking to 
make the transaction, etc. 

The apparatus 100, at step 140, will then wait for the 
account owner to respond to the transmission. During this 

In this manner, the apparatus 100 will enable the central 
processing computer 103 of a banking and/or financial 
institution to cancel and/or de-activate the account and/or 55 
the ATM card, either permanently or temporarily, in cases 
when the account owner may have failed to respond or to 
reply to transaction notices, which may be the case when the 
account owner is not aware that the account has been 
charged, overdrawn, and/or that the ATM card has been lost 60 time, the account owner may either utilize the reply or 

two-way pager feature on the communication device 104 in 
order to either approve or authorize the transaction or 
disapprove of, or void, the transaction. At step 140, the 
apparatus 100 will receive the reply or response from the 

or stolen, cancelled or de-activated, duplicated, "cloned", or 
in other ways utilized without the account owner's knowl
edge or authorization, or when the account owner is unable 
to respond or reply to the transaction notices for some other 
reason(s). This feature of the present invention serves to 
place a transaction stop limit on the account and/or on the 
use of the ATM card. 

65 account owner. At step 141, the central processing computer 
103 will determine if the account owner has made a reply or 
response within the pre-defined time limit which is chosen, 
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in the preferred embodiment, to be one (1) minute. The 
account owner may also transmit a signal via an appropriate 
key or button suspending use of the account or ATM card, 
such as when he or she may first be apprised of the fact that 
the account is being unlawfully accessed, or the use thereof 
is unauthorizt:d, or that tht: ATM card has bt:t:n lost or stokn. 

28 
machine, that the transaction is authorized and/or approved. 
The banking terminal operator, and/or the ATM machine, 
may then complete the transaction, at step 154. After the 
transaction has been completed at step 154, the operation of 
the apparatus 100 will cease at step 155. 

In instances when the account owner is a party to the 
transaction, which should typically he the case in banking 
and/or financial transactions, the account owner, having the 
communication device 104 on his or her person, may 

In instances when the communication device 104 does not 
have a reply or two-way pager feature, the account owner 
may simply telephone the central processing office or pro
cessing center and/or the banking or financial institution so 
as to personally reply or respond to the authorization 
request. 

10 authorize the transaction at the point of the transaction. If the 
transaction is an overnight or other remotely made 
transaction, such as in clearing and/or account settling 
transactions, the account owner may authorize the transac
tion from his or her remote location. 

If, at step 141, it is determined that the account owner's 
rt:ply or rt:sponst: was not madt: within tht: prt:-spt:cifit:d 
time, chosen in the preferred embodiment to be one (1) 15 

minute, the central processing computer 103 will, at step 
142, increment the unauthorized transaction count 
(UNAUTHCT) by one (1) and will, at step 143, transmit a 
signal and/or data to the banking transaction terminal 102 
indicating that the transaction is not authorized by the 
account owner. The banking terminal operator may then, at 
step 144, either cancel the transaction, proceed to consum
mate the transaction, and/or attempt to obtain additional 
information or identification from the customer and/or 
obtain an alternate account number from which to draw 
against. 

The account owner may also program and/or set the 
communication device 104 so as to automatically authorize 
or disapprove or disallow transactions. In this regard, the 
communication device 104 may be programmable so as to 
receive and analyze the transaction information and/or data 

20 and reply or respond to same automatically and/or with 
preset or programmed replies and/or responses. The com
munication device 104 may also be programmable so as to 
limit the amounts of transactions. In this regard, the account 
owner may provide for temporary transaction types and/or 

25 amounts. 
The communication device 104, in the preferred 

embodiment, is provided with a memory device for storing 
any number of transactions so that the account owner may 

'lbe action taken by the banking transaction terminal 
operator may be dictated by the specific agreement in effect 
between the account owner and the bank or financial insti
tution administering the accounts. Upon the completion of 
step 144, the operation of the apparatus will cease at step 
145. If the account owner should reply or respond to the 
transaction notice at a later period, this information may then 
be utilized to approve of or to disapprove and/or to dispute 
the transaction. 

30 
review his or her account activity and/or transactions which 
have occurred involving his or her accounts and/or ATM 
card. In this manner, the account owner mav "scroll" 
through and/or in other ways review account activity. The 
communication device 104 may also be equipped to service 

35 
more than one bank and/or financial account and/or ATM 
card. For example, any number and/or types of accounts 
may be serviced with or by a single communication device 
104. 

If, at step 141, it is determined that the reply or response 
was timely, the central processing computer 103 will, at step 
146, process and identify the account owner response. At 
step 147, the central processing computer 103 will deter- 40 
mine if the account owner has authorized the transaction. If 
the account owner's response is to cancel, to disapprove, or 
to not authorize, the transaction, the central processing 
computer 103 will, at step 148, increment the unauthorized 
transaction count (UNAUTHCT) by 1. At this juncture, it is 45 
important to nott: that tht: unauthorizt:d count 
(UNAUTHCT) is set to zero at the time of the opening of the 
account. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention pro
vides for the real-time notification of banking and/or finan
cial transactions involving various bank and/or financial 
accounts and enables an account owner to monitor, in 
real-time, activity involving his or her bank and/or financial 
accounts and/or AlM card(s). 

The apparatus and method of the present invention also 
provides a means and a mechanism by which to inform an 
account owner that his or her account is overdrawn, has been 
charged against and/or that his or her ATM card(s) are lost, 
stolen, cancdkd or dt:-aclivatt:d and/or providt:s an indica-

50 tion to the account owner of when and/or where his or her 
After the unauthorized transaction count has been 

incremented, the central processing computer 103 will, at 
step 149, transmit a signal and/or data to the banking 
terminal102 which will notify and/or instruct the banking 
terminal operator that the transaction is not authorized and 
should, therefore, be cancelled or voided. The banking 
tt:rminal opt:rator may tht:n caned tht: transaction at stt:p 55 

150. The banking transaction terminal operator or the ATM 
machine may then confiscate the AIM card and/or alert the 
authorities. Upon the completion of step 150, the apparatus 
will cease operation at step 151. 

If, at step 147, the central processing computer 103 
identifies the account owner's reply or response as being one 
to authorize the transaction, the central processing computer 
103 will, at step 151, reset the unauthorized transaction 
count (UNAUTHC1) to zero (0). The central processing 
computer 103 will then, at step 153, transmit a signal and/or 
data to the banking terminal 102 which will notify and/or 
instruct the banking terminal operator, and/or the ATM 

accounts are being accessed in transactions. The account 
owner may then report the unauthorized activity, and/or the 
discovery of a lost or stolen ATM card, and/or cancel and/or 
de-activate the respective account(s) and/or ATM card(s). 

The present invention, in an alternate embodiment, may 
also be utilized so as to provide authorization, notification 
and/or security for, and in conjunction with, cellular and/or 
mobile telephone and/or communication systems wherein a 
cellular or mobile telephone owner and/or account owner 

60 may be notified of a transmission and/or an attempted 
transmission and/or telephone call made with his or her 
cellular or mobile telephone and/or with the telephone 
number and or transmission codes and/or associated signa
lures and/or data which corresponds to his or her cellular or 

65 mobile telephone. 
FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of an alternate embodi

ment of the apparatus of the present invention which is 
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utilized in conjunction with a cellular or mobile telephone 
(hereinafter referred to as "cellular telephone") and/or cor
responding cellular telephone account number and/or infor
mation related thereto. The apparatus of FIG. 7 is denoted 
generally by the reference numeral 200. In FIG. 7, the 
apparatus 200 consists of a cellular telephone 202 which 
may be any typical cellular and/or mobile telephone. Any 
other cellular and/or mobile communication device may also 
be utilized. 

The cellular telephone 202 may he any of the widely used 
and well known cellular telephones and/or mobile commu
nication device(s). In the embodiment of FIG. 7, the cellular 
telephone 202 serves as the transaction terminal which is 
described above in conjunction with the previous embodi
ments. As is the case with cellular telephones, the cellular 
telephone may transmit the authorization request and/or 
notice to a central processing computer. The cellular tele
phone 202 may, but need not, receive authorization data 
and/or information from the central processing computer. 
The cellular telephone 202 may also comprise, or have 
associated therewith, a keypad for the manual entry of 
transaction information and/or data, such as the telephone 
number and various command codes utilized in making or 
placing a telephone call. 

The apparatus 200 also comprises a central processing 
computer 203 which services any predefined group of cel
lular telephones or cellular communication devices. For 
example, the central processing computer 203 may handle 
all cellular telephone accounts for a given telecommunica
tions company and/or area. The central processing computer 
203, for example, may process and maintain records of 
cellular telephone calls, including billing information, for 
any number of cellular telephones, cellular telephone 

30 
communication system. In the embodiment of FIG. 7, the 
communications system utilized for transmitting signals 
and/or data to the communication device 204 is a wireless 
telephone network or line and the communication device 
204 is a wireless telephone signal receiving device such as 
a telephone beeper or pager. The communication device 204 
or pager receives the wireless telephone signals and/or data 
from the central processing computer 203 during the autho
rization procedure as will be described in more detail below. 

10 
In the preferred embodiment, the communication device 

204 is also equipped with a transmitter for transmitting 
signals and/or data to the central processing computer 203. 
In this regard, the central processing computer 203 transmits 
signals and/or data to the communication device 204 as well 
as receives signals and/or data from the communication 

15 device 204. The communication device 204 may also trans
mit signals and/or data directly to the cellular telephone 202 
and receive signals and/or data directly from the cellular 
telephone 202. 

In the preferred embodiment, signals and/or data which 
20 are transmitted by the cellular telephone 202 are received at 

the central processing computer 203. The cellular telephone 
202 also receives signals and/or data from the central 
processing computer 203. Further, in the alternate embodi
ment of FIG. 7, the communication device 204 receives 

25 signals and/or data from the central processing computer 
203 and transmits signals and/or data to the central process
ing computer 203. 

As noted above, the communication device 204 is a 
wireless device. In this regard, the communication device 

30 204 or pager may be carried by the cellular telephone owner 
and/or be kept on and/or close to the cellular telephone 
owner's person so that the central processing computer 203 
may transmit signals and/or data to the communication 
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device 204 so as to communicate with the cellular telephone 
owner at any time. 

In the alternate embodiment of FIG. 7, the apparatus 200 
also comprises a facsimile (fax) machine 205, a personal 
computer 201, a telephone 202, a telephone answering 
machine 208, an alternate telephone 209, an alternate tele-

processing office or computer. 

The central processing computer 203 may be a mainframe 
computer, a mini-computer, a micro-computer, a server 
computer, such as those utilized in conjunction with on-line 
services and/or in a network environment, and/or any other 
suitable computer or computer system. 

The central processing computer 203 may also process 
accounts for any of the various cellular and/or mobile 
communications accounts and/or devices. In the preferred 
embodiment, the cellular telephone 202 is linked and/or 
connected to the central processing computer 203 via a 
telecommunications system, link and/or medium 
(hereinafter referred to as ''communications system") such 
as, for example, a telephone network or line. It is important 
to note that the communications system which is utilized 
may be any communications system ami may include tele
communication systems, satellite communications systems, 
radio communication systems, digital communications 
systems, digital satellite communications systems, personal 
communications services communication systems as well as 
any other appropriate communications system. The cellular 
telephone 202 transmits signals and/or data to the central 
processing computer 203 as well as receives signals and/or 
data from the central processing computer 203. 

The apparatus 200 also comprises a cellular telephone 
owner communication device 204 which may receive sig
nals and/or data from either or both of the cellular telephone 
202 and/or the central processing computer 203. In the 
embodiment of FIG. 7, the communication device 204 
receives signals and data from the central processing com
puter 203 with said signals being transmitted via a suitable 

40 phone answering machine 210, a network computer 211, an 
alternate beeper 212, and an alternate pager 213. 

The central processing computer 203 may be linked with 
the above fax machine 205, personal computer 206, tele
phone 207 and associated answering machine 208, alternate 

45 telephone 209 and associated answering machine 210, net
work computer 211, alternate beeper 212 and/or alternate 
pager 213, via any suitable communication system. In the 
preferred embodiment, a telecommunications link or tele
phone line or link, which may or may not be a wireless link 

50 depending on the device and/or the circumstances, is utilized 
in order to link the central processing computer 203 with 
each of the fax machine 205, the personal computer 206, the 
telephone 207 and associated answering machine 208, the 
alternate telephone 209 and associated answering machine 

55 210, the network computer 211, the alternate beeper 212, 
and/or the alternate pager 213. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the various components of the apparatus 
200 of FIG. 7. In FIG. 8, the cellular telephone 202, in the 
preferred embodiment, comprises a central processing unit 

60 or CPU 202A, associated random access memory 202B 
(RAM) and read only memory 202C (ROM) devices, which 
are also connected to the CPU 202A, a user input device 
202D, which is a typically a keypad or other suitable input 
device for inputting data into the cellular telephone 202 and 

65 which is also connected to the CPU 202A, and a display 
device 202E for displaying information and/or data to a user 
or operator. 
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The cellular telephone 202 also comprises a transmitter 
202F for transmitting signals during normal telephone 
operation and/or for transmitting signals and/or data to the 
central processing computer 203, and/or to the communica
tion device 204 and/or to any other device associated with 
lhe account owner or apparatus 200 if desired. The trans
mitter 202F is also connected to the CPU 202A. The cellular 
telephone 202 also comprises a receiver 202G for receiving 
signals during normal telephone operation and/or for receiv
ing signals and/or data from the central processing computer 
203, and from the communication device 204 and/or from 
any other associated device which may be utilized, if 
desired. 

The receiver 202G is also connected to the CPU 202A. 
The cellular telephone 202 may also comprise a printer 
202H or other appropriate output device for outputting data 
to the user. The printer 202H, if utilized, is also connected 

32 
is a keypad or a plurality of keys and/or switches for 
inputting data into the communication device 204 and which 
is also connected to the CPU 204A, and a display device 
204E, for displaying information and/or data to the cellular 
telephone owner, and a database 204F, which are also 
connected to lhe CPU 204A. 

The communication device 204 also comprises a receiver 
204G for receiving signals and/or data from the central 
processing computer 203 and which is also connected to the 

10 CPU 204A, a transmitter 204H for transmitting signals 
and/or data to the central processing computer 203 and 
which is also connected to the CPU 204A. In the preferred 
embodiment, the communication device 204 utilized is a 
pager with a reply feature and/or device. A two-way pager 

15 and/or pager systems may also be utilized for implementing 
the respective components, and/or systems in the commu
nication device 204/central processing computer 203 com
bination and/or link. to the CPU 202A. In the preferred embodiment, the printer 

202H prints receipts corresponding to the transaction and/or 
information transmitted during the telephone call or trans- 20 

The apparatus 200 of the present invention, in the pre
ferred embodiment, may be utilized in order provide cellular 
telephone owner and/or account owner authorization, noti
fication and/or security measures in transactions involving 
cellular telephones and/or cellular telephone numbers, and 
any transactions involving same in the manner described 

action. 
In FIG. S, the central processing computer 203, in the 

preferred embodiment, comprises a central processing unit 
or CPU 203A, associated random access memory 203B 
(RAM) and read only memory 203C (ROM) devices, which 
are connected to the CPU 203A, a user input device 2030, 
which is a keypad or any other suitable input device for 
inputting data into the central processing computer 203 and 
which is also connected to the CPU 203A and a display 
device 203E for displaying information and/or data to a user 
or operator. 

The central processing computer 203 also comprises a 
transmitter(s) 203F for transmitting signals and/or data to 
the cellular telephone 202 and to the communication device 
204 and/or to any other device which may be utilized and/or 

25 below and with reference to FIG. 9. In this manner, the 
apparatus and method of the present invention may be 
utilized to obtain cellular telephone owner and/or account 
owner authorization in a transaction involving cellular tele-

30 phones and/or cellular telephone numbers. 
FIG. 9 illustrates the operation of the apparatus 200 of 

FIG. 7 in flow diagram form. It is important to note, with 
regards to the apparatus 200 of FIG. 7, that the cellular 
telephone replaces the transaction terminal of the previously 

35 
described embodiments. With reference to FIG. 9, the opera
tion of the apparatus 200 commences at step 230 when the 
cellular telephone 202 is utilized to make a cellular tele
phone call and/or transaction. 

to any one or more of the fax machine 205, personal 
computer 206, telephone 207 and associated answering 
machine 208, alternate telephone 209 and associated 
answering machine 210, network computer 211, alternate 

40 
beeper 212, and/or alternate pager 213. The transmitter(s) 
203F is also connected to the CPU 203A. The central 
processing computer 203 also comprises a receiver(s) 203G 

The cellular telephone 202 will activate the apparatus 
200, at step 231, with the initiation of the cellular telephone 
call, and/or in any other typical manner, such as when a 
cellular telephone is utilized to gain access to the telephone 
network so that the calling connection may be established 
via the cellular communications network and/or the cell site. for receiving signals and/or data from the cellular telephone 

202 and from the communication device 204 and/or from 
any other suitable device which may be utilized in conjunc
tion with the apparatus 200. The receiver(s) 203G is also 
connected to the CPU 203A. 

The central processing computer 203 also comprises a 
database(s) 203H which contains account information and 
data pertaining to the cellular telephone owner(s) and/or 
account(s). The database 203H contains information about 
the cellular telephone owner, the telephone number, etc., and 
any other information and/or data necessary to the manage 
and/or process an account and/or account transaction as 
described herein. The database 203H may also contain 
information regarding any limitations and/or restrictions 
placed on the cellular telephone and/or the usc thereof. The 
database 203H is also connected to the CPU 203A. The 

45 Upon the making of the cellular telephone call, at step 231, 
the cellular telephone 202 will transmit data and/or 
information, which identifies the calling telephone, to the 
central processing computer which services the particular 
cellular telephone or cellular telephone network, so that 

50 appropriate billing and/or accounting of telephone usage 
may be noted and/or processed. In the preferred 
embodiment, the central processing computer for lhe par
ticular cellular telephone and/or cellular telephone network 
is the central processing computer 203. At step 232, the 

55 central processing computer will receive and store the data 
and/or information which is transmitted by the cellular 
telephone 202. At step 233, the central processing computer 
203 will process the data and/or information which is 
received from the cellular telephone 202. 

central processing computer 203 also comprises a printer 60 
203I or other appropriate output device for outputting infor
mation and/or data to a user or operator. 

The central processing computer 203 may utilize any of 
the widely known data processing and/or software routines, 
which are known to those skilled in that art, in order to 
process transaction requests and/or authorizations involving 
the use of the respective cellular telephone(s) and/or cellular 

In FIG. 8, the communication device 204, in the preferred 
embodiment, comprises a central processing unit or CPU 
204A, associated random access memory 204B (RAM) and 
read only memory 204C (ROM) devices, which also con
nected to the CPU 204A, a user input device 2040, which 

65 communication device, and/or cellular telephone number. At 
step 234, the central processing computer 203 will perform 
a test in order to determine if the cellular telephone is lost, 
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stolen, cancelled or de-activated. If the cellular telephone is 
determined to be lost, stolen, cancelled or de-activated, the 
central processing computer 203 will, at step 235, block the 
telephone call or terminate the call if it has already been 
connected. The central processing computer 203 will then, at 
step 236, cancel and/or de-activate the cellular telephone 
number or account. The central processing computer 203 
will then, at step 237, notify the cellular telephone owner 
that his or her cellular telephone has been cancelled and/or 
de-activated. The operation of the apparatus will then cease 

10 
at step 238. 

34 
cancel and/or de-activate the cellular telephone. Thereafter, 
the central processing computer 203 will, at step 253, notify 
the cellular telephone owner that the cellular telephone has 
been cancelled and/or de-activated. Upon completion of step 
253, the apparatus will cease operation at step 254. 

If, at step 249, the central processing computer 203 
identifies the cardholder reply or response as being one to 
authorize the cellular telephone call, the central processing 
computer 203 will, at step 255, reset the unauthorized 
transaction count (UNAUTHCT) to zero (0). An unautho
rized transaction count (UNAU1HCT) of 0 will signify that 
any string of unauthorized transactions has now been broken 
by the cellular telephone owner. The central processing 
computer 203 will then, at step 256, allow the cellular 
telephone call to continue uninterrupted. Upon the comple
tion of the cellular telephone call, at step 256, the apparatus 
200 will cease operation at step 257. 

In instances when the cellular telephone owner is a party 
to the cellular telephone call and/or transaction, he or she, 
having the communication device 204 on his or her person, 
may authorize the call and/or transaction at his or her present 
location. If the cellular telephone owner has lent out the 
cellular telephone, he or she may authorize the cellular 

If, at step 234, the central processing computer 203 
determines that the cellular telephone is not lost, stolen, 
cancelled or de-activated, the central processing computer 
203 will, at step 239, transmit a signal and/or data to the 15 
communication device 204 which is located at the cellular 
telephone owner. At step 240, the communication device 
204 will receive and display the data and/or information 
which is transmitted from the central processing computer 
203. The displayed information, in the preferred 20 
embodiment, will include the number called, the time of the 
call, and the duration of the call, in real-time. The informa
tion will remain displayed during the duration of the call so 
that the cellular telephone owner will be notified continu
ously throughout the duration of the call. 25 

telephone call and/or transaction from his or her remote 
location. The cellular telephone owner may also program 
and/or set the communication device 204 to automatically 
authorize or disapprove or disallow cellular telephone calls 
and/or transactions with said selective authorizations being 

At step 241, the central processing computer 203 will 
await the cellular telephone owner's reply or response. If the 
cellular telephone owner replies or responds, the reply or 
response data will also be transmitted to, and received by, 
the central processing computer 203 at step 241. At step 242, 30 
the central processing computer 203 will then determine if 
the cellular telephone owner's response was made within a 
pre-defined time period, which is chosen, in the preferred 
embodiment, to be one (1) minute. If at step 242, it is 
determined that the cellular telephone owner did not reply or 35 
respond within the predefined time limit, the central pro
cessing computer will, at step 243, increment the unautho
rized transaction count (UNAUTHCT) by one (1). 

The central processing computer 203 will then, depending 
upon pre-defined instructions of the cellular telephone 40 

owner, at step 244, either allow the telephone call to 
continue, such as for a pre-defined duration of one (1) 
minute, so as to allow for cases wherein an emergency 
condition exists, or terminate the telephone call immedi
ately. The decision to either allow the telephone call to 45 

continue or to terminate the telephone call can be made by 
the cellular telephone owner and/or by the cellular telephone 
service provider. Upon the completion of step 244, the 
central processing computer 203 will then, at step 245, 
cancel and/or de-activate the cellular telephone. Thereafter, so 
the central processing computer 203 will, at step 246, notify 

made as to time of day, calling areas, numbers called, and/or 
call and/or transaction duration. In this regard, the commu
nication device 204 may be programmable so as to receive 
and analyze the cellular telephone call information and/or 
data and reply or respond to same automatically and/or with 
preset or programmed replies and/or responses. The com
munication device 204 may also he programmable so as to 
limit the number of cellular telephone calls made from the 
cellular telephone and/or with the cellular telephone number. 

The communication device 204, in the preferred 
embodiment, is provided with a memory device for storing 
any number of cellular telephone calls and/or transactions so 
that the cellular telephone owner may review his or her 
account activity and/or cellular calls and/or transactions 
made and/or which have occurred involving his or her 
cellular telephone. In this manner, the cellular telephone 
owner may "scroll" through and/or in other ways review 
account activity. The communication device 204 may also 
he equipped to service more than one cellular telephone 
and/or mobile communication device(s). 

The apparatus and method of the present invention pro-
vides for the real-time notification of cellular and/or mobile 
telephone usage which enables a cellular telephone owner 
and/or account owner to monitor, in real-time, activity 
involving his or her cellular telephone and/or cellular tele-

the cellular telephone owner that the cellular telephone 
number or account has been cancelled and/or de-activated. 
Upon completion of step 246, the apparatus will cease 
operation at step 247. 

If, at step 242, the cellular telephone owner did respond 
55 phone number. TI1e apparatus and method of the present 

invention also provides a means and a mechanism by which 
to inform a cellular telephone owner that the cellular tele
phone is lost or stolen, and/or to provide notification to the 

in time, the central processing computer 203 will process the 
reply or response data and/or information, at step 248. The 
central processing computer 203 will then determine, at step 
249, if the cellular telephone call is authorized by the 60 

cellular telephone owner. If, at step 249, the cellular tele
phone call is unauthorized, the central processing computer 
will, at step 250, increment the unauthorized transaction 
count (UNAUTHCT) by one (1). The central processing 
computer 203 will then, at step 251, terminate the telephone 65 

call immediately. Upon the completion of step 251, the 
central processing computer 203 will then, at step 252, 

cellular telephone owner that his or her cellular telephone 
number is being utilized in calls and/or transactions, such as 
when a cellular telephone has been illegally "cloned". The 
cellular telephone owner may then report the cellular tele
phone lost or stolen and/or cancel and/or de-activate the 
cellular telephone number and/or account. 

The present invention also provides a means and a mecha
nism by which to monitor the number of cellular or mobile 
telephone calls and/or transactions which are unauthorized 
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by the cellular telephone owner and to determine whether or 
not to de-activate the cellular telephone and/or the cellular 
telephone number and/or account. In the above manner, the 
apparatus and method of the present invention provides an 
apparatus and a method to prevent and/or to drastically limit 
fraudulent and/or unauthorit:ed use of, and/or the "cloning" 
of, cellular telephones and/or the unauthorized use of cel
lular telephone numbers. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
also he utilized in connection with an on-line service and/or 10 

on, or over, the Internet and/or the World Wide Web, so as 
to provide for a means by which the respective cardholder, 
account owner, and/or cellular telephone owner, may utilize 
the apparatus and method in conjunction with a home and/or 
a personal computer, a personal communications device, 15 

and/or a commercial or industrial computer system (i.e., an 
internet server computer), and/or any other appropriate 
device, in any appropriate network, system or medium. 

FIG. 10 illustrates yet another alternate embodiment of 
the present invention wherein the apparatus and method of 20 

any of the embodiments described herein may be utilized on, 
or over, an on-line service, the Internet, and/or the World 
Wide Web, and/or any other suitable communication net
work or medium. In FIG. 10, the apparatus, which is denoted 
generally by the reference numeral 300, comprises a trans- 25 

action terminal302, which may be a transaction terminal or 
a cellular telephone or communication device, depending 
upon the application, a server computer 350, which is a 
central processing computer for processing data and/or 
information in an on-line, and/or Internet, and/or World 30 

Wide Web, communication environment, network, or 
medium. 

36 
telephone and/or cellular communications device, depend
ing upon the application. 

The apparatus of FIG. 11 also comprises a central pro
cessing computer 403 which provides processing and/or 
control over the apparatus 400 in the manner described 
above in conjunction with the previously described embodi
ments. The central processing computer 403 and/or the 
server computer 450 may be a mainframe computer, a 
mini-computer, a micro-computer, a server computer, such 
as those utilized in conjunction with online services and/or 
in a network environment, and/or any other suitable com
puter or computer system. 

The apparatus 400 of FIG. 11 also comprises a commu
nications device(s) 404 such as those described herein and in 
conjunction with the apparatus 300 of FIG. 10. The appa
ratus also comprises a server computer 450 which may 
either perform parallel operations and/or processing of the 
data and/or information which is performed and/or pro
cessed by the central processing computer 403 and/or may 
simply receive the data and/or information processed by the 
central processing computer 403. In any event, the server 
computer 450 provides the means hy which the data and/or 
information, which is provided by the apparatus, can be 
accessed and or utilized via an on-line service and/or on, or 
over, the Internet, and/or the World Wide Web, and/or any 
other communications network or medium. 

The server computer 450 should have associated there
with a suitable receiver(s) or transmitter(s) which may be a 
fax/modem and/or any other device(s) which are well known 
to those skilled in the art for providing communications 
and/or a link with a server computer in such a network 
environment. The apparatus of FIG. 11 also comprises a 
communications device 404 which may comprise a home The server computer 350 may be a mainframe computer, 

a mini-computer, a micro-computer, a server computer, such 
as those utilized in conjunction with on-line services and/or 
in a network environment, and/or any other suitable com
puter or computer system. The server. computer 350, in the 
preferred embodiment, should have associated therewith a 
suitable receiver(s) or transmitter(s) which may be a fax/ 
modem and/or any other device(s) which are well known to 
those skilled in the art for providing communications and/or 
a link with a server computer in such a network environ
ment. 

35 
and/or a personal computer, a laptop or a notebook 
computer, and/or any one or more of the herein described 
personal communications devices so that the individual may 
access the apparatus, and in particular, the server computer 
450, at any time and from any location. The apparatus of 

The apparatus of FIG. 10 also comprises a communica
tions device 304 which may comprise a home and/or a 
personal computer, a laptop or a notebook computer and any 
one or more of the herein-described personal communica
tions devices so that the individual may access the apparatus 
300, and in particular, the server computer 350, at any time 
and from any location. Basically, the embodiment ofFIG.10 
serves to replace the central processing computer of the 
previously described embodiments with a server computer 

40 
FIG. 11 is utilized and/or operates in the same, a similar 
and/or an analogous, manner as any of the embodiments 
described herein. 

Applicant hereby incorporates by reference herein all of 
the methods and/or techniques for providing information 

45 and/or data over on-line service and/or on, or over, the 
Internet, and/or the World Wide Web, and/or any other 
suitable communication network or medium, along with 
client/server and/or Web Site technology and methods and/ 
or techniques utilized in conjunction therewith, which are 

50 known as of the filing date of this application. 

for utilization on, or over, an on-line service, the Internet, the 
World Wide Web, and/or any other suitable communications 55 

network or medium. The apparatus of FIG. 10 operates and 

In any and/or all of the embodiments described herein, 
each and every one the components of the apparatus, which 
include, but which are not limited to, the described trans
action terminals, cellular telephones and/or other cellular 
communications devices, central processing computers, 
server computers, if utilized, and any of the various com-

is utilized in the same, in similar and/or an analogous, 
manner as described herein in conjunction with the previ
ously described embodiments. 

FIG. 11 illustrates yet another alternate embodiment of 
the present invention, wherein the present invention is also 
utilized in conjunction with an on-line service and/or on, or 
over, the Internet and/or the World Wide Web, and/or any 
other suitable communication network or medium. In FIG. 
11, the apparatus, which is denoted generally by the refer
ence numeral 400, comprises a transaction terminal 402, 
which may be a transaction terminal and/or a cellular 

munications devices, may transmit and/or receive signals 
and/or data, and/or be capable or transmitting and/or receiv
ing signals and/or data, to and from any and all of the other 

60 apparatus components which may be utilized in conjunction 
therewith, in and for a given embodiment. In this regard, it 
is important to note, with respect to the embodiments of 
FIGS. 10 and 11, and any of the other embodiments 
described herein, that each and every component involved in 

65 the transmission and/or reception of signals, data and/or 
information may include an associated transmitter, receiver 
and/or suitable communication device. 
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The communication system or medium should provide for 
the transmission and/or for the reception of a multitude of 
remote electrical, electronic, electromagnetic, and/or other 
suitable signals, over long distances and/or in a mobile 
and/or a wireless communications environment. Telephone 
signals and lekphom: communication devices can be uti
lized in the present invention as well as personal computers 
and associated peripheral devices which may be utilized 
with telecommunications and/or other suitable communica
tion systems and/or mediums. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
operate over any appropriate communications system, net
work and/or medium and/or other suitable communications 
systems, including radio signal, optical, satellite, digital, 
digital satellite, and/or other communications systems. The 
communications system utilized may operate anywhere in 
the electromagnetic and/or radio frequency spectrum. As 
noted above, the present invention may also be utilized in 
conjunction with a satellite communications system, in 
which case, the receivers and transmitters which are utilized 
in conjunction with the apparatus should be satellite com
munication receivers and transmitters, respectively. For 
example, the associated receiver(s) may be a satellite dish 
receiver(s ). 

In this regard, the cardholder, account owner or cellular 
telephone owner may utilize the apparatus and method of the 
present invention to its fullest capabilities over an on-line 
service and/or on, or over, the Internet, and/or the World 
Wide Web, and/or any other suitable communication net
work or medium. In this manner, the embodiment of FIGS. 
10 and 11 may allow the cardholder, account owner or 
cellular telephone owner to utilize the apparatus and/or to 
monitor the operation of the apparatus over the on-line 
service and/or on, or over, the Internet, and/or the World 
Wide Weh, and/or any other communication network or 
medium, from any suitable computer or device, and/or from 
any location. 

The system receiver(s) may also be utilized in conjunction 
with a home and/or a personal computer and/or other 
personal communications device(s) and/or apparatuses 
which may be utilized with an associated receiver or equiva
lent peripheral device(s). The apparatus may also be utilized 
in conjunction with a computer network such as an on-line 
servic~ and/or on, or over, the Internet, and/or the World 
Wide Web, by employing any appropriate server computer 
and/or an associated Web Site and/or Web Site technology in 
conjunction with an appropriate communication medium 
and communication equipment. 

In any of the above described embodiments, the present 
invention may be utilized in conjunction with any suitable 
communication device(s) and/or communication system(s). 
In this manner, the present invention may be utilized in 
conjunction with a telephone, a line-connected and/or a 
permanent telephone, a touch-tone telephone, a cordless 
telephone and/or a cellular or mobile telephone, a home 
and/or a personal computer having associated telecommu
nication devices or other suitable peripheral dcvicc(s), such 
as a modem and/or a fax/modem, and/or other suitable 
personal communication devices which can operate over an 
appropriate communications system, and/or other suitable 
communications systems and/or mediums, including radio 
signal, optical, satellite, digital, and/or other communica
lions systems and/or mediums. 

Any suitable communication system and/or medium may 
be utilized. Personal communication service (PCS) systems 
and devices, including stationary, portable and/or hand-held 

38 
devices, may also be utilized. Digital signal communications 
devices and systems may also be utilized. Televisions, 
interactive and/or digital televisions, personal communica
tion devices, personal communication services (PCS) 
devices, personal digital assistants, cellular telephones, dis
play telephones, video telephones, display cellular tele
phones and electronically equipped watches and/or other 
devices and/or effects and/or accessories, may also be uti
lized for performing user interactive control, monitoring, 

10 
authorization, notification and/or security functions in con
junction with the present invention. 

It should be noted that the telephone/telephone beeper or 
pager system, including two-way pager systems, may be 
replaced with any other type of transmitter/receiver 

15 
combination, electronic or otherwise, which provides for the 
transmission and reception of a multitude of remote 
electrical, electronic, electromagnetic, and/or other suitable 
signals, over long distances and/or in a mobile and/or a 
wireless communications environment. A-s noted above, a 

20 
personal computer system which may be adapted to such 
operation, or a personal communication device(s) or per
sonal communication services (PCS) device(s) may also be 
utilized for, or in, any of the transmitter/receiver system 
combinations described herein. Two-way pagers and reply 

25 
pagers may also be utilized for any, or in any, of the 
transmitter/receiver system combinations described herein. 

The communication device(s) utilized in the present 
invention, as well as the associated transaction terminal 
and/or cellular communications device(s) and/or associated 

30 central processing computer may be personal communica
tion services (PCS) devices and/or other suitable commu
nications devices. A television, appropriately equipped to 
receive and/or to transmit signals may also be utilized. It is 
also envisioned that digital televisions, interactive 

35 televisions, personal communications devices, personal 
communications services (PCS) devices, personal digital 
assistants, display telephones, electronically equipped 
watches, cellular telephones and/or display cellular tele
phones may also be utilized in conjunction with the present 

40 invention. 
It is also important to note that the communication 

device(s), in any of the embodiments described herein may 
be a home and/or a personal computer having associated 
therewith an appropriate receiver(s) and transmitter(s) such 

45 as, for example, a fax/modem. 
It is important to note that the telephone/telephone beeper 

system, described above, may be replaced with any remote 
transmitter/receiver system, such as by a remote transmitter, 
i.e., a television-type remote control unit, which control unit 

50 would require a user interface featme and which has the 
capability to remotely transmit a multitude of signals over 
long distances to an associated receiver. A two-way pager, a 
reply pager, or any other appropriate two-way communica
tion device may also be utilized. A home and/or a personal 

55 computer, with requisite peripheral devices, a personal com
munication device and/or a personal communication ser
vices (PCS) device may also be utilized. Digital communi
cations devices, interactive televisions and/or digital 
televisions may also be utilized. It is also envisioned that 

60 digital televisions, interactive televisions, personal commu
nications devices, personal communications services (PCS) 
devices, personal digital assistants, display telephones, 
video telephones, electronically equipped watches and/or 
other effects or accessories, cellular telephones, display 

65 cellular telephones, may also be utilized. 
The apparatus of the present invention may be designed or 

programmed to telephone an owner, user, operator, 
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occupant, or other authorized central office individual or 
other authorized individual, at a primary phone number, at 
an alternate or forwarding phone number and/or at a busi
ness phone number, send a beeper or pager message to the 
individual or central office and/or send a facsimile message, 
an electronic mail message, a voice mail message and/or an 
answering service message to, or for, the individual or 
central office. In this manner, the apparatus may report a 
theft and/or a malfunction situation to the interested 
individual(s) by utilizing multiple notification and/or report-

10 
ing avenues and/or schemes so as to provide and ensure that 
the interested individual(s) are in fact notified as soon as 
possible. The multiple notification transmissions may be 
sequentially and/or simultaneously performed. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention may 
also be programmable for programmed and/or automatic 15 

activation, self-activation, programmed and/or automatic 
operation and/or self-operation. The apparatus and method 
of the present invention may provide for an immediate, as 
well as for a deferred, control, monitoring and/or security 
function, and/or response thereto, so as to provide for the 20 

immediate and/or the deferred control, activation, 
de-activation, programming, monitoring and/or security, 
etc., of any one or more the herein described credit cards, 
charge cards, debit cards, currency or "smart" cards, banking 
and/or financial accounts and associated transaction cards, 25 

and/or cellular telephones and/or cellular or mobile com
munications devices, and/or any other suitable application in 
and for which the present invention may be utilized. 

In any of the herein-described embodiments, the commu
nications devices and associated transaction terminals and/ 30 

40 
While the present invention has been illustrated and 

described as being utilized in conjunction with providing 
notice and for obtaining authorizations with regard to trans
actions involving credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, 
and/or currency or "smart" cards, banking and/or financial 
accounts, and/or in conjunction with cellular and/or mobile 
telephones, it is also envisioned that the present invention 
may be utilized in any similar type of transactional activity, 
such as purchasing and/or sale activity over an on-line 
service, the Internet, and/or the World Wide Web and/or in 
any other type of transaction wherein frequent notice and/or 
account holder authorization may be utilized to guard 
against theft and/or fraud and/or unauthorized transactions. 

The apparatus of the present invention may be accessed at 
any lime by the respective cardholder, account owner and/or 
cellular telephone owner and/or cellular communications 
device owner so as to obtain information regarding activity 
on his or her respective account. The respective cardholder, 
account owner and/or cellular telephone owner and/or cel
lular communications device owner may access the appara
tus and, in particular, the central processing computer, 
and/or the server computer, if utilized, so as to obtain 
transaction records regarding any transaction, group or 
string of transactions, transactions by goods and/or service 
type, transactions by dollar amount, etc. 

The respective cardholder, account owner, and/or cellular 
telephone owner and/or cellular communications device 
owner may also obtain, via the central processing computer, 
and/or the server computer, if utilized, periodic transaction 
records showing all transactions for a given week, which 
may by provided weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, yearly, and/or 
for any given and/or desired time period and/or interval. The 
apparatus and, in particular, the central processing computer, 
and/or the server computer, if utilized, may be designed 
and/or programmed so as to automatically and/or periodi-

or cellular communications devices and associated central 
processing computers, may be devices for receiving, and 
transmitting, respectively, radio signals, satellite communi
cation signals, telecommunications signals, optical commu
nication signals and/or other signals and/or those signals, 
including digital signals, which are utilized in conjunction 
with personal communication devices and/or personal com
munication services (PCS) devices. The devices utilized 
should, however, be of the same type and/or operate com
patibly with the corresponding transmitters and receivers of 
the apparatus of the present invention. 

35 cally provide and/or transmit any of the above-described 
account and/or transaction information to the respective 
cardholder, account owner and/or cellular telephone owner 
and/or cellular communications device owner, by transmit
ting same to the respective communications device, which 

The present invention may also be equipped with, and be 
utilized in conjunction with, hardware and software neces
sary for providing self-monitoring functions, automatic con
trol and/or responses to occurrences, providing automatic 
notice of an occurrence and/or a situation to an owner, user 
and/or authorized individual. In this regard, any and all of 
the embodiments described above may comprise a monitor
ing device, a triggering device and/or any other suitable 
device for detecting an occurrence and/or a transaction 
which may warrant providing notice to the respective 
cardholder, account owner and/or cellular telephone owner. 

40 may be any of the devices described herein which are 
utilized as the communications device. 

The apparatus and, in particular, the central processing 
computer, and/or the server computer, if utilized, may also 
be designed and or programmed to transmit any of the 

45 above-described account information and/or transaction 
information to any one or all of the respective cardholder's, 
account owner's, and/or cellular telephone owner's and/or 
cellular communications device owner's facsimile (fax) 
machine, personal computer, telephone, telephone answer-

50 ing machine, alternate telephone, alternate telephone 
answering machine, network computer, and/or alternate 
beeper or pager. Such multiple notification transmissions, if 
utilized, may be performed sequentially and/or simulta-In this regard, the apparatus may provide for an appropriate 

signal, data and/or information transmission to the central 
processing computer, and/or server computer, if utilized. 55 

The signal, data and/or information may be conveyed in the 
form of a communication transmission, depending upon the 
communication medium utilized, a telephone call, a voice 
message, a beeper and/or a pager message, an electronic 
mail message, a fax transmission, and/or any other mode of 
communication which may be utilized in conjunction with 
any of the embodiments described herein. 

neously. 
The central processing computer may be linked with a fax 

machine, personal computer, telephone, associated answer
ing machine, alternate telephone and associated answering 
machine, network computer, and/or alternate beeper or 
pager via any suitable communication system. The telecom-

60 munications link or telephone line or link, which may or 
may not be a wireless link, depending on the device and/or 
the circumstances, is utilized in order to link the central 
processing computer with each of the fax machine, the 
personal computer, the telephone, the associated answering 

The present invention, in any of the embodiments 
described herein, may be designed to be user-friendly. In this 
regard, the present invention may be menu-driven, and/or its 
operation may be menu-selected, from audio menus, visual 
menus, or both audio and visual menus. 

65 machine, the alternate telephone, the alternate telephone 
answering machine, the network computer, and/or the alter
nate beeper or pager. 
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In any of the herein-described and/or envisioned 
embodiments, the respective central processing computer 
which is utilized may comprise a plurality of computers 
and/or computer systems. Further, the respective central 
processing computer may be the processing computer for 
processing account information, and/or for servicing, and/or 
monitoring, the respective account(s) activity, and/or the 
central processing computer may be a separate and/or dis
tinct computer or computer system which is associated with 
and/or linked with the processing computer. 

In any of the herein-described and/or envisioned 
embodiments, the respective communication device which 
may be utilized may operate independently of, and/or in 
conjunction with, a central service and/or a communications 
service. For example, a beeper or pager may be utilized in 
conjunction with a corresponding beeper or pager commu
nications service, which communications service may serve 
to relay signals, data and/or information, to, and from, the 
beeper or pager, whichever the case may be. The commu
nication device which may be utilized may also be capable 
of transmitting signals, data and/or information, directly to, 
and receiving signals, data and/or information, directly 
from, a component(s) of the apparatus, without the need for 
a central service and/or a communications service and/or a 
relay system. 

It is also envisioned that the apparatus and method of the 
present invention may provide for transmitting signals, data 
and/or information to the cardholder, account owner and/or 
cellular telephone owner via transmissions made to, and 
received at a television, radio, car radio, computer and/or 
other communication device which receives signals trans
mitted via any suitable mmmunication system. In this 
manner, for example, a cardholder, account owner and/or 
cellular telephone owner may be notified by having signals, 
data and/or information transmitted to their television, radio, 
car radio, computer, etc., in such a manner so as to interrupt 
the normal operation of same, so as to mnvey the informa
tion and/or message to the cardholder, account owner and/or 
cellular telephone owner, in real-time and/or upon the occur
rence of the event triggering or giving rise to same. 

In any and/or all of the above described embodiments, the 
apparatus may be programmed and/or be programmable by 
the respective cardholder, account owner and/or cellular 
telephone owner or cellular device owner, for his or her 
account. In conjunction with the use of credit cards, charge 
cards, debit cards, the cardholder may program the central 
processing computer, and/or the server computer, if utilized, 
so as to change the credit limits on his or her account, 
periodically and/or at any desired time. For example, a 
cardholder having a credit card with a $10,000.00 dollar 
credit limit, but who very seldom utilizes his or her card for 
much more than $500.00 dollars during a monthly billing 
period, may program the apparatus and, in particular, the 
central processing computer, or server computer, if utilized, 
so as to temporarily reduce his or her credit limit. 

If the cardholder should then desire to make a major 
purchase with his or her credit card of, for example, a 
purchase in the amount of $8500.00, the cardholder may, 
prior to the transaction, reprogram the central processing 
computer and/or server computer, if utilized, so as to tem
porarily increase his or her temporary credit limit. The 
apparatus may then be programmed so that, after the major 
purchase has been made, the apparatus may revert operation 
back to the reduced credit limit. 

The cardholder may program the central processing 
computer, and/or the server computer, if utilized, via the 

42 
communication device, which may be any one or more of 
the devices described herein. The cardholder may also 
perform the above-described programming via a touch-tone 
telephone. In the same manner, the cardholder may program 
the apparatus so as to limit the types of transactions 
involving, and/or the goods and/or services which may be 
purchased with, his or her card, and/or the stores and/or 
service providers which may be authorized to accept the 
card, limits on the dollar amounts of transactions pertaining 

10 
to each authorized vendor, seller and/or service provider, 
daily spending limits, the vendors, sellers, and/or service 
providers with which the card may be utilized, the geo
graphical area or location within which the card may be 
utilized, and/or authorized times for card usage (i.e. specific 

15 
days, dates, times of day, times of month, year, etc.), and/or 
any other limitations and/or restrictions regarding amount of 
transaction, parties involved, geographical area, and or times 
of allowed usage. In a similar manner, the cardholder may 
similarly program the apparatus as described above in 

20 
conjunction with use of any of the herein-described cards. 

In a similar manner, a cardholder of a currency and/or 
"smart" card may program the apparatus so as to limit the 
types of transactions involving, and/or the goods and/or 
services which may be purchased with, his or her card, 

25 and/or the stores or service providers which may he autho
rized to accept the card, limits on the dollar amounts of 
transactions pertaining to each authorized vendor, seller 
and/or service provider, daily spending limits, the vendors, 
sellers, and/or service providers with which the card may be 

30 utilized, the geographical area or location within which the 
card may be utilized, and/or authorized times for card usage 
(i.e. specific days, dates, times of day, times of month, year, 
etc.), and/or any other limitations and/or restrictions regard
ing amount of transaction, parties involved, geographical 

35 area, and or times of allowed usage. 
In the case of savings accounts, checking accounts, and/or 

automated teller machine accounts, the account owner may 
program the apparatus and, in particular, the central pro
cessing computer, and/or the server mmputer, if utilized, so 

40 as to limit the amount of any one transaction or transactions, 
individuals who may make the transactions, proof of identity 
of which the types of proof may be specified, specific banks 
and/or financial institutions authorized to accept and/or 
perform transactions for the account, geographical areas 

45 and/or location within which banks and/or financial institu
tions may be authorized to accept and/or perform transac
tions with the account, specific times of day, specific days, 
dates and/or time of the month in, or on, which transactions 
may be authorized, limits of charge-backs, returned item 

50 amount withdrawals, maintenance and/or other fee charge 
withdrawals, etc. and/or authorized times for account usage 
(i.e. specific days, dales, limes of day, limes of month, year, 
etc.), and/or any other limitations and/or restrictions regard
ing amount of transaction, parties involved, geographical 

55 area, and or times of allowed usage. 
With regards to automated teller machine accounts, it is 

also possible to specify and programmably change personal 
identification numbers and/or any other access code(s) and 
provide for various personal identification numbers and/or 

60 access codes for different locations, different automated 
teller machines, different days, different times and/or differ
ent transaction amounts. 

In the cases of cellular telephones and/or cellular com
munications devices, the cellular telephone owner and/or 

65 cellular communication device owner may program the 
apparatus and, in particular, the central processing computer, 
and/or the server computer, if utilized, so as to limit the 
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phone numbers which may be called, and/or the numbers 
from which incoming calls may be accepted and/or received, 
the geographical areas and/or locations which may be called 
and/or accessed or from which calls may be received, the 
times of day, specific days, dates, times of month or year, 
during which the cellular telephone and/or cellular commu
nication device may be utilized, specific phone numbers 
which may be called, specific time durations for a phone call 
and/or any authorized times for cellular telephone and/or 
cellular communication device usage (i.e. specific days, 10 

dates, times of day, times of month, year, etc.), and/or any 
other limitations and/or restrictions, regarding amount of 
transaction, parties involved, geographical area, and or times 
of allowed usage. 

44 
card service receipts at remote locations; U.S. Pat. No. 
5,479,510 which teaches an automated data card payment 
verification method; U.S. Pat. No. 5,473,667 which teaches 
a paging system with third party authorization; U.S. Pat. No. 
3,723,655 which teaches a credit authorization terminal; 
U.S. Pal. No. 5,485,510 which leaches a secure credit/debit 
card authorization; U.S. Pat. No. 5,406,619 which teaches a 
universal authentication device for use over telephone lines; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,444,616 which teaches financial transaction 
systems and methods utilizing a multi-reader transaction 
terminal; U.S. Pat. No. 5,513,250 which teaches telephone 
based credit card protection; U.S. Pat. No. 4,485,300 which 
teaches a loss control system; U.S. Pat. No. 4,758,714 which 
teaches a point-of-sale mechanism; U.S. Pat. No. 4,947,027 

15 which teaches a system for identifying authorized use of 
credit cards; U.S. Pat. No. 5,357,563 which teaches a data 
card terminal for receiving authorizations from remote loca
tions; U.S. Pat. No. 5,444,763 which teaches a translation 
and connection device for radio frequency point of sale 

The present invention may also be utilized so as to 
provide financial transaction and/or wireless communication 
device authorization, notification and/or security for any 
number and/or types of accounts, including credit card 
accounts, charge card accounts, debit card accounts, cur
rency or "smart" card accounts, and/or other transaction card 
accounts, savings accounts, checking accounts, automated 
teller machine accounts, cellular telephone accounts and/or 
cellular communication device accounts. In this manner, the 
apparatus may comprise a communication device or com
munications devices which may receive and/or transmit 25 

signals, data and/or information, for any number and/or 
types of the above accounts, and/or for each of the respective 
accounts utilized, from and to the respective central pro
cessing computer and/or central processing computers for 

20 transaction system; U.S. Pat. No. 5,243,645 which teaches 
an automatic system for forwarding of calls; and U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,938,090 which teaches a terminal apparatus. 

the respective accounts. In this manner, an individual may 30 

utilize a single communication device so as lo monitor all of 
his or her accounts and/or types of accounts. 

The apparatus and method of the present invention pro
vides for the real-time notification of financial transactions 
involving credit cards, charge cards, debit cards, and/or 35 

currency or "smart" cards, which enables a cardholder to 
monitor, in real-time, activity involving his or her card(s) 
and the corresponding accounts. The apparatus and method 
of the present invention also provides a means and a 
mechanism by which to inform a cardholder that his or her 40 

card(s) are lost, stolen, or is being utilized in an unauthorized 
manner and provides an indication to the cardholder of when 
and where his or her card(s) is being utilized in transactions. 
The cardholder may then report the card lost or stolen and/or 
cancel and/or de-activate the card. The apparatus and 45 

method of the present invention provides the same, and/or 
analogous, features and/or functions for banking and/or 
financial accounts and/or for cellular telephone accounts. 

While the communications device(s) described above are 
50 

described, in each of the respective embodiments, as being 
utilized for specific uses (i.e. credit and other cards 
transactions, banking and/or financial transactions, and/or 
cellular telephone transactions, the communication device 
(s) may also be adapted and/or programmed for use in all of 

55 
these aforementioned transactions so that an individual may 
utilize a single communication device for all of the above 
described and/or envisioned transaction types. 

It is envisioned that the apparatus and method of the 
present invention may be utilized in conjunction with other 60 
apparatuses and methods in the prior art, and that the present 
invention may be incorporated with these known appara
tuses and methods so as to improve upon them and so as to 
find additional applications for the present invention. 

Applicant hereby incorporates by reference herein the 65 

following United States Patents: U.S Pat. No. 5,173,594 
which teaches a system for printing personalized charge-

While the present invention has been described and 
illustrated in various preferred and alternate embodiments, 
such descriptions are merely illustrative of the present 
invention and are not to be construed to be limitations 
thereof. In this regard, the present invention encompasses 
any and all modifications, variations and/or alternate 
embodiments with the scope of the present invention being 
limited only by the claims which follow. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A transaction security apparatus, which comprises: 
a receiver for receiving one of a limitation and a restric

tion on an account usage, wherein said one of a 
limitation and a restriction on an account usage are 
received in real-time from an individual account 
holder; 

a memory device for storing said one of a limitation and 
a restriction on an account usage; and 

a central processing device for processing an authoriza
tion request for a transaction on an account in conjunc
tion with said one of a limitation and a restriction on an 
account usage, 

wherein said central processing device generates a first 
signal, wherein said first signal contains information 
for one of authorizing and disallowing the transaction. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said account is one 
of a credit card account, a charge card account, a debit card 
account, a currency card account, a "smart" card account, a 
bank account, a savings account, a checking account, an 
automated teller machine account, a cellular telephone 
account, and a cellular communication device account. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said one of a 
limitation and a restriction on an account usage is one of a 
type of authorized transaction, one of a good and a service 
authorized, authorized one of vendor, store, and service 
provider, transaction amount limitation, daily spending 
limit, authorized geographical area of usage, authorized time 
of usage, authorized individual, transaction limit for one of 
a savings account, a checking account, a bank account, and 
an automated teller machine account, authorized individual 
for transacting on a savings account, a checking account, a 
bank account, and an automated teller machine account, 
proof of identity required for transaction, one of bank and 
financial institution authorized for the transaction, a limita
tion of a fee charge on an account, automated teller machine 
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account access code, authorized transaction location, autho
rized telephone number, authorized telephone calling time, 
authorized telephone calling area, authorized telephone call
ing destination, authorized number of telephone calls, autho
rized incoming telephone call, authorized telephone call 
duration, and authorizt:d tt:kphont: call ont: of cost and 
transaction amount. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said receiver 
receives a transaction authorization request signal. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said apparatus 10 

further comprises: 
a transmitter for transmitting a notification signal to an 

account holder in response to the authorization request. 
6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein said notification 

signal is transmitted to an individual communication device. 15 

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein said individual 
communication device is one of a telephone, a beeper, a 
pager, a two-way pager, a reply pager, a home computer, a 
personal computer, a personal communication device, a 
personal communication services device, a digital commu- 20 

nications device, a television, an interactive television, a 
digital television, a personal digital assistant, a display 
telephone, a radio, a car radio, a video telephone, a watch, 
a cellular telephone, a wireless telephone, a mobile 
telephone, a display cellular telephone, and a facsimile 25 

machine. 
8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said one of a 

limitation and a restriction on an account usage is transmit-
ted to said receiver from one of a telephone, a touch-tone 
telephone, a two-way pager, a reply pager, a home computer, 30 

a pt:rsonal computt:r, a pt:rsonal communication dt:vict:, a 
personal communication services device, a digital commu
nications device, a television, an interactive television, a 
digital television, a personal digital assistant, a display 
telephone, a video telephone, a watch, a cellular telephone, 35 

a wireless telephone, a mobile telephone, a display cellular 
telephone, and a facsimile machine. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said authorization 
request is transmitted from one of a point-of-sale device, a 
transaction device, a cellular telephone, and a cellular com- 40 

munication device. 
10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said one of a 

limitation and a restriction on an account usage is transmit
ted one of on-line and via a non-voice signal. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said apparatus 45 

further comprises: 

means for counting a number of unauthorized transactions 
which occur on an account. 

sig~:i ~~t~~~a~~~u~f0t~a~:!~i~~ ~~~:ct~~:sa:~ti~~t~~~~~~ 50 

location of transaction, time of transaction, and one of good 
and service involved in the transaction. 

13. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said apparatus 
operates one of on and over a telecommunication network, 

46 
a satellite communication network, a radio communication 
network, a digital communications network, a cellular com
munication network, a personal communications services 
communication network, the Internet, and the World Wide 
Web. 

14. A transaction security apparatus, which comprises: 

means for receiving one of a limitation and a restriction on 
an account usage, wherein said one of a limitation and 
a restriction on an account usage are received in 
real-time from an individual account holder; 

means for storing said one of a limitation and a restriction 
on an account usage; and 

means for processing an authorization request for a trans
action on an account in conjunction with said one of a 
limitation and a restriction on an account usage, 

wherein said processing means generates a first signal, 
wherein said first signal contains information for one of 
authorizing and disallowing the transaction. 

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein said apparatus 
further comprises: 

means for transmitting a notification signal to an account 
holder in response to the authorization request. 

16. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein said apparatus 
further comprises: 

means for counting a number of unauthorized transactions 
which occur on an account. 

17. A method for transaction security, which comprises: 
receiving one of a limitation and a restriction on an 

account usage, wherein said one of a limitation and a 
restriction on an account usage are received in real-time 
from an individual account holder; 

storing said one of a limitation and a restriction on an 
account usage; 

processing an authorization request for a transaction on an 
account in conjunction with said one of a limitation and 
a restriction on an account usage; and 

determining whether the transaction is one of authorized 
and unauthorized. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
notifying an account holder of the transaction. 
19. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
counting a number of unauthorized transactions which 

occur on an account. 
20. The method of claim 17, wherein said account is one 

of a credit card account, a charge card account, a debit card 
account, a currency card account, a "smart" card account, a 
bank account, a savings account, a checking account, an 
automated teller machine account, a cellular telephone 
account, and a cellular communication device account. 
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ELECTRONIC MONEY CARD, ELECTRONIC 
MONEY RECEIVING/PAYING MACHINE, AND 

ELECTRONIC MONEY CARD EDITING DEVICE. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to an electronic 
money card for dealing with money electronically, an elec
tronic money receiving/paying machine for reading and 
writing electronic money from and to the electronic money 
card, and an electronic money card editing device for 
allowing a user, e.g, to refer to information stored in the 
electronic money card. 

[0002] An electronic money card has a recording of 
money in the form of electronic cash in a memory built in 
an IC chip of an IC card. When a user stores electronic 
money in a recording area of a memory or withdraws the 
electronic money from the recording area, a certification 
number specific to the IC card or a password the user has for 
his account in a banking organ is used as a condition for 
payment with the card. 

[0003] However, the aforementioned electronic money 
card certifies the user with a single password, and under this 
procedure, any user who knows the password can withdraw 
the total amount of electronic money stored in the electronic 
money card at once. Thus, when the user lends his electronic 
money card to or shares it with other people, the users must 
use the electronic money within the portions of a usable limit 
they mutually agreed upon, respectively. In addition, it is 
necessary to prepare a management ledger such as an 
account book to keep a record of used electronic money 
data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] The object of the present invention is to provide an 
electronic money card capable of storing usable limits of 
electronic money and passwords on a user or a usage basis 
and storing a transaction record including items indicating 
users and usages, an electronic money receiving/paying 
machine capable of receiving and paying electronic money 
to and from the electronic money card, and an electronic 
money card editing device allowing a user to refer to the 
transaction record stored in the electronic money card and to 
alter identifiers, usable limits of electronic money and pass
words set on a usage basis. 

[0005] To achieve the above object, the present invention 
provides an electronic money card, in which a storage 
section of the card has an area for storing a restricting 
condition for the withdrawal of electronic money and in 
which a logic is provided so that a user is allowed to read or 
write the electronic money stored in the electronic money 
card hased on such condition. 

[0006] The present invention further provides an elec
tronic money receiving/paying machine that allows a user to 
receive or pay electronic money based on a restricting 
condition set in an electronic money card when the machine 
performs a receiving and paying process with the electronic 
money card in accordance with a message displayed on a 
display section of the machine. 

[0007] The present invention still provides an electronic 
money card editing device that allows a user to refer to a 
transaction record in the electronic money card and to alter 
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passwords, usages and usable limits in accordance with a 
message displayed on a display section of the device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an exemplary orga
nization of an electronic money system using an electronic 
money card, an electronic money receiving/paying machine 
and an electronic money card editing device; 

[0009] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an exemplary struc
ture of an electronic money card for storing electronic 
money; 

[0010] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing an exemplary con
figuration of an electronic money receiving/paying machine 
installed in a shop for performing the receiving and paying 
operation with respect to the electronic money card; 

[0011] FIG. 4 is an exemplary flowchart showing an 
electronic money transaction provided by a transaction 
application program of the electronic money receiving/ 
paying machine; 

[0012] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an exemplary con
figuration of an electronic money card editing device which 
is possessed by a user and allows the user to refer to a 
transaction record stored in the electronic money card and 
by which the user can update a payment condition; and 

[0013] FIG. 6 is an exemplary flowchart showing a pro
cess provided by a transaction application program of the 
electronic money card editing device. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0014] Embodiments of the present invention will now be 
described with reference to the drawings. 

[0015] FIG. 1 is an exemplary organization of an elec
tronic money system using an electronic money card, an 
electronic money receiving/paying machine using the elec
tronic money card, and an electronic money card editing 
device for editing conditions and the like which are set for 
using the electronic money card. 

[0016] When a user 107 uses an electronic money card 
106 in order to pay the price for a service received at a shop 
102 (among a plurality of shops A, Band so on), the user 107 
inserts the electronic money card 106 into an electronic 
money receiving/paying machine 108 installed at the shop 
102 to read electronic money stored in the card 106. The 
electronic money receiving/paying machine 108 then writes 
the read electronic money into a shop's electronic money 
card (not shown) that has already been inserted into the 
machine 108. A transaction is established between the user 
107 and the shop 102 in this way. 

[0017] Further, when the shop 102 deposits the electronic 
money accumulated in the shop's electronic money card to 
an account the shop 102 has with a banking organ 101, the 
electronic money receiving/paying machine 108 reads the 
electronic money stored in the shop's electronic money card 
and transmits the read electronic money to an electronic 
money management server 104 installed at the banking 
organ 101. The electronic money management server 104 
requests an accounting system 105 installed at the banking 
organ 101 to follow a procedure for depositing an amount of 
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money equivalent to the received electronic money into the 
account of the shop 102. When the accounting system 105 
completes the depositing procedure, the electronic money 
receiving process is complete. 

[0018] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a configuration of the 
electronic money card 106 shown in FIG. 1. When the 
electronic money card 106 is inserted into the electronic 
money receiving/paying machine 108 or an electronic 
money card editing device 109 (hereinafter referred to as the 
''control unit"), the electronic money card 106 is activated in 
response to an electronic signal supplied through an inter
face control section 201. With the electronic money card 106 
activated, an OS (operating system) 206 and an electronic 
money program 207 that are stored in a ROM 203 are loaded 
to a RAM 204. As a result, a CPU 202 is allowed to read and 
write the data in the RAM 204 and a nonvolatile memory 
205 in accordance with a command from the control unit 
received through the interface control section 201. For 
example, when a command for withdrawing or storing 
dectrunic money 208 is received from the interface control 
section 201, the CPU 202 rewrites data of the electronic 
money 208 recorded in the nonvolatile memory 205 in 
accordance with a logic described in the electronic money 
program 207. 

[0019] The nonvolatile memory 205 has a storage area 209 
(hereinafter referred to as the "payment condition 209") for 
recording a personal ID 211 set on a user basis, usage 
identiflcation codes 215 and 219, passwords 212, 216 and 
220 set on a usage basis, usable limits 213, 217 and 221, and 
aggregate amounts 214, 218 and 222. The usage identifica
tion code indicates what purpose a user uses the electronic 
money card 106 for. The usable limit indicates the maximum 
limit of electronic money the user can withdraw. The aggre
gate amount indicates a total sum of electronic money read 
from the electronic money card. Further, the electronic 
money program 207 has logics that allow the user to perform 
processes such as withdrawing electronic money and editing 
the electronic money card using the payment condition 209 
and a master password 228 as permitting conditions. That is, 
one of the logics requires the payment condition 209 as 
permission to allow the user to read the electronic money, 
and the other logic requires the master password 228 as 
permission to allow the user to rewrite the payment condi
tion 209. 

[0020] Further, the nonvolatile memory 205 additionally 
includes a storage area 210 (hereinafter referred to as the 
''transaction record 210") for recording a user's personal ID 
223, a transaction date 224, a transaction category 225, an 
amount transacted 226, and a usage category 227. The 
transaction date 224 indicates the year, month and day in 
which the electronic money is read and written. The trans
action category 225 indicates the reading or writing of 
electronic money. The amount transacted 226 indicates a 
volume of electronic money read or written. The usage 
category 227 indicates the purpose for which the electronic 
money is used. The nonvolatile memory 205 stores a record 
of electronic money and the like therein in accordance with 
a logic given to the electronic money program 207. That is, 
the logic causes the program 207 to record transaction data 
in the transaction record 210 after the program 207 has read 
or written the electronic money. 

[0021] As described above, the condition of usable limit is 
defined for each usage in the electronic money card. There-
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fore, even if there is a positive balance in the user's 
electronic money account, the user is prohibited from per
forming a payment process, such as in purchasing an article, 
using the electronic money 208 exceeding the usable limit. 
Hence, even if a third party happens to know a password 
corresponding to a usage, such third party, not knowing 
passwords corresponding to other usages, can usc the elec
tronic money for only one usage, and this means that the 
damage suffered by the user could be minimized with only 
a minimum amount of money illegally used by the third 
party. In other words, the electronic money card of the 
present invention provides the advantage of minimizing 
illegal use of electronic money. 

[0022] FIG. 3 shows an exemplary configuration of the 
electronic money receiving/paying machine 108 shown in 
FIG. 1. 

[0023] A process for receiving or paying electronic money 
involves the step of transferring the electronic money from 
the electronic money card 106 possessed by the user 107 to 
the electronic money card possessed by the shop 102 or vice 
versa. First, a transaction application program 308 that 
controls electronic money receiving and paying transactions 
displays on a display section 305 an instruction prompting 
the user 107 to insert the user's electronic money card 106 
into an electronic money card reading/writing section 301 on 
the user side and an instruction prompting the shop 102 to 
insert the shop's electronic money card into an electronic 
money card reading/writing section 302 on the shop side. 
Mter the user 107 and the shop 102 finish inserting their 
electronic money cards, the transaction application program 
308 displays on the display section 305 an instruction 
prompting the user 107 to enter a group of data which 
includes an amount of money equivalent to a service the user 
received from the shop, a password certifying that the user 
107 is a legitimate user of the electronic money card 106, a 
personal ID identifying the user 107 and an identification 
code specifying a usage of the electronic money. As a result, 
the program 308 receives such group of data from the user 
107 via an input section 304. Then, the transaction applica
tion program 308 gives an electronic money program 309 a 
command and the group of data received from the input 
section 304. The command causes the program 309 to 
transfer electronic money equivalent to the amount of 
money received from the input section 304 from the user's 
electronic money card 106 to the shop's electronic money 
card. Successively, in response to the command from the 
transaction application program 308, the electronic money 
program 309 transfers the electronic money to the shop's 
electronic money card from the user's electronic money card 
106. The group of data transferred at this time is delivered 
to the electronic money program 207 stored in the user's 
electronic money card 106 and used as permission to per
form the electronic money payment process described with 
reference to FIG. 2, i.e., as the condition set by the usage 
identification code 215, the password 216 and the like. 

[0024] In a process through which the shop deposits the 
electronic money stored in the shop's electronic money card 
in an account the shop 102 has with the banking organ 101, 
the transaction application program 308 gives the electronic 
money program 309 a command for withdrawing the elec
tronic money from the shop's electronic money card, and the 
electronic money program 309 transfers the withdrawn 
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electronic money to the electronic money management 
server 104 from a communication control section 303. 

[0025] FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an exemplary elec
tronic money payment transaction provided by the transac
tion application program 308 of the electronic money receiv
ing/paying machine 108. A CPU 306 controls the 
transaction. 

[0026] First, the user 107 enters a personal ID that iden
tifies the user 107 and a usage of electronic money from the 
input section 304 (Step 401). The transaction application 
program 308 checks the validity of the entered data (Step 
402). The checking process is performed when the electronic 
money program 309 of the electronic money receiving/ 
paying machine 108 gives the electronic money program 
207 of the electronic money card 106 an instruction for 
checking the entered data. On the other hand, the electronic 
money program 207 of the electronic money card 106 
determines the validity of the received input data by com
paring such received input data with the personal ID 211 and 
the usage-based identification codes 215 and 219 which are 
defined as the payment condition 209 in the nonvolatile 
memory 205. 

[0027] Next, the program 308 asks the input section 304 of 
the electronic money receiving/paying machine 108 if the 
user has entered the usage (Step 403). If the answer is 
affirmative, the program 308 prompts the user to enter a 
usage-based password (Step 404), whereas if the answer is 
negative, the program 308 prompts the user to enter a regular 
password (Step 405). Then, the validity of the entered 
password is checked in accordance with the type of pass
word, either usage-based or regular (Step 406). The elec
tronic money program 207 of the electronic money card 106 
makes the validity check by comparing the entered password 
with the passwords 212, 216 and 220 defined as the payment 
condition 209. 

[0028] If the entered password is found to be correct, an 
amount of electronic money 208 withdrawable from the 
electronic money card 106 within the usable limit 213, 217 
or 221 corresponding to the entered usage is obtained (Step 
407). Then, the amount of money withdrawn is added to the 
aggregate amount of electronic money so far paid 214, 218 
or 222 (Step 408), and the obtained sum is compared with 
both the electronic money balance and the usable limit 213, 
217 or 221 in the electronic money card (Step 409). If the 
sum is equal to or smaller than the balance and the usable 
limit 213, 217 or 221, the user is permitted to make payment 
in electronic money, so that the electronic money is with
drawn, and the payment transaction is terminated after a 
recording of transaction data is made (Step 410). The 
transaction data includes the personal ID 223, the date 224 
in which the transaction is performed, the transaction cat
egory 225 that specifies the type of transaction, either receipt 
or payment, the amount of money transacted 226, and the 
usage category 227 that indicates identification codes 
defined on a usage basis. When such transaction data is 
written into the transaction record 210 of the electronic 
money card 106, a payment transaction is terminated. 

[0029] The comparison process in Step 409 will be 
described more specifically. TI1at is, the following describes 
in more detail the process of comparing the amount of 
money withdrawn to be added (or the amount of money to 
be paid which is to be added to the aggregate amount of 
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electronic money paid shown in FIG. 2) with the electronic 
money balance in the electronic money card 106 and the 
usable limit 213, 217 or 221 defined as the payment condi
tion 209. The usable limit means the maximum limit of 
electronic money set for each usage as described above. For 
example, if a user withdraws electronic money many times, 
the amount of money withdrawn is added up every time the 
withdrawing operation is performed. That is, under this 
procedure, the user is required to receive and pay the 
electronic money within a usable limit. Thus, not only the 
amounts of money withdrawn by the user is compared with 
the usable limit, but also the sum of the amount of money 
currently withdrawn and the aggregate amount of money so 
far paid is compared with the usable limit. On the other 
hand, in case the electronic money balance is insufficient, the 
amount of money to be added is compared with the current 
electronic money balance so that the user can perform 
transactions within the electronic money currently available 
as the balance. Thus, whether the user can withdraw the 
electronic money from his electronic money card or not is 
determined by making these comparisons. 

[0030] Further, the steps described with reference to FIG. 
4 are not necessarily taken in the order they are mentioned. 
For example, the object of the present invention can be 
achieved by executing the usage-related steps (Steps 401 to 
403) after checking the balance in the electronic money card 
(Step 409). The same applies to the flow of steps shown in 
FIG. 6. 

[0031] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a configuration of the 
electronic money card editing device 109. 

[0032] A transaction application program 506 of the elec
tronic money card editing device 109 provides a reference 
service and two types of rewriting services. The reference 
service allows a user to refer to the transaction record 210 
stored in the electronic money card 106. One of the rewriting 
services allows the user to rewrite the passwords 212, 216 
and 220 set on a usage basis, and the usage identification 
codes 215 and 219 and usable limits 213, 217 and 221 
recorded in the electronic money card 106. The other 
rewriting service allows the user to reset to zero the aggre
gate amounts of electronic money paid 214, 218 and 222 
recorded in the electronic money card 106 on a user and a 
usage basis. An electronic money program 507 executes a 
process for reading and writing the payment condition 209 
recorded in the electronic money card 106 and a process for 
reading the transaction record 210 stored in the card 106. 
The user 107 inserts the electronic money card 106 to an 
electronic money card reading section 501 and enters data 
necessary for receiving desired services from an input 
section 502 in accordance with instructions displayed on a 
display section 503. 

[0033] FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing how the services are 
provided by the transaction application program 506 of the 
electronic money card editing device 109. A CPU 504 
mainly controls the following processes. 

[0034] First, the transaction application program 506 of 
the electronic money card editing device 109 displays on the 
display section 503 a message instructing the user 107 to 
select a service (Step 601 ). 

[0035] If the service for referring to the transaction record 
is selected from the input section 502, the process for 
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reading the transaction record is executed (Step 608). The 
transaction record is read when the electronic money pro
gram 507 applies to the electronic money program 207 
stored in the electronic money card 106 a command for 
reading the transaction record 210 stored in the nonvolatile 
memory 205. In response to the command, the electronic 
money program 207 of the electronic money card 106 reads 
a data table of the transaction record 210 and delivers the 
read data table to the transaction application program 506 
through the electronic money program 507. Then, the data 
table of the transaction record 210 is displayed on the 
display section 503 (Step 609). 

[0036] On the other hand, if the service for rewriting a 
password, a usage, and a usable limit of money is selected 
from the input section 502, the user is requested to enter a 
personal ID and a usage (Step 602). The entered data are 
delivered to the electronic money program 207 of the 
electronic money card 106 and used to select items to he 
rewritten from a data table of the payment condition 209. 
Upon detection of the data that coincides with the entered 
data (Step 603), the user 107 is requested to enter a master 
password given to a manager of the electronic money card 
106 (the manager is one of the users 107 who is authorized 
to rewrite the payment condition 209) (Step 604). This step 
is effective in prohibiting a current possessor of the elec
tronic money card 106 from altering any part of the payment 
condition 209 specified by others when the electronic money 
card 106 is lent to or shared among a plurality of people. The 
entered password is compared with the master password 228 
of the electronic money card 106 (Step 605). When both 
passwords coincide with each other, the user 107 is permit
ted to enter new data (updated data) (Step 606). Then, the 
entered new data is delivered to the electronic money 
program 207 so that the data is rewritten (Step 607). If the 
passwords do not coincide in Step 605, the user cannot alter 
data (various conditions) in the electronic money card 106. 

[0037] On the other hand, when the user selects the service 
for resetting the aggregate amounts of money paid to zero, 
the user is requested to enter a usage, a password and the like 
as the user is so requested in the process described with 
respect to receiving the service for rewriting a password, a 
usage and a usable limit (Steps 610, 611, 612 and 613). 
When the rewriting of the payment condition 209 recorded 
in the nonvolatile memory 205 of the electronic money card 
106 is permitted, the aggregate amounts of money paid 214, 
218 and 222 are reset to zero (Step 614). The reason why the 
aggregate amounts of money paid in the electronic money 
card are reset to zero is to avoid the inconvenience of 
prohibiting a legitimate user from legally using the elec
tronic money card. That is, the legitimate user is no longer 
permitted to use the electronic money card if his electronic 
money payments exceed the usable limits as each payment 
is accumulated in the aggregate amounts in the electronic 
money card. 

[0038] The present invention will be described more spe
cifically. Let us take an example in which a plurality of 
people share a single card in common: e.g., family members 
such as the farther, the mother, an elder brother, a younger 
sister share a card, and company staff members such as a 
general manger, a manager, employees share a card. In these 
cases, the card can be used flexibly by setting on an 
individual member basis such usage-based conditions as 
passwords and identification codes defined in the payment 
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condition 209 which is described with reference to FIG. 2. 
In addition, the card allows each member user to set con
ditions on a usage basis, such as the purchasing of books, 
foods or clothes. 

[0039] While the processes (described especially with 
reference to FIGS. 4 and 6) of the electronic money card, 
the electronic money receiving/paying machine and the 
electronic money card editing device are performed chiefly 
under the control of the CPUs respectively equipped with 
the electronic money receiving/paying machine and the 
electronic money card editing device, it goes without saying 
that the CPU arranged in the electronic money card can 
control these processes. It may be noted that each of these 
CPUs is termed a "control section." 

[0040] According to the present invention, an electronic 
money card allows a plurality of users to record their 
individual usable limits and passwords of electronic money 
on a usage basis, and the electronic money card prohibits the 
use of the electronic money in amounts exceeding the usable 
limits unless the manager of the electronic money card who 
has the master password is asked to reset the aggregate 
amounts of electronic money paid to zero. As a result of the 
present invention, a single electronic money card can be 
shared in common among a plurality of people, and thus the 
invention contributes to the promotion of a planned use of 
the electronic money card among family members or in 
corporate organizations. 

[0041] Furthermore, the electronic money stored in the 
electronic money card is managed on the basis of a plurality 
of usable limits and passwords. Therefore, even if a certain 
password is leaked to a third party, the advantage of improv
ing safety is provided in the sense that the third party cannot 
withdraw all the electronic money available in the card at 
once. 

1. An electronic money card for transacting electronic 
money, comprising: 

a control section and a storage section, wherein 

the storage section stores data of the electronic money, 
a plurality of pieces of identification data for iden
tifying usages to be specified when the electronic 
money card is used, and usable limit data for limiting 
an amount of electronic money to be used in corre
spondence with each piece of identification data, and 
wherein 

the control section compares a piece of identification 
data received from outside the electronic money 
card with each of the pieces of identification data 
stored in the storage section upon request for 
payment and permits the payment in electronic 
money within the usable limit of the electronic 
money limited by the piece of identification data 
when the compared pieces of identification data 
coincide with each other. 

2. An electronic money card according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the storage section stores a password set to correspond to 
a piece of identification data, and 

the control section permits payment in electronic money 
when a password received from outside the electronic 
money card coincides with the password stored in the 
storage section. 
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3. An electronic money card according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the storage section stores an aggregate amount obtained 
by the control section adding up a total amount of 
electronic money paid every time the electronic money 
is paid. 

4. An electronic money card according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the storage section stores a transaction record in which 
transaction data are recorded when the control section 
pt:rforms an dt:clronic mont:y transaction. 

5. An electronic money card according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the control section updates the piece of identification data 
when instructed to update the piece of identification 
data stored in the storage section. 

6. An electronic money card according to claim 5, 
wherein 

the storage section stores a master password for giving 
permission to alter data stored in the storage section, 
and 

the control section updates the piece of identification data 
when a password to be entered coincides with the 
maslt:r password. 

7. An electronic money transaction apparatus for perform
ing an electronic money transaction with an electronic 
money card for storing electronic money therein, compris
ing: 

a CPU, an input section, and a display section, wherein 

the CPU displays a message prompting a user to enter 
a usage of the electronic money card on the display 
section upon request for a transaction using the 
electronic money and performs an electronic money 
transaction with the electronic money card based on 
the usage entered from the input section. 

8. An electronic money transaction apparatus according to 
claim 7, wherein 

the CPU displays a message prompting a user to enter a 
password set in accordance with a usage on the display 
section and permits a transaction with the electronic 
money card when the password entered from the input 
section coincides with a password set in the electronic 
money card. 

9. An electronic money transaction apparatus according to 
claim 7, wherein 

the CPU stops a transaction with the electronic money 
card when an amount of electronic money for payment 
to be entered from the input section is greater than an 
electronic money balance in the electronic money card. 

10. An electronic money transaction apparatus according 
to claim 7, wherein 

the CPU stops a transaction with the electronic money 
card when an amount of electronic money for payment 
to be entered from the input section is greater than a 
usable limit set in the electronic money card. 

11. An electronic money transaction apparatus according 
to claim 7, wherein 

the CPU sums an amount of electronic money transacted 
in the electronic money card as an aggregate amount 
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every time an electronic money transaction is per
formed with the electronic money card. 

12. An electronic money transaction apparatus according 
to claim 11, wherein 

the CPU stops a transaction with the electronic money 
card when a sum of an amount of electronic money for 
payment to be entered from the input section and the 
aggregate amount in the electronic money card is 
greater than an electronic money balance in the elec
tronic money card. 

13. An electronic money transaction apparatus according 
to claim 11, wherein 

the CPU stops a transaction with the electronic money 
card when a sum of an amount of electronic money for 
payment to be entered from the input section and the 
aggregate amount in the electronic money card is 
greater than a usable limit set in the electronic money 
card. 

14. An electronic money card editing device for editing an 
electronic money card, comprising: 

a display section for displaying a message prompting a 
user to select a service from a plurality of services; 

an input section for detecting selection of the service in 
accordance with the message displayed on the display 
section; 

a reading/writing section for reading and writing data of 
the electronic money card; and 

a CPU, wherein 

the CPU detects selection of a service for editing data 
in the electronic money card made from the input 
section and, when the service is for altering a usage 
of the electronic money card, updates data indicating 
the usage stored in the electronic money card 
through the reading/writing section. 

15. An electronic money card editing device according to 
claim 14, wherein 

when the service is for altering a usable limit of the 
electronic money card, the CPU updates the usable 
limit set in the electronic money card through the 
reading/writing section. 

16. An electronic money card editing device according to 
claim 14, wherein 

the CPU displays a message prompting a user to select a 
service from a plurality of services on the display 
section, displays on the display section a password for 
permitting the user to edit data in the electronic money 
card when an instruction for editing the data in the 
electronic money card is received from the input sec
tion, and permits the user to edit the data in the 
electronic money card when a password entered from 
the input section coincides with a master password 
obtained through the reading/writing section. 

17. An electronic money card editing device according to 
claim 14, wherein 

when the service is for referring to a transaction record in 
the electronic money card, the CPU reads the transac
tion record in the electronic money card through the 
reading/writing section and displays data of the read 
transaction record on the display section. 
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18. An electronic money card editing device according to 
claim 14, wherein 

when the service is for initializing the aggregate amounts 
of electronic money summed up in the electronic 
money card, the C:PU resets the aggregate amounts 
stored in the electronic money card to zero through the 
reading/writing section. 

19. A method of performing an electronic money trans
action using an electronic money card, comprising the steps 
of: 

storing dectrunic money data in the ekctrunic money 
card, a plurality of pieces of identification data for 
identifying usages to be specified when the electronic 
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money card is used, and usable limit data for limiting 
an amount of electronic money to be used in corre
spondence with each piece of identification data; 

comparing a piece of identification data received from 
outside the electronic money card with each of the 
pieces of identification data stored in the storage sec
tion upon request for payment; and 

permitting the payment in electronic money within the 
usable limit of electronic money limited in correspon
dence with the piece of identification data when the 
compared pieces of data coincide with each other. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

Data processing for an improved securities brokerage/cash 
management system which supervises, implements and 
coordinates a composite account having a master account 
and one or more subaccount(s). The nested subaccounts 
incorporate a subset of features corresponding to the specific 
needs dictated by the purpose of the subaccount and thus 
streamline system operation for the recordkeeper. 
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR 
CONTROLLING MASTER ACCOUNT AND 

NESTED SUBACCOUNT(S) 

The present invention generally relates to computer 
managed financial business systems. More specifically the 
invt:ntion providt:s data proct:ssing mt:lhods and apparatus 
for directing an account management system which incor
porates master accounts with a plurality of nested subac
counts having a specific subset of individual properties. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

10 

2 
individual or individuals within tht: samt: houst:hold 
introduces, from the brokerage house perspective an addi
tional level of recordkeeping requirements and thus a cor
responding increase in fees to the account holder. 

It was within the framework of the above understanding 
that the present invention was developed. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved brokerage/cash management system. 

It is another object of the present invention to enable 
individuals to easily and cost effectively manage their assets 
and have a concise, clear understanding of the value of their 

15 assets. 

'lbe financial world has been enhanced by the ability to 
use computers to manage assets. Financial institutions 
extensively employ elaborate computer systems to direct 
and process the numerous accounts retained on behalf of the 
customers. These accounts routinely track individual assets 
for the account holder and permit timely updating thereof 
pursuant to transactions made by the account holders in 
accordance with the account restrictions. These systems are 20 

directed to accounts such as brokerage accounts wherein 
securities may be bought and sold with a minimal amount of 
paper work as the transactions and recordations thereof is 
fully automated within the computer. 

More recently, systems have been developed that permit 
25 

the integration of disparate types of accounts for a single 
account holder thus expanding substantially the account 
holders ability to control his/her assets. This is exemplified 

It is a further object of the present invention to enable an 
individual to delineate short and long term assets into a 
composite account with a single master account and a 
number of subaccounts which are linked within the com
posite account. 

It is another feature of the present invention to allow 
individuals in the same household or family to create a 
single composite account for all their funds. 

The above and other objects of the present invention are 
realized in a data processing system that directs and man
ages a plurality of brokerage/cash management accounts. 
The present system provides an account which includes at 
least one master account having one or more functional 

by the CMA® accounts which incorporate traditional check 
writing and credit/debit card features with brokerage and 
mutual fund accounts for a single user-integrated in a 
seamless fashion from the user's vantage. 

30 capabilities such as check writing, credit/debit card 
management, access to brokerage services, etc. The master 
accounts are linked to one or more nested subaccounts 
which are separately directed to a subset of features falling 

The above-noted integrated account systems are best 
exemplified from a processing standpoint by the specific 35 
patents directed to their implementation. More particularly, 
U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,346,442, 4,376,978, 4,597,046 and 4,774, 
663 are directed to such integrated account processing by 
one or more digital computers and are herein incorporated 
by reference as if restated in full. Generally, the above- 40 
identified patents disclose a computer system for directing a 
plurality of securities brokerage/cash management accounts. 
That system, inter alia, supervises, implements and coordi
nates a margin securities brokerage account, and permits 
participation in one or more short term investments (e.g., 45 
money market or comparable funds). 

In recent times, there has been an increasing desire by 
individual account holders to segment account functions into 
separately managed areas of financial interest. For example, 
account holders often desire the ability to provide separate so 
account functions to other members of their families, or to 
separate specific expenses on an account basis, e.g., mort
gage payments, etc. In the past, this has been accomplished 
by simply opening new accounts, fully featured, directed to 
the specific family member and/or specific expense. Dy 55 

pursuing this tack, the account holder develops multiple 
disparate accounts-often functionally equivalent, but with
out intercommunication therebetween. The fallout of this is 
excessive expenditures in maintaining multiple accounts 
that lack any coordination and thus become difficult to 60 
manage by the individual. 

Moreover, a financial management institution such as a 
brokerage house handles accounts for thousands of people, 
usually with each person having two or more separate 
accounts (i.e., a checking account, a money market account 65 
for long-term goals and a savings account). The lack of 
integration between multiple accounts held by the same 

within the master account, said features corresponding to the 
specific needs associated with the purpose of that subac
count. Recordkeeping between the master and its associated 
subaccounts is done on an integrated basis as each subac
count is specifically linked and controlled by the parameters 
associated with its master. 

In accordance with the varying aspects of the present 
invention, the foregoing subaccounts exclude specific credit/ 
debit features to insure proper utilization for their intended 
functions, e.g., college savings, mortgage payment. By 
specifically tailoring the subaccount functional profile to the 
delineated needs of that account, the system operator can 
t:ITt:clivdy strt:amlint: rt:conlkt:t:ping opt:rations and thus 
reduce overall costs. 

The foregoing and additional features and advantages of 
the instant invention will become more readily apparent 
from the following detailed description of a specific illus
trative embodiment thereof, presented hereinbelow in con
junction with the accompanying drawings in which: 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

HG. 1 is a flow chart for the establishment of the 
composite account with a master and subaccounts in the 
improved brokerage/cash management linked system; 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart depicting the establishment of the 
fee charges for the linked accounts; 

FIG. 3 is the flow chart for a representative account; and 
FIG. 4 depicts the operative elements in block diagram 

form for the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

First, briefly, the present invention is directed to a data 
processing system for managing a plurality of composite 
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accounts for fmancial cash managemt:n!, wherein each com
posite account has a master account and at least one subac
count that allows an individual to establish and manage their 
(and their household's) complete portfolio of cash assets 
with one concise, cost dit:ctive account. For an individual, 
this system, described more fully below, has a single master 
account, with a variety of suhaccounts directed to a specific 
goal such as monthly household expenses, long term invest
ment s!ra!egit:s and other financial goals. Tht: database 
management system has a central processing unit ("CPU") 

10 
for information such as name, address and account infor
mation for each individual, with a data processing system, 
known as !ht: Link System to recognize that an account 
(either a master account or a subaccount) is part of the 
composite account for the individual, a data processing 
means for receiving an individual's request on either a real 15 

time or periodic basis for !ht: transfer of funds be!wet:n the 
linked accounts and means for generating, displaying and 
outputting reports. 

Referring now to PIG. 1 there is an operational flow chart 
showing the data processing system for establishment of a 20 

brokerage/cash management system in accordance with the 
invention. 

Beginning at the top of the FIG. 1, a request is inputted 
and received to open an account 10. The Master Account 20 
and one or more Subaccounts 30 are opened and a Central 25 

Processing Unit ("CPU") 40 containing the master database 
will receive the individual's identification such as the name 
and address of the individual, along with the information for 
that account such as the master account identification 
number, the subaccount identification number and the 30 
account asset information. This information will also be 
transmitted to the data processing unit which will link the 
accounts (the "Link System") 50. The system will then 
request that a Fee Preference 60 be selected by the individual 
for the Master Account 20 and for each of the Subaccount(s) 35 
30 opened. The Fee Preference 60 is illustrated in FIG. 2, 
discussed below allows fees to be charged either completely 
to the Master Account 200 or individually to the Master 
Account and Subaccounts 210. 

At this point, the paperwork for the account is reviewed 40 
for completeness 90. If the paperwork is not completed, the 
request will be Fended 100 for a set period of time (e.g. 90 
days), after which time if the completed paperwork has not 
been received, the request will lapse. Once the paperwork is 
completed, then the request will be reviewed for Approval 45 
110 for the Master Account 20 and the Subaccount(s) 30. If 
it is not approved the request is denied (End). If the account 

4 
a request is madt: to open a Subaccount 30, the CPU 40 and 
the Link System 50 will receive all individual identification 
such as the name, address and all account information for the 
Master Account 20 and for all existing linked subaccounts 
30 for the individual. The system will then request that a Fee 
Preference 60 be selected for the new Subaccount. See 
discussion of PIG. 2 below. 

At this point, the paperwork for the Subaccount is 
reviewed for completeness 90. If the paperwork is not 
completed, the request will be Fended 100 for a set period 
of time (e.g. 90 days), after which time if the completed 
paperwork has not been received, the request will lapse. 
Once the paperwork is completed, then the rt:ques! will be 
reviewed for approvalllO for the Subaccount 30. If it is not 
approved the request is denied (End). If the account is 
approved, then a determination will be made as to whether 
an Activated Master Account 130 has been linked to the new 
Subaccount 30. If an Activated Master Account 130 is 
present then, the new Subaccount is activated 160 and 
Enrolled in the Fund Transfer System 140. For the Subac
counts 30, the Fund Transfer System 140 will allow funds to 
be transferred internally within the composite account to the 
linked Master Account 20 or another linked Subaccount 30. 
At this time, the CPU 40 containing the master database and 
the Link System 50 are automatically updated with the 
information that the new Subaccount(s) 30 have been acti-
vated. If an activated Master Account 130 is not present, 
then the request will be Pended 100 for a set period of time 
(e.g. 90 days), after which time, the account will be 
upgraded to a Master Account 20. 

If the subaccount is for another household member, the 
CPU 40 containing the master database and the Link System 
50 will be updated to reflect this information. 

Now referring to FIG. 2, onct: an account has been 
requested, the Fee Preference 60 for that account must be 
established. After the account has been requested, the indi
vidual will be asked to allot fee charges for the Master 
Account 20 and all Subaccount(s) 30 either entirely to the 
Master Account 200 or alternatively individually to the 
Master Account and each of the established Subaccount(s) 
210. Since the Subaccounts 30 have limited features with 
respect to a Master Account, fees applied to the Subaccount 
(s) will generally be noticeably less. 

If the individual chooses to have All Fees charged to a 
Master Account 200, then all initial fees for Master Account 
20 and subsequently for all Subaccount(s) 30 will be charged 
against the Master Account 200. Then when it is time for the 
Yearly Fees 220 for the Master Account and all Sub accounts, 
the system will check to see if the Master Account is Active 
230. If the Master Account is Active 230, then all charges for 
the Master Account and all Subaccounts will be charged 
against the Master Account 240. However, if the Master 
Account is not active, then the individual Subaccounts 250 

is approved, then the Master Account 20 is Activated 130 
and it is automatically Enrolled in the Fund Transfer System 
140. At this time, the CPU 40 containing the master database 50 
and the Link System 50 are automatically updated with the 
information that the Master Account 20 has been activated. 
The Fund Transfer System 140 will allow the Master 
Account 20 to transfer funds hoth internal and external to the 
system, including transfers to and from any linked 
subaccount(s). 

55 
will be charged on their respective anniversaries. 

At this point, the determination will be made, whether any 
Subaccount(s) 30 are Pending 170 with respect to the newly 
activated Master Account 20. If the determination is made 

If the individual chooses to have All Fees charged against 
a Master Account and Subaccount(s) individually 210, then 
All Fees 260 will be charged against each individual account 
on its respective anniversary 270. 

Cost savings will normally be shown if the individual 
chooses to have All Fees charged against a master account 
200 since charges will not accrue on any subaccount until 
the next anniversary of the master account. 

that Subaccmmt(s) 30 are Pending 170, then the Subaccount 60 

(s) 30 arc Activated 160 and Enrolled in the Fund Transfer 
System 140. For the Subaccounts 30, the Fund Transfer 
System 140 will allow funds to be transferred internally 
within the composite account to the linked Master Account For example, if a master account with an annual fee of 

65 $100.00 is opened inApril1992 (with its yearly fees charged 
at that time), then a linked subaccount with an annual fee of 
$25.00 is opened in May 1992 and the individual chooses to 

20 or another linked Subaccount 30. 
At a time after the Master Account 20 is activated, an 

individual may wish to open other subaccount(s). Each time 
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is the 28th day of the month 410, then it will transfer a 
predetermined amount of funds to the Master Account from 
the Mortgage Subaccount 420 and from the Car Subaccount 
430. In this example, an individual does not have the subset 
ability to write checks directly from the subaccounts, there
fore the individual can periodically transfer money to the 
Master Account for payments. 

After the system has completed each transfer described 
above, it will appropriately update the Account Information 

have all fees charged against the master account, no fees will 
be charged for the subaccount until April 1993, at which 
time the master account will be charged $125.00. However, 
if when the subaccount is opened, the individual chooses to 
have the subaccount fees charged against the subaccount, 
then in May 1992, $25.00 will be charged and another 
$25.00 will be charged in May 1993. 13y May 1993, if the 
individual chose to have all fees charged against the master 
account, the total fees incurred would have been a total of 
$225.00. If the individual chose to have fees charged 
individually, then by May 1993 the total fees incurred would 
have been a total of $250.00. 

The above example also illustrates tht cost diectiveness 

10 440 for the Composite Master Account 20 and Linked 
Subaccounts 30. If it is the Final Day of the month 450, the 
system will generate a concise customer statement 460 on 
the month's activities for the composite account including 
the Master Account 20 and each of the linked Subaccounts of the invention, generally. In the above example, if the 

composite account was not available, then the individual 
would have had to establish two separate primary accounts, 
each having an annual fee of $100.00. Therefore, in April 
1992, the individual would have been charged $200.00 and 
then again in April 1993 the individual would have been 
charged $200.00 for a total of $400.00 as opposed to the 20 

$225.00 or $250.00 in fees incurred in the new system. 

15 30 for each individual. 

As discussed in FIGS. 1 and 2 above, the securities 
brokerage/cash management system which supervises, 
implements and coordinates a margin securities brokerage 
account is constructed of a Master Account and one or more 25 

subaccount(s) each having a fee preference option. Once the 
Master Account and the subaccount(s) are activated, linked 
and enrolled in the Fund Transfer System each can transfer 
funds between such linked accounts on a periodic basis, e.g., 
a weekly basis, and/or on a demand (as needed) basis by the 30 

individual. In addition to transferring funds, deposits can be 
directly made to the Master or any of the Subaccount(s). 

Attention is now directed to FIG. 4 wherein hardware 
elements of the present invention are provided. In this 
context, the selected hardware platform is not particularly 
limitative and will be dictated by the number and activity of 
accounts under management. In particular, the Central Pro
cessing Unit ("CPU") 40 containing the system database and 
which implements the system commands is connected to 
memory unit 510 via address and data buses 520 for update 
and access to system records such as account assets. 
Additionally, support exists for terminal control530 to allow 
multiple access and input to data and output to data, along 
with communication management 540 for communication 
exchange with the systems shown in FIG. 1. 

The above-described composite account arrangement has 
thus been shown to provide an improved securities 
brokerage/cash management system which supervises and 
integrates a brokerage account in which a Master Account 
with one or more linked subaccounts is used to manage an FIG. 3 is an illustrative example of an improved securities 

brokerage/cash management system which supervises, 
implements and coordinates a margin securities brokerage 
account having a Master Account 20 and three subaccounts 
denoted respectively as Mortgage Subaccount 310, Car 
Subaccount 320 and Tuition Subaccount 330. 

35 
individual's funds which accounts (master and subaccounts) 
can transfer funds to and from, providing greater flexibility 
for the individual, while providing earned income for funds 
not invested or required to satisfy expenditures. 

Starting with the Deposit 300, deposits to the composite 
account can be made to the Master Account 20 or directly to 
the Mortgage Subaccount 310, Tuition Subaccount 330 or 
Car Subaccount 320. Next, on a continuing basis, the system 
will check to see if there are any real time transfers 340 (i.e. 
customers manual request for a transfer) pending and if there 
are, the transfer will be processed at the time of the request 
350. The system will transfer the requested funds from the 
specified account (e.g., the Tuition Subaccount 330) to the 
destination account(s) (e.g., the Master Account 20). 

It should he noted that the above descriptions are pre-
40 sented to illustrate the invention and that modifications by 

those skilled in the art are possible without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A data processing system for managing a plurality of 

45 
accounts, wherein each account includes a master account, 
is held by a first individual, and is directed to particular 
profile of financial attributes and capabilities, comprising: 

At the End of the Day 355, the day's periodic transactions 50 
will be processed, including the transfers between the linked 
Master Account, Mortgage, Car and Tuition subaccounts. 

In this example, the accounts have been set up to have an 
automatic transfer of funds from the Master Account 20 to 
the Mortgage Subaccount 310, the Car Subaccount 320 and 55 

the Tuition Subaccount 330 every 14 days and an automatic 
transfer of funds to the Master Account 20 from the Mort
gage Subaccount 310 and the Car Subaccount 320 on the 
28th day of each month. 

At the End of the Day 355, the system will check to see 60 

if today's Date is the date of next periodic instruction 360. 
If it is, then the system will transfer a predetermined amount 
of funds to each the Mortgage Subaccount 370; the Car 
Subaccount 380; and the Tuition Subaccount 390. The 
system will then calculate and set the date of the next 65 
periodic instmction 400. Next the system will determine 
whether the date is the 28th day of the month 410. If the Date 

account input means for receiving account transactions 
from said individual corresponding to account activity 
inquiries and account asset transfers in a master 
account; 

account processing means for creating and controlling one 
or more subaccounts associated with said master 
account, wherein said account processor permits a 
particular profile of account transactions to be associ
ated with each said subaccount, said profile represent-
ing a subset of transaction functions or identifications 
associated with said master account; and 

account reporting means for creating, displaying, or out
putting reports corresponding to transactions under
taken for each account on a periodic basis. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein said accounts process
ing means includes means for transferring assets between 
said master account and each of said subaccounts. 

3. The data processing system of claim 2, wherein said 
account processing means provides an identification that a 
particular subaccount is associated with a second individual 
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ami with a master account held by said flrst individual, and 
further provides an identification that said first and second 
individuals are members of the same household. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said master account 
includes asset transaction means for support of at least one 
credit card, one checking account and one security broker
age account. 

8 
7. The data processing system of claim 4, wherein said 

account processing means provides an identification that a 
particular subaccount is associated with a second individual 
and with a master account held by said first individual, and 
further provides an identification that said first and second 
individuals are members of the same household. 

8. The data processing system of claim 1, wherein said 5. The system of claim 4 wherein said subaccounts 
include transaction capabilities specifically limited to asset 
transfer between said subaccount and said master account. 

account processing means provides an identification that a 
10 particular subaccount is associated with a second individual 

6. The data processing system of claim 5, wherein said 
account processing means provides an identification that a 
particular subaccount is associated with a second individual 
and with a master account held by said first individual, and 
further provides an identification that said first and second 15 
individuals are members of the same household. 

and with a master account held by said first individual, and 

further provides an identification that said first and second 
individuals arc members of the same household. 
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